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Abstract

This thesis is devoted to the study through electronic systems of quantum inter-

ference phenomena related to wave transport. In particular, our interest is focused on

Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT), which has its basis in atomic physics

and Anderson Localization (AL), a key concept in condensed matter physics. Several

models are proposed to reproduce them and to facilitate their interpretation. Emphasis is

placed on the non-Hermiticity aspect when modelling, and correspondances are made with

the real physical systems. The circuits are based on usual L, R and C components and/or

imaginary resistance Z, all linear. Starting from Kirchhoff’s laws, the equations and the

Hamiltonian describing each system are derived. Analytical, numerical, and analogical

simulation methods are described. Firstly, the study is focused on EIT and the related

phenomena. It appears by modulating the non-Hermitian parameter of the MLC/ZRC

circuit that, EIT, Electromagnetically Induced Amplification (EIA) and Autler-Townes

Splitting (ATS) windows can be reproduced in the weak and strong coupling regimes,

respectively. At the zero effective coupling point, all the phenomena disappear. This

suggests a possible way of controlling EIT experiments. The theoretical results are well

confirmed by the LTspice simulations. The ZRC multi dimer permits the replication of

EIT windows and/or related phenomena, simultaneously, according to a number of dimers

considered. Secondly, we focus on the AL phenomenon. PT dimer MLC is first inserted

as a default in a Hermitian LC conservative transmission line (TL). When propagating the

real wavenumbers k, the scattering properties reveal exceptional points (EPs), where uni-

directional invisibility occurs. Between the EPs, the transmission is superunitary, and the

modes propagation are extended. Outside the EPs, transmission is subunitary, suggest-

ing modes propagation localized. Lasing modes appear for imaginary wavenumber values,

corresponding to real or purely imaginary values of the non-Hermitian parameter, demon-

strating the ability to control forbidden waves in a linear regime. APT scattering system

exhibits a non-reciprocity propagation for real wave numbers. For the non-Hermitian

ZRC TL in the PT /APT exact phase, the current distribution is always extended and

symmetric. This symmetry disappears when the TL enters the complex phase, and the lo-

calized modes emerge with the localization length proportional to the cells number in the

TL. This reveals embryonic applications in cryptography, switching and system control.

Keywords: Non-Hermitian, imaginary resistance, quantum interference,

EIT/ATS, Anderson localization.
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Résumé
Cette thèse est consacrée à l’étude, au moyen des systèmes électroniques, des phénomènes

d’interférence quantique liés au transport d’ondes. En particulier, notre intérêt est porté

sur la Transparence Electromagnétique Induite (EIT), qui prend son fondement en physique

atomique et la Localisation d’Anderson (AL), un concept clé de la physique de la matière

condensée. Plusieurs modèles sont proposés pour les reproduire et pour faciliter leur in-

terprétation. L’accent est mis sur l’aspect non-Hermiticité lors de la modélisation, et des

correspondances sont établies avec les systèmes physiques réels. Les circuits sont basés

sur les composants L, R et C usuels et/ ou la résistance imaginaire Z, tous linéaires. En

partant des lois de Kirchhoff, les équations et l’Hamiltonien décrivant chaque système

sont obtenus. Des méthodes analytiques, numériques et de simulation analogiques sont

décrites. Premièrement, l’étude est portée sur l’EIT et les phénomènes y relatifs. Il appa-

râıt en modulant le paramètre de non-Hermiticité du circuit dimère MLC/ZRC que, les

fenêtres d’EIT/d’Amplification Induite Electromagnétiquement (EIA) et d’Autler-Townes

(AT) peuvent être reproduites dans les régimes de couplage faible et fort, respectivement.

Au point de couplage effectif nul, tous ces phénomènes disparaissent, suggérant un moyen

possible pour contrôler les expériences d’EIT. Les résultats théoriques sont confirmés par

les simulations LTspice. Le multi dimère ZRC permet de reproduire plusieurs fenêtres

simultanées d’EIT et/ou de phénomènes analogues, proportionnellement au nombre de

dimères considérés. Secondairement, nous nous focalisons sur l’étude du phénomène de

localisation d’Anderson. Le dimère MLC PT est d’abord inséré comme défaut dans une

ligne de transmission (TL) Hermitienne LC conservatrice. Lors de la propagation des nom-

bres d’onde réels (k), les propriétés de diffusion révèlent des points exceptionnels (EPs),

où l’invisibilité unidirectionnelle se produit. Entre ces EPs, la transmission est superuni-

taire, et la propagation des modes est étendue. A l’extérieur des EPs, la transmission

est subunitaire, suggérant les modes de propagation localisés. Les modes d’émission laser

apparaissent pour des valeurs imaginaires de k, correspondant à des valeurs réelles ou pure-

ment imaginaires du paramètre non-Hermitien, ce qui démontre la possibilité de contrôler

les ondes interdites dans un régime linéaire. Les propriétés de diffusion du dimère MLC

APT révèlent un caractère de non-réciprocité. Pour la ligne ZRC non-Hermitienne dans

la phase PT /APT exacte, la distribution du courant est étendue et toujours symétrique.

Cette symétrie disparâıt dans la phase complexe, et les modes localisés émergent avec la

longueur de localisation proportionnelle au nombre de cellules. Cela révèle des applica-

tions embryonnaires en cryptographie, en commutation et en contrôle de systèmes.
Mots clés : Non-Hermitien, résistance imaginaire, interférence quan-

tique, EIT/ATS, localisation d’Anderson.
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resistance. Figure is taken from ref. [28] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.3 The physical symmetry of the system corresponds to its symmetric equa-

tions of motion. The figure is adapted from [124]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

1.4 (Left) Real (upper panel) and imaginary (lower panel) parts of the eigenfre-

quencies ω as a function of the normalized gain and loss parameter γ/γPT .

The solid curves (dots) show the theoretical (experimental) results. Exper-

imentally measured temporal dynamics of the capacitance energy Etot
C (τ)

of the total system for various γ-values. As γ → γPT , the τ 2 behavior,

a signature of the spontaneous PT -symmetry breaking, is observed. The

figures are adapted from ref. [28]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

1.5 Experimental reflectances for a single TL attached to the lossy (RR) or

the gain (RL) side of the dimer (see lower insets) for µ = 0.29 ; γ =
0.188875 ; η = 0.0305. The black line corresponds to R−1

L and confirms

the non-reciprocal nature RLRR = 1 of the PT -scattering The upper inset

shows the measurements for the left (right) reflection phases φL (φR). The

blue lines are the theoretical results. The figure is adapted from ref. [80]. . 10

1.6 The ω−γ phase diagram for µ = 0.57, indicating the existence of a subuni-

tary (log10 (RR) < 0) and a complimentary super-unitary (log10 (RR) > 0)

domain for the set-up shown at the lower left inset of Fig. 1.5. The figure

is adapted from ref. [80]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
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1.7 The spatial potential distribution inside the dimer versus the frequency ω.

The TL is coupled to the lossy side. The parameters used are the those

used in Fig. 1.5. The blue dashed lines indicate the boundaries between

sub-unitary to super-unitary scattering. The figure is adapted from ref. [80]. 12

1.8 Measurements (symbols) and numerics (lines of corresponding color) of T

, RL/R for the two-port scattering set-up. The vertical black dashed lines

indicate the frequencies where unidirectional transparency occurs. The

conservation relation is also evaluated using the experimental data. The

horizontal dashed blue line is drawn for the eye and indicates the value 1.

The parameters used are the those used in Fig. 1.5. The figure is adapted

from ref. [80]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.9 (a)The overall output coefficient Θ (ω) versus frequency ω near the ampli-

fication/attenuation frequency ωJ (vertical dashed line). The PT S elec-

tronic circuit is coupled to two ports and has η = 0.110 ; γ = 0.186 ; c =
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L . For

any other incident signal (e.g. see the blue line corresponding to V −R = V +
L )

the system acts as an amplifier. The dots are experimental values while

the lines are numerical results. (b) Plots of experimental Θ (ωJ) versus the

relative phase φ of the signal entering the structure from the lossy node.

Various curves correspond to different excitation amplitudes. Note the ex-

tremely sharp dependence at the Janus condition. Figures are adapted

from ref. [87]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

1.10 Schematic diagrams of PT and anti-PT symmetric binary systems. a)

PT -symmetric coupled oscillators implied by the PT S HamiltonianH(PT ).

b) APT -symmetric binary system derived from the relation H(APT ) =
±jH(PT ). In the two diagrams, κ denotes inter-resonator coupling con-

stant and vertical arrows indicate directions of energy exchange between

the coupled-resonator system and environment. Figures are adapted from

ref. [50]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

1.11 APT -symmetric model circuit and its spectral property. Circuit diagram

of APT -symmetric LRC resonators. The circuit consists of two resistively

coupled amplifying LRC resonators with negative resistance units. A vari-

able inductor is used for L2 to precisely control the energy-detuning pa-

rameter ε. The figure is taken from ref. [50]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
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1.12 ε-dependent resonance-excitation spectrum W1 (f). The Figure is adapted

from ref. [50]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

1.13 Eigensystem structure of an APT -symmetric circuit. Real (a) and imagi-

nary (b) eigenvalues inferred from the resonance-excitation spectra in Fig.

1.12 in comparison with theory. The theoretical curves are obtained by

a binary Hamiltonian model derived from Kirchhoff’s circuit laws. The

shaded area for ε/κ indicates the parametric region of the broken PT S
phase. Figures are adapted from ref. [50]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

1.14 Energy-difference conserving dynamics in time domain. a) Measured time

evolution of the total energy Tn, electric energy En, and magnetic energy

Mn for an initial state |v (0)〉 = (0 1)T . ε = 1.48κ in this measurement.

b) Measured voltage-product energy rate V1V2/R. c) Integrated voltage-

product energy rate
∑ (V1V2/R)∆t showing an exact correlation with the

beating patterns in Tn. Here, the sampling time interval ∆t = 4µs. Figures

are taken from ref. [50]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

1.15 Imaginary resistance. Figure is taken from ref. [133]. . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

1.16 Gyrator. Figure is taken from ref. [133]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

1.17 Imaginary resistance realized by using gyrator and resistors for arbitrary

phase-difference θ. Figure is taken from ref. [133]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

1.18 Imaginary resistance realized by using ideal transformer. Figure is taken

from ref. [136]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

1.19 a)The ZRC dimer setup in which the gain and the loss cells are coupled

by an imaginary resistance and a capacitor. b) Normal modes dynamics.

Subset (i): in the breakable region, c = −0.1. In dash c = 2. Subset (ii)

in the unbreakable region for c = −2 (ν = 0.75). Figures are adapted from

ref. [62] with the permission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
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1.20 Simple EIT Plot. Here we are plotting the real and imaginary components

of the complex linear susceptibility. The imaginary component corresponds

to absorption - on the left we see a typical Lorentzian absorption peak

while the control laser is inactive. When the control laser is applied, the

absorption peak splits revealing a transparency at what was the maximal

absorption. The real components appear in the dispersion relation, relating

wave speed to frequency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

1.21 All three level structures capable of demonstrating EIT, namely, Λ-type

(left), V-type (middle), and ladder type (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
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system has two possible transitions, denoted as ωa or the probe and ωb or

the control frequency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

1.23 A example of a dark state that is a superposition of |1〉 and |2〉. The

probe and control frequency excitation interfere destructively at level |3〉,
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the superposition state, hence being transparent to both the probe and

control frequencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

1.24 Classical analogs of EIT. a) The mechanical model. b) The electrical circuit

model. Figures are adapted from ref. [59]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

1.25 The power transferred to the circuit R2L2Ce2 as a function of the frequency

ωS for different values of the coupling capacitor C. The values of C are

C = 0.196µF , with resonance frequency fres = ω2/2π = 20 kHz, (b) C =
0.150µF , fres = 19.5 kHz, (c) C = 0.096µF , fres = 19.5 kHz, (d) C =
0.050µF , fres = 26.5 kHz,. The open squares correspond to measurements
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off. The open circles correspond to measurements made with the switch

closed. The evolution from EIT to the Autler–Townes regime is clearly

observed. Figures are taken from [59]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

1.26 Classical analog of DEIT. a) The mechanical model. b) The electrical

circuit model. Figures are adapted from ref. [164]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
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1.27 Power transferred to the R1L1Ce1 circuit as a function of the detuning

δ = ω − ωR. This detuning was defined as the difference between the

driving field frequency ω and the resonance frequency of the circuit ωR.

The parameters used were R2 = R3 = 5.0 Ω, R1 = 50 Ω , C1 = C2 = C3 =
0.1µF , C = 0.2µF andL1 = 0.0010H. For plots (a) L2 = L3 = 0.0010H;

(b) L2 = 0.0010H and L3 = 0.0015H; (c) L2 = 0.0020H and L3 = 0.0003H;

(d) L2 = 0.0005H and L3 = 0.0003H. The solid line represents PR, whereas

the dashed line represents PX . P is given in arbitrary units. Figures are

adapted from ref. [164]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

1.28 Probe absorption in an N-system with (left) and without (right) transfert of

coherence for various coupling laser intensities. The dotted lines correspond

to the one-photon lorentzian probe absorption in the absorption of coupling

laser. the coupling intensity increases from top bottom (as reported in [181]). 35

1.29 A partial view of an ideal transmission line. Zn (γn) represent horizontal

(vertical) impedances, respectively. For direct TL, Zn is associated with

inductances and γn with capacitances. Conversely, for dual TL, Zn is as-

sociated with capacitances and γn with inductances. The arrows indicate

the direction of the electric current in each cell. We arbitrarily consider the

initial flow from the left, because we are using open boundary conditions.

Figure is taken from ref. [212]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

1.30 A segment of a mixed transmission line formed by p = 2 direct cells and

q = 3 dual cells. The full system is formed by the repetition of the basic

unit formed by d = (p+ q) cells. Inductances are represented by rectangles

and capacitances by circles. In addition, dual cells are marked with orange

color-filled symbols. The arrows indicate the direction of the electric current

in each cell. Figure is taken from ref. [212]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

1.31 (a) Global sub-band structure of the Shannon entropy S (ω) = R1 (ω) ver-

sus ω for the Fibonacci quasi-periodic distribution of inductances Ln dis-

cussed in ref. [201]. (b)Self-replication structure of the sub-band indicated

by the vertical arrow in (a). Figure is taken from Ref. [212]. . . . . . . . . 41
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1.32 ξ (ω) versus ω for the m-tupling distribution of inductances Ln in the direct

TL, for three values of m, namely m = {2, 3, 13} (a–c). (d) Λ (ω) versus ω.

A short vertical bar indicates the existence of an extended state (Λ (ω) > 1).
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case m = 2. Conversely, for m >> 3 (m = 8 and m = 13), the number

of extended states increases and becomes comparable to the m = 2 case.

Figure is taken from ref. [212]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

1.33 Map (b, ω) for the Aubry–André distribution of inductances with L0 = 4.0.
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is taken from ref. [212]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
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p = 2, q = 1, for (a) b = 0.3, (b) b = 0.7, (c) b = 1.1 and (d) b = 1.5. For (a)
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to disappear. Figure is taken from ref. [212]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44

1.35 (a) Phase diagram separating non-conducting from conducting states in the

thermodynamics limit in terms of the symmetric map parameter bc (∞)
as a function of the correlation exponent α. The plotted points corre-

spond to values of the correlation exponent α > 0.55, i.e., the disordered

system always presents long-range correlation. (b) Normalized localiza-

tion length Λ (ω) as a function of the frequency ω for the asymmetric

ternary map when b1 = −0.9 ; b2 = 1.7 for different correlation exponents

α = {1.7, 1.8, 2.0, 2.6 }. Figures are adapted from ref. [199] . . . . . . . . 45
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1.37 A PT S resistance configuration in a direct ETL. Figure is taken from ref. [60]. 47
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3.1 Effective CP dimer L. (a, b): Variation of the real and imaginary parts

of ω±/ω0 as function of νC/νCcr for different values of ε. ε = −1(red);

ε = −0.5 (green); ε = 0 (black); ε = 0.5 (blue); ε = 1 (magenta). (c, d):

The real and imaginary parts of the eigenfrequencies splitting. . . . . . . . 79

3.2 Effective CP dimer MC (when µ = 0.50, κ 6= µ). (a, b): Variation of the

real and imaginary parts of ω±/ω0 as function of κ/κcr1 for different values

of ε. ε = −1 (red); ε = −0.5 (green); ε = 0 (black); ε = 0.5 (blue); ε = 1
(magenta). (c, d): The real and imaginary parts of the eigenfrequencies

splitting and coupling threshold evolution. The coupling thresholds are

indicated in green and white color as κcr1 and κcr2 with (κcr1 < κcr2 )

between which is located the weak coupling regime. Both critical values

merge to only one point for ε = 1 when κ = µ . At this last point the weak

regime vanishes. The color bar indicates the magnitude of the splitting.

For all plots γ2 = 0.05. The first and second column represent the real

and imaginary parts, respectively. Except for dimer ML, all plots obtained

here qualitatively describe what is observed in other types of CP dimers of

category 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

3.3 3D top view of the real (first column) and imaginary (second column) parts

of the normalized eigenfrequencies ω±/ |ω0| of the ZRC dimer as function

of the controlling coupling parameter βc and the gain/loss ratio ε, in the

case of dimer Z of which c = βc ((a), (b)) and of the dimer ZC when fixed

κ = 0.75 ((c), (d)). The coupling threshold βCth is indicated with the

dashed magenta color. For all plots β0 = 0.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

3.4 Cross section of the real (solid) and the imaginary (dashed) parts of the

eigenfrequencies ω±/ |ω0| shown in Fig. 3.3 for different values of ε: (e) the

dimer Z and (f): dimer ZC (κ = 0.75). The values of ε are indicated on

the plots. For all plots β0 = 0.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
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3.5 Eigenfrequencies of the dimer as function of the variation ∆. (a) Uncoupled

loops (c = 0, with βC = κ = 0). Dimer Z in weak (b) and strong (c)

coupling regime. Dimer ZC in weak (d) and strong (e) coupling regime. (f)

Dimer ZC at the couplingless point (c = 0, with βC = κ = 0.75 ). In all

plots, β0 = 0.5, ω0 < 0 and ε = 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

3.6 The normalized roots of D (ω) as function of the imaginary resistive cou-

pling parameter βC for the multi dimer ZC (when κ = 0.75). First row:

the bi dimer ZC (N=2). Second row: the tri dimer ZC (N=3) and in third

row: the tetra dimer ZC (N=4). The first column shows the real parts of

the roots (Re (ω/ |ω0|)) and the second column shows their imaginary parts

(Im (ω/ |ω0|)). The other plot parameters are: ε = 0, β0 = 0.5 and ω0 < 0.

The inset in (a) corresponding to the case of the bi dimer Z (κ = 0), allows

to show the robustness of the multiple coupling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

3.7 The solid black (white) curve is the absorption spectrum of the mesh (2)

as function of the normalized frequency detuning δ/ω0 (frequency ω) when

SW is off. The dashed black (white) is the corresponding dispersion curve.

The first and second column represent the theoretical and the experimental

LTspice results, respectively. (a, b): the mesh (2) is passive (γ2 = 0.05).

(c, d): the mesh (2) is active (γ2 = −0.05). The experimental parameters

are R2 = 50 Ω ; L2 = 5 mH ; LC = 0.272 mH ; C2 = 0.1µF . . . . . . . . . . 89

3.8 Absorption spectrum of the mesh (2) in Effective CP dimers as function

of δ/ω0 for different values of ε. We assume coupling in the weak driving

regime. For illustration, we have considered the case of CP dimer L where

νC/νCcr = 0.5. The solid blue, green and red curves are the real parts of the

resonances P21/p0, P22/p0 and the total dissipated power P2/p0. From (a)-

(d) and from (i)-(l) are theoretical results. From (e)-(h) and from (m)-(p)

are experimental LTspice simulation results. The experimental parameters

are indicated in Table 3.1. first column: ε = 0.1; second column: ε = 0;

third column: ε = −0.05; last column: ε = −0.1. In the first and second

rows, the mesh (2) is passive (γ2 = 0.05), while in the third and last row it

is active (γ2 = −0.05). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
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3.9 Absorption spectrum of the mesh (2) in Effective CP dimers as function

of δ/ω0 for different values of ε. We assume coupling in the strong driv-

ing regime. For illustration, we have considered the case of CP dimer L

where νC/νCcr = 2. The solid blue, green and red curves are the reso-

nances P21/p0, P22/p0 and the total dissipated power P2/p0. From (a)-(d)

and from (i)-(l) are theoretical results. From (e)-(h) and from (m)-(p) are

experimental LTspice simulation results. The experimental parameters are

indicated in Table 3.2. First column: ε = 0.5; second column: ε = 0; third

column: ε = −0.5; last column: ε = −1.0. In the first and second rows, the

mesh (2) is passive (γ2 = 0.05) while in the third and last row it is active

(γ2 = −0.05). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93

3.10 (a) and (b) Absorption spectrum of the mesh (2) in Effective CP dimers

of category 2 (dimer MC with µ = 0.5 for illustration), as function of δ/ω0

and the active coupling (κ for illustration). We assume ε = 0 and the active

coupling κ evolves in the weak driving regime. We note a particular behav-

ior at the center of this regime corresponding to the disappearance of EIT

and related phenomena. (c) and (d) are experimental LTspice simulation

results at the CPLP when ε = 0, κ = µ = 0.5. The experimental val-

ues used for the simulations are: R2 = 50 Ω ;R1 = 55 Ω ; L2 = 5 mH ; LC =
0.986 mH ; C2 = 0.1µF . In first column: the mesh (2) is passive (γ2 = 0.05)

while in the second column it is active (γ2 = −0.05). . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

3.11 Transient evolution of the normalized current into the loop in absence of the

harmonic voltage for different values of the quality factor (a, d): β0
−1 = 10

; (b, e): β0
−1 → ∞ ; (c, f): β0

−1 = −10. From (a)-(c): ω0 > 0 ; from

(d)-(f): ω0 < 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

3.12 The real (solid lines) and the imaginary (dashes/dots lines) parts of the

steady state normalized power dissipated by the Z0R0C0 loop as a function

of the normalized frequency ω/ω0 for different values of the non-Hermitian

parameter β0. The plot parameters are shown in the figure. In all plots,

green and blue curves correspond to the loss loop (β0 = 0.5) whereas purple

and red curves are associated to the gain loop (β0 = −0.5), respectively. . 97
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3.13 Time evolution of the energy in each cell of the dimer Z (first column)

and the dimer ZC (second column). (a) and (b) correspond to dimer Z

in presence of strong (βC = 0.5) and weak (βC = 0.02) coupling regimes,

respectively. (c) and (d) represent the dimer ZC ( when κ = 0.75) in the

strong (βC = 0.2) and the weak ( βC = 0.71) couplings, respectively. (e)

correspond to the dimer ZC at the CPLP (βC = κ = 0.75). For all plots

ε = 0 and β0 = 0.1 and ω0 = 1rad.s−1 > 0. The solid green and red dashes
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3.20 Scattering normalized coefficient T and R of THL dimer MLC versus the

gain/loss parameter in region I. ν = 0.25, c = 0.5 and ϑ = 0.1. (a) k and

γ are real; EPs occur for the gain/loss incidence while in (b) ϑ = 4, and
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3.21 Scattering normalized coefficient T and R of THL dimer MLC versus the
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Both localization behavior are separated by the gray curves which marks
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3.37 Normalized localization length Λ (β,Ω±) in semi-log scale for the system

in APT S configuration as function of β for different values of p when

N = 25. (a): APT RH , and (b): APT LH . For the values of p indicated

in the plots, we observe in APT RH extended modes (i.e Λ
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β,ΩRH

±

)
>

1) in the exact phase (pure imaginary frequencies), while the localized

modes (i.e Λ
(
β,ΩRH

±

)
< 1) occur in the APT broken phase (complex

frequencies). Both localization behaviors are separated by the gray curve
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±

)
= 1. Also remark that for theAPT RH , the

appearance of the localized modes in the broken phase required a minimum

of cells ( p = 15) since below that value, all modes become extended (i.e

Λ
(
β,ΩRH

+

)
> 1) however in APT LH configuration, the modes are localized

even for infinitesimal value p = 1 (not shown). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
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General Introduction

While it is widely recognized that no researcher doubts as to the usefulness of gain

mechanisms in boosting signal and transmissing information, it is also widely believed

that loss mechanisms are undesirable for the most part of time and unfortunately lead to

signal attenuation and system energy losses despite the abundance of losses in nature. The

original idea of making the gain and the loss coexist within the same system only dates

back to 1998 with the introduction into quantum mechanics of the concept of parity time

(PT ) symmetry by Carl Bender and co-workers [1–3]. In a well-developed mathematical

formalism, they proved that such systems are described by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians

H delicately combining the gain and the loss in the same quantities, which under the

conditions of commutation with the PT operator, i.e., [H,PT ] = 0, can admit real

eigenvalues, in contradiction with the predictions of quantum mechanics, where the real

spectrum is guaranteed by the condition of Hermiticity H = H+. Since then, the concept

of PT symmetry gradually open up to other fields and specialties of physics and, today

non-Hermitian systems constitute a major field of investigations. It is shown that the

reality of the real spectrum in quantum mechanics is relative to the complex potential

which must satisfy the relation V (x) = V ∗ (−x) with an even real part and an odd

imaginary part [1–6]. In optics, the refractive index of the medium must obey n (x) =
n∗ (−x) [7–13], while ε (x) = ε∗ (−x) for the relative permittivity in metamaterials [14–17].

The notion of PT symmetry has also been extended to the field of photonics [7–13],

mechanics [18–20], optomechanics [20–23], acoustics [24–26], condensed matter [27] and

electronics [28, 29], to name a few. In the later field, which serves as a framework of

this thesis, the concept of PT symmetry has been there introduced in 2011, thanks

to the pioneering works carried out by Joseph Schindler and co-workers on an active

pair of coupled LRC circuits, one of which with amplification and the other with an

equivalent attenuation [28]. Later, investigations on wave transport through such parity

time symmetric (PT S) dimer systems served to highlight a wide range of intriguing

features as power oscillations, unidirectional invisibility [7,13,30–33], nonreciprocal Bloch

oscillations [34], absorption enhanced transmission [35], simultaneous coherent-perfect

absorber lasing [36], and localized termination modes [37].

At the same time as these works carried out with the aim of broadening the field of

investigation of PT symmetry systems, and the quest for new properties, a counterpart of

PT S systems was born: these are anti Parity Time (APT ) symmetry systems, where the

commutator [H,PT ] = 0 is replaced by the anticommutator, i.e., {H,PT } = 0 [38–45].

xxx



General Introduction

This new class of systems obeys the properties of anti-symmetry. Thus, the potential

in quantum mechanics must satisfy to V (x) = −V ∗ (−x) whereas in the field of optics

and metamaterials, the refractive index and the relative permittivity are respectively

satisfying to n (x) = −n∗ (−x) and ε (x) = −ε∗ (−x). It is also noted that, the real

parts of the potential, the refractive index or of the permittivity are the odd functions,

while their imaginary parts remain the even functions. This gives possibility of realizing

APT symmetry dimers by precisely coupling two gain-gain or loss-loss cells. The later

configuration is of enormous interest given the ease of finding dissipative systems in nature.

APT was suggested in particular in optics [38, 44–46], in flying atom [39], atomic lattice

[48], and more recently in electronics [49, 50]. The APT systems have presented several

applications including telemetry, asymmetric transport, generation of qubits for quantum

computing, wireless power transfer, switching, single mode power lasers and many other

utilities [9–12,17,40,44,51–56].

Like PT /APT symmetry, some concepts in quantum mechanics, although older, are

still relevant to research today because of their potential applications. For example, the

concepts of Electromagnetic Induced Transparency (EIT) in atomic physics, and Anderson

Localization (AL) in condensed matter physics. While for the first concept, the basic

idea is to modify the optical properties (absorption spectrum, dispersion) of an atomic

medium resonated by an electromagnetic wave, for the second concept, the original idea

is to control the conductivity in a metal when it is in the presence of impurities. These

two notions can only be explained in general if they are treated in a purely quantum

framework. It has been shown that the observed facts are the result of interference

phenomena between the different possible transitions of the excited atom on the one

hand, and between the possible paths of electron scattering in the metal on the other.

However, the interpretation of quantum interference phenomena has often proved to be

quite tedious, making their understanding difficult for the layman. How to explain for

example that the superposition of two monochromatic lights gives interference fringes?

that an atom absorbing a laser beam of a given frequency becomes transparent to this same

beam in the presence of another laser? or, how to admit that conduction suddenly stops

in a metal? Also, experimenting with quantum mechanics would mean building quantum

systems. However, most of these systems are extremely fragile, and any perturbation or

measurement process would destroy the quantum state of the system.

Among the various fields of study presented above, that of electronics appears as priv-

ileged, this because of its relative theoretical and experimental simplicity [57] in the sense

that it offers a wide range of components for experimentation. In this logic, in recent years,

several analogous models have been proposed with the aim to facilitate understanding of

quantum mechanics, optics, atomics and condensed matter physics phenomena. For ex-

ample, the investigations on quantum interference phenomena such as fano resonance [58],

EIT [59], AL [60] to name a few, have recently been made possible in electronics. The

electronic models are easily accessible, and could help researchers or the laymen to quickly
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understand the theory. The other advantages in electronics are based on the flexibility

and the simplicity of equations that describe the physical models. Moreover, the use of

innovative circuits for both theoretical and experimental investigation is also emerging.

For example, thanks to a little-known component such as the imaginary resistor [61],

Stéphane B. TABEU and co-workers have recently presented how to achieve PT and

APT symmetric dimers [62,63].

Whether it is EIT or AL by restriction, these quantum interferences phenomena

are related to the wave transport, storage, wireless transfer [64], or propagation. They

can therefore be modelled by electrical circuits or transmissions lines (TLs). However in

the case of EIT for instance, the existing models were based on circuits with L, R and C

positive components, and did not emphasize negative resistances [28]. While, it has been

shown that systems combining gain and loss are generally described by non-Hermitian

Hamiltonians, whose the frequency spectrum (real or complex) depends on the degree of

non-Hermiticity [65, 66] of the system. On the other hand, EIT is known as a resonant

phenomenon resulting from the splitting of normal mode frequencies of the system. It

would therefore be interesting to discuss the contribution of a negative resistance on the

eigenmodes and the absorption profiles while reproducing EIT effects. In other words,

what would be the influence of the non-Hermiticity on the eigenfrequencies and absorption

profiles?

Recent studies of Anderson localization with electrical lines have gained much interests

for the transport in disordered media. While most of these works have been focused on

the type of disorder simulated in the TL, very little modelling have aimed on the use of

a negative resistance and, as a result, the non-Hermitian (PT /APT ) nature of the line

has not been sufficiently studied.

The imaginary resistance [50,62,63] has a frequency independent complex impedance

Z. It has been shown that it can validly replace the inductance L in a conventional LRC

circuit thus, given the circuit the ability to oscillate at desirable frequencies without

worrying about its values. This flexibility also allows the imaginary resistance to be

combined with negative circuitry components and favours the description of the circuits

by first order differential equations (instead of second order). This offers the possibility

of investigating at both positive and negative frequencies, and, enhances the description

of systems by Hamiltonians at two energy levels, rather than four, bypassing the rotating

frame often used in other fields to indirectly create such frequencies. In this respect, it

would be of great interest to take into account the effect of the imaginary resistance on

propagation when modelling the quantum phenomena mentioned above.

To overcome the aforementioned problems and, motivated by the previous works we

propose in this thesis to use non-Hermitian electronic systems to investigate on wave

transport phenomena, focussing in particular on EIT and AL phenomena. The idea is to

facilitate the replication and the understanding of such wave interference phenomena via

electronics. In addition to use L, R, C components, we also use circuits built with the
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imaginary and negative resistances.

The main objective of this thesis is twofold:

• First, we want to extend the study made on the analog electronics models of the

EIT/multiple EIT and related phenomena, by analyzing the effect of the non-

Hermiticity on the dispersive properties in a dimer/multi dimer driven by a har-

monic voltage source. The importance of multiple coupling between cells would also

be highlighted.

• Second, to take more ownership of the AL phenomenon, we want to analyze on one

hand, the scattering properties of a PT or APT dimer embedded as a defect into

a Hermitian conservative ETL. On other hand, to investigate on energy transport

and the localization behavior in the repetitive sequence of dimers so as to form a

non-Hermitian PT /APT symmetric electric transmission line (ETL).

This thesis is organised into three chapters, followed by the list of references cited and

articles published.

∗ Chapter 1 presents some generalities on Hermitian and non-Hermitian quantum

theory, which allows us to review previous works on PT and APT systems in the con-

text of electronics; in the same chapter, we present the imaginary resistance and some

generalities on EIT, related phenomena and AL.

∗Chapter 2 is devoted to the methodology. Emphasis is first placed on the description

of the electronic systems proposed, in particular dimers and ETLs. Analogies are also

made between each model and the real atomic/quantum systems. Thereafter, the standard

techniques of analysis (analytical, numerical and experimental simulation methods) are

applied to the different proposed models to describe them.

∗ Chapter 3 is devoted to the presentation and analysis of the results obtained. This

chapter is structured as follows: in the first section, we analyze the effect of the non-

Hermiticity on the dispersive properties in a coupled LRC and ZRC oscillators driven by

a harmonic voltage. This allows us to simulate the EIT, multiple EIT effect and related

phenomena. The second section presents the scattering properties of PT S/APT S dimer

when inserting it as impurity in a Hermitian conservative ETL. The obtained results mo-

tivate to investigate in the last section on the energy transport and to test quantum effects

of the Anderson localization in non-Hermitian ETLs formed by a cascade association of

ZRC dimers.

This dissertation work ends with a general conclusion, where we summarize our

main results which have been the subject of publications. However, after a deep analysis

of the results presented, some perspectives are to be considered.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review

Introduction

This chapter presents the background and an overview of the fundamental concepts

underlying non-Hermitian systems. These systems were first introduced as a curiosity

in quantum mechanics. And subsequently, the highlighting in 1998 of the Parity Time

(PT )-symmetry concept [1,2,67] will open a fertile field for entirely new and unexpected

features. This initiates an intense research effort for the exploration of non-Hermitian

systems both theoretically and experimentally, in diverse areas of physics. The present

chapter details the notion of PT -symmetry and Anti Parity Time (APT )-symmetry. We

restrict ourselves to the field of electronics which is the framework of our study, where

we present the pioneer works and pay a particular attention to a new component, weakly

mentioned in the literature: the imaginary resistance. Thereafter, an overview is also

made on quantum phenomena resulting from the wave transport, such as EIT or related

phenomena and Anderson localization (AL) behavior.

1.1 Quantum Hermitian and non-Hermitian theories

1.1.1 Quantum Hermitian theory

Quantum physics describes the behavior of matter on the atomic scale [68]. The study

of the microscopic behaviors of certain systems led Schrödinger, Heisenberg and Dirac to

formulate quantum theory in the years 1925-1930. Due to numerous experimental verifi-

cations of its theoretical predictions, quantum physics is today an established discipline

and an accepted component of modern science. The fundamental postulate of quantum

physics is that every measurable dynamic quantity is represented by a Hermitian linear

operator acting on the wave function. This postulate results from another postulate in

quantum physics stating that: the quantities we observe are the eigenvalues of the oper-

ators which represent the measurable quantities [69]. Since measurable quantities such

as the momentum of free particles or the energy of stable atoms and molecules are real

quantities, the operators that represent them should be Hermitian. For example, the

x-component of the momentum, p̂x, is represented by −i~∂/∂x, the Hamiltonian is repre-

sented by Ĥ, etc. The fundamental equation of quantum mechanics is the time-dependant

1
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Schrödinger equation which is written as:

i~
∂ψ (t)
∂t

= Hψ (t) , (1.1)

whereH is the Hamiltonian of the system. Its eigenvalues represent the energies. The state

ψ (t) in Eq. (1.1) evolves over time through the time-evolution operator U (t), as ψ (t) =
U (t− t0)ψ (t0), where ψ (t0) is a time-independent Schrödinger solution. Assuming H
to be time-independent, it follows that ψ (t) = e−

i
~Htψ (t0) from which we can deduce

the form of the time-evolution operator as U (t) = e−
i
~Ht. If we normalize our state, we

require that 〈ψ | ψ〉 = 1, that is, the total probability of measuring the state to be in any

eigenstate is equal to one. We can then state that the time evolution of our system must

be unitary [70], that is,

U (t)U † (t) = U † (t)U (t) = 1 , (1.2)

where by †, we mean the Dirac Hermitian adjoint symbol which represents combined

operation of matrix transposition and complex conjugation [71] and 1 is the identity

matrix. If the operator U is unitary, then the absolute value of the state is preserved

under time evolution, and so probability is conserved

〈ψ (t) | ψ (t)〉 = 〈ψ (t0) | ψ (t0)〉 . (1.3)

In conventional quantum mechanics, we stipulate that the Hamiltonian be Hermitian

as an axiom of the theory. If we require this property of our theory, we can guarantee

that we have unitary time evolution of the states of the system as well as an entirely real

spectrum for the energy eigenstates. We can see that unitary time evolution follows as :

U † (t)U (t) = e
i
~H
†t0 · e−

i
~Ht0 = e−

i
~(H†−H)t0 = 1 , (1.4)

and since we have required that H = H† the product of U (t) and U † (t) is the identity.

Finally, as the Hamiltonian operator defines the time evolution of the system any operation

under which the system is invariant will commute with the Hamiltonian.

1.1.2 Quantum non-Hermitian theory

1.1.2.1 Background

Physical systems are generally dissipative, which is a major concern for physicists who

look to neglect or to minimize losses by putting in place devices that can mitigate them,

although it is still almost impossible to get rid of them entirely. From this perspective, it

is therefore difficult to consider the advantages linked to losses in a system, while avoiding

their intrinsically harmful nature. This is probably the reason why very little work has

so far been devoted to exploring the potential applications of losses in the literature. On

the other hand, no one doubts the importance of gain in a physical system because of its
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multiple applications such as amplification, to name but a few. From the above, several

questions arise: is it possible to tame the losses in order to increase the efficiency of the

system? Can losses and gains coexist in a system in order to have potential useful appli-

cations? The answers to these questions are hidden in a new class of structured materials

called PT symmetric systems, which belong to the more general class of non-Hermitian

systems. For a long time, it was known that non-Hermitian systems play a destructive

role in wave control due to their nature to dissipate energy. However, this design will be

revolutioned with the discovery of PT symmetric systems.

It all started in 1998 when Carl Bender and Stefan Boettcher without violating any

of the physical axioms of quantum physics, have developed an alternative formulation of

quantum theory, in which the mathematical axiom of Hermiticity to have real eigenvalues,

long considered to be absolute evidence, is replaced by the theory of PT symmetry. In

this new formulation, the necessary condition to obtain real eigenvalues is that the Hamil-

tonian must be invariant with respect to space-time reflection symmetry [1,2]. They have

thus demonstrated that a large class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can still provide

real eigenvalues, and consequently describe physical systems when they obey the condi-

tions of PT symmetry. Interestingly, they have shown that PT S Hamiltonians exhibit

a phase transition from real eigenvalues to complex ones which can be attributed to the

spontaneous breaking of the PT symmetry of the eigenfunctions of the system. This

revolutionary idea led to a review of the quantum theory of Hermiticity [72, 73]. Thus, a

few years later, Ali Mostafazadeh introduced the notion of pseudo-Hermiticity [4,74] with

the aim of establishing a mathematical relationship with the notion of PT -symmetry.

He explored the basic structure responsible for the spectrum reality of non-Hermitian

Hamiltonians and established that all PT S Hamiltonians are pseudo-Hermitians. There-

fore, a new mathematical framework for the description of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians

emerged [38, 71, 75–78]. However, due to the lack of practical evidence, the concept of

PT -symmetry initially proposed in quantum mechanics theory remain purely speculative

for many years. On the other hands, a mathematical equivalence between the one-body

Schrödinger equation in quantum physics and a set of wave equations or linearized equa-

tions of motion in classical physics, has allowed to simulate non-Hermitian wave physics

with classical systems. Such equivalences go back to the work of Schrödinger [81] who

highlighted the analogy between the emerging classical motion of a point particle in quan-

tum mechanics and the ray optics approximation of electromagnetic waves. However, we

had to wait for the years 2007 and 2008 to have the first suggestions of the physical re-

alization of the PT systems in the field of optics [13, 82]; This has given rise to the first

experimental observations of the spontaneous rupture of the PT -symmetry in a system of

passive waveguides [83] and later in coupled active optical waveguides with balanced gain

and loss [7]. This is how the field of optics became a fertile ground for the realization of

systems exhibiting PT -symmetry. The field of non-Hermitian photonics rapidly developed
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and then experience a fuliginous rise due to interesting light-matter interactions which

have no analogy with conventional Hermitian structures [84]. In this way, several works

have been carry out to understand the non-Hermitian dynamics of optical systems [9,85]

and the research field will gradually open up to a variety of fields of classical physics

such as electronics [28,86,87], plasmonics [88], microwaves [89], mechanics [90,91], acous-

tics [92], [93], Bose condensates [27], optomechanics [94, 95], metamaterials [15–17, 96]

and biological transport [97]. Whether for linear or non-linear systems, the concept of

PT -symmetry has opened up new avenues for intriguing phenomena such as double re-

fraction [13], optical solitons [30,98], Bloch oscillations [25], spectral singularities [99,100],

non-linearity induced PT -symmetry breaking [101,102], power oscillations and phase sin-

gularities [103], PT S wave chaos [104], perfect optical absorption [36], [105], unidirec-

tional invisibility [106], Talbot effect [107], defect states [108], loss-induced suppression

and revival of lasing [109], thresholdless PT -symmetry breaking [65], resonant mode con-

version [110], optical tunneling [111], asymmetric chirality [112], directional lasing [113],

polarization mode conversion [114], etc. Due to the very wide field of applications of PT S
systems, in this thesis, we only focus ourselves on the field of PT -symmetry in electronics.

1.1.2.2 PT -symmetry

a) Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with real spectra

The Hamiltonian H specifies the energy levels and time evolution of a quantum theory.

The requirement that H be Hermitian dates back to the early days of quantum theory

because Hermiticity guarantees that the energy spectrum is real and that time evolution

is unitary (probability-preserving). However, in 1998, Bender and Boettcher proposed

HamiltoniansH that were not Hermitian but whose spectrum could be real. The examples

of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians they have proposed are:

H = p̂2 + ix̂3, (1.5)

and

H = p̂2 − x̂4 . (1.6)

Bender and co-worker [1] showed amazingly that, the energy levels of the above

strange-looking Hamiltonians are all real and positive even though be non-Hermitian,

contrary to what one would naively expect. In addition, these Hamiltonians specify a

unitary time evolution. It is straightforward to remark that the form of Hamiltonians

given in Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) are special cases of the general parametric family of PT S
one,

H = p̂2 + x̂2(ix̂)ε , (ε real) (1.7)
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As we would expect, the reason of which H admits real eigenvalues (see Fig. (1.1)) is

that, it satisfies the PT symmetry condition, i.e.,

H = HPT . (1.8)

Figure 1.1: Energy eigenvalues for the Hamiltonian H = p̂2 + x̂2(ix̂)ε for varying ε, taken
from [1].

Dorey, Dunning, and Tateo [115, 116] proved rigorously that for all ε > 0, the

PT symmetry is unbroken, that is, the eigenstates of H are also eigenstates of the PT
operator. As a consequence, the eigenvalues of H are entirely real and positive. However,

if ε < 0, the PT symmetry of H is broken. In this case, the eigenvalues of H are

not those of the PT operator; therefore eigenvalues of H become complex. In short,

authors in refs. [117, 118] proposed that the physical requirement of PT symmetry (that

is, space time reflection symmetry) could be used in place of the mathematical condition

of Hermiticity. The Hamiltonians that previously would have been rejected as unphysical

can now be considered as potentially valid descriptions of physical processes.

b) The P and T operators

Parity P and Time-reversal T transformations are fundamental symmetry operations

in physics. Mathematically, they are defined by their actions on physical variables such

as position, momentum and time parameter t. P is a linear operator defined by a spatial

inversion of the system. In a one dimensional system, this corresponds to the reflection

x→ −x across one spatial axis. Any physical quantity dependent on odd powers of x or

its derivatives such as momentum px are inverted as well. In quantum theory, P operates

on the position operator x̂ and the momentum operator p̂ as follows [1]:

P : (j, x̂, p̂)→ (j,−x̂,−p̂) . (1.9)
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Therefore, the simplest representation of P in two dimensions is given by

P = σx =
 0 1

1 0

 , (1.10)

T on the other hand is an anti-linear operator (that is complex conjugation) which re-

verses the time t → −t. Any physical quantity dependent on odd powers of t such as

momentum is reversed. In the context of wave theories, the T operator is equivalent to

the transformation i→ −i. So, T has the effect to change the sign of quantum mechanics

operators as follows:

T : (j, x̂, p̂)→ (−j, x̂,−p̂) . (1.11)

Hence, in two dimensions the T operator is defined as

T =
 1 0

0 1

K , (1.12)

where K denotes the complex conjugate operation.

Another property is that the square of both P and T is the identity operator (P2 =
T 2 = 1) and the two reflection operators commute with each other.

[P , T ] = PT − T P = 0 , (1.13)

therefore, the PT operator performs the following transformation :

PT : (j, x̂, p̂)→ (−j,−x̂,−p̂) . (1.14)

c) The PT operator

While systems invariant under parity P or time-reversal T transformations or both

have been thoroughly studied, there has also been much interest in systems which do not

obey P or T symmetries separately but which respect the combined PT symmetry. A

system is said to be PT symmetric if the Hamiltonian H which is described it, in addition

to obeying Eq. (1.8) [117–119], commutes with a joint PT operator, that is,

[H,PT ] = HPT − PT H = 0 (1.15)

To better understand, if we consider a simple Hamiltonian H expressed in the form of

position and momentum operator H = p2 + V (r) where V (r) represents a potential, for a

real value of V (r), H is Hermitian, (i.e. H = H†, where † denotes the adjoint, conjugate

transpose, operation) and holds entirely real eigenvalues. The PT -symmetric condition on

the Hamiltonian H requires that the potential should satisfies the relation: V (r) = V ∗(r)
implying that the real and imaginary parts of the complex potential be even and odd
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function of space, respectively: <(V (r)) = <(V (−r)) and =(V (r)) = −=(V (−r)).
In general, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians are used to describe phenomenology of many

physical dissipative systems. Then, a PT S system can be constructed by adding parity-

symmetric, balanced energy gain/loss elements to a conservative, symmetric system. Due

to these elements the system is non-conservative, but the balanced gain and loss can result

in net energy conservation of the solutions to the system. As the degree of the balanced

gain/loss γ that controls the non-Hermiticity [4] is increased, the solutions can undergo

a sudden transition from net conservation (the exact phase) to net non-conservation (the

broken phase); this spontaneous PT symmetry breaking is one of the fundamental prop-

erties of PT symmetric systems. For low but non-zero γ, the spectrum can be entirely

real with H and PT sharing the same eigenvectors, that is [H,PT ] = 0; the system is

in the exact phase. However, as γ is increased, past a critical point γPT , the eigenvectors

of H cease to be eigenvectors of PT , that is, [H,PT ] 6= 0, and the spectrum becomes

complex; the system is in the broken phase. The critical point is known in the litterarture

as an Exceptional point (EP) [13] and its presence in PT S systems have special signif-

icance for many technological applications ranging from non-reciprocal devices [120, 121]

to ultra-sensitive measurement devices [122,123].

1.1.2.3 PT symmetry in electronics

More recently ideas of PT have been extended into the realm of electronic circuitry. The

first work in the domain were conducted by Joseph Schindler and co-workers in ref. [28]

where, it was demonstrated that a pair of coupled LRC circuits, one with amplification

and the other with equivalent amount of attenuation, provide the simplest experimen-

tal realization of a PT S system. The setup of the so-called PT -dimer is depicted in

Fig. 1.2(a). The loss is simply generated with a resistance R whereas gain is introduced

via negative resistance -R. Figure 1.2(b) illustrates how an ideal linear amplifier can be

configured to achieve negative resistance. Notice that, the PT S dimer is defined by in-

variance under combined P and T operators where the operations are related to spatial

and temporal symmetries in a natural system. However, in the field of electronics, spatial

considerations disappear, and spatial symmetry is reduced to a matter of circuit topology.

Therefore, P is defined by the interchange of labels corresponding to left and right sides of

a circuit configuration. It switches the places of the amplifier and the resistance. As one

expects, T on the other hand, changes the sign of the resistances, thus turning the positive

resistance to a negative one and vice versa. The details of experimental implementation

of PT electronics is given in ref. [28] (see Fig. 1.2).

The dimensionless charges QC
i , i = 1, 2 through the capacitors are describing by the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: (a) PT -symmetric with balanced gain and loss (uper panel) and its equivalent
circuit with L′ = L+M and M ′ = (L2 −M2) /M (lower panel). Here, gain is achieved by
an effective negative resistance. (b) A floating negative resistance. Figure is taken from
ref. [28]

following set of coupled second order differential equations:


d2QC

1
dτ2 = −αQC

1 + µαQC
2 + γ

dQC
1

dτ
d2QC

2
dτ2 = µαQC

1 − αQC
2 − γ

dQC
2

dτ

(1.16)

where τ = ω0t , ω0 = 1/
√
LC ; γ = 1

R

√
L
C

; µ = M
L

; α = 1
1−µ2 .

γ is the symmetric gain/loss strength parameter associated with the resistance.

The PT -symmetry of the equations of motion is easily confirmed. In the framework of

Eq. (1.16), the PT operation swaps the indices 1 and 2, and reverses the sign of τ . These

operations in conjunction leave the equations unaltered. The symmetry of the equations

of motion correspond to the physical symmetry of the system. Figure 1.3 illustrates the

presence of physical symmetry. An alternate analysis of the dimer is necessary for a proper

analytical consideration of the dynamics, and is accomplished by recasting time-domain

Eq. (1.16) governing the system into a rate equation form by making use of a Liouvillian

formalism [125],
dψ

dt
= Lψ, (1.17)

where ψ =
(
QC

1 , Q
C
2 , Q̇

C
1 , Q̇

C
2

)T
, L =

 0 1
D γσZ

, D = α(µ1 − 1) and σZ is the third

Pauli matrix. This formulation opens new exciting directions for applications of general-

ized PT -mechanics as it can be interpreted as a Schrödinger equation with non-Hermitian

effective HamiltonianHeff = jL, j2 = −1. It can be easily verified thatHeff is symmetric
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Figure 1.3: The physical symmetry of the system corresponds to its symmetric equations
of motion. The figure is adapted from [124].

Figure 1.4: (Left) Real (upper panel) and imaginary (lower panel) parts of the eigenfre-
quencies ω as a function of the normalized gain and loss parameter γ/γPT . The solid
curves (dots) show the theoretical (experimental) results. Experimentally measured tem-
poral dynamics of the capacitance energy Etot

C (τ) of the total system for various γ-values.
As γ → γPT , the τ 2 behavior, a signature of the spontaneous PT -symmetry breaking, is
observed. The figures are adapted from ref. [28].

with respect to generalized PT transformations, i.e. [PT ,Heff ] = 0, where

P =
 σx 0

0 σx

 , T =
 1 0

0 −1

K, (1.18)

here, σx and K are respectively the first Pauli matrix and the complex conjugation oper-

ation. The system admits four eigenfrequencies whose the positive ones are given as:

ω1,2 = ω0

√√√√√2 + γ2 (µ2 − 1)±
√

4 (µ2 − 1) + [2 + γ2 (µ2 − 1)]2

2 (1− µ2) (1.19)
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These two eigenvalues coalesce at the exceptional point (EP) [13],

γPT = 1√
1− µ −

1√
1 + µ

(1.20)

In Fig. 1.4 (left panel), the authors of ref. [28] have reported the measurements for

the frequencies of the experimental circuitry in Fig. 1.2(a). A comparison with the

theoretical results of Eq. (1.16) indeed shows an excellent agreement. They have also

observed the spatio-temporal evolution of the total energy of the system (right panel),

i.e., EC
tot = 1

2C

[(
QC

1 (τ)
)2

+
(
QC

2 (τ)
)2
]

which reveals the occurrence of PT -symmetry

breaking. For γ < γPT where the eigenfrequencies are real, the circuit is characterized

by bounded power oscillations, whereas when γ > γPT , the dynamics becomes unstable

exhibiting exponential growth in stored energy. As γ → γPT , the τ 2 behavior signaling

the spontaneous PT -symmetry breaking is observed.

1.1.2.4 Experimental Observation of PT S scattering

a) Single Port Scattering

The properties of the normal modes of the PT S dimer can be used to create novel

scattering systems with useful engineering applications. For this, two cases are envisaged.

In the first case, a transmission line (TL) is attached to the left (amplified) circuit of

Figure 1.5: Experimental reflectances for a single TL attached to the lossy (RR) or the
gain (RL) side of the dimer (see lower insets) for µ = 0.29 ; γ = 0.188875 ; η = 0.0305.
The black line corresponds to R−1

L and confirms the non-reciprocal nature RLRR = 1 of
the PT -scattering The upper inset shows the measurements for the left (right) reflection
phases φL (φR). The blue lines are the theoretical results. The figure is adapted from
ref. [80].

the dimer load while in the second case, the TL is connected to the right (lossy) circuit

of the load (see lower right and left insets of Fig. 1.5 respectively) [125]. The authors
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of ref. [125] were interested to the behavior of the reflectance and the spatial profile of

the potential inside the scattering domain were analyzed as the gain/loss parameter γ

and the frequency ω changes. For PT S structures, the corresponding scattering signals

satisfy generalized unitarity relations which reveal the symmetries of the scattering target.

Specifically, in the single-port set up this information is encoded solely in the reflection.

So observe that the lower left set-up of Fig. 1.5 is the PT S replica of the lower right

one. Assuming therefore that a potential wave at the left lead (lower right inset) has the

form VL (x) = ejkx + rLe
−jkx, the form of the wave at the right lead associated with the

lower left set-up is deduced as VR (x) = e−jkx + rRe
jkx = VL

∗ (x) where rL and rR are the

reflection amplitudes for the left or right incident waves. For this specific case, the exact

expressions for the complex reflection amplitudes were analytically obtained as:

rL (ω) = −f (−η,−γ) /f (η,−γ)

rR (ω) = −f (−η, γ) /f (η, γ)

f = 1− [2− γm (γ + η)]ω4 +mω4 − jηω
(
1−mω2

)
m = 1/

√
1− µ2

(1.21)

In the main panel of Fig. 1.5, a representative measurement of the reflection signals

for the two scattering configurations are plotted and the results indicate that, the mea-

sured reflectances RL and RR satisfy the generalized conservation relation RLRR = 1
while for the reflection phases φL = φR. The experiment results also demonstrates that a

Figure 1.6: The ω−γ phase diagram for µ = 0.57, indicating the existence of a subunitary
(log10 (RR) < 0) and a complimentary super-unitary (log10 (RR) > 0) domain for the set-
up shown at the lower left inset of Fig. 1.5. The figure is adapted from ref. [80].

PT S load is a simple electronic Janus device that for the same values of the parameters

µ, γ, ω acts as an absorber as well as a signal amplifier, depending on the direction of

incident signal. The (ω, γ) parameter space can then be partitioned into a sub-unitary
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domain for which R < 1 (flux is diminished), and a super-unitary domain for which R > 1
(flux is enhanced). At the transition between the two domains, RL = RR = 1 in which

case the scattering from both sides conserves flux. Such a reflectance degeneracy (RD)

occurs along the continuous boundary between the two domains, defined by |rR| = 1. A

Figure 1.7: The spatial potential distribution inside the dimer versus the frequency ω.
The TL is coupled to the lossy side. The parameters used are the those used in Fig.
1.5. The blue dashed lines indicate the boundaries between sub-unitary to super-unitary
scattering. The figure is adapted from ref. [80].

panorama of theoretical RR (ω, γ) are presented in Fig. 1.6, where we note in a domain, a

singularity point for which RR →∞, while a reciprocal point for which RR = 0 is found

in the complementary domain. The sub-unitary to super-unitary PT S transition is also

manifest in the spatial structure of the potential (VL; VR) inside the dimer. It is observed

from Fig. 1.7 when the transmission line attached to the loss side (see lower left inset of

Fig. 1.5 ), that these potential are in general asymmetric. We note that in the super-

unitary domain, the gain side is characterized by a larger potential amplitude |VL| > |VR|
while in the sub-unitary domain the scenario is reversed and |VL| < |VR|. This ensures

that more power is being consumed than compensated by the gain circuit, while the in-

verse argument applies for the former configuration. At frequencies where the reflection

degeneracy occurs, the nodal voltages are spatially symmetric. This is consistent with

the intuitive expectation that in order to conserve flux the excitation must on average

spend equal amounts of time in the loss and gain circuits of the structure. Obviously, the

reverse scenario occurs if we couple the transmission into the PT -dimer from the gain side.

b) Double port scattering

Here, the case of double port scattering is analysed (see Fig. 1.8), where the above

active PT LRC dimer was used for the first time to experimentally identify the occurrence
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Figure 1.8: Measurements (symbols) and numerics (lines of corresponding color) of T
, RL/R for the two-port scattering set-up. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the
frequencies where unidirectional transparency occurs. The conservation relation is also
evaluated using the experimental data. The horizontal dashed blue line is drawn for the
eye and indicates the value 1. The parameters used are the those used in Fig. 1.5. The
figure is adapted from ref. [80].

of the unidirectional transparency. It can be straightforwardly check that transmittance

T and R reflectance satisfy the generalized conservation relation
√
RLRR = |T − 1|. The

measurements for RL/R and T are shown in Fig. 1.8, where the quantity RLRR + 2T −T 2

(blue circles) was also evaluated from the experimental data and it is found to be 1 as

it is expected from the conservation relation. An interesting result is that at specific

ω-values (marked with vertical dashed lines), the transmittance becomes T = 1, while at

the same time one and only one of the reflectances vanishes. Hence, the scattering for this

direction of incidence is flux conserving and the structure is unidirectionally transparent.

It is interesting to note that a periodic repetition of such a PT S unit it will result in the

creation of unidirectionally transparent frequency bands.

Figure 1.9 illustrates another interesting feature of two-port PT S scattering, a so-

called simultaneous coherent perfect absorber-amplifier, or CPA laser [36]. This function-

ality was first implemented [87] in the capacitively coupled version of the electronic dimer

scatterer shown in the inset of Fig. 1.9(a). It was shown that the twoport PT S dimer

can behave simultaneously as a perfect absorber and as an amplifier, a property which

can be explored using an overall output coefficient Θ defined as

Θ =

∣∣∣V +
R

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣V −L ∣∣∣2∣∣∣V +

L

∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣V −R ∣∣∣2 , (1.22)

where V +
L,R and V −L,R represent the forward and the backward wave amplitudes. The
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Figure 1.9: (a)The overall output coefficient Θ (ω) versus frequency ω near the ampli-
fication/attenuation frequency ωJ (vertical dashed line). The PT S electronic circuit is
coupled to two ports and has η = 0.110 ; γ = 0.186 ; c = 0.161. At ω = ωJ the system
acts as a perfect absorber when the input signal satisfies the coherent attenuation relation
V −R = M21 (ω)V +

L . For any other incident signal (e.g. see the blue line corresponding
to V −R = V +

L ) the system acts as an amplifier. The dots are experimental values while
the lines are numerical results. (b) Plots of experimental Θ (ωJ) versus the relative phase
φ of the signal entering the structure from the lossy node. Various curves correspond
to different excitation amplitudes. Note the extremely sharp dependence at the Janus
condition. Figures are adapted from ref. [87].

singular behavior of the theoretical Θ in Fig. 1.9(a), solid curves, illustrate that at the

Janus frequency ωJ the injected signals can result in either amplification or complete

attenuation, depending on the relative amplitude and phase of the injected signals. Fig.

1.9(b) shows extreme sensitivity of the injection parameters to the phase of the right input

signal near ωJ and illustrates practical limits to the achievement of the coherent perfect

absorber-amplifier condition.

1.1.2.5 Non-Hermitian APT symmetric systems

As a supplementary probe to the PT S developments, and, in the quest of novel artifi-

cial structures possessing a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, the recent works in optics have

suggested new ways of controlling light propagation and confinement involving sponta-

neous symmetry-breaking transition and non-Hermitian singularities. Nowadays, a new

class of non-Hermitian systems called pseudo anti-Hermitian of which is belonging anti-

PT symmetry is emerging, and has been treated in positive-negative index multilay-

ers [126], optically dressed atom lattices [127] and rapid coherent photo-atomic transport

experiments [39]. Anti-PT symmetry was also suggested in optics in a few theoretical

works [7, 9, 13, 45, 45, 126–131] and demonstrated in a recent experiment based on flying

atoms in a warm atomic vapor cell [39]. As a counterpart of standard PT symmetry

interestingly, an anti-PT S Hamiltonian satisfies the anti-commutation relation with the

PT operator, {PT,H} = 0. In others words a Hamiltonian H is said to be anti PT S if,

(PT )H = −H(PT ). (1.23)
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mathematically, multiplying a conventional PT S Hamiltonian H by ”j” would render it

anti-PT symmetric, i.e., HAPT = jHPT [83] indicating that anti-PT systems exhibit

properties completely conjugate to those of PT systems. Consequently, PT -symmetric

like eigensystem structures involving exceptional points (EP), spontaneous symmetry-

breaking transition, and self-intersecting energy-spectral topology appear and they result

in PT -APT conjugate phenomena such as refractionless propagation, flat total transmis-

sion bands, and continuous lasing spectra [13,39,126].

Within the context of non-conserving binary oscillator, a PT S system has a charac-

teristic Hamiltonian [50],

Figure 1.10: Schematic diagrams of PT and anti-PT symmetric binary systems. a)
PT -symmetric coupled oscillators implied by the PT S Hamiltonian H(PT ). b) APT -
symmetric binary system derived from the relation H(APT ) = ±jH(PT ). In the two dia-
grams, κ denotes inter-resonator coupling constant and vertical arrows indicate directions
of energy exchange between the coupled-resonator system and environment. Figures are
adapted from ref. [50].

H(PT ) =
 ε+ jγ κ

κ ε− jγ

 (1.24)

where H(PT ) describes two equally tuned oscillators at energy level ε and with their

attenuation or amplifying rates differing by 2γ and κ the coupling, which is real. As it

can be seen in Fig. 1.10(a), the system remains invariant under the simultaneous parity

inversion (P) and gain-loss exchange (T ) operations, thus reveals the PT symmetry. The

APT symmetric counterpart is described by a Hamiltonian of the form,
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H(APT ) =
 −ε+ jγ jκ

jκ ε+ jγ

 (1.25)

which implies two equally amplifying oscillators at an amplification/attenuation rate γ

and with their energy level differing by 2ε, as illustrated in Fig. 1.10(b). It is important

to notice that, no explicit physical symmetry is found for this generic APT -symmetric

system under the PT operation. Moreover, the environmental energy-exchange scheme is

completely different from the PT S counterpart. This argument suggests that essential dy-

namics inAPT -symmetric systems might be remarkably different from the PT -symmetric

counterpart even though the relation H(APT ) = ±jH(PT ) implies mathematically indis-

tinguishable eigensystem structures for H(PT ) and H(APT ) in principle.

Figure 1.11: APT -symmetric model circuit and its spectral property. Circuit diagram of
APT -symmetric LRC resonators. The circuit consists of two resistively coupled amplify-
ing LRC resonators with negative resistance units. A variable inductor is used for L2 to
precisely control the energy-detuning parameter ε. The figure is taken from ref. [50].

An experimentally electrical model circuit was proposed by Youngsun Choi and cowork-

ers in ref. [50] where, the authors used two amplifying LRC resonators connected in parallel

through a coupling resistance as shown in Fig. 1.11, to realize a generic APT -symmetric

system permitting precise parametric controls. The experimental setup simulates the

APT -symmetric environmental interaction scheme with negative resistance units (−R1

and −R2) providing a gain mechanism and with a coupling resistance (RC) as a loss

mechanism. Setting RA = RB, RC = R1 = R2 = R, C1 = C2 = C and using few steps

of algebra, the authors demonstrated that essential dynamics of the system can be de-

scribed by a Schrödinger type equation d
dt
|v〉 = −jH(APT ) |v〉 , where H(APT ) is given by

Eq. (1.25) and a state vector |v〉 defined such that (V1 V2)T ≡ 1
2 (e−jω0t |v〉 + ejω0t|v〉∗) ,

ω0 = 1
2

(
1√
L1C

+ 1√
L2C

)
being average uncoupled-resonance angular frequency. There-

fore, Hamiltonian matrix elements are determined by ε = 1
2

(
1√
L2C
− 1√

L1C

)
, γ = 0 and

κ = 1
2RC .

A characteristic resonance spectrum of the system is obtained by taking a Fourier-
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Figure 1.12: ε-dependent resonance-excitation spectrum W1 (f). The Figure is adapted
from ref. [50].

transformed intensity Wn (f) = |F [Vn (t)]| in the frequency (f) domain. Hence, the

measured W1 (f) spectrum as a function of the energy detuning parameter ε is shown in

Fig. 1.12. It is obvious from the figure that a branch-point splitting of the resonance

peak occurs at a threshold point (EP) of ε = κ. Loci and bandwidths of the resonance

peaks in the measured spectral profiles correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the

eigenvalue of H(APT ) Hamiltonian describing the system given as:

λ = ±
√
ε2 − κ2 (1.26)

Figure 1.13: Eigensystem structure of an APT -symmetric circuit. Real (a) and imaginary
(b) eigenvalues inferred from the resonance-excitation spectra in Fig. 1.12 in comparison
with theory. The theoretical curves are obtained by a binary Hamiltonian model derived
from Kirchhoff’s circuit laws. The shaded area for ε/κ indicates the parametric region of
the broken PT S phase. Figures are adapted from ref. [50].
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The Re (λ±) and Im (λ±) in experiment can be inferred from the peak location and

bandwidth, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.13(a, b). Excellent agreement of the ex-

perimental values with the theory confirms that a generic APT symmetric system is

indeed realized in the model circuit with high degree of precision. In addition, λ± shows

a purely imaginary splitting for ε < κ, merging (λ+ = λ−) at ε = κ where eigenvectors

simultaneously coalesce, and a purely real splitting for ε > κ. In this respect, the au-

thors concluded that APT -symmetric binary systems and associated phenomena can be

treated in a manner similar to the PT symmetry as far as their stationary responses are

treated. Furthermore, the dynamic properties of a generic APT -symmetric system in a

Figure 1.14: Energy-difference conserving dynamics in time domain. a) Measured time
evolution of the total energy Tn, electric energy En, and magnetic energy Mn for an initial
state |v (0)〉 = (0 1)T . ε = 1.48κ in this measurement. b) Measured voltage-product
energy rate V1V2/R. c) Integrated voltage-product energy rate

∑ (V1V2/R)∆t showing
an exact correlation with the beating patterns in Tn. Here, the sampling time interval
∆t = 4µs. Figures are taken from ref. [50].

resistively coupled LRC resonators were also investigated [50]. Measured electric energy

En = 1
2CnVn

2 in capacitor Cn, magnetic energy Mn = 1
2LnIn

2 in inductor Ln, and total

energy Tn = En + Mn for resonator n (n = 1, 2) are plotted as functions of time. An

unprecedented property revealed in the measured time-domain response is beating pat-

terns that conserve the energy difference ∆T = T2 − T1. This is in stark contrast to the

standard Hermitian dynamics keeping the system’s net energy T1 + T2 constant and also

to the PT -symmetric dynamics conserving a cross-conjugate product v1v2
∗+v1

∗v2. These

results were summarized in Fig. 1.14 where the resonator’s energy amplification or dissi-

pation is determined by the sign of the voltage-product V1 · V2 where the specific beating

patterns in Fig. 1.14(a) are understood by the periodic change of the V1 · V2-product

sign for the two resonators oscillating at slightly different frequencies. The Fig. 1.14(b)
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indicated a measured voltage-product energy rate V1 · V2/R whereas its integrated profile

J (ta) = ∑
b [V1 (ta)V2 (tb) /R]∆t is provided in Fig. 1.14(c). The beating pattern in J (t)

in Fig. 1.14(c) shows a quantitative agreement with the Tn (t) , n = 1, 2 patterns in Fig.

1.14(a).

1.2 Imaginary resistance

1.2.1 What is the imaginary resistance ?

The imaginary resistance is a resistance whose element value is imaginary [132–135].

Its impedance ZjR(jω) is defined by

ZjR(jω) = jR , (1.27)

where j is the imaginary unit and R is a real constant. Equation (1.27) shows that the

imaginary resistance doesn’t make power dissipation and it has the inductive property

when R > 0 and the capacitive property when R < 0. Thus, the imaginary resistance can

be regarded as a kind of reactance element [132].

The case of exchanging an inductor L for the imaginary resistance jRL

jRL = jωL , (1.28)

the case of exchanging a capacitor C for the imaginary resistance jRC

jRC = 1/jωC = −j/ωC , (1.29)

where ω is a real constant.

Figure 1.15: Imaginary resistance. Figure is taken from ref. [133].

The circuit equation of the imaginary resistance shown in Fig. 1.15 has the following

form:

v = jR · i (1.30)

Recently, a possible way of directly or indirectly implementing the imaginary resistance

were proposed in literature using an ideal transformer, the gyrators or op-amplifiers [132–

137]. In the following, we review some of these realization methods.
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1.2.2 Imaginary resistance build from a gyrator

The voltage v and the current i flowing through the imaginary resistance shown in Fig.

1.15, can be decomposed into their real and imaginary components as follows:

v = vr + jvi ,

i = ir + jii .
(1.31)

where the subscripts r and i denote the real and imaginary signal paths, respectively.

Substituting the above equation into Eq. (1.30) yields:

 vr

vi

 =
 0 −R
R 0

 ir

ii

 . (1.32)

When this equation is regarded as a Z-matrix, which indicates the relationship between the

ports r and i, its configuration reveals that the imaginary resistance can be equivalently

realized by using a gyrator with a gyration resistance of R [136] as presented in Fig. 1.16.

The signal path is decomposed into real and imaginary components. This means that

the phase difference between them is π/2 when an analytic signal is applied to the input

terminals.

Figure 1.16: Gyrator. Figure is taken from ref. [133].

Let consider that the phase of the imaginary signal is lagged by θ. In this case,

the relationships among the resulting v0, v1, i0 and i1, and the quadrature signal can be

expressed as follows :



vr = v0

vi = v1e
jθ

ir = i0

ii = i1e
jθ

(1.33)
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Then, substituting the above equation into Eq. (1.30) yields :

v0 + jv1e
jθ = jR

(
i0 + ji1e

jθ
)
, (1.34)

As ejθ = cos θ + j sin θ, we found

v0 − v1 sin θ + jv1 cos θ = −Ri1 cos θ + j (Ri0 −Ri1 sin θ) . (1.35)

Rewriting the above equation in a Y-matrix form yields

 i0

i1

 =
 − 1

R
tan θ 1

R
1

cos θ

− 1
R

1
cos θ

1
R

tan θ

 v0

v1

 . (1.36)

The above equation can be decomposed into the following form :

Y =
 − 1

R
tan θ 0
0 1

R
tan θ

+
 0 1

R
1

cos θ

− 1
R

1
cos θ 0

 . (1.37)

This means that the imaginary resistance jR can be equivalently realized by using

the circuit shown in Fig. 1.17. When θ is set to 0, this circuit becomes equivalent to the

circuit shown in Fig. 1.15. The element values included in the circuit shown in Fig. 1.17

become :

gm = 1
R

1
cos θ ,

Rp = R cot θ.
(1.38)

In the three-phase complex filter for example, θ = −π/6 [rad].

Figure 1.17: Imaginary resistance realized by using gyrator and resistors for arbitrary
phase-difference θ. Figure is taken from ref. [133].
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1.2.3 Imaginary resistance based on ideal transformers

Reconsider again the matrix form given by the Eq. (1.33) and let’s introduce new

variables vi
′ and ii

′ defined as follows,

 vi
′ = R0ii ,

ii
′ = (1/R0) vi ,

(1.39)

where R0 is a positive constant. Equation (1.39) implies that the current and voltage

are interchanged in the imaginary circuit. Therefore, the imaginary circuit must represents

a dual of the real circuit. Substituting Eq. (1.39) into Eq. (1.32) yields :

 vr
i′i

 =
 0 −R/R0

R/R0 0

 ir
v′i

 . (1.40)

Re-written the above equation, it comes out that:

 vr
ir

 =
 −R/R0 0

0 −R0/R

 v′i
−i′i

 . (1.41)

Equation (1.41) expresses a two-port circuit written in an F matrix form. It represents

an ideal transformer embedded between the real and imaginary circuits. Therefore, the

imaginary resistance shown Fig. 1.15 can be equivalently realized by using the ideal

transformer whose turn ratio is −R : R0 as shown in Fig. 1.18 [136].

Figure 1.18: Imaginary resistance realized by using ideal transformer. Figure is taken
from ref. [136].

1.2.4 Imaginary resistance based PT symmetry electronics dimers

Recently, Stephane B. Tabeu and co-workers [62] have proposed a first approach of

fabricating a PT symmetry electronic dimers circuits using an imaginary resistance Z,

whose impedance is frequency independent. Their experimental setup as shown in Fig.
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1.19(a) consists of one gain and one loss oscillators, all made of an imaginary resistance

(Z = jr), a real resistanceR and a capacitor C (ZRC) coupled in parallel. Particularly, the

authors showed that the imaginary resistance based electronic dimer breaks the dynamics

of the conventional LRC oscillator, as the so-called ZRC dimer is described by a first order

ordinary diferential equation which induces single spontaneous breaking point from real

to complex solutions. The expressions of the eigenfrequencies were found to be:

Ω1,2 =
(1 + ν + c)±

√
(1 + 2c) (γPT 2 − γ2)

1 + 2c , (1.42)

where c and ν are the capacitive and the imaginary resistive coupling, respectively whereas

γ is the ratio of both the imaginary resistance and the real resistance value. γPT = c−ν√
1+2c

is the PT threshold transition. The well plotting of eigenvalues exhibits the square root

singularity
√
γ2
PT − γ2, a generic feature of the PT symmetry threshold breaking (EP).

As it can be confirmed in Fig. 1.19(b)(inset (i)), before the breaking point, all frequencies

are real, while they become complex after the transition point. However, at the EP, these

eigenvalues coalesce. Remarkably, the authors characterized an unbreakable region for

the negative capacitive coupling parameter i.e., c < −0.5, where the EP cannot occurs,

as the resistive coupling parameter ν is set active (see Fig. 1.19(b)(inset (ii))).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.19: a)The ZRC dimer setup in which the gain and the loss cells are coupled by
an imaginary resistance and a capacitor. b) Normal modes dynamics. Subset (i): in the
breakable region, c = −0.1. In dash c = 2. Subset (ii) in the unbreakable region for
c = −2 (ν = 0.75). Figures are adapted from ref. [62] with the permission.

The combination of both a capacitor and an imaginary resistance coupling, then

opens up to the various applications of the negative capacitor and resistors, in the char-

acterization of the normal modes dynamical systems as well as in the steady and the

transient states dynamic of the ZRC dimers. In addition, the dynamics [62] indicate that

a system exhibits high frequencies propagation when operation is done before the thresh-

oldless point (for which γPT = 0) is reached and the transitionless regime indicates an
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equilibrium point in the coupling for which the system turns to be conservative regardless

the gain/loss values, and beyond which the gain/loss remarkably decays/amplifies wave.

Finally, according to the authors, these results open avenues for innovative electronics

architecture from integrated circuits to antenna arrays, thus allowing cutting edges to

technological drawback.

1.3 Generalities on wave transport phenomena

1.3.1 Generalities on EIT and related phenomena

In recent years, advances in the theoretical understanding of quantum optics have lead

to the prospect of using quantum properties of light for the construction of quantum

computers [138], the encryption of sensitive information [139], and ultra-sensitive mea-

surements of fundamental parameters [140]. As consequence, the use of quantum physics

for communication systems should require a use of quantum systems for building them.

But as we know, quantum systems are extremely fragile, in that any disturbance or mea-

surement process destroys the quantum state of the system. It then arise many questions:

How can we use fragile quantum systems like photons for efficient quantum information

processing? How do we process, store, and manipulate photons without disturbing them?

In the quest for building a robust quantum optical system, a dramatic breakthrough in

optical science in the past decade is the discovery of Electromagnetically Induced Trans-

parency (EIT) [141–144]. EIT is a technique capable of drastically modifying a medium’s

optical properties near an atomic resonance when an electromagnetic field is applied. As

the name indicates, these properties include a transparency window at a normally highly

absorbing resonance, but in addition to this, the dispersion properties of the medium

are greatly enhanced. The observed effect is shown in Fig. 1.20. Since its discovery

in 1989 by Harris et al., EIT has opened up for recent developments in ”slowing” and

”stopping” light [145–151]. It has been envisioned that slow and stopped light could be

extremely important for optical communications, and particularly for quantum informa-

tion processing [149, 152, 153]. As this progress has continued in classical and quantum

optical technology, several proposals have sought to further exploit the EIT effect to con-

trol the relative properties of separate light pulses using multiple EIT systems [154,155].

In particular, double EIT (DEIT), has been proposed to realize large optical nonlinearities

between single photons [143], all optical light buffering [156], and quantum logic gates for

use in a quantum computer. Let us understand the physics behind electromagnetically

induced transparency. In the following, we discuss the importance of the quantum dark

states and their consequences on slow and stopped light phenomena in atom clouds. This

would provide a good framework for us to develop the idea of EIT in classical analog

systems as electronic circuits.
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Figure 1.20: Simple EIT Plot. Here we are plotting the real and imaginary components of
the complex linear susceptibility. The imaginary component corresponds to absorption -
on the left we see a typical Lorentzian absorption peak while the control laser is inactive.
When the control laser is applied, the absorption peak splits revealing a transparency at
what was the maximal absorption. The real components appear in the dispersion relation,
relating wave speed to frequency.

1.3.1.1 Basic formalism

Consider an atom interacting with two laser fields that are resonant to the transition

between two separate states, |1〉 and |2〉, to a common third state |3〉. Such a system

is referred to as a three level atom. There are three possible types of three level atom

that can demonstrate EIT as shown in Fig.1.21: the lambda (Λ)-type (left), the V-type

(middle) and the ladder-type (right) system. In particular, for the Λ configuration, the

state |3〉 has the highest energy.

Figure 1.21: All three level structures capable of demonstrating EIT, namely, Λ-type
(left), V-type (middle), and ladder type (right).

For a theoretical description of EIT, we refer ourselves to [157].

Let us start with a three level Λ-atomic system with all the atoms in the ground state

|1〉, as shown in Fig. 1.22. The typical Λ system has two lower states, |1〉 and |2〉. Each of

the two meta-stable states |1〉 and |2〉 can be resonantly excited to the excited |3〉 level at

the probe and control frequency. Hence, depending on the initial state of the atom system,

the atoms can absorb the probe and control frequencies coherently that give rise to Rabi

oscillations [158] in (|1〉 , |3〉) and (|2〉 , |3〉) subspace. An interesting question that arises,

in this system, is if the absorption of light can be inhibited? This is a non-trivial question,
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and a solution to the question requires examination of quantum mechanical interference

phenomena that can be better understood through dark states.

Figure 1.22: Λ three level-atomic system with all the atoms in the ground state |1〉. The
system has two possible transitions, denoted as ωa or the probe and ωb or the control
frequency.

a) Dark State Phenomena

It is obvious to see that a three level EIT system can be transparent to the control

frequency by having all the atoms in the |1〉 state. As shown in Fig. 1.22, all the atoms

are in state |1〉. This system is transparent to the control frequency as there are no atoms

in state |2〉 to absorb the control frequency. The state |1〉 is known as the dark state of

the system, |Ψdark〉 = |1〉 and is transparent to ωb. Similarly transferring all the atoms to

the state |2〉 makes the system transparent to the probe frequency, hence the dark state

of the system is |Ψdark〉 = |2〉. How can this system be made transparent to both

the control and probe frequencies at the same time? A solution to this is the

heart of quantum interference phenomena.

b) Quantum Interference Pathways

The equations in this section are referenced from [157]. As it is well known in quantum

mechanics, the phase of any quantum system plays a crucial role in many interesting

effects like Ramsey interferometry [159], Aharonov Bohm [160] and interference based

phenomena [161]. EIT is another interference phenomena, like these effects, where the

relative phase of different levels of the quantum system can cause interference in such a

manner leading to complete transparency to both the probe and control frequencies. Let

us understand this effect mathematically and also intuitively.

Consider the state which is a superposition of |1〉 and |2〉, known as a dark EIT

state, that is transparent to both the probe and control frequencies, as shown Fig. 1.23.

The dark EIT state can be be written as,

|Ψdark〉 = Ω23 |1〉 − Ω13 |2〉√
Ω13

2 + Ω23
2
, (1.43)
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Figure 1.23: A example of a dark state that is a superposition of |1〉 and |2〉. The probe
and control frequency excitation interfere destructively at level |3〉, thereby inhibiting
absorption of radiation. The system continues to be in the superposition state, hence
being transparent to both the probe and control frequencies.

where, Ωpq are the Rabi frequencies for a given |p〉 → |q〉 transition. To understand why

this state is transparent to the probe and control frequencies, let us look at the system

light interaction. The crucial point for EIT is that the presence of the probe and control

frequencies changes the total Hamiltonian, such that an interaction Hamiltonian Hint

describing the interaction between the atom and the incoming light has to be added to

the mere atomic Hamiltonian Hsyst:

H = Hsyst +Hint . (1.44)

The system Hamiltonian can be written in the (|1〉 , |2〉 , |3〉) basis,

Hsyst = ~


ω1 0 0
0 ω2 0
0 0 ω3

 , (1.45)

where, ~ωp is the energy of the |p〉 state.

The interaction Hamiltonian of the light can be written as:

Hint =


0 0 Ω13

∗ cosω13t

0 0 Ω23
∗ cosω23t

Ω13 cosω13t Ω23 cosω23t 0

 . (1.46)

Here, Ωpq cosωpqt represents the excitation |p〉 → |q〉 transition, with amplitude Ωpq and

frequency given by ωpq = ωp − ωq. It is useful at this point to go into an interaction

frame, with respect to the natural Hamiltonian Hsyst. The system-light interaction in the

interaction frame is given by,
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Hint = e
j
~HsysttHperte

− j
~Hsystt

= ~
2


0 0 Ω13

∗ (1 + e−2jω13t)
0 0 Ω23

∗ (1 + e−2jω23t)
Ω13 (1 + e−2jω13t) Ω23 (1 + e−2jω23t) 0

 (1.47)

In a rotating wave approximation (RWA), we can throw away the terms containing fre-

quencies that are twice ω13 and ω23 respectively. This is valid as these fast oscillations

average out to zero. Re-written the interaction Hamiltonian in the the rotating wave

approximation (RWA) [158] leads:

H(RWA)
int = ~

2


0 0 Ω13

∗

0 0 Ω23
∗

Ω13 Ω23 0

 , (1.48)

Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian gives us an eigenstate α |1〉−β |2〉, where α = Ω23√
Ω13

2+Ω23
2
,

β = Ω13√
Ω13

2+Ω23
2
, with eigenvalue equal to zero. A zero eigenvalue state means that the ac-

tion of the Hamiltonian on the dark state, |Ψdark〉, leaves the quantum state undisturbed,

hence transparency to both the probe and control frequencies. One can also understand

this phenomenon intuitively as follows - the phase arriving at |3〉 due to both the probe and

control frequency excitation are opposite in sign. This causes the relative phase between

|1〉 and |2〉 to be opposite in sign. Hence, resulting to destructive interference at level |3〉.
This leaves the system unchanged, thus inhibiting any excitation to |3〉 or equivalently

transparency to both the probe and control frequencies is achieved at the same time. The

two electromagnetic fields (probe and control) then propagate through the atom cloud

without absorption. This is the heart of slow and stopped light, where ultra-slow light

propagation due to EIT-based refractive-index modifications in atomic clouds has been

observed [145–147].

c) Slow and Stopped Light

The equations in this section are referenced from [157]. The concept of slow and stopped

light arises due to EIT-based modification of the refractive index of atom clouds. It is

often mistaken for what is being slowed in context of ”slow” light. There are two different

propagation speeds of light, one is the phase velocity and the other group velocity. The

phase velocity is the speed at which each frequency component of a light pulse travels.

This is typically close to the value, c = 3× 108m/s, while the group velocity is the speed

with which the maximum of a many frequency component envelope of a light pulse moves.

The phase velocity is related to the refractive index as,

vph = c

n
, (1.49)
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where n is the refractive index of the medium of propagation. The group velocity is

associated with the dispersion of the refractive index, that is the variation of n(ω) as a

function of frequency ω as,

vg = c

n+ ωp
dn
dωp

, (1.50)

where p is the probe. It is clear from this equation that when dn
dωp

becomes large, dωp � 1.

The group velocity tends to zero, vg → 0. In the atomic EIT, it turns out that EIT

occurs in a narrow transparency window which also creates a steep variation of n (ω) with

frequency [142, 145, 146, 162]. Hence, the group velocity of light is reduced dramatically.

During this process, a fraction of the photons corresponding to the probe signal are

converted into a spin-wave via a two-photon (probe and control) process that maps the

probe into a superposition of |1〉 and |2〉 or the dark EIT state. One can dramatically

reduce the group velocity to zero, thereby ”stopping” light, by turning off the control beam

once the pulse with the probe frequency enters the EIT medium. When this happens, the

probe is completely mapped onto the long lived states, |1〉 and |2〉. This stopped light is

then stored as long as the decoherence time of the ground states, or until the control beam

is turned back on [149,162]. These remarkable results can have enormous implications for

quantum information processing [145,146].

1.3.1.2 Classical analogs of Electromagnetically Induced Transparency

Recently, much attention has been paid to the study of the classical analogs of three-

level atomic EIT in various systems, such as coupled resonators [58, 163], mechanical

systems and electric circuits [59, 164, 165], optomechanic [166, 167], photonics crystals

[168], plasmonic structures [169–172], metamaterial [173–175] and so on. Particularly,

the electric analog of EIT [59] has attracted growing interest as, this analog helps to

understand some elementary aspects of the underlying physics. Furthermore, such a model

can be used as an introductory one when introducing coherent systems to beginners and

laymen. In the scope of this thesis, we review in the following some of these electrical

analog models.

The equations in this section are referenced from [59] where, the classical analog of EIT

has been proposed in recent year by C. L. Garrido Alzar and co-workers. Even though

EIT is inherently a quantum mechanical effect, the authors modelled it by a classical

system formed of just two coupled harmonic oscillators subject to a harmonic driving

force as presented in Fig.1.24(a). Interestingly, by using a well-known correspondence

between a driven damped harmonic oscillator and an electrical circuit, they have suc-

cessfully modelled a three level atom with a simple experiment system of two linearly

coupled RLC circuits. This latter is much easier to realize since its offers the possibility

to quickly interchange components to test various experimental configurations. Such a

model is presented in Fig. 1.24(b). The circuit mesh consisting of the inductor L1 and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.24: Classical analogs of EIT. a) The mechanical model. b) The electrical circuit
model. Figures are adapted from ref. [59].

the capacitors C1 and C simulates the pumping oscillator, and the resistor R1 determines

the losses associated with that oscillator. The atom is modeled using the resonant circuit

formed by the inductor L2 and the capacitors C2 and C; the resistor R2 represents the

spontaneous radiative decay from the excited level. The capacitor C, belonging to both

circuit meshes, models the coupling between the atom and the pumping field, and deter-

mines the Rabi frequency associated with the pumping transition. In this case, the probe

field is simulated by the frequency-tunable voltage source VS. The circuit mesh used to

model the atom has only one resonance frequency representing the energy of the atomic

excited level. That is, the probability of excitation of this circuit will be maximal when

the applied harmonic force is on resonance. Because in this case there are two possible

paths to accomplish this excitation, we are dealing with the analog of a three-level atom

in the Λ configuration. Namely, the oscillator corresponding to the atom analog can be

excited directly by the applied voltage VS or by the coupling to the pumping oscillator.

Hence, the induced transparency is investigated by analyzing the frequency dependence of

the power P2(VS) transferred from the voltage source VS to the resonant circuit R2L2Ce2,

P2 (ωS) = < (vSI2
∗), where vS and I2 are, respectively, the complex representations of VS

and i2 (t).
Setting the inductors constants (Li = L), the motion of the charges through a circuit can

be described by Eq. 1.51:


q̈1 (t) + γ1q̇1 (t) + ω1

2q1 (t)− Ωr
2q2 (t) = 0,

q̈2 (t) + γ2q̇2 (t) + ω2
2q2 (t)− Ωr

2q1 (t) = VS
L2
.

(1.51)

Here γi = Ri

Li
(i = 1, 2) ; ωi2 = 1/ (LiCei) ; Cei = CiC/ (Ci + C) ; Ωr

2 = 1/ (L2C).
Once the current i2 (t) = q̇2 (t) is known, the power P2 (ωS) as a function of the frequency

ωS of the applied voltage, when the switch SW in Fig. 1.24(b) is closed, is given by,

P2 (ωS) = P11 (ωS)
P11

2 (ωS) + P12
2 (ωS)

|AS|2 , (1.52)
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where

P11 (ωS) = R2 + R1/(ωSC)2

R1
2 + (ωSL1 − 1/ (ωSCe1))2 , (1.53)

P12 (ωS) = (ωSL2 − 1/ (ωSCe2))−

(
1/(ωSC)2

)
(ωSL1 − 1/ (ωSCe1))

R1
2 + (ωSL1 − 1/ (ωSCe1))2 , (1.54)

and AS is the amplitude of the applied voltage. On the other hand, when the switch is

opened, we have

P2 (ωS) = R2

R2
2 + (ωSL2 − 1/ (ωSCe2))2 |AS|

2 . (1.55)

Figure 1.25: The power transferred to the circuit R2L2Ce2 as a function of the frequency
ωS for different values of the coupling capacitor C. The values of C are C = 0.196µF ,
with resonance frequency fres = ω2/2π = 20 kHz, (b) C = 0.150µF , fres = 19.5 kHz,
(c) C = 0.096µF , fres = 19.5 kHz, (d) C = 0.050µF , fres = 26.5 kHz,. The open
squares correspond to measurements made with the switch SW open, which is equivalent
to turning the pump off. The open circles correspond to measurements made with the
switch closed. The evolution from EIT to the Autler–Townes regime is clearly observed.
Figures are taken from [59].

From Eq. 1.52, the real part of P2 (ωS) is plotted against the detuned frequency,

corresponding to four values of the coupling capacitor C, as illustrated in Fig. 1.25.

Clearly from the graphs, in the open switch configuration (no pumping), a maximum

coupling of electrical power from the voltage source VS to the resonant circuit R2L2Ce2

at the resonant frequency (zero detuning). However, when the switch is closed, that is,

when the pumping circuit (pumping force) is acting on the resonant circuit R2L2Ce2, the

absorption of the electrical power of the voltage source at zero detuning is depressed. This

fact corresponds to the transparent condition and is more pronounced when the value of
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the coupling capacitor is reduced, corresponding to an increment of the Rabi frequency

of the pumping field in EIT in atomic systems. Here, the observed transparency can be

interpreted as a destructive interference between the power given by the voltage source

to the resonant circuit R2L2Ce2, and the power transferred to the same circuit from the

other oscillator representing the pumping force. For the minimum value of C used in the

experiment (see Fig. 1.25(d)), we observe two absorption peaks, which are the classical

analog of the Autler–Townes effect and correspond to the splitting of the normal modes.

1.3.1.3 Classical analog of double EIT

Besides the single EIT phenomenon in three-level atomic systems, double electromag-

netical induced transparency (DEIT) may occur when a four-level atomic system with a

tripod-type configuration is exposed to three laser fields that drive three different transi-

tions with one common excited level [176–180]. In such settings, a single control laser field

can modify the absorption and dispersion properties of the other two probe laser fields

and produce large Kerr effects, especially cross phase modulations. Such system has also

been used to engineer coherent superposition of two ground states, etc., very promising

for applications in quantum information processing and quantum computing. In fact, sys-

tems displaying multiple EIT could be useful in the bifurcation of quantum information in

multiple channels temporarily, which can then be used in multiplexing required in certain

quantum information protocols. The release of stored information from multiple channels

could be separately controlled by manipulating the group velocity of individual channels

(via their control fields) in such systems.

Inspired by the recent works on classical analogs of EIT [59], more recently DEIT

has been demonstrated in four-level systems, using two classical analogies : mass-spring

systems (Fig. 1.25(a)) and RLC circuits (Fig. 1.25(b)) [164].

The electric circuit showing double EIT behaviour as illustrated in Fig. 1.25(b), is

made up of three loops of LRC circuits. The resistance, inductance and capacitance of

the loops were represented by Ri, Li and Ci, respectively (i = 1, 2, 3). The first loop with

resistance R1, inductance L1, and capacitances C1 and C/2 represents the atom. Hence,

by applying Kirchhoff’s second law and using a few step of algebra, the electric power

dissipated by the resistive (PR) and the energy stored by the reactance (PX) parts of the

circuit are giving by the following expressions:

PR = A|VS|2

A2 +B2 and PX = B|VS|2

A2 +B2 , (1.56)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.26: Classical analog of DEIT. a) The mechanical model. b) The electrical circuit
model. Figures are adapted from ref. [164].

where A and B are given by:

A ≡ R1 + R2XC
2

R2
2 + [XL2 − (XC +XC2)]2

+ R3XC
2

R3
2 + [XL3 − (XC +XC3)]2

B ≡ XL1 − (2XC +XC1)− XC
2 [XL2 − (XC +XC2)]

R2
2 + [XL2 − (XC +XC2)]2

− XC
2 [XL3 − (XC +XC3)]

R3
2 + [XL3 − (XC +XC3)]2

.

(1.57)

with XC = 1/ (ωC), XCi
= 1/ (ωCi) and XLi

= ωLi, i = 1, 2, 3. In Fig. 1.27, PR and

PX are plotted as a function of the frequency detuning δ = ω − ωR for different initial

conditions of the parameters R, L and C, where the effects of the coupling and pumping

frequency detunings, in the double EIT scenario, are shown when parameters L2 and L3

took on different values. Fig. 1.27(a) shows that, at exact resonance conditions for both

the coupling and pumping fields with the probe field (∆c = ∆r = 0), there was only a

single dip in the curve (like single EIT) which are separated to form two EIT dips in the

absorption line occurred when L3 was increased Fig. 1.27(b). The separation of the two

EIT dips is shown more clearly in Fig. 1.27(c) for a different set of parameters L2 and

L3. Figure 1.27(d) shows that the dips shifted to the right for yet another different set of

parameters L2 and L3. All results were also reproduced experimentally. According to the

authors [164], the interest on these experiments and the final purpose of the work is to

help undergraduate students to develop a better understanding of single and double EIT,

as well as to improve their experimental skills. These experiments are easy to adopt in any

undergraduate physics laboratory and can be used to approach other compelling topics

such as quantum coherence and quantum interference, which occur in atomic systems,
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Figure 1.27: Power transferred to the R1L1Ce1 circuit as a function of the detuning δ =
ω−ωR. This detuning was defined as the difference between the driving field frequency ω
and the resonance frequency of the circuit ωR. The parameters used were R2 = R3 = 5.0 Ω,
R1 = 50 Ω , C1 = C2 = C3 = 0.1µF , C = 0.2µF andL1 = 0.0010H. For plots (a)
L2 = L3 = 0.0010H; (b) L2 = 0.0010H and L3 = 0.0015H; (c) L2 = 0.0020H and
L3 = 0.0003H; (d) L2 = 0.0005H and L3 = 0.0003H. The solid line represents PR,
whereas the dashed line represents PX . P is given in arbitrary units. Figures are adapted
from ref. [164].

and are particularly important in observing phenomena such as group velocity reduction

of light, superconductivity and superfluidity, and quantum information processing.

1.3.1.4 Electromagnetically Induced Absorption (EIA)

As we seen, one fascinating aspect of the coherent interaction between electromag-

netic field and atom is quantum interference of probability amplitudes between transition

channels within an atomic system that modifies optical response of the atomic medium.

The interference leads to either an enhancement (constructive interference) or a complete

cancellation (destructive interference) of the total transition probability. The cancella-

tion of total transition probability leads to an elimination of resonant absorption which

is called the EIT, whereas the remaining case leads to an enhancement of absorption.

This latter considered as the experimental counterpart of the electromagnetically induced

transparency is called as electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA) [182]. Similarly to

the EIT case, one can say that the system has entered into a bright state which is related

to a constructive interference between different quantum paths for the probe laser light

interacting with the atom [182]. EIA was firstly observed in a closed transition within

the D2 line of Rubidium [183]. Shortly after its discovery, an interpretation of EIA was

developed for a four level scheme [184]. This interpretation explained EIA as an effect

generated through spontaneous transfer of coherence. Figure 1.28 gives the evolution of
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Figure 1.28: Probe absorption in an N-system with (left) and without (right) transfert
of coherence for various coupling laser intensities. The dotted lines correspond to the
one-photon lorentzian probe absorption in the absorption of coupling laser. the coupling
intensity increases from top bottom (as reported in [181]).

the absorption spectra of the probe laser in an N-system configuration. The right column

represents the absorption in the absence of transfer of coherence. It appears that in the

absence of transfert of coherence, at least for low coupling intensities, the probe laser

would experience a reduced absorption at the two-photon resonance. When the transfert

of coherence is introduced, the spectrum of the probe laser at the two-photon resonance

condition shows an enhanced absorption. For increasing coupling coupling laser intensity,

the EIA spectra change and, quite interestingly, the probe laser switches from enhanced

absorption to enhanced transparency.

1.3.2 Generalities on Anderson Localization

1.3.2.1 Theoretical background

The wave propagation in periodic and disordered crystal networks is at the foundation

of modern condensed-matter physics. Thus, the problem of multiple scattering and local-

ization of waves has been among the most difficult and fascinating topics in the study of

wave propagation in disordered systems. An ubiquitous feature of wave propagation in

such systems is the spatial confinement of waves called Anderson localization (AL) named

so, after Phillip W. Anderson who first theoretically predicted the absence of diffusion in

certain random electronic lattices [185]. In his seminal paper, published in 1958, Anderson

conjectured that beyond a certain level of disorder, localized electronic states are formed,

diffusion process stops, and a rapid phase transition from metals to insulators occurs.

He had been confronted with peculiar experimental results indicating anomalously long

spin relaxation times in heavily doped semiconductors at Bell Laboratories [186]. This
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observation could be explained by assuming localized electrons but this revolutionary pic-

ture was in contradiction to the commonly accepted diffusive model of the electrons in

the disordered lattices at the time. The study of the conductance of electrons is a very

old problem in condensed matter physics. In particular, according to the classical Drude

description of conductance in a metal, one imagines that electrons (or more generally

the charge carriers) collide with the positive ions in the metal, thus following a diffusive

motion. This theory is at the origin of the well known Ohm’s law, where clearly the

conductivity becomes proportional to the mean free path of the electron inside the metal.

However, experimental observations made clear that the mean free path inside a metal

is a couple of order of magnitude bigger than the lattice spacing and only with the de-

velopment of the quantum theory it was possible to provide an explanation to this fact:

in a regular lattice, electrons behave as waves and coherently diffract on the ions. The

resistivity is therefore appearing only because of the impurities in the lattice. In this way

the Drude theory becomes again reliable, but the electron is envisaged as zigzagging be-

tween impurities. It follows that the more are the impurities, the shorter will be the mean

free path and the conductivity. With this picture in mind, Anderson tried to answer the

question: what happens if the density of impurity is increased? Consistently with

the known experimental results, he was able to provide convincing arguments, showing

that the increasing of lattice disorder would not only keep decreasing the mean free path

and the conductance, but beyond a critical amount of impurity scattering the diffusive,

zigzag motion of the electron is not just reduced, but can come to a complete halt. The

electron becomes trapped and the conductivity vanishes. Later in 1977, Philip Anderson,

John van Vleck (his thesis advisor) and Nevil Mott shared the Nobel Prize in physics ”for

their fundamental theoretical investigations of the electronic structure of magnetic and

disordered systems”.

Even though Anderson proposed his idea for electronic lattices, the nature of the lo-

calization is the interference wave. Therefore it is not specific to a particular wave. In

this sense, AL can be qualified as a universal phenomenon. As a matter of fact, in recent

years a very large number of works concerned localization of both classical and quantum

waves. In the literature, quantum waves usually refer to electrons, phonons or cold atoms

(matter waves), whereas classical waves refer to light, sound, microwaves or elastic waves.

With quantum waves, the wave nature is of quantum origin and propagation is based

on the Schrödinger equation, whereas with classical waves, laws of classical wave physics

govern wave propagation. The first experimental achievements related to Anderson lo-

calization date back to 1987, with, notably, the measurements of the conductivity at low

temperatures demonstrating the Mott formula [187]. Since then, Anderson localisation is

experimentally observed in microwaves [188], ultrasound [189,190], light waves [191–194],

quantum waves [195–197], cold atoms [198], and more recently in the field of electron-

ics [60,199–213].
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1.3.2.2 Anderson Localization in non-periodic electrical transmission lines

In the last decades, the concept of AL has been extended in the framework of electronics,

where the localization properties of the electric current function I(ω) in non-periodic dual,

direct and mixed ETLs, have been intensively studied by Edmundo Lazo and co-workers

[199–211]. In order to simulate disorder in such systems, the electric components have

been distributed in a variety of forms including aperiodic, incommensurate, and long-range

correlated sequences. The localization properties of the TLs were measured using typical

diagnostic tools of quantum mechanics like normalized localization length, transmission

coefficient, average overlap amplitude, etc. As a result, it has been demonstrated that the

localization properties of the classic ETLs are similar to the one-dimensional tight-binding

quantum model, but also features some differences. In the following, we present some of

important results of these works which have been summarized in the review paper by the

author [212]. We describe dual, direct and mixed classic ETLs and equations governing

them, followed by the description of a method to obtain the electric current and diagnostic

tools used to study localization behavior in litterature with some of the results. Then, we

end the sub-section by presenting the state of art of AL in the context of non-Hermitian

electric systems [60,213].

a) Dual and Direct Electric Transmission Lines

Figure 1.29: A partial view of an ideal transmission line. Zn (γn) represent horizontal
(vertical) impedances, respectively. For direct TL, Zn is associated with inductances and
γn with capacitances. Conversely, for dual TL, Zn is associated with capacitances and γn
with inductances. The arrows indicate the direction of the electric current in each cell.
We arbitrarily consider the initial flow from the left, because we are using open boundary
conditions. Figure is taken from ref. [212].

Figure 1.29 shows a segment of a transmission line (dual or direct), with hori-

zontal impedances denoted by Zn and vertical impedances labeled γn. For direct TL the

impedances are Zn = (jωLn) and γn = (jωCn)−1, but for dual TL we have Zn = (jωCn)−1

and γn = (jωLn). Here, Cn and Ln denote the capacitance and inductance values in cell

n, respectively. To study the localization properties of the ETLs, capacitances Cn, induc-

tances Ln, or both are distributed using aperiodic sequences. Using Kirchoff’s laws, the

electric currents circulating in the (n − 1)th, nth and (n + 1) th cells of the TL can be
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described by a following generic linear relationship.

DnIn −Bn−1In−1 −BnIn+1 = 0 , (1.58)

where Dn = (Bn−1 +Bn − An); An = ω2Ln and Bn = Cn
−1 for direct TL, but for dual

TL we have An = (ω2Cn)−1
and Bn = Ln.

Writting Eq. (1.58) in the form In+1 = (Dn

Bn
)In − (Bn−1

Bn
)In−1 and considering the

trivial equation In = In, we obtain a map in the plane (In, In+1)
 In+1

In

 = Mn

 In

In−1

 , (1.59)

where matrix Mn is given by Mn =
 Dn

Bn
−Bn−1

Bn

1 0

.

Hence, the eigenvalues λn of the Mn matrix can be written in the following

λn = Dn

2Bn

±

√√√√Bn−1

Bn

−
(
Dn

2Bn

)2
. (1.60)

For a given frequency ω, the map Eq. (1.59) is stable if the eigenvalues λn of the

matrix Mn are complex numbers, which also implies that the trajectories of the map are

bounded, which in turn means that the electric current In (ω) is an extended function.

Otherwise, the the trajectories of the map are unbounded and In (ω) is a localized function.

Consequently, the spectrum of allowed frequencies for direct and dual TL is given by

general condition

[√
LnCn +

√
Ln−1Cn

]−1
< ω <

[√
LnCn −

√
Ln−1Cn

]−1
. (1.61)

For pure direct TL with Ln = L0 , Cn = C0 ,∀n , we find a band of frequencies, i.e.,

0 < ω < 2√
L0C0

. Conversely, for pure dual TL with Ln = L0 , Cn = C0 ,∀n , the typical

band of frequencies is also found as 1
2
√
L0C0

< ω <∞.

The mixed ETLs are formed by a basic unit of d = (p + q) cells consisting of a set

of p successive direct cells followed by q successive dual cells. The N total number of cells

in the mixed TL is given by N = dNs, where Ns is the number of times the basic unit is

repeated. Figure 1.30 shows a segment of a mixed TL with p = 2, q = 3 and d = 5. By

applying Kirchoff’s loop rules, equations describing mixed TLs can also be written in the

same form as the generic Eq.(1.58) but now both coefficients Dn and Bn usually depend

on the frequency ω, the parameters p, q and capacitances Cn,x, Cn,y, and inductances

Ln,x, Ln,y, corresponding to direct and dual cells, respectively. As a consequence, mixed

TL contain a richer parameter space to study the localization properties of the electric

current function.
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Figure 1.30: A segment of a mixed transmission line formed by p = 2 direct cells and
q = 3 dual cells. The full system is formed by the repetition of the basic unit formed by
d = (p + q) cells. Inductances are represented by rectangles and capacitances by circles.
In addition, dual cells are marked with orange color-filled symbols. The arrows indicate
the direction of the electric current in each cell. Figure is taken from ref. [212].

b) Relation with the Tight-Binding Model

The generic Eq. (1.58) describing the relationship between three consecutive electric

current amplitudes In−1 (ω), In (ω) and In+1 (ω) in the classical ETL, has the same form

that an equation describing a relationship between three consecutive amplitudes φn−1 (E),
φn (E) and φn+1 (E) of the wave function of the 1D dimensional tight-binding quantum

model. This correspondence has allowed to test the effects of the disorder in 1D quantum

systems using classical electrical circuits with random distribution of capacitances and

inductances. Consequently, Eq. (1.58) can be mapped to the quantum 1D dimensional

tight-binding model

(E − εn)φn − Vn−1φn−1 − Vnφn+1 = 0 , (1.62)

where εn is the site energy, Vn the hopping between neighboring sites, E the eigenenergy,

and φn is the eigenfunction. Nonetheless, a correspondence between the tight-binding Eq.

(1.62) and Eq. (1.58) exists. Applying the following transformation in the tight-binding

Eq. (1.62) for example, we obtain the direct TL,

E = −ω2 , εn = −Ln−1
(
Cn−1

−1 + Cn
−1
)
, φn = In(Ln)−1/2

Vn−1 = Cn−1
−1(Ln−1Ln)−1/2 , Vn = Cn

−1(LnLn+1)−1/2
(1.63)

c) Methods to Obtain the Electric Current Function In (ω)

The amplitudes In (ω) of the electric current function, are obtained solving the generic

Eq.(1.58). Two methods, the recurrence method and the Hamiltonian map method were

presented in the review [212] to solve this equation.

•With the recurrence method, the electric current is calculated using an iterative process,

In+1 =
(
γn
Bn

)
In , γn = Dn −

1
γn−1

(Bn−1)2 , (1.64)
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where 2 6 n 6 N . Iteration process start with γ1 = D1 = B1 − A1 and the full set of γn

values is obtained.

• The Hamiltonian map consists to write the amplitudes In as function of Γn and θn in

the following recurrence relation:

In+1 = Γn
(

sin θn+1

sin θn

)
In , (1.65)

where 
tan θn+1 = βn + αn tan θn

1− An tan θn
,

Γn2 =
(
αn

2 + An
2
)

sin2θn +
(
βn

2 + 1
)

cos2θn + (αnβn − An) sin 2θn
, (1.66)

with βn = 1
Bn

and αn = (1− Anβn).

d) Usual Diagnostic Tools

To study the localization of the disordered electric TL as a function of the frequency ω

and as a function of the kind and degree of disorder, the same tools used in the study of the

localization behavior of quantum systems can be deployed: the Lyapunov exponent λ (ω),
the normalized localization length Λ (ω), the participation number D (ω), the inverse

participation ratio IPR (ω), the global density of states DOS (ω) and the transmission

coefficient T (ω), the Rényi entropies Rq (ω) [214] and the moments µq (ω). All localization

tools are defined as a function of the normalized electric current amplitude In (ω), namely∑N
n=1 |In (ω)|2 = 1 as in the quantum case where the localization properties are measured

using the amplitude of the normalized quantum wave function φn (E).

e) Disordered Electrical Transmission Lines

Here we present the results localization behavior of the electric current I (ω) when

the components are distributed following the (1) aperiodic and incommensurate

sequences, and (2) long-range correlated sequences. The general results indicate

that the band structure of non-periodic systems is determined by the type of TL (dual,

direct or mixed) in which the disorder is introduced, and that the existence of discrete sets

or extended state bands in the thermodynamic limit, it depends on the type of aperiodic

disorder used to distribute the electrical components.

(1) Aperiodic Transmission Lines

⇒ Generalized Fibonacci Sequence

A Fibonacci quasi-periodic sequence is given by substitution rule A→ AmBn , B →
A , where m and n indicate the number of times a given letter, A or B, appears in the

substitution rule, without considering the order in which these letters occur. For example,
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for m = 1 and n = 1, the corresponding Fibonacci sequence is the following

A→ AB → ABA→ ABAAB → ABAABABA→ · · · ,

with the golden mean σ1,1 = 1
2

(
1 +
√

5
)

(see ref. [215] for more details). In ref. [201,210],

dual and mixed transmission lines have been studied using a Fibonacci distribution of two

different values of inductances LA and LB, namely LALBLALALBLALBLALALBLALALB···.

In dual TL when keeping constant the capacitances Cn = C0 ,∀n, the localization behavior

of the Fibonacci quasi-periodic distribution of inductances Ln has been studied [201], an-

alyzing the spectrum of the generalized Rényi entropies Rq (ω) versus ω and the spectrum

of the inverse participation ratio N × IPR (ω) versus ω.

Figure 1.31: (a) Global sub-band structure of the Shannon entropy S (ω) = R1 (ω) versus
ω for the Fibonacci quasi-periodic distribution of inductances Ln discussed in ref. [201].
(b)Self-replication structure of the sub-band indicated by the vertical arrow in (a). Figure
is taken from Ref. [212].

For each q value, Rq (ω) and N×IPR (ω) show more than four global sub-bands. The

spectrum shows the self-replication behavior, where each sub-band is divided into three

sub-band until it is resolvable [201]. Inside each sub-band we find extended and localized

states and gaps. As the system size N is growing, the number of gaps and localized states

increases in such a way that the integrated density of states behaves in a fractal way. As

a consequence, the total bandwith goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit N →∞. The

Shannon entropy S (ω) corresponding to the Rényi entropy R1 (ω) discussed in ref. [201] is

presented in Fig. 1.31(a). The three sub-bands existing in the global sub-band indicated

by the vertical arrow in Fig. 1.31(a) are also shown in Fig. 1.31(b). It is also noticed that

the number of global sub-bands of the dual TL changes when the Fibonacci disorder is

introduced in the q inductances of the dual cells of the mixed TL, while keeping constant

the values of the other capacitances and inductances [210]. Thus, Lazo has concluded

that for arbitrary values of p and q forming the mixed TL, the set of d = (p + q) bands

accomodates the full spectrum generated by the Fibonacci distribution of inductances Ln.

Inside each of the d band, the number of global sub-bands is always greater than or equal
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to four, and the self replication process, new localized states and gaps appear repeatedly.

Consequently, the integrated density of states has a fractal behavior and IDOS (ω)→ 0
in the thermodynamic limit [212].

⇒ Generalized Thue–Morse Sequence

The generalized Thue–Morse (TM) aperiodic sequence can be generated by means

of the substitution rule A → AmBn , B → BnAm. For the case m = 1 and n = 1, we

obtain the usual Thue–Morse sequence: A→ AB,B → BA, namely

A→ AB → ABBA→ ABBABAAB → · · · ,
The Thue–Morse and the m-tupling distribution of capacitances and inductances have

been studied by [206–208]. For direct TL, two values of inductances LA and LB where dis-

tributed according to them-tupling substitution rule LA → LAL
m−1
B , LB → LBL

m−1
A , m >

2 keeping constant the capacitances [207, 208]. For m = 2, we obtain the usual Thue-

Morse substitution rule LA → LALB , LB → LBLA.

Figure 1.32: ξ (ω) versus ω for the m-tupling distribution of inductances Ln in the direct
TL, for three values of m, namely m = {2, 3, 13} (a–c). (d) Λ (ω) versus ω. A short
vertical bar indicates the existence of an extended state (Λ (ω) > 1). The number of
extended states for m = 3 is very small compared to the case m = 2. Conversely, for
m >> 3 (m = 8 and m = 13), the number of extended states increases and becomes
comparable to the m = 2 case. Figure is taken from ref. [212].

It was shown that inside the m-tupling family, starting with m = 3, the number of

extended states increases as the value of m increases, so that for m >> 3, the allowed

spectrum is similar to the spectrum of the case m = 2 (Thue-Morse). In Fig. 1.32, the

normalized participation number ξ(ω) for three values of m, namely m = {2, 3, 13} (a)

to (c). In Fig. 1.32(d), the spectrum of the extended states, namely the frequencies for

which the normalized localization length Λ (ω) meets the condition Λ (ω) > 1 is indicated

with a short vertical bar. It is seen there that, the number of extended states for m = 3
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is small compared to the case m = 2. However, for the case m >> 3, namely m = 8 and

m = 13, the number of extended states becomes comparable with case m = 2.

⇒ Incommensurate Sequences

The Aubry–André model has been used to distribute the inductances Ln in two

different cases: (i) direct TL with constant capacitances Cn = C0 , ∀n [209] and (ii)

mixed TLs with disorder only in the q inductances of the dual cells, keeping constant the

value of all the other electrical components of the direct and dual cells [210].

In case (i), the inductances Ln of the direct TL are distributed according to the

Aubry–André sequence:

Ln = L0 + b cos (2πβn) , (1.67)

where L0 = const. and b < L0.

Fig. 1.33 shows the localization behavior of this classic electric model where the map

(b, ω) is shown for L0 = 4.0 and N = 7×105. Each dot on the map indicates the existence

of an extended state, because the normalized localization length fulfills condition Λ > 1.

The spectrum exhibits four behaviors:

- For b→ 0, it is noted a single band of extended states that corresponds to the periodic

case.

- For increasing values of b, i.e., for b 6 1.9, we note three global sub-bands of extended

states (with localized states and gaps) separated by two large gaps.

- For b > 1.9 only two global sub-bands of extended states survive, which also contain

localized states and gaps.

- Finally, for b close to b = L0 = 4.0, there is only a small sub-band where almost all

states are extended states, namely 0 6 ω 6 0.45.

In case (ii) for mixed TL, the inductances Ln of the q dual cells were distributed

according to the Aubry–André sequence Ln,y = L0,y+b cos (2πβn) , b < L0,y, the influence

of the b amplitude in the localization behavior is analyzed using the transmission coefficient

T (ω) for four values of b, namely b = {0.3, 0.7, 1.1, 1.5} for the case p = 2, q = 1. The

plot is shown in Fig. 1.34 for L0,y = 1.6. For example for b = 0.3, we find d = 3
bands containing extended states, localized states and gaps. for increasing values of b, the

number of extended states within each band decreases, and as a consequence both lateral

bands begin to disappear.

(2) Long-Range Correlated Disorder

The introduction of correlation in the disorder can trigger the appearance of a discrete

set of extended states (short-range correlation) or bands of extended states (long-range

correlation). The correlated disorder has been introduced in classic ETLs [199, 200, 202,

203, 211] and include continous and discrete sequences. Indeed, in ref. [199], E. Lazo

and E. Diez studied the behavior of the allowed and forbidden frequencies in disordered
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Figure 1.33: Map (b, ω) for the Aubry–André distribution of inductances with L0 = 4.0.
Each point of the map indicates an extended state, because Λ > 1.0. For increasing values
of the amplitude b, the number of sub-bands of extended states diminishes, and for b close
to b = L0, there is only a small sub-band where almost all states are extended states,
namely 0 6 ω 6 0.45. Figure is taken from ref. [212].

Figure 1.34: Transmission coefficient T (ω) versus ω, for mixed transmission line with
p = 2, q = 1, for (a) b = 0.3, (b) b = 0.7, (c) b = 1.1 and (d) b = 1.5. For (a) b = 0.3
we find d = (p + q) = 3 bands containing extended states, localized states and gaps.
For increasing values of b, the number of extended states within each band decreases.
Therefore, for (c) b = 1.1, the leftmost band has already disappeared, and for (d) b = 1.5,
the rightmost band is about to disappear. Figure is taken from ref. [212].

classical dual TL when the values of capacitances {Cj} are distributed according to a

ternary model with long-range correlated disorder. They introduced the disorder from a

random sequence with a power spectrum S (k) ∝ k−(2α−1), where α > 0.5 is the correlation
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exponent. The asymmetric ternary map is generated using two map parameters b1 and

b2, which adjust the occupancy probability of each possible value of the capacitances

Cj = {CA, CB, CC}.

Cj =


CA if vj < b1

CC if b1 6 vj 6 b2

CB if vj > b2

, (1.68)

where, the sequence of {vk} can be generated using vk = ukk
−(2α−1)/2, a set of numbers

{uk} being uncorrelated random numbers with a Gaussian distribution (see ref. [199] for

more details). For the white noise, α = 0.5. The TL is in the non-conducting state for

every frequency ω. When the long-range correlation is introduced (for example α = 0.55),

the ETLs can change their conducting properties and one can find a transition from the

non-conducting to conducting state for a fixed system size, which implies the existence of

critical values of the map parameters for each correlation exponent α. Therefore, authors

presented a phase diagram (see Fig. 1.35(a)) for the symmetric ternary model, separating

the non-conducting state from the conducting one for the system presenting always a

long-range correlation (α > 0.55). In addition, introducing one or more impurities in

random places of the long-range correlated distribution of capacitances (see Fig. 1.35(b)),

a dramatic change was observed in the conducting properties of the TL, leading the system

to jump from conducting to non-conducting states, a bahavior which can considered as a

possible mechanism to secure communication.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.35: (a) Phase diagram separating non-conducting from conducting states in the
thermodynamics limit in terms of the symmetric map parameter bc (∞) as a function
of the correlation exponent α. The plotted points correspond to values of the correla-
tion exponent α > 0.55, i.e., the disordered system always presents long-range correla-
tion. (b) Normalized localization length Λ (ω) as a function of the frequency ω for the
asymmetric ternary map when b1 = −0.9 ; b2 = 1.7 for different correlation exponents
α = {1.7, 1.8, 2.0, 2.6 }. Figures are adapted from ref. [199]

In ref. [200] The localization effects of a TL with long-range correlated disorder in the
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distribution of capacitances {Cj} in the form Cj = C0αj, were also studied, using a ternary

map and the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) process to generate the correlated sequence.

αj =


αA if xj < −b

αC if − b 6 xj 6 b

αB if xj > b

, b > 0 , (1.69)

where b is the map parameter and the sequence xj is defined from the OU process, by the

following differential equation:

dx

dt
= −γx (t) +

√
Cη (t) , (1.70)

where γ is the viscosity coefficient and C is the diffusion coefficient. η (t) is a Gaussian

white noise generated by the Box–Muller process (see ref. [200] for more details).

In the same logic as in the previous work [200], the authors have performed finite-size

scaling and obtain the asymptotic value of the map parameter b, i.e. bc in the thermo-

dynamic limit in a selected range of values of the parameters γ and C of the OU and

obtained the phase diagrams separating the localized states from the extended states of

a dual TL (see Fig. 1.36(a, b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.36: Phase diagram (γ, bc) separating localized states from extended states in the
thermodynamic limit in terms of the map parameter bc (∞) as a function of the parameter
γ. (a) Case C = 0.3. The inset shows the normalized localization length Λ (b) as a function
of the map parameter b for C = 0.3 and γ going from γ = 0.001 to γ = 4.0. (b) C = (εγ)2

and ε = 1 (limit case). The inset shows Λ (b) as a function of b for γ going from γ = 1
to γ = 104 for the same limit case. For all inset plots, ω = 3.5, N = 40 000. Figures are
adapted from ref. [200]

1.3.2.3 Anderson Localization in a PT transmission line

The study of localization properties has been extended in the framework of non-Hermitian

systems. In this line, PT S ETL models have been proposed in magnetic metamateri-
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Figure 1.37: A PT S resistance configuration in a direct ETL. Figure is taken from ref. [60].

als [216] and in noninvasive techniques to detect glucose changes [217]. More recently,

Fernando R. Humire and Edmundo Lazo [60] studied a finite direct ETL as shown in Fig.

1.37, when they distributed resistors Rn according to a PT distribution composed of a

gain (−R) and loss (+R) sequence:

Rn =

+R , n even

−R , n odd
(1.71)

where n = 1, ..., 2N . In addition, the zero boundaries conditions are considered at sites

n = 0 and n = (2N + 1). The capacitances and inductances in each cell are considered

constants, i.e.,Ln = L and Cn = C , ∀n. Applying the Kirchoff’s laws and using the

Fourier transform, this PT S direct TL model is described by

[
2−

(
ω

ω0

)2
+ jβn

ω

ω02

]
In − In−1 − In+1 = 0 , (1.72)

where In (ω) is the complex amplitude of the electric current intensity at site n, βn = Rn

L
is

the damping coefficient or the gain/loss parameter and ω0 = 1/
√
LC. Based in classical

and quantum solutions used in PT S problems [218, 219] for In, the eigenvalues of the

system obtained for this dissipative system as:

ω2 (R, kd) = 2ω0
2
[
−M ±

√
M2 − sin2 (kd)

]
, (1.73)

where M =
(

β
2ω0

)2
− 1 and kd, the discrete values for the wave number. The analysis of

the spectrum reveals a critical resistance value Rc, such that for R < Rc, the frequency

spectrum is completely real, but for R > Rc, the frequency spectrum contains real and

complex frequencies. The analysis of the transport properties of the electric current reveals

that in the unbroken PT phase (see Fig. 1.38(a)), the electric current |In| is always a

symmetrical function. This symmetrical behavior disappears when the system goes to the

broken PT phase (see Fig. 1.38(b)). In addition, the localization properties of a TL were

mumerically studied through the normalized localization length Λ (R, kd), and the results

demonstrated that in the unbroken PT S phase, the electric current function In (ω) is an
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.38: Modulus of the electric current function |In| as a function of n for both
frequencies ω1,2 (R, kd). (a) Symmetric and extended state for R = 0.23(Ω) < Rc with
frequencies ω1 = 1.43 × 107 (rad/s) and ω2 = 1.40 × 107 (rad/s). (b) Asymmetrical and
dissipative state for R = 31 (Ω) > RI with eigenvalues ω1 = j9.15 × 106 (rad/s) and
ω2 = j2.18× 107 (rad/s). Figures are adapted from ref. [60]

extended function. Conversely, in the broken phase, In (ω) is a localized function (see Fig.

1.39).

Figure 1.39: (a): Normalized localization length Λ (R,ω1) and Λ (R,ω2) vs R for fixed
N = 30 and kd=N . For both frequencies ω1 and ω2, Λ (R,ω) determines three regions with
different localization behaviors, which are delimited by critical points Rc = 0.3642 (Ω)
and RI = 28.28 (Ω) (see insets). For R 6 Rc, insets (a) ω1 and (b) ω2 show a zoom
of the unbroken PT S phase which corresponds to extended electric current functions
Λ (R,ω1,2) > 1. For R > Rc we can only find a dissipative behavior which corresponds to
the broken PT S phase [Λ (R,ω1,2) < 1]. Inset (c) shows Λ (R,ω1,2) in the neighborhood
of RI = 28.28 (Ω). Figure is taken from ref. [60].
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented some generalities on quantum Hermitian and non-

Hermitian theories, the imaginary resistance and wave transport phenomena. After giving

the background on quantum non-Hermitian formalism, a particular attention was paid on

PT and APT symmetry in electronics. Then, we have presented some pioneer works

and the applications. Concerning quantum phenomena, a particular attention was first

devoted to electric analogs of EIT and related phenomena. Thereafter, we have presented

the Anderson localization phenomenon by revisiting some essential works carried out in the

context of electronics. In the next chapter, we will present the mathematical modelling,

the analytical, numerical and experimental way used to obtain our results.
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Chapter 2

Models and methods

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed in a general way some quantum interfer-

ence phenomena and wave scattering problems in Hermitian and non-Hermitian media

but, without bringing out the theoretical or experimental details necessary to study their

dynamical behavior. This chapter presents the methodology used to solve the problems

in this thesis. We start by recalling some fundamentals. Then, we describe and mathe-

matically model the proposed systems. To better understand the phenomena studied, we

present the analytical and numerical methods used for each model. Finally, we describe

the analogical simulation methods used to consolidate some analytical results.

2.1 Fundamentals

From Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s laws, the use of which is undeniable and no longer needs

to be demonstrated, it is easy to describe electronic circuits by differential equations

which generally link the electric voltage, the electric current and the circuit paramaters.

However, solve these equations can sometimes prove difficult, due to the non-linearity

associated with the components used, the order or the degree of the differential equations,

etc. Then, certain equations must be approximated even before their resolution, thus

making dependent the interpretation of the solutions and the methods used. The systems

studied in this thesis are made only of electronic lumped elements as inductor L, capacitor

C, real resistor R and an additive new component: the imaginary resistance Z = jr, which

are all linear. Equations governing systems presented in this thesis will be derived using

basic laws of electronics such as Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s voltage or current laws. First

of all, let’s remember these basics.

• Complex impedance

Consider a dipole of an electrical circuit in sinusoidal regime where the voltage and

the current are noted:

u (t) = Umax cos (ωt+ φ) , (2.1)
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and

i (t) = Imax cos (ωt+ ϕ) , (2.2)

where Umax, Imax, represent the maximal amplitude of the voltage and the current, re-

spectively, and ω is the angular frequency. In complex notation, they can be represented

by:

u (t) = <
(
Umaxe

jφejωt
)

= <
(
Uejωt

)
, (2.3)

and

i (t) = <
(
Imaxe

jϕejωt
)

= <
(
Iejωt

)
, (2.4)

where U = Umaxe
jφ and I = Imaxe

jϕ.

The complex impedance Z is defined as the ratio of the complex amplitude of the

voltage U to the complex amplitude of the current I:

Z = U

I
= Umax

Imax
ejθ, (2.5)

where θ = φ− ϕ.

• Voltage-current relationship or Ohm’s law of some dipoles

Contrary to the static regime, the capacitors and the inductors behave in sinusoidal

regime like impedances, the values of which vary according to the frequency. Hence, we

recall the voltage-current for some dipoles used in this work as well as their characteristic

impedance Z obtained from equations Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5):

- A real resistance R,

u (t) = R i (t) ; ZR = R. (2.6)

- A linear inductance L,

u (t) = L
di

dt
; ZL = jLω. (2.7)

- A linear capacitance C,

i (t) = C
du

dt
; ZC = 1

jCω
. (2.8)

- An imaginary resistance jr,

u (t) = jr i (t) ; Z = jr. (2.9)

• Association of elements

Complex impedances combine like resistances. The following relations give the equiv-

alent impedance Zeq for each type of association of dipoles:
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In series:

Zeq = Z1 + Z2 + ...+ Zn. (2.10)

In parallel:

(Zeq)−1 = (Z1)−1 + (Z2)−1 + ...+ (Zn)−1. (2.11)

• Kirchhoff Current Law

“ The algebraic sum of the intensities of the currents Ik arriving at a node is zero.”

n∑
k=1

Ik = 0. (2.12)

• Kirchhoff Voltage Law

“ The algebraic sum of the potential differences (or voltage) ∆Uk along a cell counted in

a given direction is zero.”
n∑
k=1

∆Uk = 0, (2.13)

where ∆Uk is an algebraic quantity.

• Power in sinusoidal regime

The instantaneous power consumed by a dipole is defined as the product of the voltage

u (t) which appears at the terminals of the dipole and the intensity of the current i (t)
flowing through it.

p (t) = u (t) i (t) . (2.14)

The instantaneous power being variable over time, it is often more interesting to know

the average power p (t) over a period T = 2π/ω from the instant t0 which reads as:

P (ω) = 1
T

∫ t0+T

t0
p (t) dt = 1

T

∫ t0+T

t0
u (t) · i (t) dt (2.15)

2.2 Description, modeling of non-Hermitian systems

2.2.1 Atomic system using electronic circuits

2.2.1.1 Three level atomic system using coupled oscillators LRC

• Oscillator LRC series

The conventional oscillator LRC series consists of an inductor L, a real resistor R and

a capacitor C. The complex impedance ZL of the inductor is linked to the frequency ω

by the relation ZL = jωL, where j2 = −1. The charge capacitor q (t) and the voltage
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V (t) across the inductor are linked by a second order differential equation V (t) = Ld2q(t)
dt2

.

Hence, the LRC circuit is governed by the following second order differential equation:

d2q (t)
dt2

+ ω0

γ

dq (t)
dt

+ ω0
2q (t) = 0 , (2.16)

where γ = 1
R

√
L
C

and ω0 = 1√
LC

is the natural frequency; ω0 value’s remains positive if

LC > 0 and pure imaginary if LC < 0. The quality factor Qf of the circuit is defined as:

Qf = γ

ω0
. (2.17)

The sign of Qf depends to that of γ. In particular, one can observe the attenua-

tion/amplifcation behavior of the oscillations for positive/negative value of the quality

factor.

• Dimer MLC series

Coupled LRC circuits have been used in ref. [59], to model a three level atom in lambda

(Λ) configuration. Inspired by that, we propose the model described by Fig. 2.1(a). Such

electronic dimer consists of two active or passive LRC meshes (k) (k = 1, 2) coupled

through an inductor (LC), a capacitor (CC) and mutually (M). Each mesh (k) is made

of a real resistor Rk, two inductors (Lk and LC) in series and two capacitors (Ck and CC)

also in series which respectively compose to an effective inductance lk = Lk + LC and

capacitance Cek = (CkCC)/(Ck + CC). The mesh (2) is directly driven by an external

Figure 2.1: (a) Coupled LRC circuits used to reproduce EIT and related phenomena. The
couplings operate when the switch SW is closed. (b) Energy diagram of a three level-atom
in lambda (Λ) configuration interacting with two lasers beams coupling ground states |1〉
and |2〉 to a common excited state |3〉.

harmonic voltage source u(t) = v0e
jωt + c.c, where c.c is the complex conjugate. When

the switch SW is On, a single or a multiple coupling is established between the meshes,

resulting in many possible configurations of dimers. Remarkably, the resistance value Rk

in the meshes (k) can be positive or negative and is responsible to the attenuation (loss)

or to the amplification (gain). The experimental realization of the negative resistor can

be found in refs. [28,29]. The electrical model is analog to the three-level atom in lambda
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(Λ) configuration of which the energy diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1(b). Both systems

typically describe the same physics [59]. Therefore, the following correspondences can

be established: the mesh (2) driven by the voltage source, models the probed atomic

transition between the excited level |3〉 and the ground level |2〉. The mesh (1) whose

connection with the mesh (2) depends on the position of the switch SW, thus simulates

the pump laser operating at the atomic transition |3〉 to |1〉, whereas coupling between

meshes determines the Rabbi frequency associated to the pumping laser. The switch being

closed, we consider that the capacitances and the inductances in each cell are constants,

i.e. Ck = C and Lk = L. Then, the dynamic of the circuit is described as:

 q̈1 + Γ1q̇1 + ω0
2q1 − Ω2q2 − dq̈2 = 0

q̈2 + Γ2q̇2 + ω0
2q2 − Ω2q1 − dq̈1 = u/l

, (2.18)

where ω0 = 1/
√
lCe ; Ω = 1/

√
lCc ; 1

Ce
= 1

C
+ 1

Cc
; Γk = Rk

l
, (k = 1, 2) ; d = µ+νC

1+νC
; µ = M

L
;

νC = LC

L
; κ = Ce

Cc
; l = lk = L+ LC with µ, κ ∈ [0; 1[ ; νC ∈ [0;∞[.

2.2.1.2 Three level atomic system using coupled oscillators ZRC

• Oscillator ZRC series

The oscillator ZRC series cell as shown in Fig. 2.2 is obtained by merely replacing

the inductance L in a LRC series oscillator by the imaginary resistance whose impedance

Z = jr compared to that of the inductor, is frequency independent. The electric current

Figure 2.2: The oscillator ZRC series.

I (t) or the circuit’s charge q (t) and the electric voltage across the imaginary resistance

are rather linked by the linear equations, V (t) = jrI (t) or V (t) = jr dq(t)
dt

, respectively.

Therefore, the ZRC circuit oscillates according to the first order differential equation:

(β + j) dq (t)
dt

+ ω0q (t) = 0, (2.19)

where β = R
r

is the non-Hermitian parameter, responsible to the attenuation or the

amplification into the oscillator. ω0 = 1
rC

is the natural frequency of the circuit, and the
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circuit’s quality factor is defined as:

Qf = ω0

β
. (2.20)

These relations show that the signs of both Qf and ω0 can be positive/negative according

to those of the circuitry elements. The reduction of the differential equation order from

2 in the LRC to 1 in the oscillator ZRC suggests the imaginary resistance, as tool to

fabricate a new generation of oscillators.

• ZRC Dimer

The ZRC dimer as shown in Fig. 2.3 is obtained by coupling two oscillators ZRC (Fig.

2.2). Each ZiRiCi (i = 0, 1) circuit consists of a linear capacitor Ci, a real resistor Ri

and an imaginary resistance of impedance Zi, where Zi = jri (j2 = −1 ), all arranged in

series. In addition, a harmonic voltage source u (t) is added in series with the resistor R0.

The coupling between loops is realized thanks to the capacitor CC and another imaginary

resistance ZC (ZC = jrC), also arranged in series and belonging to the set of circuit

meshes. This coupling operates when the swich SW is closed. Interestingly, the active

controlling coupling can be used to refer the ZRC dimer. For convenience, for the dimer

Z, only the imaginary resistive coupling (ZC) is active while in the case of the dimer ZC,

the series combination ZC - CC is active.

Figure 2.3: A dimer ZRC series used as a Λ-three level atomic system.

The experimental setup so-described can be used as an analog model of a three level

atomic system in the Λ configuration. Our objective is to demonstrate later that, with

such a circuit, EIT and the related quantum phenomena can be investigated. If SW is

closed, the Kirchhoff’s laws leads to the following coupled equation:


(β0 + j) dq0 (t)

dt
− jβc0

dq1 (t)
dt

+ ω0q0 (t)− Ω0q1 (t) = u

re0

(β1 + j) dq1 (t)
dt

− jβc1
dq1 (t)
dt

+ ω1q0 (t)− Ω1q1 (t) = 0
(2.21)

where βi = Ri

rei
; rei = ri + rc ; βci = rc

rei
; ωi = 1

reiCei
; Ωi = 1

reiCc
; 1

Cei
= 1

Ci
+ 1

Cc
.

qi and dqi/dt represent the charge and the current into each loop, respectively. The dimer
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system leads to first order coupled ordinary differential equations, which can be easily

analyzed. Moreover, the system can support negative frequencies, without altering it

operating mode. Table 2.1 summarizes the different possible combinations of the circuit

elements to have positive or negative charges in the loop.

rC CC Cei Ri

rC > 0 rC < 0 CC > 0 CC < 0 Cei > 0 Cei < 0 Ri > 0 Ri < 0
rei > 0 βCi > 0 βCi < 0 Ωi > 0 Ωi < 0 ωi > 0 ωi < 0 βi > 0 βi < 0
rei < 0 βCi < 0 βCi > 0 Ωi < 0 Ωi > 0 ωi < 0 ωi > 0 βi < 0 βi > 0

Table 2.1: Combination of circuit elements for either positive or negative charges.

One of the key parameters of the system is the gain/loss parameter βi = Ri/rei.

This parameter defines the energy state of the system which can be Hermitian or non-

Hermitian depending of the nature of βi. The system is Hermitian when βi = 0. As

soon as βi 6= 0, the system becomes non-Hermitian. βi is thus called the non-Hermitian

parameter responsible to the amplification or the damping into the loop. When rei and Ri

have the same signs (i.e., βi > 0), the loop is said “loss”, otherwise, it is said “gain”. When

βi exceeds a threshold value, the system is marked by a degeneracy and the threshold is

called the exceptional point (EP) [13].

2.2.1.3 Multi level atom using coupled oscillators ZRC

The multi dimer circuit as shown in Fig. 2.4(a), is obtained by coupling (N+1) oscilla-

tors ZRC via a series branch ZC−CC , where ZC and CC are the imaginary resistance and

the capacitance, respectively. The ZRC multi dimers are modeled so that the multipod

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a): ZRC Multi dimer circuit used for a single and multiple EIT, ATS and
EIA windows. (b): Energy diagram of a (N+2) level atomic system in a multipod type
configuration consisting of (N+1) lower levels |i〉 (i = 0..N ) of which N pumping lasers
couple near resonantly each state to the upper state |e〉 , while a probe laser couples level
|0〉 to |e〉.

loops are connected to the central one (Z0R0C0). For example, in the cases of the bi and
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the tri dimer, N=2 and N=3 loops are respectively connected to the central loop. The

trivial case N=1 corresponds to the single dimer. On the other hand, Fig. 2.4(b) illus-

trates a (N+2) level atomic system in a multipod type configuration, where the (N+1)

lower states |i〉 which can be degenerated or not, are coupled to a single excited upper

level state |e〉. The atomic system is initially prepared in a particular state |0〉 and inter-

acts with a probe laser that couples the lower state |0〉 to an excited state |e〉. Adding a

total number of N light sources (each being in a state |i〉) induces an atomic transition

of frequency ωi from |e〉 to |i〉. The absorption spectrum of the probe laser is modified

once the N control fields simultaneously interact with the medium, which results in the

interferences between the different transitions pathways of the atom. In this thesis, we

demonstrate that the ZRC multi dimer circuit (Fig. 2.4(a)) is analog to the (N+2) level

atomic system in a multipod type configuration. In this analogy, the loop Z0R0C0 of

frequency ω0 models the atom. This represents the central loop where the other loops are

connected to. The harmonic voltage u (t) is the probe laser field. Once the switch SWi is

closed, each loop of frequency ωi acts as a control field to the central loop. If the switches

SWi, i = (0...N) are closed, the Kirchhoff’s laws leads to the following coupled equations:


(β0 + j) dq0

dt
− jβc0

N∑
n=1

dqn
dt

+ ω0q0 − Ω0

N∑
n=1

qn = u/re0 , i = 0

(βi + j) dqi
dt
− jβci

dq0

dt
−

N∑
n=1,n6=i

dqn
dt

+ ωiqi − Ωi

q0 −
N∑

n=1,n 6=i
qn

 = 0 , i 6= 0
,

(2.22)

where βi = Ri

rei
; rei = ri + rc ; βci = rc

rei
; ωi = 1

reiCei
; Ωi = 1

reiCc
; 1

Cei
= 1

Ci
+ 1

Cc
.

2.2.2 Description, modeling PT /APT electronic dimers

The experimental setup of the PT S dimer as shown in Fig. 2.5, consists of two os-

cillators made of inductor L, resistor R, and capacitor C (oscillator LRC), one with

amplification (gain cell) generated by a negative resistance −R and the other with an

equivalent amount of attenuation (loss cell) introduced by a positive resistance R, so that

the gain and the loss are balanced. On the contrary, in the APT S configuration, the

gain does not necessarily compensates the loss. Thus, the dimer results from a coupling

between identical cells of either gain-gain or loss-loss. The negative resistance circuit has

been proposed using op-amplifiers [28, 29]. Whatever the model considered, both oscilla-

tors are linked by a mutual inductive M , inductive L0, and capacitive C0 couplings. The

possibility of several couplings allows to our model to be illustrated as a general model of

dimers such that, only the active coupling is used in the following to refer to them. For
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2.2.2. Description, modeling PT /APT electronic dimers

example, dimer L is the one of which, only the inductance coupling L0 is active. In the

dimer LC both the inductance L0 and the capacitance C0 couplings are active while in

the dimer MLC, all couplings are active.

Figure 2.5: Electronic model of a general dimer MLC: The models take into account
mutual inductive coupling (M), inductive coupling (L0) and capacitive coupling (C0).

Assuming positive currents running down the page and applying standard circuit’s

laws to the PT S dimer, we can write:

 I
0
R + I0

C + I0
L + I0

L0 + I0
C0 = 0

I1
R + I1

C + I1
L + I1

L0 + I1
C0 = 0

, (2.23)

where I iR = (−1)i−1γqi; I
i
C = dqi

dt
;

dIi
L

dt
= αω0

2 (qi − µqk);
dIi

L0
dt

= ανω0
2 (qi − qk);

I iC0 = c
(
dqi

dt
− dqk

dt

)
; γ = 1

R

√
L
C

; α = 1
1−µ2 ; c = C0

C
; ν = L

L0
; µ = M

L
; ω0

2 = 1
LC

;

(i, k = 0, 1) ,∀i 6= k.

Taking the derivative of the Eq. (2.23) with respect to the time t, we can derive a set of

coupled second-order differential dimensionless equations for the charge capacitorsQi(i=0,1)

as: 
(1 + c) d

2Q0

dτ 2 − c
d2Q1

dτ 2 + (α + ν)Q0 − (αµ+ ν)Q1 − γ
dQ0

dτ
= 0

−cd
2Q0

dτ 2 + (1 + c) d
2Q1

dτ 2 − (αµ+ ν)Q0 + (α + ν)Q1 + γ
dQ1

dτ
= 0

. (2.24)

Each cell has a natural frequency ω0
2 = 1

LC
and a natural phase τ = ω0t ; γ = 1

R

√
L
C

is

the dimensionless gain/loss parameter, Qi = qi

Q
, and qi is the charge at node i, Q being a

reference charge.

In the APT S configuration, Eq. (2.24) is rewritten as :


(1 + c) d

2Q0

dτ 2 − c
d2Q1

dτ 2 + (α + ν)Q0 − (αµ+ ν)Q1 ± γ
dQ0

dτ
= 0

−cd
2Q0

dτ 2 + (1 + c) d
2Q1

dτ 2 − (αµ+ ν)Q0 + (α + ν)Q1 ± γ
dQ1

dτ
= 0

, (2.25)

where (±γ) in Eq. (2.25) is associated to the APT S dimer with the loss-loss (+γ) or the

gain-gain (-γ) cells, respectively.
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2.2.3 Description and modeling of the electrical transmission

lines (ETLs)

2.2.3.1 Hermitian ZC ETL

The Hermitian ZC is a discrete one dimensional (1D) ETL made up of two components,

one with impedance denoted by Zn, located on the horizontal branch and another with

impedance labelled as zn, which is situated in the shunt branch. The two impedance values

depend on the nature of the component used, which can be a capacitor or an imaginary

resistance. Then, the ZC ETL is analyzed considering two possible configurations i.e right

handed (RH) or left handed (LH). In the RH configuration, Zn = jrn and zn = (jωCn)−1.

On the contrary, in the LH configuration, we have Zn = (jωCn)−1, and zn = jrn.

Figure 2.6: Diagram of a Hermitian ZC ETL.

Figure 2.6 shows a segment of a ZC LH or ZC RH ETL. Applying the Kirchhoff’s law

to the n th cell of the circuit, we obtain a linear relationship between the electric current

circulating in the (n− 1) th, n th and (n+ 1) th cells as follows:

(Zn + zn + zn−1) In − zn−1In−1 − znIn+1 = 0 (n = 1, .., 2N) . (2.26)

2.2.3.2 Non-Hermitian ZRC ETL

To transform the Hermitian ZC ETL into a non-Hermitian one, we add in series to

each of the nodes n of Fig. 2.6, a dissipative component such as the linear resistance Rn,

which can be positive (loss) or negative (gain). Hence, it results a cascade association of a

ZRC unit cells so that for the ZRC RH TL, both the imaginary and the linear resistors are

shunted by the capacitor whereas for the ZRC LH TL, both the capacitor in series with

the real resistor, are shunted by the imaginary resistance. In what follows, we will consider

systems of 2N size. In this point of view, the ZRC ETL appears as a succession of 2N
oscillators ZRC, or as a succession of N dimers ZRC. Figure 2.7 illustrates a segment of

a non-Hermitian ZRC RH/LH ETL. Applying the Kirchhoff loop rule to three successive

unit cells of the ETL model allows us to obtain a dynamic equation relating the electric
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Figure 2.7: Segment of a non-Hermitian ZRC ETL.

current I in the n th, (n− 1) th and (n+ 1) th cells as follows:

(Zn + zn + zn−1 +Rn) In − zn−1In−1 − znIn+1 = 0 (n = 1, .., 2N) . (2.27)

Substituting for the ZRC RH TL Zn = jrn and zn = (jωCn)−1, and for the ZRC LH TL

Zn = (jωCn)−1 and zn = jrn , we obtain:

(RH): λnIn − c1In−1 − In+1 = 0 , (2.28)

(LH): εnIn − α1In−1 − In+1 = 0 , (2.29)

where λn = a1 + ω (jβn − 1) /ωn ; εn = b1 − jβn − (ω/ωn)−1 ; a1 = 1 + c1 ; b1 = 1 + α1 ;

c1 = Cn

Cn−1
; α1 = rn−1

rn
; ωn = 1

rnCn
and βn = Rn/rn.

2.3 Analytical methods

In the previous sections, we have shown that from Kirchhoff’s laws, it is easy to

describe the systems proposed by one or more differential equations. In this section we

derive analytical methods used to investigate each proposed system.

2.3.1 Analytical methods for the analog models

As we said above, EIT is a quantum phenomenon occurring in atomic systems. However

it can be developed and discussed using simple electrical analogies described in Figs. 2.1,

2.3 and 2.4, which allows it to be performed in an undergraduate physics laboratory. The

dynamic equations of the classical analog models studied are found in Eqs. (2.18), (2.21)

and (2.22). Therefore, the induced transparency is investigated analyzing the frequency

dependence of the active power transferred from the voltage source u (t) to the resonant

circuit simulating the atom. The analytical calculation methods are detailed below.
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2.3.1.1 Dimer MLC series

The dimer MLC series can be described by the H non-Hermitian Hamiltonian (NHH)

when inserting harmonic solutions qk (t) = Ake
−jωt + c.c (k = 1, 2) into Eq. (2.18) which,

can therefore be rewritten in the absence of the voltage into the matrix form given as:

(H− ω1) = 0 , (2.30)

where

H =
 1− jγ1

2
CT

2
CT

2 1− jγ2
2

 , (2.31)

with CT = µ+νC

1+νC
− κ ; κ = Ce

CC
; 1
Ce

= 1
C

+ 1
Cc

; γk = Γk

ω0
; Γk = Rk

l
; (k = 1, 2) ; µ = M

L

; νC = LC

L
; κ = Ce

Cc
; µ, κ ∈ [0; 1[ ; νC ∈ [0;∞[, 1 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and CT

is the effective coupling constant of the dimer. This effective coupling can be cancelled if

the coupling less condition given below is fulfilled:

CT = 0. (2.32)

Solving the characteristic equation det (H− ω1) = 0, we find the eigenvalues of the system

as:

ω± = ω0

2
(
2− jη ±

√
Λ
)
, (2.33)

where Λ = −ζ2 + CT
2 ; η = γ2

ε+1
2 ; ζ = γ2

ε−1
2 and CT = d− κ.

? Analysis of the electric power

Let’s consider again the Eq. (2.18) in presence of the voltage. According to Eq. (2.14),

the instantaneous power transferred from the voltage source to the resonant circuit L2,

R2, C2, LC and CC can be defined as:

p2 (t) = u (t) i2 (t) = u (t) q̇2 (t) . (2.34)

Inserting u (t) = v0e
−jωt + c.c, qk (t) = Ake

−jωt + c.c, (k = 1, 2) where v0, Ak are the

complex amplitudes and c.c is the complex conjugate, the expression of the instantaneous

power can be rewritten as:

p2 (t) =
(
v0e
−jωt + c.c

)
q̇2 (t) . (2.35)

By using Eq. (2.19), the average of the electric power during one period T = ω
2π of

oscillation reads as:

P2 (ω) =
∫ t0+T
t0

(v0e
−jωt + c.c) q̇2(t)dt
2π/ω . (2.36)
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2.3.1.1. Dimer MLC series

Replacing q̇2(t) = −jωA2e
−jωt + c.c into the Eq. (2.36), we get:

P2 (ω) = jωv0A2
∗ − jωA2v0

∗ + ω

2π

∫ t0+T

t0
jωv0A2e

−j2ωtdt+ ω

2π

∫ t0+T

t0
jωv0

∗A2
∗ej2ωtdt ,

(2.37)

which can be reduces to:

P2 (ω) = −jωA2v0
∗ + c.c. (2.38)

Equation (2.38) is equivalent to P2 (ω) =u∗q̇2+c.c. We could have also used the expression

P2 (ω) =uq̇∗2 + c.c to calculate that electric power. But, since both expressions have the

same real parts (active power), which is of particular interest to us for reproduce quantum

behavior of EIT, the choice of one or the other expression is not a problem. Solving Eq.

(2.18), the expression of the amplitude A2 is found as:

A2 = v0

l

ω0
2 − ω2 − jωΓ1

(ω02 − ω2 − jωΓ1) (ω02 − ω2 − jωΓ2)− (Ω2 − ω2d)2 , (2.39)

Hence, the expression of P2 (ω) is found as:

P2 (ω) = −jω |v0|2

l

ω0
2 − ω2 − jωΓ1

(ω02 − ω2 − jωΓ1) (ω02 − ω2 − jωΓ2)− (Ω2 − ω2d)2 + c.c , (2.40)

where Γk = γkω0 (k = 1, 2), Ω = κω0 and d = µ+νC

1+νC
.

Near or at the resonance, we assume that for |ω − ω0| � ω , i.e., ω ≈ ω0, γkω ≈ γkω0

and,

ω0
2 − ω2 = (ω0 + ω) (ω0 − ω) ' 2ω0 (ω0 − ω) . (2.41)

Using the above approximation, the complex power is obtained from Eq. (2.40) as:

P2 (ω) = −jp0
f1

2f1f2 − CT 2/2
, (2.42)

where fk = δ/ω0 − jγk/2 , (k = 1, 2) , p0 = |v0|2/lω0 ; CT = d− κ and δ = ω0 − ω is the

detuning frequency.

? Partial fraction decomposition method

Partial fraction decomposition is used when we have a fraction P (x)
Q(x) , where P and Q are

polynomials, and the degree of P is less than the degree of Q. (Note that if the degree of

the numerator is larger than the denominator, then perform long division first). Assume

Q is fully factored, i.e.,

Q (x) = (a1x+ b1) (a2x+ b2) ... (akx+ bk) . (2.43)
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Then a fraction P (x)
Q(x) can be rewritten as:

P (x)
Q (x) = A1

a1x+ b1
+ A2

a2x+ b2
+ ...+ Ak

akx+ bk
. (2.44)

The denominator of the complex power found in Eq. (2.42), i.e., 2f1f2 − CT
2/2 can

be factorized. Its roots are the eigenfrequencies ω+ and ω− expressed in Eq. (2.33).

Hence, applying the partial fraction decomposition method, the complex power can be

decomposed as a sum of two resonants terms, P2k (ω) (k = 1, 2) as:

P21 (ω) = −j p0

2 (ω+ − ω−) ·
f+

ω − ω+
, (2.45)

P22 (ω) = j
p0

2 (ω+ − ω−) ·
f−

ω − ω−
, (2.46)

where f± = ω0 − ω± − jεγ2/2 , p0 = |v0|2/lω0.

Therefore,

P2 (ω) = P21 (ω) + P22 (ω) . (2.47)

2.3.1.2 ZRC dimer

We consider that both ZRC loops have the same natural frequency ω0 = 1/rC, where

r = rei and C = Cei, ω0 being positive or negative (see Table 2.1 for the conditions).

Assuming for the charges the harmonic solutions qi(t) = Aie
jωt + c.c (where c.c is a

complex conjugate), the Eq. (2.21) leads to the following matrix representation in absence

of the voltage:

 δ + jωβ0 ωβC − Ω
ωβC − Ω δ + jωβ1

 A0

A1

 =
 0

0

 , (2.48)

where βC = rC/r, Ω = 1/rCC = κω0, r = r0,1 + rC , κ = C/CC , ω0 = 1/rC, C = C0,1CC

C0,1+CC

and δ = ω0 − ω is the frequency detuning.

We are interested in the behavior of the system near the resonance. For that, we use

the approximation |ω − ω0| � ω, βω ≈ βω0. Therefore, Eq. (2.48) can be rewritten as:

ω0

 1 + jβ0 c

c 1 + jβ1

− ω
 1 0

0 1

 A0

A1

 =
 0

0

 , (2.49)

where c = βC − κ is the effective coupling of the system. Equation (2.49) has non-trivial

solutions if the determinant of the left-most term vanishes. Then, we need to solve the

characteristic equation |H − ωI| = 0, where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and H is a

non-Hermitian Hamiltonian written as:
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H = ω0

 1 + jβ0 c

c 1 + jβ1

 . (2.50)

The 2× 2 matrix H has a form of a two state non-Hermitian Hamiltonian describing

open quantum systems. One of its particularity is to admit a pair of two complex conjugate

mode frequencies instead of four, as with the LRC coupled systems. For this later case,

the eigenfrequencies are those of an effective Hamiltonian Heff , which results from the

similarity transformation of the 4 × 4 matrix L as we will describe below for the dimer

MLC parallel.

Through diagonalization of H, the eigenfrequencies ω± of the ZRC dimer can be ex-

pressed as follows:

ω± = ω0

(
1 + jB±

√
c2 − β2

)
, (2.51)

where κ = C/ (C + CC) ; B = (β1 + β0) /2 = β0 (ε+ 1) /2 ; β = (β1 − β0) /2 = β0 (ε− 1) /2
and c = βC ±κ is the effective coupling parameter. Here ε = β1/β0 is the gain/loss ratio.

? Energy in a single oscillator ZRC

The charge capacitor in Eq. (2.19), oscillates according to q0 (t) = q0 (0) exp (−ω0t/ (β0 + j))
where q0 (0) is the initial charge amplitude. Then, substituting I0 = dq0/dt, the expression

of the current through the loop is obtained as:

I0 (t) = I0 (0) exp (−ω0t/ (β0 + j)) , (2.52)

where the amplitude I0 (0) is found thanks to the initial conditions of the loop.

? Power in a single oscillator ZRC

In the absence of any coupling (SW off), the first row of Eq. (2.21) can be rewritten

for a single oscillator (Z0, R0, C0, ZC , CC) as:

(β0 + j) dq0

dt
+ ω0q0 = u/re0 , (2.53)

where re0 = r0 + rC , u (t) = v0e
jωt + c.c, c.c is the complex conjugate. ω is the voltage

frequency, v0 its amplitude and β0
−1 = (R0/re0)−1 is the circuit’s quality factor. The

general solution of Eq. (2.53) can be written in the form:

q0(t) = αe−ω0t/(β0+j) +
(
Aejωt + c.c

)
, (2.54)

where A = v0/ [re0 (δ + jβ0ω)] is a complex amplitude, δ = ω0 − ω is the frequency

detuning and α is a constant amplitude. In the steady state regime, the first term of

q0(t) can be neglected and we can only consider that q0(t) ≈ Aejωt + c.c. Hence, we can
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evaluate the instantaneous power P0 (t) through the loop using Eq. (2.14), i.e. P0 (t) =
(v0e

jωt + c.c) q̇0(t). Then, the average power P0 (ω) transferred to the circuit during one

period T = 2π/ |ω| of oscillation can then be evaluated using Eq. (2.15):

P0 (ω) = 1
2π/ω

∫ 2π/ω

0
[P0 (t)] dt = 1

2π/ω

∫ 2π/ω

0

[(
v0e

jωt + c.c
)
q̇0(t)

]
dt. (2.55)

Under the approximation |ω − ω0| � ω, βω ≈ βω0, and using a few step of algebra, the

complex power is finally obtained as:

P0 (ω) ≈ j
p0

χ0
, (2.56)

where j2 = −1, p0 = |v0|2/r, χ0 = δ0/ω0 + jβ0 and δ0 = ω0 − ω.

? Energy in a dimer ZRC

In absence of the voltage, the eigenvectors Ai+, Ai− (i = 0, 1) which describes the normal

modes of the ZRC dimer verify:

A1± = α±A0±, (2.57)

where α± = ω0+(jβ0−1)ω±
Ω−ω±βc

= Ω−ω±βc

ω0+(jβ1−1)ω± . Hence, the general solution q0,1 (t) for the dimer

is given by:

qi (t) = Ai+e
jω+t + Ai−e

jω−t, (i = 0, 1). (2.58)

Where the amplitudes A0± are found from the initial conditions of the oscillators as:

A0+ = (α−q0 (0)− q1 (0)) / (α− − α+) , (2.59)

and

A0− = (q1 (0)− α+q1 (0)) / (α− − α+) , (2.60)

qi (0) being the initial charges of the capacitors. We calculated the amplitude squared

|qi|2 associated to each oscillator and the response is significantly describing the transfer

of energy from one oscillator to another.

? Power in a dimer ZRC series

Let’s investigate the system dimer taking into account the external voltage source u(t).
In this case, the exact solutions qi (t) of Eq. (2.21) can be written as a sum of two

terms q0 (t) = qC0 (t) + qP0 (t). qC0 (t) is the complementary solution which linearly combines

the two normal modes frequencies of the dimer i.e. qC0 (t) = A0+e
jω+t + A0−e

jω−t, where

the eigenfrequencies ω± were obtained in Eq. (2.51). Ao± are the complex amplitudes.

qP0 (t) is a particular solution. It can be taken in the form of the voltage as qP0 (t) =
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2.3.1.3. ZRC multi dimer

ρ0e
jωt + c.c, where ρ0 is the amplitude. In the steady state in general, only a particular

solution remains. It is interesting to analyze the power transferred to the oscillators by

the external voltage. Hence, substituting qP0 (t) into Eq. (2.15), the steady state electric

power transferred to the main loop (Z0, R0, C0, CC , ZC), P0 (ω) is found to be:

P0 (ω) = |V0|2

re0

jω (δ + jβ1ω)
(δ + jβ0ω) (δ + jβ1ω)− (Ω− βcω)2 , (2.61)

where δ = ω0 − ω and Ω = κω0 . Therefore, using the approximation |ω − ω0| � ω,

βω ≈ βω0, the electric complex power through the loop is obtained as:

P0 (ω) ≈ j
p0χ1

χ0χ1 − c2 , (2.62)

where p0 = |v0|2/r, c = βc ± κ, χi = δi/ω0 + jβi and δi = ωi − ω is the detuning.

2.3.1.3 ZRC multi dimer

Considering the harmonic solutions qi (t) for the loop i, (i = 0..N) the Eq. (2.22) can

be rewritten in the following matrix, in the absence of a voltage source:



χ0 c0 c0 · · · c0

c1 χ1 −c1 · · · −c1

c2 −c2 χ2 · · · −c2
...

...
...

. . .
...

cN −cN −cN · · · χN





A0

A1

A2
...

AN


=



0
0
0
...

0


, (2.63)

where (i = 0..N), ci = βci
− κi, βCi

= rC/rei, κi = Ωi/ω0, χi = δi/ω0 + jβi, δi = ωi − ω,

βi = Ri/rei, rei = ri + rC , and Cei = CiCC/ (Ci + CC).
The eigenfrequencies of the system can be investigated assuming identical values of

the imaginary resistances in the circuit ri(i=0..N) = r while the capacitances are distinct,

i.e., βCi
= βC , κi = κ, and ci = c = βC − κ.

Using the approximation |ω −$| � ω, βiω ≈ βi$ = βiω0 (where $ = ω0 is the mean

frequency), after a few steps of algebra, the determinant of the left most term in Eq.

(2.63) is found to be:

D (ω) =
N∏
i=0

χi −NcN+1 −
N∑
p=1

N−p+1∑
i=0

N−p+2∑
k=i+1

· · ·
N−p+q∑
s=i+q

(N − p) cN−p+1χiχk · · ·χs , (2.64)

where 1 6 p 6 N, 2 6 n 6 N, N > 1, q > 2, u > 3.

Then, the eigenfrequencies of the system are the roots of D (ω), which can be obtained

numerically with Matlab.
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? Power in a ZRC multi dimer

Adding the voltage term u (t) = v0e
jωt+ c.c in the right term of Eq. (2.63), and solving

such equation, the amplitudes Ai (i = 0...N) can be obtained, and accordingly, the charge

solution q0(t) through the central loop. Thanks to Eq. (2.14), we have calculated the

expression of the steady state frequency-dependence power P0 (ω), which is dissipated by

the main loop as a function of the N number (N > 1) of multipod loops.

Under the approximation |ω −$| � ω, βiω ≈ βi$, where $ = ω0 is the mean frequency

of the system and, using steps of algebra, the steady state power P0 (ω) is found to be:

P0 (ω) = j

D (ω)

 N∏
l=1

χl − (N − 1) cN −
N∑
n=2

N−n+2∑
m=1

N−n+3∑
h=m+1

· · ·
N−n+u∑
v=m+u

(N − n) cN−n+1χmχh · · ·χv

 ,
(2.65)

where 1 6 p 6 N, 2 6 n 6 N, N > 1, q > 2, u > 3 and the expression of the

denominator D (ω) is given in Eq. (2.64).

2.3.2 Scattering formalism

Wave propagation phenomena have been discussed in several settings. Despite different

languages, the fundamental process and the underlying physics coincide. In this section,

we develop a formalism of one-dimensional (1D) scattering problems. Considering plane

wave solutions and standard oscillating linearity, the scattering problems can be fully

described by the wave amplitudes given by a transfer and scatter matrix. To develop this

Figure 2.8: Schematic of a generic one-dimensional scattering system.

formalism, let us consider a linear circuit illustrated by the orange color block (defect) of

Fig. 2.8, which interrupts the continuity by its left (L) and its right (R), of the conservative

TL signal. We can characterize the scattering properties by defining a scattering matrix

S which relates the outgoing (V +
R and V −L ) wave amplitudes to the incoming (V +

L and

V −R ) ones,  V +
R

V −L

 = S
 V +

L

V −R

 , (2.66)
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2.3.2. Scattering formalism

where

S =
 tL rR

rL tR

 . (2.67)

Another useful quantity is the transfer matrix M, which relates the wave amplitudes on

the right to those on the left:

 V +
R

V −R

 =M
 V +

L

V −L

 , (2.68)

with

M =
 M11 M12

M21 M22

 . (2.69)

Therefore, elements of the M and S matrices can be linked as follows:

tL = detM
M22

; rL = −M21

M22
; tL = 1

M22
; rR = M12

M22
. (2.70)

The transmission and reflection amplitudes established above can be complex. Another

way of presenting them is the exponential form which brings out their different phases.

In this way it comes that:

tL = |tL| ejφT L ; rL = |rL| ejφRL ; tR = |tL| ejφT R ; rr = |rR| ejφRR . (2.71)

Therefore, in the following the transmission T and the reflection R are defined in terms

of dimensionless normalized power.

TL = |tL|2 ; RL = |rL|2 ; TR = |tR|2 ; RR = |rR|2. (2.72)

Application: A dimer MLC as a defect in a LC Hermitian ETL

To study scattering properties of our systems we linearly couple the left and the right

sides of a PT /APT dimer MLC to a Hermitian ETL depicted in Fig. 2.9. The ETL

Figure 2.9: Diagram of a Hermitian LC ETL.
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consists of inductively coupled parallel LC cells via an inductance l.

Applying Kirchhoff’s laws to such a system leads to the following dimensionless charges

of the capacitors at any point along a TL:

? PT dimer MLC:

a
d2q0

dt2
− cd

2q1

dt2
= −ϑω0

2q−1 − bω0
2q0 + dω0

2q1 + γω0
dq0

dt

−cd
2q0

dt2
+ a

d2q1

dt2
= dω0

2q0 − bω0
2q1 + ϑω0

2q2 − γω0
dq1

dt
d2qn
dt2

= ϑω0
2qn−1 + ϑω0

2qn+1 − (1 + 2ϑ)ω0
2qn , for n 6= 0, 1

, (2.73)

? APT dimer MLC

a
d2q0

dt2
− cd

2q1

dt2
= −ϑω0

2q−1 − bω0
2q0 + dω0

2q1 ± γω0
dq0

dt

−cd
2q0

dt2
+ a

d2q1

dt2
= dω0

2q0 − bω0
2q1 + ϑω0

2q2 ± γω0
dq1

dt
d2qn
dt2

= ϑω0
2qn−1 + ϑω0

2qn+1 − (1 + 2ϑ)ω0
2qn , for n 6= 0, 1

, (2.74)

where ϑ = L
l
, a = 1 + c , b = α + ν + ϑ and d = αµ+ ν.

We are interested in investigating the transmission, reflection, and amplification properties

of the different dimers MLC. For this purpose, we put the solutions of Eqs. (2.73) and

(2.74) into the form:

Qn = Iej(k·n−ωτ) +Rge
j(−k·n−ωτ), n 6 0

Qn = Tge
j(k·n−ωτ) , n > 1

(2.75)

where I, Rg and Tg are respectively, the incident, the reflected, and the transmitted

coefficients from the gain side; and k is the wave number of the incident wave. It is

important to note that the dispersion frequency of the wave in a TL far away from the

dimer MLC defect is defined as:

ω2 = 1 + 4ϑsin2
(
k

2

)
. (2.76)

After substitution of Eq. (2.75) into Eqs. (2.73) and (2.74), the scattering coefficients for

an incidence from the gain/loss side are derived to be:
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? PT dimer MLC

Tg = j
2ϑB sin (k) ejk

D
I

Rg =
B2 −

(
A− ϑejk

) (
A∗ − ϑe−jk

)
D

I

Rl =

(
B2 −

(
A− ϑe−jk

) (
A∗ − ϑejk

))
e−2jk

D
I

, (2.77)

where D =
(
A− ϑejk

) (
A∗ − ϑejk

)
−B2 ; A = b−aω2−jγω ; B = cω2−d, with a = 1+c

, b = α+ ν +ϑ , d = αµ+ ν and the subscripts g and l refer to the incident wave arriving

on the PT S dimer MLC from the gain or lossy cell sides, respectively.

? APT dimer MLC

T±L,R = j
2ϑB sin (k) e−jk

D±
I

R±L =
B2 −

(
A± − ϑejk

) (
A± − ϑe−jk

)
D±

I

R±R =
B2 −

(
A± − ϑejk

) (
A± − ϑe−jk

)
D±

e−2jkI

, (2.78)

where D± =
(
A± − ϑejk

)2
−B2, A± = b− aω2− jγ±ω, B = cω2− d, with a = 1 + c , b =

α+ν+ϑ , d = αµ+ν. The subscripts L/R refer to the incident wave from Left/Right while

(±) are associated to (±γ) which correspond to the incident wave arriving on the APT S
dimer MLC made from lossy (+γ) or gain (−γ) cells, respectively. All the scattering

coefficients share a common denominator, D for PT S dimer or D± for APT S dimer.

Solving D = 0 or (D± = 0), we find the lasing gain/loss parameter γr operating at

the some critical wavenumber kr as:

? PT dimer MLC:

cos kr = b− a (1 + 2ϑ)
(1− 2a)ϑ , (2.79)

γr = 1
ω

√
B2 + ϑ2sin2kr . (2.80)

? APT dimer MLC:

cos kr = (1 + 2ϑ) (1 + 2c)− (b+ d)
ϑ (1 + 4c) , (2.81)

γ±r = ∓ϑ sin kr
ω

, (2.82)

where γ±r is associated to (±γ).
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2.3.3 Analytical methods for the non-Hermitian ZRC ETLs

2.3.3.1 Schrödinger equation

The Eq. (2.21) describing the general dimer ZRC series is easier to handle. In absence

of the external voltage, the action of the PT operation on it swaps the indices 0 and 1, and

reverses the sign of the pure imaginary number j. One of the advantages of this circuit

is that it can exhibits both a PT or APT symmetric. In fact, The PT operations in

conjunction can lead the equations unaltered (PT S) or to its reversal (APT S) according

to specific conditions. It is interesting to define in this case the state vector as, ψ =
(q0, q1)T and, using few steps of algebra, Eq. (2.21) is successfully transformed into a

Schrödinger-like equation, where we have introduced an effective Hamiltonian Heff as

follows:

j
dψ

dt
= Heffψ, (2.83)

where

Heff =
 Ω1βc0−ω0(1−jβ1)

∆
Ω0(1−jβ1)−ω1βc0

∆
Ω1(1−jβ0)−ω0βc1

∆
Ω0βc1−ω1(1−jβ0)

∆

 , (2.84)

with ∆ = (1− jβc0) (1− jβc1)− βc0βc1, i = 0, 1; βi = Ri

rei
; rei = ri + rc ; βci = rc

rei
; ωi =

1
reiCei

; Ωi = 1
reiCc

; 1
Cei

= 1
Ci

+ 1
Cc

.

Let us interest ourselves to the following particular cases:

Right - Handed (RH) dimer : rc = 0, i.e βci = 0 , (2.85)

and

Left - Handed (LH) dimer : Cc →∞, i.e Ωi → 0 . (2.86)

Hence, the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.84) can be rewritten according to the dimer in

the following form:

HRH
eff =

 −ω0(1+jβ0)
1+β0

2
Ω0(1+jβ0)

1+β0
2

Ω1(1+jβ1)
1+β1

2
ω1(1+jβ1)

1+β1
2

 , (2.87)

and

HLH
eff = − 1

∆

 ω0 (1− jβ1) ω1βc0

ω0βc1 ω1 (1− jβ0)

 . (2.88)

Applying now the PT symmetry operator in 2D, PT = σxK, where σx is the first Pauli

matrix and K is the complex conjugation operation, we can demonstrate that these Hamil-

tonians commute i.e
[
PT ,HRH/LH

eff

]
= 0, or anti commute

{
PT ,HRH/LH

eff

}
= 0, with the

join PT operator if the following conditions are fulfilled:

• PT S conditions
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ZRC RH dimer : ω0 = ω1 ; Ω0 = Ω1 ; β0 = −β1 , (2.89)

ZRC LH dimer : ω0 = ω1 ; βc0 = βc1 ; β0 = −β1. (2.90)

• APT S conditions

ZRC RH dimer : ω0 = −ω1 ; Ω0 = −Ω1 ; β0 = −β1 , (2.91)

ZRC LH dimer : ω0 = −ω1 ; βc0 = βc1 ; β0 = −β1. (2.92)

2.3.3.2 Eigenvalues for a non-Hermitian ZRC ETL

Considering a system of 2N size, the ZRC ETL appears as a cascade association of

2N oscillators ZRC, or as a cascade association of N dimers ZRC. Therefore, the system

becomes PT S or APT S under the conditions similar as those from Eq. (2.89) to Eq.

(2.92) in the cases of both RH and LH dimers. To find the eigenvalues of the system, we

solve Eq. (2.28) for RH TL and Eq. (2.29) for LH TL. We look for this, the amplitudes

In (1 6 n 6 2N) in the solutions form proposed for PT problems [218],

In =

 ae
ink + be−ink , n even

ρ
(
aeink + be−ink

)
, n odd

(2.93)

where a, b, and ρ are constants and k is the wave number. In addition, we consider zero

boundary conditions in both ETLs on sites n = 0 and n = 2N + 1 which lead to:

I(n=0) = I(n=2N+1) = 0 , (2.94)

Taking into account these boundary conditions, the solutions given in Eq. (2.93) allow to

obtain the discrete values kp for the wave number k as:

kP = pπ

2N + 1 , (2.95)

with p = 1...N . Inserting Eq. (2.93) into Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29), and using few steps

of algebra lead to the normalized eigenfrequencies ΩRH
± (β, kp) and ΩLH

± (β, kp) describing

the normalized modes frequencies of the RH and LH ETLs, respectively.

• PT S conditions

ΩRH
± (β, kp) = 2

∆

(
1± sin(kp)

√
(βRHcr )2 − β2

)
, (2.96)

ΩLH
± (β, kp) = 2

∆′
(

1±
√

(βLHcr )2 − β2
)
, (2.97)
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where ∆ = β2 + 1 ; ∆′ = β2 + 4sin2(kp).

The breaking values are found to be:

βRHcr = 1/ tan(kp) , (2.98)

βLHcr = 2 cos(kp) . (2.99)

• APT S conditions

ΩRH
± (β, kp) = 2

∆

(
jβ ± cos(kp)

√
(βRHcr )2 − β2

)
, (2.100)

ΩLH
± (β, kp) = 1

∆′ (jβ ± cos(kp)) , (2.101)

where the threshold reads as

βRHcr = tan(kp), (2.102)

with ∆ = β2 + 1 ; ∆′ = β2 + 4sin2(kp).

2.3.3.3 Electric current function in a non-Hermitian ZRC ETL

To investigate on the exact solutions of the electric current flowing on the n site through

each ETL, we rewrite the solution (2.93) for the amplitude of the electric current using

boundaries conditions as:

In =

 2aρ sin(nkp), for n odd

2a sin(nkp), for n even
(2.103)

where the constant a is obtained from the normalized condition, namely
∑2N
n=1 |In|

2 = 1
as:

|a| =
(

2
√
Sn

)−1
, Sn =

N∑
n=1

(
sin2(2nkp) + |ρ|2sin2((2n− 1)kp)

)
. (2.104)

The parameter ρ is found according to the given configuration:

• PT S configuration

ρ = ejϑ , (2.105)

where

(RH) : ϑ = tan−1
(
βΩRH
± (β, kp)/(2− ΩRH

± (β, kp))
)
, (2.106)

(LH) : ϑ = tan−1
(
βΩLH
± (β, kp)/(1− 2ΩLH

± (β, kp))
)
. (2.107)

• APT S configuration
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(RH): ρ2 = (2 + Ω(jβ − 1))/(2 + Ω(jβ + 1)) , (2.108)

(LH): ρ2 = (−1 + (2− jβ)Ω)/(1 + (2 + jβ)Ω) . (2.109)

2.3.3.4 Diagnostic tools to study the localization behavior

We remember that the 1D tight-binding Anderson model equation is written as :

(E − ξn)φn − Vn−1φn−1 − Vnφn+1 = 0 , (2.110)

where E is the eigenenergy, ξn is the site energy, Vn the hopping between neighboring

sites, and φn is the eigenfunction.

A correspondence between the tight-binding Eq. (2.110) and Eq. (2.28) or (2.29) exists.

For example, if we apply the following transformations,

E = ω ; φn = [(jβn − 1) rn]1/2In ; Vn = Cn
−1[rnrn+1 (jβn − 1) (jβn+1 − 1)]−1/2

ξn = −[rn (jβn − 1)]−1
(
Cn−1

−1 + Cn
−1
)
, ∀n ,

, (2.111)

in tight-binding model equation, we obtain Eq. (2.28) which describes the ZRC RH

ETL. A similar correspondence can also be established with the ZRC LH TL. These

correspondences between the tight-binding quantum model and our ETLs allows checking

the localization behavior of quantum disordered 1D systems using a non-Hermitian ZRC

ETLs.

Among the tools often used for checking the localization behavior, is the normalized

localization function

Λ (β, ω) = 1
Mλ (β, ω) , (2.112)

whereM = 2N is the size of the system under study and λ (β, ω) is the Lyapunov exponent

given as:

λ (β, ω) = lim
M→∞

1
M

M∑
n=1

ln
∣∣∣∣In+1

In

∣∣∣∣ , (2.113)

where In (β, ω) is the amplitude of the electric current function in each nth cell of the TL.

To calculate λ (β, ω), we solve Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) through an iterative process that

deploys the transfer function γn defined as:

γn = In+1

In
, (2.114)

Using Eq. (2.114), the Eq. (2.28) can be written in the following iterative way for γn,

(RH) : γn = λn − (γn−1)−1, (2.115)

(LH): γn = εn − jβn − (γn−1)−1, (2.116)
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where λn = 2 +ω (jβn − 1) /ωn and εn = 2− jβn− (ω/ωn)−1. Iterating this equation, and

starting with γ1, the full set of γn values is obtained. Therefore for an arbitrary initial

amplitude value, for example I1, the full set of amplitudes {In} of the electric current

function, can be calculated, i.e.,

In+1 = γnIn , (2.117)

where 1 6 n 6 N − 1. After that, the electric current function is normalized, i.e.,

N∑
n=1
|In|2 = 1. (2.118)

Hence, the normalized localization function Λ (β, ω) can be easily evaluated.

2.4 Numerical methods

The equations in this thesis are solved mainly using analytical methods. When the

later does not allow the analytical solutions to be obtained, we resorted to numerical

methods. Thus, in addition to plot analytical solutions, some functions, in particular, the

square of the modulus of the electric current |In|2, the normalized localization function

Λ (β, ω) and certain eigenvalues ω, have been found using syntaxes predefined in Matlab

(version 2016) or Maple (version 18) source programs and subroutines.

2.5 Simulations with LTSpice

It is important to do an experimental simulation before real-world electronic circuit

is developed. Elaborated by analog devices, the LTSpice simulator is, like most analog

simulators, a product of Spice, as PSpice, often used to simulate the devices for industrial

applications. The LTSpice simulator presented as a teaching tool, is widely used by elec-

trical and electronics students around the world. In this way, the latter free themselves

from the manual resolution of tedious systems of equations and concentrate on the un-

derstanding of complex electrical models with complex devices. The electronic analogical

simulation method presented here is based on LTSpice XVII program. It has the aim

to consolidate the theoretical results obtained analytically within the framework of the

study on EIT and related phenomena. To do so, let’s consider a simple LRC series loop

in presence of a harmonic voltage source u(t). The electric current flowing through the

inductor has the same frequency dependence as the power transferred from the voltage

source to the LRC loop. Therefore, it is sufficient for example, to measure such a cur-

rent under LTSpice, to qualitatively reproduce the absorption behavior and the dispersion

profile expected with the real atomic system.
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Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented different models of non-Hermitian systems to inves-

tigate the quantum phenomena of Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) and

Anderson Localization (AL). The analytical and numerical methods used to describe the

analog systems and to solve the equations were presented. Finally, some results based on

the analytical and numerical methods in this work can be completed by the analogical

LTSpice simulation method also described in this chapter. The next chapter of the thesis

deals with presentation of the results obtained and the discussions.
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Chapter 3

Results and Discussions

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have presented the computational methods needed to ad-

dress some wave transport phenomena and solved the equations governing them. The

present chapter deals with the presentation of our results and the discussions. In sec-

tion 3.1, Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) and related phenomena are

investigated by analyzing close to the resonance, the effect of the non-Hermiticity on the

dispersive properties in a dimer/multi dimer driven by a harmonic voltage source. In

section 3.2, the scattering properties of the MLC dimer are also investigated when it is

inserted as a default in a Hermitian LC conservative electrical transmission line (ETL).

In section 3.3, we focus on energy transport and Anderson-like localization behavior in

the non-Hermitian ETLs resulting to a successive repetition of ZRC dimers. After that,

we conclude the chapter.

3.1 Analysis close to the resonance of the effect of

non-Hermiticity on dispersive properties in cou-

pled LRC/ZRC oscillators driven by a harmonic

voltage: EIT and multiple EIT behavior and re-

lated phenomena

As described in chapter 2, the phenomenology observed in EIT can be reproduced using

resonant coupled oscillators [58,59]. Our results well allow to confirm the analogy between

the electronic circuits and the atomic systems. The analog model has the advantage that

it helps to understand some elementary aspects of the underlying physics and can also be

used as an introductory prototype, when introducing coherent systems to beginners and

laymen.

The models considered here consist of dimers obtained by coupling LRC and ZRC

series oscillators as shown in Fig. 2.1(a), Fig. 2.3 and 2.4(a), respectively. The induced

transparency and the related phenomena are investigated by analyzing the frequency de-
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pendence power P (ω) transferred from the voltage source u(t) to the resonant circuits,

that is, around the natural frequency ω0 of the driven circuits. We begging with the eigen-

modes analysis of the non-Hermitian systems in absence of the voltage. Here, a structural

characterization allows to identify for the systems a weak and a strong coupling regimes,

and then to emphasize the couplingless point (CPLP). In particular, we intend to reveal

the ranges of frequencies that could exhibit EIT, EIA and ATS quantum phenomena.

3.1.1 Eigenmodes analysis

3.1.1.1 Eigenmodes of the dimer MLC series

Equation (2.31) defines in units of ~ = 1, the two states non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

(NHH) describing the dimer, where CT = d−κ, has been defined as the effective coupling

of the system. This effective coupling can be cancelled, i.e. CT = 0 (see Eq. (2.32)), if the

capacitive coupling parameter obeys to Eq. (3.1), and the dimer is said to be couplingless

(CPL).

κ = d = µ+ νC
1 + νC

. (3.1)

Then, according to the couplings in place, the different dimers can be classified in

two groups: the effective coupling dimers (CT 6= 0) and the effective couplingless dimers

(CT = 0).

– The first group, effective coupling (CP) dimers is subdivided in two categories :

The category 1 consisting of dimers made from a single type of coupling, as the

dimer C, dimer L and the dimer M.

The category 2, including dimers formed at least of two types of couplings as

dimer ML, dimer LC (κ 6= νC/(1 + νC) ), dimer MC (µ 6= κ) and dimer MLC

(κ(1+νC) 6= νC/(µ+νC)). Except the case of dimer ML, all dimers of this category

use capacitive coupling.

– The second group, effective couplingless (CPL) dimers includes dimer LC (κ =
νC/(1 + νC)), dimer MC (µ = κ) and dimer MLC (κ(1 + νC) = νC/(µ + νC)). The

eigenvalues of all types of dimers are expressed in Eq. (2.33)).

The eigenfrequencies ω± (Eq. (2.33)) are complex. Their real parts are associated

to the peak frequencies’ whereas their imaginary parts or linewidths are known as the

decay rate of the resonant state, and determine the width of the resonance line at its

half maximum. The expression of ω± reveals a transition at a effective coupling threshold

CTcr = |ζ| occuring when the square root in equation Eq. (2.33) vanishes. Then, we

can define the region where CT
2 − CTcr2 < 0 as the weak-driving regime and the region

CT
2 − CTcr

2 > 0 as the strong-driving regime. CT = CTcr is the transition point also
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3.1.1.1. Eigenmodes of the dimer MLC series

known as the exceptional point (EP) [13,220].

(1) Effective coupling (CP) dimers

a) Category 1

As we said, the category 1 consists of dimers made from a single type of coupling.

For illustration, we restrict the eigenmodes analysis in this category, by considering only

the case of the effective CP dimer L. For such a dimer, the real and the imaginary parts of

the normal modes frequencies ω±/ω0 are reported in Figs. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) as a function

of the normalized active coupling νC/νCcr, for different values of the gain/loss ratio ε

defined in Eq.(3.2). The corresponding normalized frequency splitting ((ω+ − ω−) /ω0) is

also presented in Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d) as a function of νC and ε.

ε = γ1/γ2, (3.2)

where γ1 and γ2 are the normalized gain/loss for the mesh simulating the pump and

the atom, respectively. The plots reveal one EP, νCcr which separates the weak to the

strong coupling regime. The evolution of the coupling threshold νCcr as function of ε is

indicated in green curves on Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d).

Figure 3.1: Effective CP dimer L. (a, b): Variation of the real and imaginary parts of
ω±/ω0 as function of νC/νCcr for different values of ε. ε = −1(red); ε = −0.5 (green);
ε = 0 (black); ε = 0.5 (blue); ε = 1 (magenta). (c, d): The real and imaginary parts of
the eigenfrequencies splitting.

Indeed, in the regime of weak coupling where νC < νCcr, we find that the two modes

of frequencies have the same real part < (ω±) = ω0, but, show splitting in the imagi-
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nary part = (ω±) = ω0
2

(
−η ±

√
−Λ

)
; in fact, as we can see from Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d),

< ((ω+ − ω−) /ω0) = 0 while = ((ω+ − ω−) /ω0) 6= 0. On contrary, in the strong-driving

regime where νC > νCcr, we find < (ω±) = ω0
2

(
2±
√

Λ
)

and = (ω±) = −η ω0
2 . So, the imag-

inary parts are crossing while the real parts do not (see again Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d))

where the splitting is real (i.e. < ((ω+ − ω−) /ω0) 6= 0 and = ((ω+ − ω−) /ω0) = 0)).

At the EP where νC = νCcr, the frequencies ω± are complex with < (ω±) = ω0 and

= (ω±) = −η ω0
2 . The splitting frequency is there equal to zero. Remarkably, the coupling

threshold decreases as ε tends toward the value ε = 1 where it is annuls, leading to a

vanishing of the weak-driving regime. There, < (ω±) = ω0
2

(
2±
√

Λ
)

and = (ω±) = −η ω0
2 .

All results obtained here with the dimer L are generalized to other effective CP dimer

belonging to this category.

b) Category 2

As mentioned above, the dimer of this category are made at least of two couplings. We

Figure 3.2: Effective CP dimer MC (when µ = 0.50, κ 6= µ). (a, b): Variation of the real
and imaginary parts of ω±/ω0 as function of κ/κcr1 for different values of ε. ε = −1 (red);
ε = −0.5 (green); ε = 0 (black); ε = 0.5 (blue); ε = 1 (magenta). (c, d): The real and
imaginary parts of the eigenfrequencies splitting and coupling threshold evolution. The
coupling thresholds are indicated in green and white color as κcr1 and κcr2 with (κcr1 < κcr2
) between which is located the weak coupling regime. Both critical values merge to only
one point for ε = 1 when κ = µ . At this last point the weak regime vanishes. The color
bar indicates the magnitude of the splitting. For all plots γ2 = 0.05. The first and second
column represent the real and imaginary parts, respectively. Except for dimer ML, all
plots obtained here qualitatively describe what is observed in other types of CP dimers
of category 2.
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3.1.1.1. Eigenmodes of the dimer MLC series

consider the case of dimer MC to illustrate the eigenmodes of this category of CP dimers.

In Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), we have plotted the real and the imaginary parts of the eigen-

frequencies ω±/ω0 respectively as a function of the normalized active coupling κ/κcr for

different values of the parameter ε. The plots parameters are µ = 0.5 and γ2 = 0.05. In

Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d), we have also plotted the frequency splitting as a function of ε and

the active coupling κ. Unlike dimers of category 1, those of this second category present

two EPs, EP1 and EP2 given as κcr1,2 = µ ± γ2 (ε− 1) /2 (with κcr1 < κcr2) between

which there is the weak-driving regime. The domain outside of the EPs (0 < κ < κcr1

and κcr2 < κ < 1 ) constitutes the strong coupling regime. The variation of these EPs

are shown in green and white curves as a function of ε in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d). Both

EPs coalesce when ε = 1 to form only one EP resulting in the disappearance of the weak

regime. We can notice as in the case of dimers of category 1 that, in the weak-driving

regime, the real parts of eigenfrequencies cross while their imaginary parts split. The

similar behavior is observed in the strong-driving regime, where it is rather the imaginary

parts which are crossing while the real parts split. In all cases, the frequency splitting

increases when one moves away from the boundary between the two regimes and from

the value ε = 1. At the EPs (κ = κcr1,2 ), the splitting frequency is equal to zero. The

case of dimer ML (with µ = 0.2) (not shown in Figure), presents a peculiarity of the

dimers made with multiple couplings, thus, making of it an exception of this category. In-

deed, the dimer L and the dimer M taken separately, each possess a weak-driving regime.

However the association of their active couplings into dimer ML contributes to shift this

driving-regime on the side of the negative couplings (that are not the objective of the

study in this section). This leads only to the strong-driving regime, where, the imagi-

nary parts of the eigenmodes coalesce while the real parts are avoiding. We can thus say

with certainty that the appearance of the weak regime and the possibility of cancelation of

the effective coupling in the dimers of category 2, is due only to the capacitive coupling CC .

(2) Effective coupling less (CPL) dimer

Effective coupling less (CPL) dimers are characterized by the vanishing of their

effective coupling CT (CT = 0 ). Remarkably, the couplingless occurs in the dimers whose

coupling combines in series the capacitive coupling CC with at least one of the coupling

M or L. Then, the coupling parameters should obey to Eq. (2.32) that we called coupling

cancelation condition. The particular point where this occurs is called the couplingless

point (CPLP). Since CT = 0 at the CPLP, the parts of the dimer although coupled,

behaves like two uncoupled circuits of eigenfrequencies ω± = (1− jγk)ω0/2 (k = 1, 2).

The real parts of the two modes frequencies share the same value but show splitting in

their imaginary parts as we can identify in Fig. 3.2 when κ = µ = 0.5. When ε = 1, both

eigenmodes coalesce and the CPLP becomes the EP evoked above where the weak-driving

regime completely disappears. Finally, note that the analysis made here with the dimer
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MC remains valid for all other effective CPL dimers.

The aim of the next section is to give details on the structural characterization of the

ZRC systems in the absence of an external voltage source.

3.1.1.2 Eigenmodes of the ZRC dimer

Before any analysis of the eigenfrequencies expressed in Eq. (2.51), it is instructive to

note that the structural characterization done here consists in studying the behavior of

the eigenfrequencies ω±. This allows us to analyze the real and the complex energy band

frequencies which definitively have impact on the quantum interference dynamic.

• It is obvious that when β0 = 0, ∀ε (no gain or loss in the loops), ω± = ω0 (1± c),
all frequencies are real. The Hamiltonian H is Hermitian.

• In the non-Hermitian case, β0 6= 0, ∀ε. The eigenfrequencies in Eq. (2.51) can be

real or complex in general, depending on the ε parameter. In particular, three cases

can be considered:

– If ε = −1, i.e. β1 = −β0 6= 0, the loss and the gain are exactly compensated.

This gives rise to a particular class of non-Hermitian systems called the parity time

symmetric PT S of which the Hamiltonian H commutes with the join Parity-Time

symmetry operator PT = σxK (where σx is the first Pauli matrix and K is the

complex conjugation operation). Under the PT S conditions, the eigenfrequencies

in Eq. (2.51) are reduced to ω± = ω0

(
1±

√
c2 − β0

2
)

. Then, the eigenspectrum

displays a spontaneous symmetry breaking at the coupling threshold c = cth, where

cth = |β0| known as the EP separates two phases: the PT unbroken phase (β0 < |c|)
where the frequencies are totally real, and the PT broken phase (β0 > |c|) for which

the frequencies are complex. It is important to mention that PT S systems have

demonstrated many intriguing features in several areas of physics.

– If ε = 1, i.e. β1 = β0 6= 0, the system is either amplifying or dissipative. The

eigenfrequencies are complex and can be expressed as ω± = ω0 (1± c+ jβ0). The

imaginary part of the frequencies ω± are constant and the real parts coalesce at the

particular point where the effective coupling vanishes.

c = 0 ⇔ βC = κ 6= 0. (3.3)

This point is referred to as the couplingless point (CPLP) in the case of the dimer

ZC.

– The third case ε 6= ±1, ∀ β0 6= 0, the gain and the loss are not compensated

in the non-Hermitian system. As a consequence, the eigenfrequencies ω± remains

complex and display a phase transition at two EPs which separate complex phases.
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At the transition points, the effective coupling strength satisfies to c = cth, where

cth = |β| = β0 |ε− 1| /2.

In what follows we will illustrate the analysis made above considering two coupled

systems, one with the single coupling, and another with a double coupling. The aim is to

demonstrate that a double coupling gives rise as in the case of a dimer MLC, to a new

phenomenon that we cannot observe in the simple coupling. In particular, we want to

emphasize the couplingless point (CPLP) that we have illustrated in Eq. (3.3). For a

double coupled system, the coupling parameters are non-zero, i.e. βC 6= 0, κ 6= 0 (dimer

ZC), for example, we set κ = 0.75 which remains constant; whereas for a simple coupled

system, κ = 0 and βC 6= 0 (dimer Z). In both cases, we choose β0 = 0.5 6= 0 and it can be

easily verified from Eq. (2.51) that these systems are non-Hermitian.

Figure 3.3: 3D top view of the real (first column) and imaginary (second column) parts of
the normalized eigenfrequencies ω±/ |ω0| of the ZRC dimer as function of the controlling
coupling parameter βc and the gain/loss ratio ε, in the case of dimer Z of which c = βc
((a), (b)) and of the dimer ZC when fixed κ = 0.75 ((c), (d)). The coupling threshold
βCth is indicated with the dashed magenta color. For all plots β0 = 0.5.

In Fig. 3.3, the real (first column) and the imaginary (second column) parts of the

normalized eigenfrequencies ω±/ |ω0| are shown as a function of the controlling coupling

parameter βC and the gain/loss ratio ε. The spectra are obtained with the negative

frequency ω0 < 0, since the eigenfrequencies are the odd function of ω0. The exceptional

points are indicated as a coupling threshold βCth
with a dashed magenta curves in 3D
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(top view) plots ((a), (b) for the dimer Z, and (c), (d) for the dimer ZC). As it can be

expected, the frequencies ω± come in complex conjugate pairs and two coupling regimes

are exhibited: the weakly driving regime (|c| < |β|), characterized by the coalescence of

the real parts of the eigenfrequencies and the splitting of their imaginary parts; and the

strongly coupling regime (|c| > |β| ), where the imaginary parts of the eigenfrequencies

cross and the real parts split. The splitting analysis will be studied in detail in the

following. In the case of the dimer ZC, the EPs are symmetric with respect to the CPLP.

To further complete the understanding of the eigenanalysis, the cross section of both real

(solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts is made in the third column (see Fig. 3.4(a) for the

dimer Z and Fig. 3.4(b) for the dimer ZC). The plots are obtained for different values of ε

parameter and agree well the observations made from the 3D plots. Indeed, in the PT S
case ε = −1(red color), we note that, whether for the dimer Z or for the dimer ZC, the

EPs separate exactly the real modes from the complex ones. When ε 6= −1 these modes

are complex (see ε = 0 (green color) or ε = 1.5 (blue color)). The case ε = 1 (black color)

supports the discussions made above on the CPLP, as a point of zero effective coupling

of the dimer ZC. This CPLP effectively occurs when βC = κ = 0.75.

Figure 3.4: Cross section of the real (solid) and the imaginary (dashed) parts of the
eigenfrequencies ω±/ |ω0| shown in Fig. 3.3 for different values of ε: (e) the dimer Z and
(f): dimer ZC (κ = 0.75). The values of ε are indicated on the plots. For all plots β0 = 0.5.

To emphasize on the structural characterization, we can as well predict the cou-

pling range of the system for which quantum phenomena could occur using the splitting

analysis. To do so, let’s consider again the ZRC dimer. We assume that the coupled

loops oscillate with different natural frequencies; for example ω0 for the first oscillator

and ω1 = ω0 (1 + ∆) for the second one, where ∆ is a small variation. After a little

bit of algebra, the eigenfrequencies of the non-Hermitian system (β0 6= 0) under these
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considerations are found to be:

ω± = ω0

(
1 + ∆

2 + jB± 1
2

√
∆2 − 4β2 + 4c2 + j4β∆

)
(3.4)

where the parameters are defined as in Eq. (2.51).

In Fig. 3.5, the real parts of the frequencies obtained in Eq. (3.4) and the splitting

ω+ − ω− are shown as a function of the variation ∆ when ε = 0.

Figure 3.5: Eigenfrequencies of the dimer as function of the variation ∆. (a) Uncoupled
loops (c = 0, with βC = κ = 0). Dimer Z in weak (b) and strong (c) coupling regime.
Dimer ZC in weak (d) and strong (e) coupling regime. (f) Dimer ZC at the couplingless
point (c = 0, with βC = κ = 0.75 ). In all plots, β0 = 0.5, ω0 < 0 and ε = 0.

In absence of the coupling i.e., βC = κ = 0 (Fig. 3.5(a)), the frequency ω0 (solid green)

remains constant, while both ω1 (solid red) and the splitting (dashed black) decrease as

∆ increases. The splitting cancels when ∆ = 0, where the two frequencies intersect.

Once the weak coupling is established between loops, for example in the case of the

dimer Z when βC = 0.02 (Fig. 3.5(a)) and for the dimer ZC when βC = 0.71 (Fig.

3.5(d)), one of the eigenfrequencies decreases while another remains constant of ω0 as ∆
is increasing. The two frequencies cross at ∆ = 0. There, the splitting is also equal to

zero. We will show in the following that the crossing of frequencies induces destructive

or constructive interferences in the system, which favor to mimic EIT or EIA quantum

phenomena, respectively. On the contrary, when the coupling becomes strong, for example
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in the case of the dimer Z when βC = 0.5 (Fig. 3.5(c)) and for the dimer ZC when βC = 0.2
(Fig. 3.5(e)), both eigenfrequencies ω± decrease as ∆ is increasing. Remarkably, it can be

seen that the two frequencies do not intersect at ∆ = 0 as in the previous case, however

a splitting is observed between them. This reveals the well-known anticrossing behavior,

a fingerprint of strong coupling. We will also show later that the modes separation is

responsible to the appearance of the doublets of Autler Townes splitting phenomenon.

For the double coupled system at the CPLP, that is the dimer ZC when βC = κ = 0.75
(Fig. 3.5(f)), one of the eigenvalues remains equal to ω0 while another decreases as ∆ is

increasing from −2 to 0. The two curves intersect each other at ∆ = 0, exactly as in the

absence of the coupling, even if the imaginary part of the splitting does not vanishes as

shown in inset. At the CPLP, system then seems as an uncoupled one. Later on, we will

see that the CPLP favors the disappearance of quantum interferences phenomena. In the

next section, the structural analysis will be discussed in the case of the ZRC multi dimer

system.

3.1.1.3 Eigenmodes of the ZRC multi dimer

It is obvious that the system is non-Hermitian when β0 6= 0 , ∀ε such that βi = εβ0. As

the number N of the coupled loops increases from N=2 to N > 2, the complex roots of

D (ω) can be numerically calculated. The real parts Re (ω/ |ω0|) of the roots D (ω) deter-

mine the positions of the normal modes of the system; the imaginary parts Im (ω/ |ω0|),
describe their widths. We investigate the eigenmodes of the multi dimer ZC (κ = 0.75,

β0 = 0.5 and ε = 0). The other system parameters are setting as follows (see Eq. (3.5)):

bidimer (N = 2) : ω1 = ω0 − 0.1ω0, ω2 = ω0 + 0.1ω0 ;
tridimer (N = 3) : ω1 = ω0 − 0.1ω0, ω2 = ω0 + 0.02ω0, ω3 = ω0 + 0.1ω0 ;
tetradimer (N = 4) : ω1 = ω0 − 0.1ω0, ω2 = ω0 + 0.1ω0, ω3 = ω0 − 0.2ω0,

ω4 = ω0 + 0.2ω0.

(3.5)

It can be seen from Eq. (3.5) that, with this choice of parameters the natural frequen-

cies of the multipod loops are distinct, and the system is non-Hermitian. Fig. 3.6 shows

the real ((a), (b) and (c)), and the imaginary ((d), (e) and (f)) parts of the roots of D (ω)
as a function of βC in the case of the multi dimer ZC. As illustrated, the spectrum of the

roots of D (ω) can be analyzed as a function of βC , in three domains as βC is increasing

from −1 to 2 :

– Before the CPLP, the real parts of the normal modes Re
(
ωi(i 6=0)

)
related to the

multipod loops evolve almost linearly compared to the central mode Re (ω0). They

undergo an abrupt transition after which, all the modes of the coupled system

converge through the CPLP.

– At the CPLP (βC = κ = 0.75), the modes match with the natural frequencies of the

uncoupled system.
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Figure 3.6: The normalized roots of D (ω) as function of the imaginary resistive coupling
parameter βC for the multi dimer ZC (when κ = 0.75). First row: the bi dimer ZC (N=2).
Second row: the tri dimer ZC (N=3) and in third row: the tetra dimer ZC (N=4). The
first column shows the real parts of the roots (Re (ω/ |ω0|)) and the second column shows
their imaginary parts (Im (ω/ |ω0|)). The other plot parameters are: ε = 0, β0 = 0.5 and
ω0 < 0. The inset in (a) corresponding to the case of the bi dimer Z (κ = 0), allows to
show the robustness of the multiple coupling.

– After the CPLP, the frequencies undergo a second transition less abrupt than the

first, and return to their behavior before the first transition. This leads to the

splitting of the central mode with respect to those of the multipod. These features

are also well observed in the imaginary parts of the roots of D (ω).

Remarkably, the eigenfrequencies of the multi dimer are not symmetric with respect to the

CPLP. The transition points become closer as the N number of the multipods increases.

The frequencies’ phase transitions are of great interest in quantum interferences phenom-

ena in physics. For example, we demonstrate in the following that, the reduction of the
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gap observed between them is consequent to the increasing of the number of interferences,

giving rise to multiple EIT/EIA phenomena. These observations for the multi dimer with

double coupling (multi dimer ZC) around the CPLP, is exhibited in the uncoupled multi

dimer system, such as illustrated in the inset Fig. 3.6(a), the case of bi dimer Z. Note that

this CPLP was already analyzed in the ZRC single dimer. This demonstrates the effi-

ciency in the cancellation of the coupling modulation of the capacitive coupling (κ) by the

imaginary resistor (βC ) coupling. In other words, the cancellation is robust throughout

the N multipod coupling system.

To better understand the interference phenomena, we will focus in the next subsection

on the steady state dynamics of the systems.

3.1.2 Steady state dynamic and dispersive properties

3.1.2.1 Dispersive properties of a dimer MLC

As EIT and related phenomena occur at (or near) resonance, we are interested in

the response of the system around the zero frequency detuning. So, assuming harmonic

solutions for the charges, we have calculated the complex electric power delivered to

the mesh (2) during one period of oscillation P2(ω) as given by Eq. (2.42). It is well

known that the real part < (P2 (ω)) of the complex power (i.e. active power) determines

the absorption, while its imaginary part = (P2 (ω)) (i.e. reactive power) refers to the

dispersion properties of the medium. When the coupling is not acting (i.e. SW Off),

the meshes are uncoupled and, it is clearly seen in Fig. 3.7(a) where the mesh (2) is

passive (γ2 = 0.05 > 0) that, the absorbed power is maximal when the loop is resonantly

driving by the voltage source. However if the mesh (2) is active (γ2 = 0.05 < 0), Fig.

3.7(c) shows a negative absorption i.e. the power transferred by the voltage source to the

oscillator is amplified instead of being absorbed and the maximal amplification occurs at

the resonance. We have easily experimentally simulated the total power feature Re(P2 (ω))
and Im(P2 (ω)) with the LTspice program. The current flowing through the inductor L2

has the same frequency dependence as the power transferred from the voltage source to

the loop. Therefore, it is sufficient for us to measure such a current of which the real (Re)

and the imaginary (Im) parts are perfectly match with the absorption and the dispersion

curves that we obtained theoretically. For the LTspice simulations, the parameters of the

circuit have been chosen such that the resonant frequency f0 of the mesh (2) approaches

7 kHz (see Figs. 3.7(b) and 3.7(d)). The amplitude of the voltage v0 is unity and remains

constant through this thesis. The other circuitry elements used for the simulations are

R2 = 50 Ω ; L2 = 5 mH ; LC = 0.272 mH ; C2 = 0.1µF .

Once the coupling is established (i.e. SW On), a dip is observed at the zero fre-

quency detuning (δ = 0) where the maximum absorption/amplification is expected in

absence of the coupling and a transparency window occurs in the profile. However, EIT

and Autler Townes Splitting (ATS) are manifested by the dip, leading thus a transparency
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(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 3.7: The solid black (white) curve is the absorption spectrum of the mesh (2)
as function of the normalized frequency detuning δ/ω0 (frequency ω) when SW is off.
The dashed black (white) is the corresponding dispersion curve. The first and second
column represent the theoretical and the experimental LTspice results, respectively. (a,
b): the mesh (2) is passive (γ2 = 0.05). (c, d): the mesh (2) is active (γ2 = −0.05). The
experimental parameters are R2 = 50 Ω ; L2 = 5 mH ; LC = 0.272 mH ; C2 = 0.1µF .

window in the absorption profile. Therefore, these similarities create many confusions to

discriminate them. Indeed, EIT has always been interpreted as a result of destructive

interference between two excitation pathways [142] while ATS is analogous to the emer-

gence of two dressed states caused by a strong control field [226] that is the splitting of

normal-mode frequencies [58]. The analysis of the normal modes made above indicates

that a spectrum is very different on both sides of the EPs. Then, we need to clarify in

which coupling regime, the appearance of a dip in absorption has a consequence of EIT or

ATS. To achieve this, we investigated the complex power using the resonant pole method

introduced in this context by P. Anisimov [227] consisting to write the total power given

in Eq. (2.42) as a sum of two resonant terms P2k(ω) (k = 1, 2) (see Eqs.(2.45), (2.46) and

(2.47)). We have separately plotted the two resonances as a function of the normalized

frequency detuning δ/ω0 and the total absorbed power Re(P2 (ω)) (in red) is shown as

the superposition of these two resonances. The blue (solid) and green (solid) curves cor-

respond to the resonances Re(P21 (ω)) and Re(P22 (ω)) respectively, and remain the same

throughout this work.
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a) Absorption in weak-driving regime

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 3.8: Absorption spectrum of the mesh (2) in Effective CP dimers as function
of δ/ω0 for different values of ε. We assume coupling in the weak driving regime. For
illustration, we have considered the case of CP dimer L where νC/νCcr = 0.5. The solid
blue, green and red curves are the real parts of the resonances P21/p0, P22/p0 and the
total dissipated power P2/p0. From (a)-(d) and from (i)-(l) are theoretical results. From
(e)-(h) and from (m)-(p) are experimental LTspice simulation results. The experimental
parameters are indicated in Table 3.1. first column: ε = 0.1; second column: ε = 0; third
column: ε = −0.05; last column: ε = −0.1. In the first and second rows, the mesh (2) is
passive (γ2 = 0.05), while in the third and last row it is active (γ2 = −0.05).

In Fig. 3.8, we show the evolution of the real parts of the two normalized resonances

P2k/p0 (k = 1, 2) and their superposition P2 (ω) /p0 as a function of the normalized fre-

quency detuning δ/ω0, when a weak coupling is established between parts of the effective

CP dimers, the switch SW being closed. To illustrate, we have consider the case of the

effective CP dimer L when νC/νCcr = 0.5. From subplots 3.8 (a) to 3.8(h), the mesh (2)
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weak driving regime
R2 R1 ε LC L C

0 Ω 0.0 0.272 mH
± 50 Ω 5 Ω 0.1 0.245 mH 5 mH 0.1 µF

2.5 Ω −0.05 0.285 mH
−5 Ω −0.1 0.298 mH

Table 3.1: Electronic components used in LTspice experimental simulations with the CP
dimer L in the weak driving regime.

of which the dissipated power is calculated, is passive ( i.e. γ2 > 0 ) while from subplots

3.8(i) to 3.8(p), it is active (i.e. γ2 < 0). In the first column where ε = 0.5, the two

resonances overlap each other with P21 < 0 and P22 > 0. Their superposition leads to

two positive (resp. negative) absorption peaks in subplot 3.8(a) (resp. in subplot 3.8(i)),

separated by a narrow dip (resp. dome) appearing at δ = 0 instead of the single peak

expected there, in absence of the coupling (SW off). The depth (resp. height) of this dip

(resp. dome) increases and allows a zero absorption, when ε decreases to ε = 0 (second

column). We then note a totally transparency (see subplots 3.8(b) and 3.8(j)).

In the above situations, the dip (dome) in the profile can be interpreted as a destruc-

tive interference between the two resonances which are centered at the same frequency

< (ω±) = ω0. So, the transparency window is precisely what is meant by EIT (subplots

3.8(a) and 3.8(b)) and EIT with Amplification (EITA) (subplots 3.8(i) and 3.8(j)) [228].

Now decreasing the value of ε so that one of the meshes become active, for example,

taking ε = −0.05 (third column), we note an appearance of a negative (resp. positive)

absorption at the zero detuning in subplot 3.8(c) (resp. in subplot 3.8(k)) when the mesh

(2) is passive (resp. active). Then, it appears in the profile, a transparency accompanied

of a small amplification (resp. positive absorption) of the power. We called these selec-

tive behavior electromagnetically Induced Amplified Transparency (EIAT) (see subplot

3.8(c)) and EITA with absorption (see subplot 3.8(k)). The response of our circuit is very

sensitive so that when ε decreases to ε = −0.1 (last column), a drastic change is observed

in the phenomena shown respectively in subplots 3.8(c) and 3.8(k). Then, with a passive

mesh (2), we switch from EIAT to another behavior called Electromagnetically Induced

Absorption (EIA) (subplot 3.8(d)) [181,183], characterized by a notable enhancement of a

total absorption with a sub natural linewidth. The two resonances P2k (ω) /p0 (k = 1, 2)
have the same sign, with one of the peak more pronounced than other which is rather

broadened; thus, EIA appears as a consequence of constructive interference between reso-

nances. It has potential applications such as ultra-narrow band perfect absorbers, optical

modulation, and absorptive switching [229]. Likewise, if the mesh (2) is keeping active,

the negative absorption is notably enhanced at the zero detuning so that we pass to

Electromagnetically Induced Absorption Amplified (EIAA)(subplot 3.8(l)). When ε is

increased (resp. decreased) to higher positive (resp. negative) values (not represented

here), one of the resonance becomes very flat thus preventing the possibility to see a dip
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(resp. dome) in the absorption spectrum; The superposition of both resonances no more

gives two peaks but only one, which is similar to those of uncoupled mesh (2) shown in

Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(c). We successfully reproduced all these theoretical results via the

LTspice program. The experimental simulation curves are shown in subplots from Figs.

3.8(e) to 3.8(h) and from Figs. 3.8(m) to 3.8(p) where the real (Re) and the imaginary

(Im) parts of the current through the inductor L2 are plotted as a function of the volt-

age source frequency. The simulation parameters are given in Table 3.1 and the results

match perfectly with those we presented above. Finally, it is instructive to notice that,

all conclusions made in this coupling regime with the effective CP dimer L are also valid

for other dimers belonging to the group of Effective CP dimers.

b) Absorption in strong-driving regime

We are now investigate the dissipated power through the effective CP dimers assum-

ing the strong-coupling between parts of the dimers. To elucidate that, we consider again

the case of the effective CP dimer L when νC = 2 νCcr. Figure 3.9 represents the evolution

of real part of the total absorption P2 (ω) /p0 and the resonances P2k (ω) /p0 (k = 1, 2) as

a function of the normalized detuning δ/ω0 for different values of ε. From the subgraphs

3.9(a) to 3.9(d), the mesh (2) is assumed passive (γ2 > 0) while from subgraphs 3.9(i) to

3.9(l), it is active (i.e. γ2 < 0). In subplots 3.9(a) and 3.9(i) (see first column) where we

used the value ε = 0.5, and in subplots 3.9(b) and 3.9(j) (see second column) of which

ε = 0, it is observed once SW is closed, a reduction in the total power around the zero

detuning, instead of the single lorentzian peak expected in absence of the coupling. This

dip is much wider compared to that encountered in Figs. 3.8(a) and 3.8(b). Hence, it is

interpreted as a gap between the two positive (resp. negative) Lorentzians centered at

< (ω±) = ω0
2

(
2±
√

Λ
)

respectively. Therefore, the behavior observed in subplots 3.9(a)

and 3.9(b) are referred as Autler-Townes Splitting (ATS) [230]. Similarly to what we

termed EITA, we named the phenomena illustrated in subplots 3.9(i) and 3.9(j), where

the total absorption is negative, as Autler-Townes Splitting with Amplification (ATSA).

This later behavior as our knowledge, has never been addressed. In the third column

(ε = −0.5) where one mesh of the so-called dimer is active, we note around the zero de-

tuning that, a negative (resp. positive) absorption appears into the spectrum in subplot

3.9(c) (resp. subplot 3.9(k)) where the mesh (2) is passive (resp. active). In all cases, the

reduction (resp. enhancement) of the absorption observed in the transparency zone, is

also interpreted as the gap between the resonances P2k (ω) (k = 1, 2) and is a consequence

of a constructive interference. Remarkably, the behavior found in subplot 3.9(c) (resp.

subplot 3.9(k)) is a feature of ATS (resp. ATSA) accompanied by an amplification (resp.

positive absorption). In the last column, ε = −1. The amount of gain or loss into parts

of the dimer is balanced. We are in situation of the parity Time symmetric (PT S). In

this case, the NHH H that we derived in Eq. (2.31) features the invariance under the

combined operation of space and time reflection symmetry. As we have mentioned above,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p)

Figure 3.9: Absorption spectrum of the mesh (2) in Effective CP dimers as function of
δ/ω0 for different values of ε. We assume coupling in the strong driving regime. For
illustration, we have considered the case of CP dimer L where νC/νCcr = 2. The solid
blue, green and red curves are the resonances P21/p0, P22/p0 and the total dissipated
power P2/p0. From (a)-(d) and from (i)-(l) are theoretical results. From (e)-(h) and from
(m)-(p) are experimental LTspice simulation results. The experimental parameters are
indicated in Table 3.2. First column: ε = 0.5; second column: ε = 0; third column:
ε = −0.5; last column: ε = −1.0. In the first and second rows, the mesh (2) is passive
(γ2 = 0.05) while in the third and last row it is active (γ2 = −0.05).

it produces entirely real and broken (complex) spectra as we are passing from the weak

to the strong coupling through the EP (for details, see Fig. 3.1). Therefore, the reso-

nance linewidths going to zero in the strong-driving regime, leading narrow and enhanced

absorption peaks. All the theoretical results presented here, were once more been success-

fully obtained with the LTspice program. All the plot parameters are given in Table 3.2.

The simulation curves can be confirmed from subplots 3.9(e) to 3.9(h) where the mesh
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(2) is passive and from subplots 3.9(m) to 3.9(p), where it is active. Finally, notice that

all the results and the conclusions obtained in the strong-coupling regime here with the

effective CP dimer L are also valid for the other dimers of this category.

strong driving regime
R2 R1 ε LC L C

0.0 Ω 0.0 1.019 mH
± 50 Ω 25 Ω 0.5 0.531 mH 5 mH 0.1 µF

−25 Ω −0.5 1.473 mH
−50 Ω −1.0 1.903 mH

Table 3.2: Electronic components used in LTspice experimental simulations with the CP
dimer L in the strong driving regime.

c) Suppression of EIT and related phenomena in effective CPL dimer MLC

As mentioned in the previous section, the CPLP is characterized as a point of

the weak-driving regime for which the effective coupling of the dimer vanishes (CT = 0).

At the CPLP, Eq. (2.42) allows to rewrite the complex power as P2 (ω) = −jp0/2f2

which is same as the power dissipated through the mesh (2) in absence of coupling (Figs.

3.7(a) and 3.7(c)). This indicates for the dimer that, although the coupling is present,

at the CPLP, it exactly behaves like the uncoupled mesh (2). Therefore, this forces the

disappearance of EIT and its related phenomena where they should expected to be. The

non-appearance is due to the combination of the capacitive coupling CC with at least one

of the couplings M or L.

For illustration, we consider the case of effective CP dimer MC, when ε = 0, µ = 0.5
and γ2 = ±0.05. In Figs. 3.10(a) and 3.10(c), we show in 3D, the real part of the total

dissipated power as function of δ/ω0 when assuming the mesh (2) passive and active

respectively. The active coupling being in the weak-driving regime of which borders are

κcr1 = 0.4775 and κcr2 = 0.5225. The CPLP is obtained in this case when κ = µ = 0.5. As

we can see in the absorption profile, everywhere in the regime, a dip (or a dome) is observed

between the two absorption peaks, except at the CPLP where we rather note a single peak,

this, regardless of the value of ε used; Which shows that the EIT-like behavior and related

phenomena (EIAT, EIA) we mentioned above disappear. A cross section at the CPLP in

the 3D-plots is experimentally verified with the LTspice program (from the original model,

i.e. without any approximation) where we confirm that the absorption and the dispersion

profile are identical as those of Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(d). The circuitry elements used for

the simulations are: R2 = 50 Ω ;R1 = 0.0 Ω ; L2 = 5 mH ; LC = 0.986 mH ; C2 = 0.1µF .

In conclusion, the decomposition method clearly shows that at the CPLP, the dissi-

pated power is a consequence of a single resonant frequency mode, the contribution of

the other resonant term being null. At the CPLP, the dimer exhibits what is found in

single mode lasers [231]. In the next section, we analyze the dynamic and the dispersive

properties of the ZRC system in presence of the harmonic voltage source u (t). In this
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.10: (a) and (b) Absorption spectrum of the mesh (2) in Effective CP dimers of
category 2 (dimer MC with µ = 0.5 for illustration), as function of δ/ω0 and the active cou-
pling (κ for illustration). We assume ε = 0 and the active coupling κ evolves in the weak
driving regime. We note a particular behavior at the center of this regime corresponding
to the disappearance of EIT and related phenomena. (c) and (d) are experimental LTspice
simulation results at the CPLP when ε = 0, κ = µ = 0.5. The experimental values used for
the simulations are: R2 = 50 Ω ;R1 = 55 Ω ; L2 = 5 mH ; LC = 0.986 mH ; C2 = 0.1µF .
In first column: the mesh (2) is passive (γ2 = 0.05) while in the second column it is active
(γ2 = −0.05).

way, we first study the dynamic of the free single ZRC oscillator. Then, we discuss about

the ZRC coupled systems.

3.1.2.2 Dispersive properties in a single ZRC oscillator

a) Temporal solutions

The particularity of the ZRC oscillator as we described in chapter 2, is among others

that, it can generate negative frequencies according to the sign of the circuit parameters.

Its temporal behavior can be analyzed via the capacitor charge q0(t) or the electric current

I0(t) through the circuit as given in Eq. (2.52) in absence of any voltage source. This

solution presents one oscillating part and one exponential part of which the increasing or

the decreasing depends to the non-Hermitian parameter β0. Fig. 3.11 shows the transient

variation of the normalized current I0(t)/I0(t0) through the loop for different values of the

quality factor β0
−1. When the natural frequency of the circuit, ω0, is positive (ω0 > 0),

the oscillations are decreasing during the time for the loss loop where β0
−1 = 10 (see Fig.

3.11(a)) while increasing for the gain loop where β0
−1 = −10 (see Fig. 3.11(c)). However,

in Figs. 3.11(d) and 3.11(f) when ω0 becomes negative (ω0 < 0), the roles of gain and
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.11: Transient evolution of the normalized current into the loop in absence of
the harmonic voltage for different values of the quality factor (a, d): β0

−1 = 10 ; (b, e):
β0
−1 →∞ ; (c, f): β0

−1 = −10. From (a)-(c): ω0 > 0 ; from (d)-(f): ω0 < 0.

loss are reversed. We rather note the amplification of oscillations for a loss loop (see Fig.

3.11(d)) and the attenuation of oscillations in a gain loop (see Fig. 3.11(f)) where the

amplification was expected. This shows that the negative natural frequency of the loop

plays a determining role in the response of the gain or loss loop. It is interesting to also

note that in the case of neutral loop for which the non-Hermitian parameter is almost

null (β0
−1 → ∞), the amplitude of oscillations are not affected as we pass from positive

to negative frequencies, since the real resistance tends toward zero while the imaginary

resistance amplitude tends towards infinity implying to the frequency to go towards 0.

The behavior of the gain and loss then becomes similar. It is why the oscillations remain

regular over time (see Figs. 3.11(b) and 3.11(e)).

b) Steady state dynamic: Absorption in an oscillator ZRC

In Fig. 3.12, the real (solid) and the imaginary (dash/dot) parts of the steady

state normalized electric power (P0/p0) dissipated by the Z0R0C0 loop are depicted as a

function of the normalized voltage frequency ω/ω0 for given values of the non-Hermitian

parameter β0. The green and the blue curves are used for the loss loop (β0 = 0.5 > 0)

while the purple and the red colors refer to the gain loop (β0 = −0.5 < 0). As it can
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Figure 3.12: The real (solid lines) and the imaginary (dashes/dots lines) parts of the
steady state normalized power dissipated by the Z0R0C0 loop as a function of the nor-
malized frequency ω/ω0 for different values of the non-Hermitian parameter β0. The plot
parameters are shown in the figure. In all plots, green and blue curves correspond to
the loss loop (β0 = 0.5) whereas purple and red curves are associated to the gain loop
(β0 = −0.5), respectively.

be noticed, the absorption profile presents a lorentzian form with the maximum of the

absorption centered at ω = ω0. Remarkably, for a loss loop the lorentzian is positive,

corresponding to a typical absorption in a real atomic system. On the contrary, it is

negative in the case of the gain loop, which can be interpreted as enhancement of the

power. Indeed, the power is amplified instead of being absorbed. The imaginary part of

the power represents the dispersion in an atomic systems. In the Z0R0C0 oscillator, the

slope of a dispersion around the absorption’s peak is positive or negative depending on

the sign of ω0. It is positive when ω0 < 0, indicating that, the maximum of absorption

(or amplification of a power) is obtained at the resonance, where the voltage frequency

is equal to the natural loop’s frequency. The negative frequencies have been suggested

to many past researches [232–236]. However, their use in the context of quantum analog

system is often overlook.

3.1.2.3 Dispersive properties in a ZRC dimer

a) Temporal solutions

From the eigenfrequencies of the ZRC dimer illustrated in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, two

main coupling regimes have emerged and border by the EPs of the non-Hermitian system.

We now attempt to understand the physical significance of the coupling regimes on the

dynamic of two coupling ZRC oscillators.

Firstly the dynamic of the system can be investigated in the absence of the external
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Figure 3.13: Time evolution of the energy in each cell of the dimer Z (first column) and
the dimer ZC (second column). (a) and (b) correspond to dimer Z in presence of strong
(βC = 0.5) and weak (βC = 0.02) coupling regimes, respectively. (c) and (d) represent
the dimer ZC ( when κ = 0.75) in the strong (βC = 0.2) and the weak ( βC = 0.71)
couplings, respectively. (e) correspond to the dimer ZC at the CPLP (βC = κ = 0.75).
For all plots ε = 0 and β0 = 0.1 and ω0 = 1rad.s−1 > 0. The solid green and red dashes
curves represent the energies |Q0|2 and |Q1|2, respectively.

voltage. According to Eq. (2.49), the eigenvectors Ai+, Ai− (i = 0, 1) describing the

normal modes of the coupled system satisfy to Eq. (2.57).

If c 6= cth = β0 (ε− 1) /2, the general solution Q0,1 (t) for the ZRC dimer can be

written as in Eq. (2.58). The amplitudes Ai± are found from the initial conditions of the

oscillators (see Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60)), Qi (0) being the initial charges of the capacitors.

We have calculated the amplitude squared |Qi|2 associated to each loop of the dimer

and the response is significantly describing the transfer of energy from one oscillator to

another.

Let’s discuss the dynamics of the dimer by considering the following parameter

for the non-Hermitian system β0 = 0.1 and ε = 0. With these considerations, the EPs

are found to be βC1 = −0.05 and βC2 = 0.05 in the case of the dimer Z. In the case

of the dimer ZC (κ = 0.75), they are obtained as βCth1 = 0.7 and βCth2 = 0.8. Then,

the weakly coupled regimes are in the ranges −0.05 < βC < 0.05 for the dimer Z and

0.7 < βC < 0.8 for the dimer ZC, respectively. In both cases, the strongly coupled regime

is found everywhere else.

In Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, the quantities |Q0|2 and |Q1|2 are plotted as a function of time

t for different values of the active coupling βC taken from each of the coupling regimes.

The initial conditions of the dimer were chosen such as to introduce the signal into the

coupling Z1R1C1 loop (oscillator 1), Q0 (0) = 0 and Q1 (0) = 1. As illustrated, in presence

of a strong coupling, once a signal is put into oscillator 1, it is noticed a rapid periodic

exchange of energy between both oscillators loops. This exchange is made in an oscillatory

process so that, when the energy of one oscillator reaches its maximum value, the energy
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Figure 3.14: Time evolution of the energy in each cell of the dimer Z (first column) and
the dimer ZC (second column). (f) and (g) correspond to dimer Z in presence of strong
(βC = 0.5) and weak (βC = 0.02) coupling regimes, respectively. (h) and (i) represent the
dimer ZC ( when κ = 0.75) in the strong (βC = 0.2) and the weak ( βC = 0.71) couplings,
respectively. (j) correspond to the dimer ZC at the CPLP (βC = κ = 0.75). For all plots
ε = 0 and β0 = 0.1 and ω0 = −1rad.s−1 < 0. The solid green and red dashes curves
represent the energies |Q0|2 and |Q1|2, respectively.

of the other oscillator is minimum. Also, note that these oscillations are very fast in the

dimer ZC. On the contrary in presence of the weak coupling, it is noticed when ω0 is posi-

tive that, the energy is irreversibly transferred from oscillator 1 to oscillator 0 of which the

energy remains almost closed to zero. However, if ω0 is negative, the energy of oscillator

1 takes a relatively long time to reach oscillator 0, of which the energy increases exponen-

tially. At the CPLP, a particular point of a weak coupling regime, a different behavior is

remarkable. Indeed, once the signal is introduced in oscillator 1, it remains there. There

is no exchange of the energy with the oscillator 0 whose the amplitude remains zero. This

confirms that at this point, the system seems effectively as it is uncoupled.

b) Steady state dynamic: Absorption in a ZRC dimer

In the context of electronics, it is well known that the real part of the complex

power (i.e. the active power) determines the absorption. Its imaginary part (i.e. the

reactive power) simulates the dispersion properties of the atomic medium. Considering

the central loop as a loss loop (β0 = 0.1 > 0), and modulating the non-Hermitian param-

eter ratio ε from the positive to negative values, the complex power can be investigated

according to the coupling strength of dimers formed by a double and single coupling. In

Fig. 3.15, the real (solid blue) and the imaginary (dashed red) parts of the normalized

dissipated power (P0/p0) are reported as a function of the normalized voltage frequency

ω/ω0. As it can be seen, if a weak coupling is established in the dimer ZC (κ = 0.75,

βC = 0.71, ω0 > 0 ), a narrow dip appears in the absorption spectrum of the Z0R0C0

loop when ε = 0.2, leading two absorption peaks (Fig. 3.16(a)). The dispersion curve is
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Figure 3.15: Absorbed power (dissipated) by the main loop of the dimer ZC (from (a)
to (c)) when the natural frequencies of the loops are positive ω0 > 0 and the one of the
dimer Z (d) when natural frequencies are negative ω0 < 0. The solid blue and dashed red
correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the absorbed power when the main loop is
loss (β0 = 0.1 > 0). The insets in green show the real part of the power corresponding to
the main loop gain (β0 = −0.1 < 0). The other parameters used to plot the graphs are
the same as those used in Fig. 3.12.
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also modified around the resonance (zero detuning). When ε = 0, a zero absorption, so a

transparency domain occurs in the spectrum at a zero frequency detuning δ = 0. Then,

the dispersion curve becomes much steeper near the central frequency. This behavior is

similar to the EIT effect. In atomic context, it has been interpreted as a direct manifesta-

tion of destructive interferences between the normal modes of oscillations of the system.

This description matches perfectly with the experimental demonstrations made previously

with classical systems. When a small negative dissipation (ε = −0.1) is introduced into

the pumping Z1R1C1 loop, a negative absorption occurs in the transparency zone. The

negative absorption refers to the amplification. The later behavior is referred as the Elec-

tromagnetically Induced Amplified Transparency (EIAT). For a further decrease of ε until

the value ε = −0.18, an enhanced absorption peak occurs in the profile where the dip

was expected to be. This mimics the absorption spectrum of atomic systems with three

energy levels in lambda (Λ) configuration, in the regime of Electromagnetically Induced

Absorption (EIA). EIA has been interpreted for atomic systems, as a manifestation of

constructive interferences between the normal modes of oscillations. Fig. 3.16(b) shows

the absorption profile of the Z0R0C0 loop when a strong coupling (κ = 0.75, βC = 0.2,

ω0 > 0) is established in the dimer system. If much losses are introduced into the pump-

ing loop (ε = 3), it is observed in the spectrum, two absorption peaks separated by a

large transparency window. These peaks are clearly identified when the losses decrease to

zero (i.e. ε = 0). The phenomenon is similar to the well-known Autler-Townes Splitting

(ATS) effect which is generally interpreted as a consequence of a gap between two atomic

resonances peaks. The peaks are located on both sides of the central frequency ω0. For

a further decreasing of the damping, such as to introduce a negative dissipation into a

pumping oscillator (ε = −0.8), a negative absorption occurs in the spectrum. This leads

the enhancement of the absorption peaks. Such a behavior can be generalized to the val-

ues of ε in the domain between 0 and −1, where ε = −1 corresponds to the Parity Time

Symmetric (PT S) case. However, when ε is less than −1, the peaks become inverted so

that, only a negative absorption (amplification) is observed in the profile. The behavior

can be called Autler-Townes splitting with amplification (ATSA).

The question we can ask now is: what happens at the CPLP where the effective cou-

pling cancels?

To answer to this question, we substitute the couplingless condition given in Eq.

(3.3) into the Eq.(2.61) and the expression of the absorbed power by the main loop is

reduced to that dissipated by a free Z0R0C0 loop which was obtained in Eq. (2.56).

As we could predict, the cancellation of the effective coupling has the effect to decouple

parts of the system such that, no exchange of energy can be observed between them.

Therefore, no interference could be obtained. The absorption spectrum is then reduced

to that of a free oscillator, a lorentzian curve illustrated in Fig. 3.16(c). Accordingly, all
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the other replicated atomic phenomena disappear. These results indicate that operating

at the CPLP could be an efficient way to control applications of EIT with real atomic

systems. Except for the CPLP, all the results discussed here with the ZC dimer when

ω0 > 0, can also be obtained with a single coupled dimer. For example, Fig. 3.16(d)

illustrates the absorption spectrum in the case of the dimer Z (βC = 0.02 and βC = 0.5)

when ω0 < 0. The transparent window observed agrees well the observation made with

the dimer ZC when ω0 > 0. This demonstrates that EIT and related phenomena can be

observed with negative frequencies of the system, and show a wide range of frequency for

investigations with ZRC circuits. Also mention that the green curves illustrated in the

insets show the active power obtained in the same conditions, however with the main loop

gain (β0 = −0.1 < 0).

Knowing the dynamics in the dimer, the next paragraph will be focused on the mul-

tidimer systems.

3.1.2.4 Dispersive properties in a ZRC multi dimer

Let us consider the multi dimer circuit. In the previous section, we have seen from the

absorption spectrum of the ZRC dimer (N=1) that, the circuit allows to reproduce EIT,

EIAT, EIA or ATS windows.

What happens in the spectrum when N > 1? Is the multi dimer circuit could be used

to replicate a multiple EIT, EIA or ATS windows?

Indeed it has been demonstrated that, to obtain multiple transparency windows, each

part of the circuit must oscillates with its own natural frequency ωi (i = 0..N), which

differs from one loop to another. Considering harmonic solutions for the charges, the

dynamic of the multidimer can be described by the Eq. (2.63) when adding the volt-

age term u (t) = v0e
jωt + c.c in its right term. Solving such equation, the amplitudes

Ai (i = 0...N) can be obtained and accordingly, the charge solution Q0(t) through the

central loop. Thanks to Eq. (2.15), we have calculated the expression of the steady state

frequency-dependence power P0 (ω), which is dissipated by the main loop as a function of

the N number (N > 1) of multipod loops under the resonance conditions. Its expression

is found in Eq. (2.65).

In the following, we will focus the analysis on three cases of the multi dimer ZC circuits:

the bi dimer, the tri dimer and the tetra dimer. The aim is to show that the interferences

in the system can allow to reproduce the multiple EIT, EIA and ATS, with the number

of windows consistent with the N number of the multipods. Assuming Eq. (3.5) for the

multipod loops frequencies’ and the central loop as a loss one (β0 = 0.5 > 0), the steady

state power P0 (ω) can be investigated when controlling the coupling parameter βC and

the non-Hermitian parameter ratio ε. In Figs. 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18, the real (solid blue)

and the imaginary (dashed red) parts of the normalized dissipated power P0 (ω) /p0 are
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reported as a function of the normalized frequency ω/ |ω0| for different values of the ε

parameter.

Case 1: the bi dimer ZC (N = 2)

As illustrated in Figs. 3.16(a), in presence of the weak coupling (κ = 0.75 , βC = 0.85),

it is noticed in the absorption spectrum when ε = 0, the occurrence of two symmetric

dips centered at ω = 0.9ω0 and ω = 1.1ω0 on both sides of the central peak. This gives

rise to two EIT windows. The behavior is similar to the quantum phenomenon of a dou-

ble Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (DEIT). Accordingly, two steep slopes are

observed in the dispersion curve near the transparency domain. It is interesting to note

that these results are consistent with DEIT demonstrated in the previous works, where

the LRC circuits have been used.

Figure 3.16: The real and imaginary parts of the steady state normalized dissipated power
P0/p0 as a function of the normalized frequency ω/ |ω0| in the case of the bi dimer ZC
(N=2) according to the coupling regime: (a) weak coupling, (b) strong coupling. In all
plots, we set ω0 < 0, β0 = 0.5 and κ = 0.75. The other parameters used to plot the graphs
are inserted in text.

However, notice that one difference between our results and the previous ones is that for

the previous ones, the frequencies of the system were only positive, while for our system,

the frequencies can be as well positive or negative, as described above. By decreasing ε
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to the value ε = −0.008, a phenomenon similar to the EIAT appears in the absorption

spectrum. However it is centered at two frequencies, where a negative power is observed.

Accordingly, this new behavior is called double EIAT (DEIAT). For a further decreasing

of ε to −0.02, and then to the value −0.1 , it is remarked in the spectrum the occurrence

of one EIA peak where the first EIT dip was observed and then another one, where the

second dip was expected to be. As a consequence, it results two enhanced absorption

peaks. Then, the bi dimer ZC circuit allows to replicate double EIA (DEIA). So, the

bi dimer allows the replication of two EIT, EIAT or EIA windows in the weak coupling

regime.

Fig. 3.16(b) shows in presence of the strong coupling (κ = 0.75 , βC = 0.2) that, when

a dissipation is introduced into the coupling fields ε = 0.1, it is observed two dips inside

the absorption profile. One of the dips is more pronounced and centered at the frequency

ω0 while the other one is very narrow. Both dips are separated by a large transparency

domain, similar to the ATS effect described above. The location of the peaks is in per-

fect accordance with the eigenmodes behavior presented in Fig. 3.6, where the multipod

modes frequencies are closed together while the central mode splits. A further decrease of

ε to the value ε = 0 reduces the dips to zero, leading to the phenomenology of EIT. The

system then allows to reproduce simultaneously EIT and ATS windows instead of two

ATS windows as we could expected in the strong coupling regime. As one would imagine,

by lowering ε to negative values for example ε = −0.02, a negative power, typical to the

EIAT effect observed in the weak coupling for ε = 0, occurs in the region of transparency

between the two EIT peaks. For ε = −0.03, it is not surprising to note that the spectrum

just pass from EIAT to the EIA behavior exhibited in the case of the dimer ZC. In all

cases, the dispersion curve is modified according to the phenomenon reproduced. The bi

dimer can then allow to replicate simultaneously ATS and EIT, EIAT or EIA windows in

the strong coupling regime.

Case 2: the tri dimer ZC (N = 3)

In the presence of the weak coupling (κ = 0.75, βC = 0.803) as illustrated in Fig.

3.17(c), if ε = 0, the absorption spectrum shows three narrow dips centered at the naturel

loops frequencies 0.9ω0, 1.02ω0 and 1.1ω0 (see Eq. (3.5)), thus exhibiting three EIT

windows. This behavior is similar to the Triple EIT (TEIT) effect, which was observed

in atomic contexts. TEIT was also studied in a superconducting quantum circuit with a

four-level V-type energy spectrum. A further decreasing of ε to −0.003, then to −0.006
and thereafter to −0.04 allows to the spectrum to switch from the triple EIAT (TEIAT)

to a double EIA (DEIA) and then to triple EIA (TEIA), respectively. So, a tri dimer can

provides up to three EIT, EIAT or EIA windows in presence of the weak coupling.

In presence of a strong coupling (κ = 0.75, βC = 0.58) as shown in Fig. 3.17(d), when

ε takes respectively the values ε = 0, ε = −0.0037, ε = −0.002, and ε = −0.01, the

spectrum presents similar behaviors as those obtained in the strong coupling regime with
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Figure 3.17: The real and imaginary parts of the steady state normalized dissipated power
P0/p0 as a function of the normalized frequency ω/ |ω0| in the case of the tri dimer ZC
(N=3) according to the coupling regime: c) weak coupling, d) strong coupling. In all
plots, we set ω0 < 0, β0 = 0.5 and κ = 0.75. The other parameters used to plot the
graphs are inserted in text.

the bi dimer ZC. However, the number of EIT, EIAT dips or EIA peaks is increased to

two, whereas the number of ATS window remains constant to one.

Case 3: the tetra dimer ZC (N = 4)

As illustrated in Fig. 3.18(e), in the presence of the weak coupling (κ = 0.75 , βC =
0.78), it is observed in the profile when ε = 0, four EIT windows, called a quadruple EIT

(QEIT). By playing on the value of ε, the tetra dimer allowed also to reproduce quadruple

EIAT (QEIAT) windows when ε = −0.0007, then a TEIA when ε = −0.004 and finally

quadruple EIA (QEIA) if ε = −0.01.

In Fig. 3.18(f) where the tetra dimer is in presence of the strong coupling (κ =
0.75 , βC = 0.2), the system allows again to mimic TEIT (ε = 0), TEIAT (ε = −0.001),

DEIA (ε = −0.006) and TEIA (ε = −0.0025) simultaneously accompanied in each case

by just an ATS dynamic.
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Figure 3.18: The real and imaginary parts of the steady state normalized dissipated power
P0/p0 as a function of the normalized frequency ω/ |ω0| in the case of the tetra dimer ZC
(N=4) according to the coupling regime: e) weak coupling, f) strong coupling. In all plots,
we set ω0 < 0, β0 = 0.5 and κ = 0.75. The other parameters used to plot the graphs are
inserted in text.

3.1.3 Concluding remarks on the analysis close to the resonance

of coupled LRC/ZRC oscillators driven by a harmonic

voltage

In this part, we have proposed two models of electronic dimers as analog of a three-

level atomic system with Λ type energy-level configuration. With the dimer MLC using a

LRC series oscillator, we have derived a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian of which the effective

coupling CT allowed to group the system in the effective CP and the effective CPL dimers

characterized by a CPLP. In CP dimers, we distinguish the weak coupling regime where

the phenomenology of EIT and related phenomena is observed. However, in the strong

regime, the model made it possible to reproduce ATS type behavior which could be

modified into other similar effects. On the contrary, in CPL dimers the EIT like behavior

and all related phenomena are vanishing since at the CPLP, the parts of the dimer seem

as uncoupled. All these results match well with the experimental LTspice simulations.
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We have also proposed a non-Hermitian electronic dimers, based on the imaginary re-

sistor, which is analog to a (N+2) level atomic system in the multipod type configuration.

The so-called ZRC multi dimer system is described by the equations of the first order.

Under the resonance approximations, we have successfully investigated on the structural

characterization. Two main coupling regimes have emerged revealing a couplingless point

(CPLP) associated to multiple couplings. In the weakly coupling regime, the eigenfre-

quencies cross. This demonstrates a non-reversible energy transfer between the coupled

oscillators. On the other hand, in the strong coupling regime, the eigenfrequencies exhibit

a splitting behavior. This indicates exchange between energy in the coupling oscillators in

a periodical way. The proposed model is highly desired to develop quantum interference

dynamic in dispersive media. When the central loop is coupled to N multipod loops, its

absorption profile replicates the N-EIT, N-EIAT or N-EIA dynamic in the weakly cou-

pling. When the strong coupling is established, the (N-1) EIT, (N-1) EIAT or (N-1) EIA

with the ATS dynamic is simultaneously observed. It is remarkable that, at the CPLP all

the quantum phenomena disappears. This reveals the efficiency of the imaginary resistive

coupling in the cancellation of the capacitive coupling effect. We hope that our model will

be a better prototype that can help researchers in understanding quantum phenomena

observable in atomic media and could find farther ideas for future works.

In the next section, we study scattering properties of non-Hermitian PT /APT sym-

metric systems.

3.2 Scattering properties of non-Hermitian electronic

dimers

The scattering is achieved by embedding a non-Hermitian PT /APT symmetric dimer

MLC presented in Fig. 2.5, as a defect into a LC Hermitian ETL (Fig. 2.6). The

wave propagation at any point of the system is governed by Eqs. (2.73) and (2.74). Far

away from the defect, the dispersion frequency of the wave in a TL can be written as

in Eq. (2.76). Such dispersion indicates that the TL is a bandpass with a lower cutoff

frequency of f1 = 1/2π and an upper cutoff frequency of f2 =
√

1 + 4ϑ/2π, which occur at

wavenumbers k = 0 and k = π, respectively. The scattering coefficients for an incidence

from the gain/loss side of the dimer were calculated using the S−scattering matrix defined

in Eq. (2.67). Such coefficients are obtained in Eqs. (2.77) and (2.78).

3.2.1 Scattering properties of the PT symmetric dimer MLC

Due to the reciprocity of transmission for any linear stationary and nonmagnetic

medium [66,220], the transmission coefficients coincide for the left and right propagations

(Tg = Tl). The reflection coefficients are nonreciprocal (Rg 6= Rl ), and the correspond-

ing scattering signals satisfy the generalized unitary conservation relation
∣∣∣|T |2 − 1

∣∣∣ =
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|Rl ·Rg
∗|, which reveals the underlying symmetries of the scattering PT S dimer defect.

The active PT S dimer MLC allows for a direct observation for a transition from exact

phase to the broken phase controlled by a gain and loss parameter. Hence, we distinguish

between two groups of dimers: the TH dimers (C, L, M and ML) for which the first

gain/loss breaking value γPT remains non-zero whatever the circuit parameters combi-

nations of the isolated dimer, and the THL dimer (LC, MC and MLC) for which γPT

vanishes if the capacitance coupling obeys Eq. (3.6).

c = ν + αµ

α (1− µ) (3.6)

The TH or THL characteristic of the dimer plays an interesting role in the scattering

features, such as lasing modes, unidirectional transparency, mirror-like behavior, etc. The

lasing modes properties of the dimer systems are investigated by analyzing the lasing

gain/loss parameter γr operating at a critical wavenumber kr. Their expressions are

obtained in Eqs. (2.79) and (2.80) when the common denominator D of the scattering

coefficients turns to zero.

Figure 3.19: Spectra of γr for which D = 0. The case TH dimer ML is depicted in (a) and
(b), and the case THL dimer MLC is plotted in (c) and (d). The first column is the real
part representation, while the imaginary part is depicted in the second column. F1 and
F2 define the frontiers of regions I (real k), II (complex k), and III (purely imaginary k).
The TH dimer does not allow imaginary wave propagation; γr is either real or complex.
The THL dimer allows control of real, complex, and imaginary propagation wavenumbers.
The existence of region III-2 implies that lasing modes occur for imaginary γr and kr.

The lasing mode spectra for the TH dimer ML are plotted in Figs. 3.19(a) and 3.19(b),

while the ones of THL dimer MLC are represented in Figs. 3.19(c) and 3.19(d). The first
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column is the real part of γr, and the second column represents its imaginary part. We

derive the boundaries of the values of k, F1, and F2 from Eq. (2.79) as:

ϑ =
(
1− µ2

)
(ν − c− 1) + 1/

[
2 (1 + 2c)

(
1− µ2

)]
, for F1, (3.7)

1/
(
1− µ2

)
+ ν = 1 + c , for F2. (3.8)

As indicated by the graphs, F1 and F2 delimit three regions: I, II, and III. F2 is inde-

pendent of ϑ. Region I corresponds to purely real and positive values of the wavenumbers

k and frequencies ω (i.e., −1 < cos k < 1 and 1 < ω <
√

1 + 2ϑ). These are the allowed

frequencies from the TL dispersion relation expressed in Eq. (2.76); we can then see that

the values of γr for which lasing modes occurs are real. Region II is the upper forbidden

gap where cos(k) < −1 and ω >
√

1 + 2ϑ. The wavenumbers are complex, with a constant

real part (equal to π) and a varying negative imaginary part, k = π− iκ. The frequencies

are also complex in this region, but the lasing modes exist for real values of γr (Eq. (2.80)).

Region III is the lower forbidden bandgap for which cos(k) > 1 and the wavenumbers k are

purely imaginary (i.e., k = +iκ). Therefore, the frequency propagation (ω < 1 ) is real for

2ϑ (cosh k − 1) > 1 and purely imaginary for 2ϑ (cosh k − 1) < 1. From Figs. 3.19(c) and

3.19(d), it can be clearly seen that the lasing parameter γr can be either real region III-1

or purely imaginary region III-2. These analyses indicate three regions of wavenumber

propagation and subsequently lasing modes operation in THL dimers, the third region

being the region of purely imaginary k, while TH dimer can only operates in two regions

in which k is either real or complex. It is interesting that there are two exceptions for

these rules: The TH dimer C does not have real or complex operating modes. Regions II

and I are not observed. F2 frontier occurs at C = 0. Therefore, γr is purely imaginary, so

the lasing modes could only be observed for purely imaginary values of the wavenumbers.

The second exception is that in the THL dimer LC, the frontier F2 coincides with the

THL transition of the isolated dimer LC; consequently, region III-1 does not exist.

In what follows, the scattering coefficients’ dependence on the different regions detailed

above are analyzed. Whenever a region is observed in the k spectrum of a dimer, the

behavior is dictated by the related scattering coefficients. Specifically, for the dimer MLC,

which includes all regions in the spectrum (Figs. 3.19(c) and 3.19(d)), the value of µ can be

taken as the region-selective parameter and thus be tuned from one region to another while

the other parameters ϑ = 0.1, c = 0.5, and ν = 0.25 remain unchanged unless otherwise

specified. As predicted from the above analysis, we identify in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 spectral

singularities of zero-width resonances (D = 0) [99] corresponding to intense scattering

coefficients amplifications (i.e., Tg,l = Rg,l = ∞) in all the propagation regions except at

the frontiers, where the waves are perfectly reflected (i.e., Tg,l = 0 and Rg,l = 1). These

spectral singularities give rise to lasing modes kr at γr. Notwithstanding this analysis,

the scattering coefficients have specific features in each region depending on the nature of
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k. In region I (Fig. 3.20(a)), for example, at µ = 0.5, the wavenumbers are all real and

positive (allowed frequencies), two close EPs emerge (γg = 0.282, γl = 0.438 ) as gain/loss

values at which the gain/loss reflected wave vanishes, i.e., Rg = 0 (Rl 6= 0) and Rl = 0
(Rg 6= 0 ), respectively. The parameters γg,l are the gain/loss reflectionless points. Due

to the unitary transmission (Tg,l = 1), moreover, at these points, the transmission phase

is not affected, as indicated in Fig. 3.20(c), which refers to as anisotropic transmission

resonances. And these points correspond to regions of unidirectional invisibility [106,222]

from left and right, respectively. In the range between unidirectional invisibility from

the left (Rg = 0 , T = 1) and unidirectional invisibility from the right (Rl = 0 , T =
1)(i.e.,γg < γ < γl ) the transmission is superunitary (T > 1); otherwise, the transmission

is subunitary (T < 1). These unidirectional reflectionlessness and invisibility are the

characteristics of any PT S scattering system. They are of technological interest, as

they offer the means of one-way designing of linear optical devices [106, 222, 223]. It was

demonstrated [99, 224, 225], that in PT S systems, the transition from the PT S phase

to the PT S broken phase is dictated by the unitary related transmission. In particular,

it was shown that T < 1 corresponds to the PT S phase, where the eigenvalues of the

scattering S−matrix are unimodular and non degenerated, while T > 1 induces a PT S
broken phase of which the eigenvalues are degenerated and non-unimodular. Thus our

scattering system is phase-broken PT symmetric between γg and γl.

Importantly, we find a critical value of the TL coupling parameter ϑc above which

the reflection scattering coefficient from the right does not vanish any longer, but the left

reflection vanishes at two different points. This critical value is obtained by solving the

equation Rg,l = 0. For the set of parameters we have considered, the calculated critical

value is ϑc = 1.719. In Fig. 3.20(b), we have taken ϑ = 4 > ϑc, the scattering plots exhibit

two far-apart EPs at γL1 = 0.7156 and γL2 = 2.042 for which Rl = 0 (T = 1). In Fig.

3.20(d), the spectrum of ϑ is numerically plotted for the parameters c = 0.5 , µ = 0.5. The

green color identifies the region where Rg,l = 0 admits one solution each. Consequently,

there are two EPs, one in each direction, giving rise to the PT S behavior in the gain/loss

direction. In the red region, there are two solutions for Rl = 0 and no solution for

Rg = 0. Likewise, there are two EPs but only in the loss direction and no EP in the right

direction. Moreover, the right reflection is greater than the transmission and the EPs are

very far apart. This behavior has drastic consequence on the scattering system, as this

latter becomes non-PT S and mainly mirrors in the gain direction. The PT S behavior is

observed only in the allowed values of real frequency as defined by the frontiers F1 and F2.

It is useful to reveal that this transmission tends to vanish as both reflections (from gain

and loss sides) tend to unity far away from the inner region of unidirectionality Rl,g → 1
when T → 0.

At the two frontiers, the transmission vanishes completely and the dimer behaves like

a perfect mirror throughout the γ range (i.e., Rl,g = 1 and T = 0) as predicted by the

combined Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) in Eq. (2.77). For example, in Fig. 3.21(a), the scattering
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(a) ϑ = 0.1; γr = 0.3709; k = 0.9479;
γg = 0.2836; γl = 0.4363 (b) ϑ = 4; γr = 1.532; k = 0.5145.

(c) phase transmission corresponding to (a)
(d) µ = 0.5 ; ν = 0.25 ; c = 0.5 and ϑc =
1.719

Figure 3.20: Scattering normalized coefficient T and R of THL dimer MLC versus the
gain/loss parameter in region I. ν = 0.25, c = 0.5 and ϑ = 0.1. (a) k and γ are real; EPs
occur for the gain/loss incidence while in (b) ϑ = 4, and the EP occurs only for the loss
incidence at two different points. T > 1 in between the EP in both cases. Lasing modes
are observed inside the EPs, where the transmission is superunitary. (c) At γg and γl,
the phase transmission corresponding to (a) does not change. In (d), the spectrum of ϑ
is plotted for c = 0.5 and µ = 0.5; the green color indicates the region where the dimer
is PT S in two opposite directions (at γg/l), while in the red region, the dimer is PT S in
one direction (two distinct values of γl).

parameters are plotted at F1 for µ = 0.447, k = 0, and at F2 for µ = 0.627, k = π. In

region II, the upper forbidden gap with complex wavenumbers (k = π−iκ), the scattering

coefficients are plotted for µ = 0.75 in Fig. 3.20(b). As indicated in the graph, γr exists

and is real and T > Rg > Rl. It is, however, instructive that far from this lasing zone,

the left reflection is totally attenuated while the gain reflection is unity; likewise there is

a critical value of γ = γc where Rg = T = 1, below which the (T + R) is superunitary

and subunitary above. In region III, the lower forbidden gap having purely imaginary

wavenumbers, we distinguish the plot in region III-1 where γr is real (Fig. 3.21(c)) and

in region III-2 where γr is purely imaginary (Fig. 3.21(d)). For real γr (for example,

µ = 0.3), there is a resonant mode indicated by γr and Rl > Rg > T and outside the

resonant mode, the transmission is completely attenuated while the reflection scatterings

are constants, Rg = 1 and Rl > Rg. For imaginary values of γr (for example, µ = 0.2), the
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3.2.1. Scattering properties of the PT symmetric dimer MLC

(a) µ = 0.447; k = 0 for F1; µ = 0.627;
k = π for F2.

(b) µ = 0.75; γr = 0.5978; k = π − 2.1084i;
γc = 1.876

(c) µ = 0.3; γr = 0.062; k = 1.1626i. (d) µ = 0.2; γr = 0.3752i; k = 1.3406i;
γc1 = 0.1222i; γc2 = 1.235i

Figure 3.21: Scattering normalized coefficient T and R of THL dimer MLC versus the
gain/loss parameter ν = 0.25, c = 0.5 and ϑ = 0.1. (a) At the frontiers F1 (µ = 0.447,
k = 0) and F2 (µ = 0.627, k = π), the transmission vanishes completely: T = 0 ; Rg =
Rl = 1. (b) In region II, µ = 0.75, k is complex and γ is real, γc occurs at Rg = T = 1
below which T > 1 and T < 1 above. Lasing modes occur in the region of superunitary
transmission. Far from γr, Rl = 0. (c) Region III-1, k is imaginary but γ is real. Lasing
mode occurs around γr = 0.062. The transmission vanishes completely, i.e., T = 0 and
Rg = 1(< Rl). (d) Region III-2, µ = 0.75; k and γ are both imaginary. |γ| is the
magnitude of the imaginary gain/loss parameter γ. Lasing mode is observed inside the
region defined by γc1 and γc2 where Rg = Rl. Far from γc, T = 0 and Rl > Rg. The inset
indicates that all real γ incidences are totally attenuated in transmission and perfectly
reflected in the gain side (Rg = 1), while the loss reflected wave is amplified (Rl > Rg).

scattering coefficients are plotted in the imaginary plane. There are two critical points at

which Rg = Rl (T = 0), inside which the gain reflection is amplified and the loss reflection

is attenuated; Rg > Rl with Rl < 1 except at the resonance. Indeed, a lasing mode does

exist where all the scattering coefficients are intensely amplified simultaneously with the

reflections are more amplified than the transmission. Outside the region of simultaneously

left and right unitary reflection, the loss reflection is slightly amplified, while the gain

reflection is slightly attenuated, and thus Rl > Rg. As indicated at the inset of the curve,

all real γ incidences are totally attenuated in transmission and perfectly reflected in the

gain side (Rg = 1), while the loss reflected wave is amplified (Rl > Rg). This indicates
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3.2.2. Scattering properties of the APT symmetric dimer MLC

the absence of lasing states for real values of γr.

3.2.2 Scattering properties of the APT symmetric dimer MLC

We are now interested on the scattering properties of the APT dimer MLC. A rapid

analysis of the scattering coefficients obtained in Eq. (2.78) indicates a reciprocity in the

transmitance and the reflectances for the real wave number k. The spectral singularities

of the system are investigated by solving the equation D± = 0, where D is the common

denominator of the scattering coefficients and the signs ± are associated to ±γ. Solving

this, leads to a critical gain/loss γr and wave number kr at the resonance whose the

expressions are found in Eqs. (2.81) and (2.82), respectively. The spectrum of γr indicates

three domains similar to domains (I), (II) and (III) obtained in the γr spectra of the PT
scattering system. The corresponding frontiers can be expressed as follows:

ϑ = 2cµ+ µ+ 2ν − 2µν − 2c
2 (1− µ) (1 + 4c) , for F1 (3.9)

2 (1− µ) c− 2ν − µ+ 2µν = 0 , for F2. (3.10)

Nest, we analyze the scattering coefficients in the mentionned domains and the frontiers.

We use the following parameter values: ν = 1, µ = 0.5 and ϑ = 0.5, for the APT dimer

MLC in loss (+γ) − loss (+γ) configuration. Only the variation of the coupling parameter

c allows to pass from one domain to another one.

Figure 3.22: (a), (b): 3D (top view) representation of T =
∣∣∣TR/L∣∣∣2/ ∣∣∣TR/L∣∣∣2max

and (c):

R1/2 =
∣∣∣RL/R

∣∣∣2/ ∣∣∣RL/R

∣∣∣2
max

for the APT dimer MLC ( ν = 1, µ = 0.5, ϑ = 0.5 and c = 1)

in the domain (I). The lasing mode occurs at γr ≈ −0.34, for kr ≈ 0.3π. we note a
reciprocity in both reflection and transmission. (d): Scattering normalized coefficient for
k = kr.

In Figs. 3.22 and 3.23, the 3D (top view) representation of the quantities T =∣∣∣TR/L∣∣∣2/ ∣∣∣TR/L∣∣∣2max
and R1/2 =

∣∣∣RL/R

∣∣∣2/ ∣∣∣RL/R

∣∣∣2
max

are depicted as a function of the nor-

malized wave number k/π and the gain/loss parameter γ. As we can see in Figs. 3.22
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3.2.2. Scattering properties of the APT symmetric dimer MLC

(a), (b) and (c) illustrating the scattering properties in domain (I) (c = 1), one observe a

reciprocity in the reflectances and the transmittances from the left and the right. We also

note a presence of the lasing (resonance) point R where it is observed an amplification

of the scattering coefficients (TL/R = RL/R = ∞, i.e., T = R1/2 = 1). This point occurs

at a negative value of γr ≈ −0.34, corresponding to kr ≈ 0.3π. This indicates that the

loss (+γ) − loss (+γ) APT scatterer systems displays either lasing mode for negative

gain/loss parameter. The reflectances tend to vanishes for positive gain/loss value. In the

case of the APT dimer in gain (−γ) − gain (−γ) configuration, the lasing mode would

occured for positive gain/loss parameter. These properties suggest alternatives ways of

designing novel linear optoelectronics devices. A cross section made from Figs. 3.22(a)

and 3.22(b) at k = kr is shown in 2D plot on Fig. 3.22(c), where the resonance point is

clearly observed. Indeed, when γ < γr = −0.34, both reflections amplitudes are amplified

RL/R > 1 and the transmissions tend to zero TL/R → 0. The systems thus behaves as

a mirror from both sides. After the resonance point, all scattering coefficients begin to

decrease. While the transmission continues to tend towards 0, we see that the reflections

reach a minimum value but not completely zero (on contrary to what observed in the

PT S case, where they completely disappear), from which we note a sudden rise in their

value to tend to one.

The Figs. 3.23 (a), (b) and (c) obtained when c = 0.1, illustrate the behavior

of the reflected and transmitted wave in the domain (II). Indeed, the resonance point

does not occurs. The wave number k is complex (i.e., k = π − 1.76j). The reflectances

from left and right sides become non-reciprocal. Whatever the gain/loss parameter γ

value, the reflection from the left is always amplified while the one from the right side

and the transmission remain attenuated as shown by Fig. 3.23(d). This means that from

one direction a system behaves as a mirror while from the other direction it looks as an

absorber.

Figure 3.23: (a), (b) and (c): 3D top view of T =
∣∣∣TR/L∣∣∣2/ ∣∣∣TR/L∣∣∣2max

and R1/2 =∣∣∣RL/R

∣∣∣2/ ∣∣∣RL/R

∣∣∣2
max

in the domain (II) for the APT dimer MLC ( ν = 1, µ = 0.5, ϑ = 0.5
and c = 0.1). There is not reciprocity in reflections since the wave number is complex and
the lasing mode does not occurs. (d): Scattering normalized coefficient for k = π− 1.76j.
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3.2.3. Concluding remarks on scattering properties of a PT /APT dimer MLC

Finally, when the value of c respects the Eq. (3.10), that is for example c = ccr =
1.5, it is observed a total attenuation of the transmission and the reciprocity in the two

reflections, as in the PT case (see Fig. 3.21(a)). So, the system behaves as a perfect

mirror for the left and right incidences.

3.2.3 Concluding remarks on scattering properties of a PT /APT
dimer MLC

In this section, we have investigated on the scattering properties of the general model of

PT /APT symmetric dimer MLC. When inserted it into a Hermitian ETL, the scattering

system admits real waves in the allowed band, complex waves in the upper forbidden gap,

and purely imaginary waves in the lower gap. This corresponds either to a real or an imag-

inary gain/loss parameter. We have demonstrated that when the PT S dimer scattering

system propagates real wave number, it undergoes a spontaneous breaking symmetry at

the EPs inside which the transmission is superunitary (T > 1) and subunitary outside.

This corresponds to three types of regimes in the context of Anderson localization be-

havior: the extended states regime (T > 1); the localized states regime (T < 1), and the

unidirectional invisibility or transparency (T = 1) at the EPs. Interestingly, the PT S
scattering system exhibits qualitative new behavior, such as the canceling of the PT S
property in one direction, which arises when ϑ, the TL coupling parameter, exceeds a TH

limit ϑc.

The APT scattering systems are generally behave as mirrors, and absorbers when

propagating complex and imaginary wave numbers. For the real wave numbers propaga-

tion, the lasing modes always occur at the negative gain/loss values for loss-loss APT
dimers and at the positive gain/loss values otherwise. The results demonstrate promising

applications in wave manipulations for artificial structures, which exhibit novel properties

and control mechanisms.

Finally, it is remarkable that the insertion of the PT /APT S dimer into a conservative

ETL as a defect, in addition to reveal intriguing features, intrinsically inspires us to

investigate the wave transport phenomena in disordered media. We are therefore tempted

to repeat the defect in the TL in order to study other properties. In this logic, we

investigate in the next section, the quantum behavior of Anderson localization (AL) in

non-Hermitian ETL systems.

3.3 Energy transport and Anderson-like localization

in non-Hermitian electrical transmission lines

In this section, we analyze the effect of a cascade association of 2N size oscillators

ZRC or N dimers ZRC, so as to obtain a discrete 1D non-Hermitian ETL schematically

shown in Fig. 2.7. The non-Hermiticity in the TL is introduced by the linear resistance
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3.3. Energy transport and Anderson-like localization in non-Hermitian electrical
transmission lines

Rn whose value, as for other components of the circuit, can be positive or negative. Given

that the resistance is dissipative by nature, we used it to simulate the disorder effect,

which will allows us to check the quantum localization behavior of 1D disordered systems

using the ETLs. To do so, we will focus ourselves to the ETL systems in PT or in APT
configuration. The resonance approximations made above within the framework of the

EIT and related phenomena effects are not valid here.

In particular, we focus on 1D ETLs in the Right-handed (RH) or the Left-handed

(LH) configurations representing a succession of dimers RH or LH such as required by

Eqs. (2.85) and (2.86), respectively. It is then instructive for us, to first analyze as an

example, the equations dynamic and symmetries of a pair of unit cells number 0 and 1.

The effective Hamiltonian describing the so-called dimers RH and LH are found in Eqs.

(2.87) and (2.88), and the conditions of commutation of these later with the joint PT
operator are given in Eqs. (2.89) and (2.90) respectively. In the same way, the conditions

of anti-commutation can be found in Eqs. (2.91) and (2.92), respectively. These necessary

PT and APT conditions can be generalized to a dimer formed from a pair of unit cells,

n and (n+ 1) ∀n (odd or even) in Tables 3.2 and and 3.3.

Configuration PT RH APT RH
Site n odd even odd even
Cn C C C C
rn r r −r r
Rn −R R R R
βn −β β −β β
ωn ω0 ω0 −ω0 ω0

Table 3.3: RH ETL characteristics

Configuration PT LH APT LH
Site n odd even odd even
rn r r r r
Cn C C −C C
Rn −R R −R R
βn −β β −β β
ωn ω0 ω0 −ω0 ω0

Table 3.4: LH ETL characteristics

Based on these findings, we can as well demonstrate the PT and APT symmetry

behaviors of a bigger chain. Let’s consider a chain of 2N size, where N = 25 remains

constant throughout this thesis. The electric currents in any three successive cells (n−1),
n and (n+1) obey to Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) for the ETLs in the RH and LH configuration,

respectively. In the following, the capacitances and resistances in each cell are considered

constants and positive (C > 0, r > 0, R > 0). In addition, the gain/loss parameter,

β = R/r and the reference frequency, ω0 = 1/rC are also restricted to positive values.

Therefore, the eigenfrequencies of the systems can be found when taking into account
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3.3.1. Modes dynamic

the solutions given in Eq. (2.93) and the zero boundaries conditions (Eq. (2.94)). It is

necessary to notice that, the Hermitian ETLs are governed by the dispersion relations

ω = 2ω0 (1− cos k) for the LH TL and ω = ω0
2(−1+cos k) for the RH TL. Such dispersion

indicates that the TLs are a bandpass of which the allowed frequencies are given by

0 < ω < 4ω0 and −ω0
4 < ω <∞, for the ideal LH and RH ETL, respectively.

In what follow, we investigate on the vibration frequency on each site of the TLs.

3.3.1 Modes dynamic

3.3.1.1 PT S configuration

The Eqs. (2.96) and (2.97) give us the normalized frequencies ΩRH
± (β, kp) and ΩLH

± (β, kp)
in PT configuration (see tables 3.2 and 3.3 for more details), for the RH and for the LH

ETLs, respectively. In these expressions, one easily identifies the square root singularity

Figure 3.24: 3D top view ETLs normalized frequencies spectra ΩRH
± (β, kp) as function of

kp and β in PT S configuration. Column (a) for the real parts and column (b) for the
imaginary parts. βcr1 < βcr < βcr2 is the transition range values separating the real and
the complex modes. Beyond this range the modes are thresholdless. The insets (i) and
(ii) highlight the domain situated before βcr1.

Ω ∝
√

(βcr)2 − β2, a characteristic of the PT S modes expansion. βcr, is the threshold

value of β at which the PT S breaking occurs [221]. Consequently, for β < βcr, the system

is in the PT S phase with real frequencies and for β > βcr, the system is in the broken

symmetry phase with complex frequencies. At the transition point also called exceptional

point (EP) [13, 220], there is a coalescence of the eigenfrequencies. In our models, the

thresholds depend on the wave number kp, βcr = βcr (kp). Their expressions are given in

Eqs. (2.98) and (2.99). The PT S phase exists for real frequencies, and this condition is

fulfilled for the values of the wave numbers k1 < kp < kN , corresponding to the critical

transitions domain defined by βcr1 < βcr < βcr2. The two limiting values βcr1 and βcr2 for
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3.3.1.1. PT S configuration
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Figure 3.25: The real (black color) and the imaginary parts (red color) of the eigenvalues
ΩRH
± as function of the wave number kp for several values of the gain/loss β in PT S

configuration. The values of β used correspond to the domains illustrated in Fig. 3.24.
(a)β = 0.01 < βRHcr1 ; (b) βRHcr1 < β = 1 < βRHcr2 ; (c) β = 20 > βRHcr2 .

Figure 3.26: 3D top view ETLs normalized frequencies spectra ΩLH
± (β, kp) as function of

kp and β in PT S configuration. Column (a) for the real parts and column (b) for the
imaginary parts. βcr1 < βcr < βcr2 is the transition range values separating the real and
the complex modes. Beyond this range the modes are thresholdless.

the RH and LH configurations are given by Eqs. (2.98) and (2.99) for kp = kN and kp = k1,

respectively. In other words, for β < βRHcr1 = 1/ tan(kN) (resp. β < βLHcr1 = 2 cos(kN)), the

eigenspectrum is entire real. When β > βRHcr2 = 1/ tan(k1) (resp. β > βLHcr2 = 2 cos(k1)),
the eigenspectrum is totally complex. For values of βcr in the range βRHcr1 < βcr < βRHcr2

(resp. βLHcr1 < βcr < βLHcr2 ), the spectrum displays two domains, one of which the frequencies

are totally real and the other where they are complex, both domains being separated by

a critical wave number kRHcr = tan−1(1/βRHcr ) (resp. kLHcr = cos−1(βLHcr /2)). In Fig. 3.24,

the real (a) and the imaginary (b) parts of normal modes frequencies and the threshold

value ΩRH
± (β, kp) (white curves) are reported as a function of the wave number kp for

the ETL in the PT RH configuration respectively. We find βRHcr1 = 0.03 and βRHcr2 = 16.2.
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3.3.1.2. APT S configuration

For β < βRHcr1 , as illustrated by the insets (i) and (ii), the spectrum is entirely real since

the imaginary part Im
(
ΩRH
±

)
= 0. The value β = 0.01 used in Fig. 3.25(a) agrees well

this observation. On the contrary, for the values of β taken between 0.03 and 16.2, the

plot in Fig. 3.25(b), β = 1, displays two domains: the first region where ΩRH
± is real and

the second region where it is complex. The separation between the two regions occurs at

kRHcr = π/4. The case β = 20, corresponds to the broken phase Fig. 3.25(c)). In the same

logic, in Fig. 3.26 are shown in 3D top view, the real (a) and the imaginary (b) parts

of the normal modes frequencies ΩLH
± (β, kp) for the ETL in PT LH configuration. In this

case, the boundary threshold values are found to be βLHcr1 = 0.06 and βLHcr2 = 2. As shown

in Fig. 3.27 (a) for β = 0.01 < βLHcr1 , the frequencies are real. When β is increased to

1, Fig. 3.27(b) exhibits a domain where the frequencies are totally real and another one

where they are complex. For the case β = 3 > βLHcr2 , in Fig. 3.27(c), all frequencies are

totally complex.
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Figure 3.27: The real (green color) and the imaginary parts (purple color) of the eigenval-
ues ΩLH

± as function of the wave number kp for several values of the gain/loss β in PT S
configuration. The values of β used correspond to the domains illustrated in Fig. 3.26.
(a)β = 0.01 < βLHcr1 ; (b) βLHcr1 < β = 1 < βLHcr2 ; (c) β = 3 > βLHcr2 .

3.3.1.2 APT S configuration

The analysis of the eigenmodes ΩRH
± (β, kp) for the RH ETL in APT configuration given

in Eq. (2.100) also reveals a square-root singularity Ω ∝
√

(βcr)2 − β2, a fingerprint of non-

Hermitian APT S systems. The atypical APT S breaking occurs at β = βRHcr = tan(kp)
for any value of p. Since this expression depends on the wave number kp, two critical

points βRHcr1 = tan(k1) and βRHcr2 = tan(kN) are evinced to bind the region of the gain/loss

parameter where the frequencies of the system result in a thresholdless operation regime.

Thus, when β < βRHcr1 , the eigenspectrum is characterized by complex frequencies, while

for β > βRHcr2 , the entire eigenspectrum become purely imaginary. As β moves in the range[
βRHcr1 , β

RH
cr2

]
, we can distinguish a region below kcr = tan−1(βRHcr ) where the frequencies

are purely imaginary and a region above where system is complex. Unlike the case of the

APT RH , a quick analysis of Eq. (2.101) reveals that the APT LH is unbreakable.

In Fig. 3.28, the real (column (a)) and the imaginary (column (b)) parts of the
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3.3.1.2. APT S configuration

Figure 3.28: 3D top view ETLs normalized frequencies spectra ΩRH
± (β, kp) as function

of kp and β in APT RH configuration. Column (a) for the real parts and column (b) for
the imaginary parts. The threshold βcr separates the complex and the purely imaginary
mode regions. The insets (i) and (ii) highlight the domain situated before βcr1.

Figure 3.29: The real (blue color) and the imaginary parts (magenta color) of the eigen-
values ΩRH

± as function of the wave number kp for several values of the gain/loss β in
APT S configuration. The values of β used correspond to the domains illustrated in Fig.
3.28. (a)β = 0.01 < βRHcr1 ; (b) βRHcr1 < β = 1 < βRHcr2 ; (c) β = 20 > βRHcr2

normalized eigenfrequencies ΩRH
± (β, kp) of the ETL in the APT RH configuration and the

threshold βRHcr (white curve) are plotted as function of kp. We obtained the threshold

values βRHcr1 = 0.061 and βRHcr2 = 32.5. The plots are consistent with the analysis made

above. Furthermore, for β = 0.01 (Fig. 3.29(a)), the system is in the broken phase even

when the imaginary part of the frequencies is closed to, but remains non zero. The value

β = 1 chosen in the range βRHcr1 < β < βRHcr2 (Fig. 3.29(b)) allows to obtain kRHcr = π/4,

below which all the frequencies are imaginary and complex above. Here, as β → βRHcr2 ,

kRHcr → kN and the imaginary phase dominates. However, when β → βRHcr1 , kRHcr → k1,

the broken phase becomes larger. Finally, when β = 35 > βRHcr2 (see Fig. 3.29(c)), all

frequencies are purely imaginary. The real (column a) and the imaginary (column b)
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3.3.1.2. APT S configuration

Figure 3.30: 3D top view ETLs normalized frequencies spectra ΩLH
± (β, kp) as function of

kp and β in APT LH configuration, where the system is unbreakable. Column (a) for the
real parts and column (b) for the imaginary parts.

Figure 3.31: The real (cyan color) and the imaginary parts (orange color) of the eigenvalues
ΩLH
± as function of the wave number kp for the gain/loss β = 1 in APT S configuration.

the frequencies are complex

parts of eigenfrequencies ΩLH
± (β, kp) are shown in 3D top view in Fig. 3.30 for the ETL

in APT LH configuration. It can be seen in the plot that frequencies are complex and the

system remains in the broken phase whatever the value of the wave number considered.

This is also illustrated by Fig. 3.31 when taking β = 1.
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3.3.2. Transport properties

3.3.2 Transport properties

3.3.2.1 Transport in PT configuration

To investigate on the energy transport properties, we have interested ourselves to the

modulus square |In (β,Ω)|2 of the electric current In expressed in Eq. (2.103), since it is

proportional to the light power and then to the energy in the ETL. Thanks to Maple and

Matlab programs, we have calculated and plotted in two ways, |In (β,Ω)|2 as a function

of n, for different values of p: first, we have considered Ω± as a function of β and we

have shown in the 3D top view (see Fig. 3.32(a, b) for the PT RH configuration and Fig.

3.33(a, b) for the PT LH configuration), |In (β,Ω)|2 as function of n and β for different

values of p. In the second case, the value of Ω± is calculated for a fixed value of β and
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Figure 3.32: The modulus square |In (β,Ω)|2 of the electric current in the PT RH config-
uration. Columns (a) and (b): 3D top view for several values of p as a function of β and
n. Columns (c)–(e): 2D plot as function of n for different values of p, β = 0.01 in the
1st row and β = 20 in the 2nd row. We note a symmetric energy transport of the PT RH
exact phase whereas energy transport is asymmetrical in the PT RH broken phase.
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3.3.2.1. Transport in PT configuration

is used to plot |In (β,Ω)|2 as a function of n as illustrated in Fig. 3.32(c, d, e) for the

PT RH and in Fig. 3.33(c, d, e) for the PT LH . As we can see in the 3D (top view), the

plot of |In (β,Ω)|2 clearly highlights two distinct behavioral regimes which are separated

by the critical PT breaking point. The values of p used and the corresponding thresholds

are indicated in the plots. We note that, in the regime below the breaking points (PT S
phase) where the frequencies ΩRH/LH

± are real, the distribution of |In|2 is symmetrical for

the frequencies ΩRH/LH
+ (column (a)) and ΩRH/LH

− (column (b)) while it is asymmetric in

the regime above the transition point where the frequencies are complex.

Figure 3.33: The modulus square |In (β,Ω)|2 of the electric current in the PT LH config-
uration. Columns (a) and (b): 3D top view for several values of p as a function of β and
n. Columns (c)–(e): 2D plot as function of n for different values of p, β = 0.01 in the
1st row and β = 2.5 in the 2nd row. We note a symmetric energy transport of the PT LH
exact phase whereas energy transport is asymmetrical in the PT LH broken phase.

The 2D plots of Figs. 3.32(c, d, e) and 3.33(c, d, e) agree well with the analysis

made on the previous 3D figures. Indeed, for the value β = 0.01 < β
RH/LH
cr1 , and whether
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for p = 5; 20; 25, the current modulus square |In|2 is symmetric. However, when β

is increased to β = 20 > βRHcr2 or to β = 2.5 > βLHcr2 , |In|2 becomes asymmetric. The

results obtained with frequencies ΩRH/LH
+ and ΩRH/LH

− are represented in solid and dashed,

respectively.

3.3.2.2 Transport in APT configuration

In Figs. 3.34(a, b) and 3.35(a, b), we have plotted the 3D (top view) of the |In (β,Ω)|2

in the APT RH and in the APT LH configuration, in (a) for ΩRH/LH
+ and in (b) for ΩRH/LH

− .

Fig. 3.34(a, b) exhibits two domains for the energy transport: the APT broken phase

where the energy is asymmetric, and the exact phase where the energy distribution is

symmetric. This energy distribution is sensitive to the chain size. For the APT LH

Figure 3.34: The modulus square |In (β,Ω)|2 of the electric current in the APT RH config-
uration. Columns (a) and (b): 3D top view for several values of p as a function of β and
n. Columns (c)–(e): 2D plot as function of n for different values of p, β = 0.01 in the 1st
row and β = 35 in the 2nd row. We note a symmetric energy transport of the APT RH
exact phase whereas energy transport is asymmetrical in the APT RH broken phase.
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configuration on contrary, Fig. 3.35(a, b) shows that the energy distribution beging

asymmetric for small values of the gain/loss β but becomes symmetric at higher values,

despite be in the complex regime. In agreement with figs. 3.34(a, b), the 2D plots of

the energy of Fig. 3.34(c, d, e), are illustrated for β = 0.01 < βRHcr1 (first row) and for

β = 35 > βRHcr2 (second row), for different cell sizes as indicated. As we can see, in the

APT RH broken phase, the energy is asymmetric whereas in the APT RH exact phase, its

distribution is symmetric.

Figure 3.35: The modulus square |In (β,Ω)|2 of the electric current in the APT LH con-
figuration. In column (a): Ω = ΩLH

+ and in column (b): Ω = ΩLH
− . In all plots, we are

situated in the broken phase since the system is unbreakable and we note an asymmetry
transport of energy for small values β, even if it becomes almost symmetry for higher
values of β

3.3.3 Anderson-like localization

In chapter 2, we have established equivalences between systems described here and a

1D tight binding Anderson model, so that the non-Hermiticity introducing disorder in

our electrical circuit allows us checking the localization behavior of quantum disordered

1D systems using the so-called disordered ETLs. The tool used to study the localization

behavior in this thesis as we said in chapter 2, is among many several other tools [60,

199–204, 206, 210, 213], the normalized localization length Λ (β, ω), whose the expression

was totally defined using Eqs. (2.112) - (2.115). The expression of Λ (β, ω) contains a

recurrence sum which is not easy to solve analytically. Subsequently, we have numerically

calculated it, i.e., Λ (β,Ω) as a function of both normalized frequencies Ω (β, kp) and the

gain/loss β parameter.
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3.3.3.1 PT configuration

In the PT S configuration a general overview of the normalized localization length

Λ (β, ω) plotted in Figs. 3.36(a) and 3.36(b) allows to identify two zones: the first zone,

where Λ (β,Ω) describes an extended function (Λ
(
β,ΩRH/LH

±

)
> 1) corresponding to the

PT unbroken phase and the localized function zone where Λ
(
β,ΩRH/LH

±

)
< 1, corre-

sponding to the broken region. Interestingly, two striking differences appear between the

ETL models. Thanks to the horizontal gray dashed curves corresponding to Λ (β,Ω±) = 1,

Figure 3.36: Normalized localization length Λ (β,Ω±) in semi-log scale for the system in
PT S configuration as function of β for different values of p when N = 25. (a): PT RH ,
and (b): PT LH . For the values of p indicated in the plots, we observed extended modes
(i.e Λ (β,Ω±) > 1) in the PT exact phase, while the localized modes (i.e Λ (β,Ω±) < 1)
occur in the PT broken phase. Both localization behavior are separated by the gray
curves which marks Λ

(
β,ΩRH,LH

±

)
= 1. In PT RH , the appearance of the localized modes

in the broken phase required a minimum of cells ( p = 15) since below that value, all

modes remain extended (i.e. Λ
(
β,ΩRH

+

)
> 1). While, PT LH configuration, confined

modes even for the smallest value p = 1 (not shown).

it can be noticed that for the system in PT RH configuration (3.36(a)), the Anderson-like

localized mode required a minimum of 15 cells to occur in the broken regime. In fact,

when the value of β becomes greater than the transition point, there is a sharp decreased

of the function Λ (β,Ω±), whereas, in the PT LH configuration (3.36(b)), the large cells

number is not required for the mode localization. In this LH configuration, even for the

smallest value p = 1 (not shown in the plots), the localized mode can be identified. Such
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results have been obtained for the LRC based ETLs and have demonstrated revealed ap-

plications in the field of information security [199]. Another important difference which

emerges from the Localization behavior of the two ETLs is the conduction range. This

range gets larger in extended state for PT RH at compared to PT LH . Moreover, this

range can be widen upon tunneling the system parameters such as the real and imaginary

resistances.

3.3.3.2 APT configuration

We have also numerically calculated Λ
(
β,ΩRH

±

)
(resp. Λ

(
β,ΩLH

±

)
) in the APT S

configurations. The results are shown in Fig. 3.37(a) for the APT RH and in Fig. 3.37(b)

Figure 3.37: Normalized localization length Λ (β,Ω±) in semi-log scale for the system in
APT S configuration as function of β for different values of p when N = 25. (a): APT RH ,
and (b): APT LH . For the values of p indicated in the plots, we observe in APT RH
extended modes (i.e Λ

(
β,ΩRH

±

)
> 1) in the exact phase (pure imaginary frequencies),

while the localized modes (i.e Λ
(
β,ΩRH

±

)
< 1) occur in the APT broken phase (complex

frequencies). Both localization behaviors are separated by the gray curve corresponding

to Λ
(
β,ΩRH,LH

±

)
= 1. Also remark that for the APT RH , the appearance of the localized

modes in the broken phase required a minimum of cells ( p = 15) since below that value,

all modes become extended (i.e Λ
(
β,ΩRH

+

)
> 1) however in APT LH configuration, the

modes are localized even for infinitesimal value p = 1 (not shown).

for the APT LH configuration. Interestingly, Fig. 3.37(a) shows that for the structure

in APT RH , there are two behavioral domains whatever the value of p used: the first
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electrical transmission line

APT RH domain (broken phase) characterized by the Anderson-like localized modes, and

the second domain (APT RH exact phase) which is dominated by the extended state. The

APT RH configuration exhibits a wider range of extended states in the purely imaginary

phase. Finally, in APT LH configuration, we have seen in above section that the system

is unbreakable and behaves in complex frequencies domain. The Fig. 3.37(b) shows that,

the Anderson-like localized mode dominates the system whatever the values of p and β

considered.

3.3.4 Concluding remarks on the analysis of a dimer ZRC based

non-Hermitian electrical transmission line

In this section, we have proposed 1D ETLs of ZRC right/left handed (RH/LH) model of

2N size. This unit cell made it possible to simplify a description of the conventional direct

and dual ETL with a simple first order differential equation. In our systems, components

were distributed such as to have two non-Hermitian ETL models PT RH (resp. PT LH) and

APT RH (resp. APT LH). We demonstrated that both ETL models are PT breakable and

allow a phase transition of the eigenfrequencies from real to complex domain. However,

only the RH ETL is APT breakable and allows frequencies from the complex to the

exact phase where modes become totally imaginary. In the APT configuration, the LH

ETL remains in the broken phase and no phase transition is possible. On the other

hand, the Anderson-like localized modes appears in the broken PT /APT phase while

others regions evince extended modes with the localization length proportional to the cell

numbers. Furthermore, the results indicate that the mode localization is most likely to

occur in structures consisting of a large cells number for RH ETL while LH ETL will

confine modes even for infinitesimal small cell numbers. Giving the ability of our system

to exist in both PT or APT configurations, this may offer interesting applications in

information encryption, optical switching and devices system control.

Conclusion

Throughout this chapter, we have presented and discussed the results of our findings

through this thesis work. We have reproduced and investigated on two main phenomena

in the context of the wave transport using non-Hermitian electronic systems. Firstly, we

have studied the effect of the non-Hermicity on both dimers MLC and multi dimer ZRC

series driven by an external voltage as electrical analogs of EIT, multiple EIT and related

phenomena. Secondly, we have also analyzed the scattering properties of PT S/APT S
dimer MLC parallel when inserted it as an impurity in a Hermitian conservative ETL

which, finally served us to investigate on the energy transport and the Anderson-like

localization in a repetition of dimers ZRC in non-Hermitian ETLs. The main results are

summarized in the different concluding remarks.
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1- Main results of the thesis

The main purpose of this work was twofold: Firstly, to extend the study made on the

analog electronics models of the Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT)/multiple

EIT and related phenomena; this by analyzing the effect of the non-Hermiticity on the

dispersive properties in a dimer/multi dimer driven by a harmonic voltage source. And,

secondly to take more ownership of the Anderson localization (AL) phenomenon, this by

analyzing on the one hand, the scattering properties of a PT or APT dimer embedded

as a defect into a Hermitian conservative ETL; and on the other hand, to investigate

on energy transport and the localization behavior in the repetitive sequence of dimers

forming a non-Hermitian PT /APT symmetric electric transmission line (ETL).

We have presented in the first chapter the generalities on quantum Hermitian and

non-Hermitian theories, and revisited literature on non-Hermitian electronics systems.

Thereafter, we have described the imaginary resistor and given an overview on quantum

theory of EIT and AL, followed by the state of art of the analog models proposed. In

chapter 2, we have presented the mathematical modelling, analytical, numerical and ex-

perimental simulation methods used. Chapter 3 has been devoted to the results and the

discussions. We have there analyzed on the one hand the EIT/multiple EIT and related

phenomena behavior, followed by the AL behavior on the other.

? Concerning the study on EIT and related phenomena, we first developped a

general mutual inductive M, inductive L, and capacitive C couplings (dimer MLC series)

electronic dimer model. We have established an analogy between the latter and an atomic

system with three energy levels in Λ configuration. Under the resonance conditions, we

derived the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H describing the system and highlighted an ef-

fective coupling (CT ) for the system. The analysis of CT suggested to distinguish between

two groups of dimers: coupling (CP ) dimers with CT 6= 0 and couplingless (CPL) dimers

for which the combination of couplings in place allows CT = 0. The dispersive properties

of the system have been analysed by studying the absorbed power by the main cell (con-

sidered here as a loss cell), the one directly driven by a harmonic voltage. This absorption

has been written as a combination of two resonances.

In the case of the CP dimers, the results show that the absorption spectrum be-

havior is modified when modulating the value of the non-Hermitian parameter ε which is
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associated to the coupling regimes.

• In the weak coupling regime:

- When ε = 0, the absorption profile permitted to reproduce the EIT effect.

- For very lower values of ε, the absorption profile obtained described a behavior that

we interpreted as the Electromagnetically Induced Amplified Transparency (EIAT).

- By further decreasing the negative value of ε, the absorption profile allowed the

illustration of the Electromagnetically Induced Amplification (EIA) effect.

Whether for the EIT, EIAT or EIA behaviors, the absorbed power resulted of two reso-

nances centered at the same frequency. Therefore, we have interpreted EIT and EIAT as

the result of destructive interferences, whereas EIA results from constructive interferences.

• In the strong coupling regime:

- When ε = 0, the absorption profile allowed to reproduce the Autler-Townes Splitting

(ATS) behavior.

- When ε < 0, the absorption profile described the ATS with amplification (ATSA)

behavior.

- when ε = −1 (PT symmetric case) the two resonances are enhanced and the trans-

parency zone becomes very large.

In all cases, the total absorbed power in the strong coupling regime was interpreted as

the gap between the two resonances centered at different frequencies. The nature of

interferences in this case, is either destructive or constructive.

• At the couplingless point (CPLP), for which the effective coupling is zero

(CT = 0), all the replicated phenomena disappear, the coupled system behaves as

the decoupled one, and the absorption profile has a Lorentzian form. The CPLP

occurs as a possible way to control EIT experiments and realize an optical switch.

The analogical LTSpice simulations curves obtained whether in the strong or the weak

coupling regimes were in perfect agreement with the theoretical results shown by the Mat-

lab plots.

Remaining in the EIT study, we have also proposed a non-Hermitian electronic

dimers, based on the imaginary resistor. The so-called multi dimer was considered as an

analog of the (N+2) level atomic system in the multipod type configuration. For this

purpose, we have first studied the isolated ZRC cell. The temporal solutions well revealed

the oscillations in the ZRC cell. Next, as in the previous case, two coupling regimes

have emerged from the structural characterisation of the ZRC dimer, revealing a CPLP
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associated to multiple couplings. In the weakly coupling regime, the eigenfrequencies

crossed, demonstrating a non-reversible energy transfer between the coupled oscillators.

However, in the strong coupling regime, the eigenfrequencies exhibited a splitting behavior

indicating exchange between energy in the coupling oscillators in a periodical way. When

the central loop was coupled to N multipod loops, its absorption profile replicated the

N-EIT, N-EIAT or N-EIA dynamic in the weakly coupling. On the other hand, when the

strong coupling was established, the (N-1) EIT, (N-1) EIAT or (N-1) EIA with the ATS

dynamic were simultaneously observed. We also remarked that, at the CPLP of the multi

dimer, all the quantum phenomena disappeared, revealing the efficiency of the imaginary

resistive coupling in the cancellation of the capacitive coupling effect.

? Next, concerning the AL behavior, we have used two approaches.

• First we analyzed the scattering properties of the Hermitian ETL embedding the

PT /APT symmetric dimer MLC parallel as a defect. This first study revealed that:

- When the PT S dimer scattering system propagates real wave number, it under-

goes a spontaneous breaking symmetry at the EPs inside which the transmission is

superunitary (T > 1) and subunitary outside (T < 1). This corresponds to three

types of regimes in the context of Anderson localization behavior: the extended

states regime (T > 1); the localized states regime (T < 1), and the unidirectional

invisibility/transparency also called anisotropic transmission resonance (T = 1), at

the EPs.

- The study also revealed the suppression of unidirectional invisibility from the gain

input when the Hermitian line coupling exceeds a critical point for the PT S dimer

system and such scattering system becomes unidirectional PT S.

- We also remarked that under the thresholdless conditions, lasing modes appeared for

imaginary values of wave numbers corresponding to either real or purely imaginary

values of the gain/loss modulation. This latter demonstrated the ability to control

prohibited waves in the linear regime.

- In the same ways, we shown that APT symmetric scattering systems are generally

behave as mirrors, and absorbers when propagating complex and imaginary wave

numbers.

- When propagating real wave numbers theAPT scattering systems are non-reciprocal.

• Second, we have analyzed the effect of a cascade association of the non-Hermitian

dimers ZRC such as to form non-Hermtitian ETLs. Two types were considered:

Righ-Handed (RH) and Left-Handed (LH) ETL. The Hamiltonian of each system

was successfully derived in the framework of the tight-binding theory. We have

discussed the underlying symmetries and calculated the breaking thresholds of the

PT S and APT S phase transition. It results from this investigation that:
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- The modes dynamic characterization revealed the existence of critical points beyond

which operation requires thresholdless transition and the eigen modes are either real

or complex.

- The analysis of the transport properties of the electric current reveals that in

the PT /APT unbroken phase, the electric current is always a symmetrical func-

tion. This symmetrical behavior disappears when the system goes to the broken

PT /APT phase.

- The scattering properties shown that the Anderson-like localized modes mostly

emerged in the broken phase where eigen modes are complex with the localization

length proportional to the cell numbers.

- Importantly, we have shown that the mode localization is most likely to occur in

structures consisting of a large cells number for RH ETL while LH ETL confined

modes even for infinitesimal small cell numbers. These results unveil embryonic

applications in cryptography, switching and system control.

2- Future works

Despite the results that were obtained in this thesis, other points of interest may be

solved in the future to complete and get a better understanding on topics discussed here.

- It would be interesting to do the analogical LTSpice simulations for both dispersive

properties in the ZRC multi dimer and the scattering behavior of the dimer MLC

parallel. This would consolidate our theoretical results.

- It would be also interesting to study on the energy transport and the localization

behavior of the proposed ETL models by taking into account the other topological

repartitions of the gain/loss, as trimer or pseudo-trimer arrangement for example.

- The thresholdless effect would also be interesting in the framework of the energy

transport and Anderson-like localization.

- In addition to this work, it would be interesting to study the influence of the non-

linear inductances, capacitances and imaginary resistances on all the results dis-

cussed in this thesis.
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Abstract
We study a non-Hermitian electronic dimers system based on an imaginary resistor (Z) in a 
(N + 2) level atomic multipod configuration. Non-Hermitian systems depend on a gain/loss 
parameter and are specifically marked by a degeneracy exhibited at an exceptional point 
separating different phases of complex modes dynamics. Interestingly, the structural char-
acterization and the dispersive properties reveal a broad range of strong coupling where the 
interplay between the control and the probe field induce a simultaneous EIT, EIA and ATS. 
Here, by identifying the underlying physical mechanisms, we show that multiple windows 
of transparency can be strongly enhanced by the incorporation of several dimers in the 
multipod network. On the other hand, if the pumping field is resonant in the weak regime, 
multiple EIT and EIA windows result in the number of dimers. Remarkably, the proposed 
system embedded a multiple coupling mechanism whose modulation induces a coupling-
less point  (CPLP) whereby the energy cross. At this point EIT and related phenomena 
vanish.

Keywords Non-Hermitian · Couplingless · Multiple EIT · Multiple EIA · ATS

1 Introduction

Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) and related phenomena are prominent 
examples of coherent interactions between optical fields and multilevel atoms which have 
spurred the development of new materials with optimized optical properties (Harris et al. 
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1990; Harris 1997; Scully 1992; Matsko et al. 2001; Fleischhauer et al. 2005). The coher-
ent preparation produces remarkable changes in the dispersive properties of a medium 
which leads to quantum interference, namely the fano interferences, between the excita-
tion pathways that control the optical response. The EIT has also been demonstrated to 
occur via the splitting of energy levels into dressed states by strong coupling fields. In gen-
eral the transparency of the absorbing medium is increased at large control intensity of the 
pumping field, leading to the appearance of two dressed states which correspond to the 
Autler–Townes splitting (ATS) phenomenon (Autler and Townes 1955; Cohen-Tannoudji 
1996). Such phenomena have given rise to a range of properties including lasing with-
out inversion (Mompart and Corbalán 2000), ultra-slow light (Totsuka et al. 2007), stop-
ping of light pulses (Liu et al. 2001; Phillips et al. 2001) quantum memory (Hétet et al. 
2008), enhanced nonlinear optical processes (Wang et al. 2001), plasmonic sensing with 
narrow linewidths (Liu et al. 2010), optical switches (Bermel et al. 2006), just to name but 
a few. These possibilities opened new avenues for optical information storage and quantum 
information processing. While EIT renders a narrow spectrum of perfect transmission, its 
complementary effect known as electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA) defines a 
band of frequency in which enhanced absorption due to the wave coherence is observed. 
Traditionally, EIA occurs in a degenerated two-level system (Lezama et al. 1999). The EIA 
effect supports some exciting wave propagation concept like the anomalous dispersion, 
detection of foliage moisture and other types of sensing (Ramzan et al. 2016, 2018; Sid-
diqui et al. 2016).

The realization of EIT in atomic systems has been a difficult task imposed by some 
restrictions (Wang et al. 2016). Interestingly, The EIT effect was demonstrated in classi-
cal optical coupled resonators due to its flexible design and easy implementation (Smith 
et al. 2004). However, most of these can be tuned by mechanical alignment making it dif-
ficult to realize the dynamic control of the transparency window, which limits the practical 
application of EIT-like effect. In addition to a three-level type configuration (Dastidar and 
Dutta 2008), EIT has also been realized in various multilevel configurations (Petrosyan 
and Malakyan 2004; Huy et  al. 2019; Bharti and Wasan 2014; Paspalakis and Knight 
2002), and quite recently, it was extended to the N and (N + 1)-level systems (Paspalakis 
and Knight 2002; McGloin et al. 2001). These systems exhibited multiple EIT with highly 
desired applications in the bifurcation of quantum information in multiple channels.

Experimental realization were carried on by Garido Alzar et  al. (Garrido Alzar et  al. 
2002) who reproduced the EIT behavior using two linearly coupled LRC circuits. By 
changing the strength of the coupling parameter, the authors have successfully controlled 
the response of the system going from the analog of EIT to that of the ATS effect. Joshua 
Harden et  al. (Harden et  al. 2011), Zhengyang Bai et  al. (Bai et  al. 2013), reproduced 
double EIT (DEIT) through coupled LRC circuits, in a four-level atomic system, in the 
Y-inverted and tripod configurations, respectively.

In practice, manipulating the LRC circuits in higher frequency regimes may in general 
lead to miniaturization of devices, higher storage capacities, and larger data transfer rates, 
but introduces a frequency dependent phase shift and delay effects in two different points 
of the circuit (Tagouegni et  al. 2020; Tabeu et  al. 2019) which can hinder the judicious 
control of EIT.

In this paper, we present an alternative approach of designing electrical analogs of mul-
tiple Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) and/or Absorption (EIA) and related 
phenomena. Our models are based on (N + 1) coupled ZRC circuits in which the inductor 
L is merely replaced by the imaginary resistor of an impedance Z ( Z = jr , with j2 = −1 ). 
This later presents a major asset with the ability to generate a frequency independent phase 
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shift, unlike the inductor/capacitor reactive elements (Tagouegni et al. 2020; Tabeu et al. 
2019). The experimental realizations of the imaginary resistor have been suggested in the 
literature using a gyrator (Shouno and Ishibashi 2008; Fujii and Shouno 2019; Nakagawa 
et al. 2013; Elwakil and Maundy 2015). The imaginary resistor allows an efficient manipu-
lation between the lower and higher frequencies. In addition, the ZRC oscillator has a natu-
ral frequency �0 = 1∕rC , which can be positive or negative according to the real value of 
the resistance r associated to the imaginary resistor and the capacitance C of the circuit. 
Within this concept, the ZRC multi dimer can exhibits quantum interference phenomena 
such as EIT, EIA and ATS with an optimal modulation of the couplings and the gain/loss 
parameter.

Our paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we present the model equations and the 
eigenmodes analysis. Here, a structural characterization allows to identify for the sys-
tem a weak and a strong coupling regimes, and then to emphasize the couplingless point 
(CPLP). In Sect. 3, the steady state dynamic and dispersive properties of the systems are 
investigated.

2  Equations of model and eigenmodes analysis

We consider a ZRC multi dimer obtained by coupling (N + 1) oscillators ZRC as shown 
in Fig. 1a. Each ZiRiCi circuit consists of a linear capacitor Ci , a real resistor Ri and an 
imaginary resistor of impedance Zi , where Zi = jri 

(
j2 = −1

)
 , all arranged in series. The 

sub-index i = (0...N) indicates the oscillator’s number, and N (N ≥ 1) is the total number 
of cells coupled to the main loop oscillator Z0R0C0 for which a harmonic voltage source 
u(t) has been added in series with the resistor R0 . The coupling between loops is realized 
thanks to the capacitor CC and another imaginary resistor ZC 

(
ZC = jrC

)
 , also arranged in 

series and belonging to the set of circuit meshes.

Fig. 1  a ZRC Multi dimer circuit used for a single and multiple EIT, ATS and EIA windows. b Energy 
diagram of a (N + 2) level atomic system in a multi-pod type configuration consisting of (N + 1) lower levels 
� i⟩ (i = 0…N) of which N pumping lasers couple near resonantly each state to the upper state � e⟩ , while a 
probe laser couples level �0⟩ to � e⟩
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In this model, the inductor has been replaced by an imaginary resistor as compared to 
the analog models using LRC circuits (Garrido Alzar et al. 2002; Harden et al. 2011; Bai 
et al. 2013).

Figure  1b illustrates a (N + 2) level atomic system in a multipod type configuration, 
where the (N + 1) lower states � i⟩ which can be degenerated or not, are coupled to a single 
excited upper level state �e⟩ . The atomic system is initially prepared in a particular state �0⟩ 
and interacts with a probe laser that couples the lower state �0⟩ to an excited state �e⟩ . Add-
ing a total number of N light sources (each being in a state � i⟩ ) induces an atomic transition 
of frequency �i from � i⟩ to �e⟩ . The absorption spectrum of the probe laser is modified once 
the N control fields simultaneously interact with the medium, which results in the interfer-
ences between the different transitions pathways of the atom.

In what follows, our objective is to demonstrate that the ZRC multi dimer circuit 
(Fig.  1a) is analog to the (N + 2) level atomic system in a multipod type configuration 
(Fig. 1b). In this analogy, the loop Z0R0C0 of frequency �0 models the atom. This repre-
sents the central loop where the other loops are connected to. The harmonic voltage u(t) is 
the probe laser field. Once the switch SW i is closed, each loop of frequency �i acts as a 
control field to the central loop.

If the switches SW i , i = (0...N) are closed, the Kirchhoff’s laws leads to the following 
coupled equations:

where j =
√
−1 , i = 0…N , �i = Ri∕rei , �Ci

= rC∕rei , �i = 1∕reiCei , Ωi = 1∕reiCC , 
rei = ri + rC and Cei = CiCC∕

(
Ci + CC

)
.

Qi and dQi∕dt represent the charge and the current in each loop, respectively. The so-
called ZRC multi dimer system leads to first order coupled ordinary differential equations, 
which can be easily analyzed. Moreover, the system can support negative frequencies, 
without altering it operating mode, therefore it opens avenue to investigate various quan-
tum phenomena through positive and negative frequencies. Table 1 summarizes the differ-
ent possible combinations of the circuit elements to have positive or negative charges in the 
loop. The experimental realization of the negative resistor can be found in ref. (Schindler 
et al. 2012).

One of the key parameters of the system is the gain/loss parameter �i = Ri∕rei . This 
parameter defines the energy state of the system which can be Hermitian or non-Hermitian 
depending of the nature of �i . The system is Hermitian when �i = 0 . As soon as �i ≠ 0 , the 
system becomes non-Hermitian. �i is thus called the non-Hermitian parameter responsible 

(1)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

�
�0 + j

� dQ0

dt
− j�c0

N∑
n=1

dQn

dt
+ �0Q0 − Ω0

N∑
n=1

Qn = u∕reo, for i = 0

�
�i + j

� dQi

dt
− j�ci

⎛⎜⎜⎝
dQ0

dt
−

N∑
n=1,
n≠i

dQn

dt

⎞⎟⎟⎠
+ �iQi − Ωi

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Q0 −

N∑
n=1,
n≠i

Qn

⎞⎟⎟⎠
= 0, for i ≠ 0

Table 1  Combination of circuit elements for either positive or negative charges

r
C

C
C

C
ei

R
i
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C
> 0 r

C
< 0 C

C
> 0 C

C
< 0 C

ei
> 0 C

ei
< 0 R

i
> 0 R

i
< 0

r
ei
> 0 𝛽

Ci
> 0 𝛽

Ci
< 0 Ω

i
> 0 Ω

i
< 0 ωi > 0 𝜔

i
< 0 𝛽

i
> 0 𝛽

i
< 0

r
ei
< 0 𝛽

Ci
< 0 𝛽

Ci
> 0 Ωi < 0 Ω

i
> 0 𝜔

i
< 0 𝜔

i
> 0 𝛽

i
< 0 𝛽

i
> 0
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to the amplification or the damping into the loop. When rei and Ri have the same signs 
(i.e. 𝛽i > 0 ), the loop is said ‘‘loss’’, otherwise, it is ‘‘gain’’. When �i exceeds a threshold 
value, the system is marked by a degeneracy and the threshold is called the exceptional 
point (EP). Non-Hermitian electronic systems have been intensively investigated in the 
literature (Tagouegni et  al. 2020; Tabeu et  al. 2019; Schindler et  al. 2012; Fotsa-Ngaffo 
et al. 2017). These systems have exhibited unconventional properties such as unidirectional 
invisibility, thresholdless transition (Fotsa-Ngaffo et  al. 2017), simultaneously coherent 
perfect absorber lasing (Bai et al. 2016) and many more (Christodoulides and Yang 2018), 
with desired applications in the generation of new multifunctional optoelectronic devices.

The aim of the next section is to give details on the structural characterization of the 
different non-Hermitian systems. The circuits are investigated in the absence of an external 
source. In particular, we intend to reveal the ranges of frequencies that could exhibit EIT, 
EIA and ATS quantum phenomena.

2.1  The ZRC dimer

The ZRC dimer is obtained by coupling only two oscillators ZiRiCi(i = 0, 1) as schemati-
cally described by the Fig. 1a when N = 1. We assume that both loops have the same nat-
ural frequency �0 = 1∕rC , where r = rei and C = Cei , �0 being positive or negative (see 
Table 1 for the conditions). As in Fotsa-Ngaffo et al. (2017), the active controlling coupling 
can be used to refer the ZRC dimer. For convenience, for the dimer Z, only the imaginary 
resistive coupling ( ZC ) is active while in the case of the dimer ZC, the series combina-
tion ZC-CC is active. Rewriting Eq.  (1) for i = 0, 1 and assuming the harmonic solutions 
Qi(t) = Aie

j�t + c.c (where c.c is a complex conjugate) for the charges leads to the follow-
ing matrix representation:

where �C = rC∕r , Ω = 1∕rCC = ��0 , r = r0,1 + rC , � = C∕CC , �0 = 1∕rC , C =
C0,1CC

C0,1+CC

 
and � = �0 − � is the frequency detuning.

We are interested in the behavior of the system near the resonance. For that, we use 
the approximation ||𝜔 − 𝜔0

|| ≪ 𝜔 , �� ≈ ��0 (Rodriguez 2016). Therefore, Eq. (2) can be 
rewritten as:

where c = �C − � is the effective coupling of the system. Equation (3) has non-trivial 
solutions if the determinant of the left-most term vanishes. Then, we need to solve the 
characteristic equation |H − �I| = 0 , where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and H is a non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian (Rodriguez 2016) written as:

The 2 × 2 matrix H has a form of a two state non-Hermitian Hamiltonian describing 
open quantum systems. One of its particularity is to admit a pair of two complex conjugate 
mode frequencies instead of four, as with the LRC coupled systems. For this later case, the 

(2)
(

� + j��0 ��C − Ω

��C − Ω � + j��1

)(
A0

A1

)
=

(
0

0

)

(3)
[
�0

(
1 + j�0 c

c 1 + j�1

)
− �

(
1 0

0 1

)](
A0

A1

)
=

(
0

0

)

(4)H = �0

(
1 + j�0 c

c 1 + j�1

)
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eigenfrequencies are those of an effective Hamiltonian Heff  , which results from the similar-
ity transformation of the 4 × 4 matrix L describing the system, i.e. Heff = jL (Schindler 
et al. 2012).

Through diagonalization of H , the eigenfrequencies �± of the ZRC dimer can be 
expressed as follows:

with B =
(
�1 + �0

)
∕2 = �0(� + 1)∕2 , � =

(
�1 − �0

)
∕2 = �0(� − 1)∕2 , c = �C − � , 

�C = rC∕r and � = Ω∕�0 . Here � = �1∕�0 is the gain/loss ratio.
Before any analysis, it is instructive to note that the structural characterization done here 

consists in studying the behavior of the eigenfrequencies �± . This allows us to analyze the 
real and the complex energy band frequencies which definitively have impact on the quan-
tum interference dynamic.

It is obvious that when �0 = 0 , ∀� (no gain or loss in the loops), �± = �0(1 ± c) , all fre-
quencies are real. The Hamiltonian H is Hermitian.

In the non-Hermitian case, �0 ≠ 0 , ∀� . The eigenfrequencies in Eq.  (5) can be real 
or complex in general, depending on the � parameter. In particular, three cases can be 
considered:

1. If � = −1 , i.e. �1 = −�0 ≠ 0 , the loss and the gain are exactly compensated. This gives 
rise to a particular class of non-Hermitian systems called the parity time symmetric 
(PTS) (Schindler et al. 2012; Fotsa-Ngaffo et al. 2017; Bai et al. 2016; Christodoulides 
and Yang 2018) of which the Hamiltonian H commutes with the join Parity-Time sym-
metry operator PT = �xK (where �x is the first Pauli matrix and K is the complex con-
jugation operation). Under the PTS conditions, the eigenfrequencies in Eq. (5) are 

reduced to �± = �0

(
1 ±

√
c2 − �2

0

)
 . Then, the eigenspectrum displays a spontaneous 

symmetry breaking at the coupling threshold c = cth , where cth = ||�0|| known as the EP, 
separates two phases: The PT unbroken phase 

(
𝛽0 < |c|) where the frequencies are 

totally real, and the PT broken phase 
(
𝛽0 > |c|) for which the frequencies are complex. 

It is important to mention that PTS systems have demonstrated many intriguing features 
in several areas of physics (Christodoulides and Yang 2018).

2. If � = 1 , i.e . �1 = �0 ≠ 0 , the system is either amplifying or dissipative. The eigenfre-
quencies are complex and can be expressed as �± = �0

(
1 ± c + j�0

)
 . The imaginary 

part of the frequencies �± are constant and the real parts coalesce at the particular point 
where the effective coupling vanishes.

This point is referred to as the couplingless point (CPLP) in the case of the dimer ZC.

3. The third case � ≠ ±1 , ∀ �0 ≠ 0 , the gain and the loss are not compensated in the non-
Hermitian system. As a consequence, the eigenfrequencies �± remains complex and 
display a phase transition at two EPs which separate complex phases. At the transition 
points, the effective coupling strength satisfies to c = cth , where cth = |�| = �0|� − 1|∕2.

(5)�± = �0

�
1 + jB ±

√
c2 − �2

�

(6)c = 0 ⇔ �C = � ≠ 0
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In what follows we will illustrate the analysis made above considering two coupled sys-
tems, one with the single coupling, and another with a double coupling. The aim is to dem-
onstrate that a double coupling gives rise to a new phenomenon that we cannot observe in 
the simple coupling. In particular, we want to emphasize the couplingless point (CPLP) 
that we have illustrated in Eq. (6). For a double coupled system, the coupling parameters 
are non-zero, i.e. �C ≠ 0 , � ≠ 0 (dimer ZC), for example, we set � = 0.75 which remains 
constant through the paper; whereas for a simple coupled system, � = 0 and �C ≠ 0 (dimer 
Z). In both cases, we choose �0 = 0.5 ≠ 0 and it can be easily verified from Eq.  (5) that 
these systems are non-Hermitian.

In Fig. 2, the real (first column) and the imaginary (second column) parts of the normal-
ized eigenfrequencies �±∕

||�0
|| are shown as a function of the controlling coupling param-

eter �C and the gain/loss ratio � . The spectra are obtained with the negative frequency 
𝜔0 < 0, since the eigenfrequencies are the odd function of �0 . The exceptional points are 
indicated as a coupling threshold �Cth

 with a dashed magenta curves in 3D (top view) plots 
[(a), (b) for the dimer Z, and (d), (e) for the dimer ZC]. As it can be expected, the fre-
quencies �± come in complex conjugate pairs and two coupling regimes are exhibited: the 
weakly driving regime (|c| < |𝛽|) , characterized by the coalescence of the real parts of 
the eigenfrequencies and the splitting of their imaginary parts; and the strongly coupling 
regime (|c| > |𝛽|) , where the imaginary parts of the eigenfrequencies cross and the real 
parts split. The splitting analysis will be studied in detail in the following. In the case of the 
dimer ZC, the EPs are symmetric with respect to the CPLP. To further complete the under-
standing of the eigenanalysis, the cross section of both real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) 
parts is made in the third column (see Fig. 2c for the dimer Z and Fig. 2f for the dimer ZC). 
The plots are obtained for different values of � parameter and agree well the observations 
made from the 3D plots. Indeed, in the PTS case � = −1 (red color), we note that, whether 

Fig. 2  3D top view of the real (first column) and imaginary (second column) parts of the normalized eigen-
frequencies �±∕

||�0
|| of the ZRC dimer as function of the controlling coupling parameter and the gain/loss 

ratio � , in the case of dimer Z of which c = �c [plots (a), (b)] and of the dimer ZC when fixed � = 0.75 
[plots (d), (e)]. The coupling threshold �Cth

 is indicated with the dashed magenta color. Third column: cross 
section of the real (solid) and the imaginary (dashed) parts of �± with different values of � : c: dimer Z and 
f: dimer ZC (when � = 0.75 ). The values of � are indicated on the plots. For all plots �0 = 0.5
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for the dimer Z or for the dimer ZC, the EPs separate exactly the real modes from the com-
plex ones. When � ≠ −1 these modes are complex [see � = 0 (green color) or � = 1.5 (blue 
color)]. The case � = 1 (black color) supports the discussions made above on the CPLP, 
as a point of zero effective coupling of the dimer ZC. This CPLP effectively occurs when 
�C = � = 0.75.

To emphasize on the structural characterization, we can as well predict the coupling 
range of the system for which quantum phenomena could occur using the splitting analysis. 
To do so, let’s consider again the ZRC dimer. We assume that the coupled loops oscillate 
with different natural frequencies; for example �0 for the first oscillator and �1 = �0(1 + Δ) 
for the second one, where Δ is a small variation. After a little bit of algebra, the eigenfre-
quencies of the non-Hermitian system 

(
�0 ≠ 0

)
 under these considerations are found to be:

where the parameters are defined as in Eq. (5).
In Fig. 3, the real parts of the frequencies obtained in Eq. (7) and the splitting �+ − �− 

are shown as a function of the variation Δ when � = 0.
In absence of the coupling i.e., �C = � = 0 (see Fig. 3a), the frequency �0 (solid green) 

remains constant, while both �1 (solid red) and the splitting (dashed black) decrease as Δ 
increases. The splitting cancels when Δ = 0 , where the two frequencies intersect.

Once the weak coupling is established between loops, for example in the case of the 
dimer Z when �C = 0.02 (see Fig. 3a) and for the dimer ZC when �C = 0.71 (Fig. 3d), one 
of the eigenfrequencies decreases while another remains constant of �0 as Δ is increas-
ing. The two frequencies cross at Δ = 0 . There, the splitting is also equal to zero. We will 
show in the following that the crossing of frequencies induces destructive or construc-
tive interferences in the system, which favor to mimic EIT or EIA quantum phenomena, 
respectively.

(7)�± = �0

�
1 +

Δ

2
+ jB ±

1

2

√
Δ2 − 4�2 + 4c2 + j4�Δ

�

Fig. 3  Eigenfrequencies of the dimer as function of the variation Δ . a Uncoupled loops ( c = 0 , with 
�C = � = 0 ). Dimer Z in weak b and strong c coupling regime. Dimer ZC in weak d and strong e coupling 
regime. f Dimer ZC at the couplingless point ( c = 0 , with �C = � = 0.75 ). In all plots,�0 = 0.5 , 𝜔0 < 0 and 
� = 0
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On the contrary, when the coupling becomes strong, for example in the case of the dimer Z 
when �C = 0.02 (Fig. 3a) and for the dimer ZC when �C = 0.71 (Fig. 3d), both eigenfrequen-
cies �± decrease as Δ is increasing. Remarkably, it can be seen that the two frequencies do not 
intersect at Δ = 0 as in the previous case, however a splitting is observed between them. This 
reveals the well-known anticrossing behavior, a fingerprint of strong coupling (Frimmer and 
Novotny 2014). We will also show later that the modes separation is responsible to the appear-
ance of the doublets of Autler Townes splitting phenomenon.

For the double coupled system at the CPLP, that is the dimer ZC when �C = � = 0.75 
(Fig. 3f), one of the eigenvalues remains equal to �0 while another decreases as Δ is increasing 
from − 2 to 0. The two curves intersect each other at Δ = 0 , exactly as in the absence of the 
coupling, even if the imaginary part of the splitting does not vanishes as shown in inset. At the 
CPLP, system then seems as an uncoupled one. Later on, we will see that the CPLP favors the 
disappearance of quantum interferences phenomena.

In the next section, the structural analysis will be discussed in the case of the ZRC multi 
dimer system.

2.2  The ZRC multi dimer

Let us now focus on the ZRC multi dimer circuit, as depicted in Fig. 1a when N > 1 . The 
ZRC multi dimers are modeled so that the multipod loops are connected to the central one (
Z0R0C0

)
 . For example, in the cases of the bi and the tri dimer, N = 2 and N = 3 loops are 

respectively connected to the central loop. Considering the harmonic solutions Qi (t) for the 
loop i(i = 0..N) , the Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the following matrix, in the absence of a volt-
age source:

where (i = 0…N) , ci = �ci − �i,�Ci
= rC∕rei , �i = Ωi∕�0,�i = �i∕�0 + j�i , �i = �i − �

,�i = Ri∕rei , �i = 1∕reiCei , rei = ri + rC and Cei = CiCC∕
(
Ci + CC

)
.

The eigenfrequencies of the system can therefore be investigated assuming identical val-
ues of the imaginary resistances in the circuit ri(i=0…N) = r while the capacitances are dis-
tinct. Thus �Ci

= �C , �i = � and ci = c = �C − � . Using the approximation |𝜔 −𝜛| ≪ 𝜔 , 
�i� ≈ �i� = �i�0 (where � = �0 is the mean frequency), after a few steps of algebra, the 
determinant of the left most term in Eq. (8) is found to be:

where 1 ≤ p ≤ N, 2 ≤ n ≤ N, N ≥ 1, q ≥ 2, u ≥ 3 , and the other parameters are given 
as in Eq.  (8). It is obvious that the system is non-Hermitian when �0 ≠ 0 , ∀� such that 
�i = ��0 . As the number N of the coupled loops increases from N = 2 to N > 2 , the complex 
roots of D(�) can be numerically calculated. The real parts Re

(
�∕||�0

||
)
 of the roots deter-

mine the positions of the normal modes of the system; the imaginary parts Im
(
�∕||�0

||
)
 , 

describe their widths. We investigate the eigenmodes of the multi dimer ZC ( � = 0.75 , 
�0 = 0.5 and � = 0 ). The other system parameters are setting as follows [see Eq. (10)]:

(8)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

�0 c0 c0 ⋯ c0
c1 �1 −c1 ⋯ −c1
c2 −c2 �2 ⋯ −c2
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

cN −cN −cN ⋯ �N

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

A0

A1

A2

⋮

AN

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0

0

0

⋮

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(9)D(�) =

N∏
i=0

�i − NcN+1 −

N∑
p=1

N−p+1∑
i=0

N−p+2∑
k=i+1

⋯

N−p+q∑
s=i+q

(N − p)cN−p+1�i�k ⋯�s
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It can be seen from Eq. (10) that, with this choice of parameters the natural frequencies 
of the multipod loops are distinct, and the system is non-Hermitian.

Figure 4 shows the real [(a), (b) and (c)], and the imaginary [(d), (e) and (f)] parts of the 
roots of D(�) as a function of �C in the case of the multi dimer ZC.

As illustrated, the spectrum of the roots of D(�) can be analyzed as a function of �C , in 
three domains as �C is increasing from − 1 to 2:

1. Before the CPLP, the real parts of the normal modes Re
(
�i(i≠0)

)
 related to the multipod 

loops evolve almost linearly compared to the central mode Re
(
�0

)
 . They undergo an 

abrupt transition after which, all the modes of the coupled system converge through the 
CPLP.

2. At the CPLP 
(
�C = � = 0.75

)
 , the modes match with the natural frequencies of the 

uncoupled system.
3. After the CPLP, the frequencies undergo a second transition less abrupt than the first, 

and return to their behavior before the first transition. This leads to the splitting of the 
central mode with respect to those of the multipod. These features are also well observed 
in the imaginary parts of the roots of D(�) . Remarkably, the eigenfrequencies of the 
multi dimer are not symmetric with respect to the CPLP. The transition points become 

(10)

bi dimer (N = 2) ∶ �1 = �0 − 0.1�0, �2 = �0 + 0.1�0;

tri dimer (N = 3) ∶ �1 = �0 − 0.1�0, �2 = �0 + 0.02�0, �3 = �0 + 0.1�0;

tetra dimer (N = 4) ∶ �1 = �0 − 0.1�0, �2 = �0 + 0.1�0, �3 = �0 − 0.2�0, �4 = �0 + 0.2�0.

Fig. 4  The normalized roots of D(�) as function of the imaginary resistive coupling parameter �C for the 
multi dimer ZC (when � = 0.75 ). First column: The bi dimer ZC (N = 2). Second column: The tri dimer 
ZC (N = 3) and in last column: The tetra dimer ZC (N = 4). The upper row shows the real parts of the roots [
Re

(
�∕||�0

||
)]

 and the down row shows their imaginary parts 
[
Im

(
�∕||�0

||
)]

 . The other plot parameters are: 
� = 0 , �0 = 0.5 and 𝜔0 < 0 . The inset in (a) corresponding to the case of the bi dimer Z (� = 0) allows to 
show the robustness of the multiple coupling
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closer as the N number of the multipods increases. The frequencies’ phase transitions 
are of great interest in quantum interferences phenomena in physics. For example, we 
demonstrate in the following that, the reduction of the gap observed between them is 
consequent to the increasing of the number of interferences, giving rise to multiple EIT/
EIA phenomena. These observations for the multi dimer with double coupling (multi 
dimer ZC) around the CPLP, is exhibited in the uncoupled multi dimer system, such as 
illustrated in the inset Fig. 4a, the case of bi dimer Z. Note that this CPLP was already 
analyzed in the ZRC single dimer. This demonstrates the efficiency in the cancellation 
of the coupling modulation of the capacitive coupling (�) by the imaginary resistor 

(
�C

)
 

coupling. In other words, the cancellation is robust throughout the N multipod coupling 
system.

To better understand the interference phenomena, we will focus in the next section on the 
steady state dynamics of the systems.

3  Steady state dynamic and dispersive properties

In this section, we analyze the dynamic and dispersive properties of the system in presence 
of the harmonic voltage source u(t) . In this way, we first study the dynamic of the free single 
ZRC oscillator. Then, we discuss the ZRC coupled systems.

3.1  Single ZRC oscillator

Let us consider the Z0R0C0 central loop.
In the absence of any coupling (SW i off), the first row of Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

where u(t) = V0e
j�t + c.c . c.c is the complex conjugate, � is the voltage frequency, V0 its 

amplitude and �−1
0

=
(
R∕re0

)−1 is the circuit’s quality factor. It has been shown in ref. 
(Tabeu et al. 2019) that the quality factor displays an important role to determine the nature 
of the oscillations in a ZRC oscillator. If the quality factor becomes large 

(
�−1
0

→ ∞
)
 , the 

circuit oscillates with constant amplitude.
The general solution of Eq. (10) can be written in the form:

where A = V0∕
[
re0

(
� + j�0�

)]
 is a complex amplitude, c.c is the complex conju-

gate, � = �0 − � is the frequency detuning and � is a constant amplitude. In the steady 
state regime, the first term of Q0(t) can be neglected and we can only consider that 
Q0(t) ≈ Aej�t + c.c . Hence, we can evaluate the dissipated power through the loop 
as P0(t) =

(
V0e

j𝜔t + c.c
)
Q̇0(t) . The average of a dissipated power during one period 

T = 2�∕|�| of oscillation is calculated using the expression:

(11)
(
�0 + j

)dQ0

dt
+ �0Q0 = u∕re0

(12)Q0(t) = �e−�0t∕(�0+j) +
(
Aej�t + c.c

)

(13)P0(𝜔) =
1

2𝜋∕𝜔 ∫
2𝜋∕𝜔

0

[
P0(t)

]
dt =

1

2𝜋∕𝜔 ∫
2𝜋∕𝜔

0

[(
V0e

j𝜔t + c.c
)
Q̇0(t)

]
dt
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Since we are interested in the response of the system near (or at the resonance), we 
assume ||𝜔 − 𝜔0

|| ≪ 𝜔 and �� ≈ ��0 . Under this approximation and using a few step of 
algebra, the electric power in Eq. (13) can be obtained as:

where j =
√
−1 , p0 = ||V0

||2∕re0 , �0 = �0∕�0 + j�0 , �0 = �0 − �.
In Fig. 5, the real (solid) and the imaginary (dash/dot) parts of the steady state normal-

ized electric power 
(
P0∕p0

)
 dissipated by the Z0R0C0 loop are depicted as a function of the 

normalized voltage frequency �∕�0 for given values of the non-Hermitian parameter �0 . 
The green and the blue curves are used for the loss loop 

(
𝛽0 = 0.5 > 0

)
 while the purple 

and the red colors refer to the gain loop 
(
𝛽0 = −0.5 < 0

)
 . As it can be noticed, the absorp-

tion profile presents a lorentzian form with the maximum of the absorption centered at 
� = �0 . Remarkably, for a loss loop the lorentzian is positive, corresponding to a typical 
absorption in a real atomic system. On the contrary, it is negative in the case of the gain 
loop, which can be interpreted as enhancement of the power. Indeed, the power is amplified 
instead of being absorbed (Hai-Chao and Guo-Qin 2014). The imaginary part of the power 
represents the dispersion in an atomic systems. In the Z0R0C0 oscillator, the slope of a dis-
persion around the absorption’s peak is positive or negative depending on the sign of �0 . It 
is positive when 𝜔0 < 0 , indicating that, the maximum of absorption (or amplification of 
a power) is obtained at the resonance, where the voltage frequency is equal to the natural 
loop’s frequency. The negative frequencies have been suggested to many past researches 
(Rubino et al. 2012; Conforti et al. 2013; Lourés et al. 2015; Pendharker et al. 2017; Nezlin 
1976). However, their use in the context of quantum analog system is often overlook.

3.2  The dynamic of the ZRC dimer

From the eigenfrequencies of the ZRC dimer illustrated in Fig.  2, two main coupling 
regimes have emerged and border by the EPs of the non-Hermitian system. We now 

(14)P0(�) ≈ j
p0

�0

Fig. 5  The real (solid lines) and the imaginary (dashes/dots lines) parts of the steady state normalized 
power dissipated by the Z0R0C0 loop as a function of the normalized frequency �∕�0 for different values 
of the non-Hermitian parameter �0 . The plot parameters are shown in the figure. In all plots, green and blue 
curves correspond to the loss loop 

(
�0 = 0.5

)
 whereas purple and red curves are associated to the gain loop (

�0 = −0.5
)
 , respectively
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attempt to understand the physical significance of the coupling regimes on the dynamic 
of two coupling ZRC oscillators.

Firstly the dynamic of the system can be investigated in the absence of the external volt-
age. According to Eq. (3), the eigenvectors Ai+, Ai−(i = 0, 1) describing the normal modes 
of the coupled system satisfy to Dolfo and Vigué (2018):

where �± =
�0+(j�0−1)�±

Ω−�±�C
=

Ω−�±�C

�0+(j�1−1)�±

 , �C = rC∕r , Ω = 1∕rCC = ��0 , r = r0,1 + rC and 
�0 = 1∕rC . The eigenfrequencies �± are given in Eq. (5).

If c ≠ cth = �0(� − 1)∕2 , the general solution Q0,1(t) for the ZRC dimer can be written 
as:

where i = (0, 1) . The amplitudes Ai± are found from the initial conditions of the oscilla-
tors: A0+ =

[
�−Q0(0) − Q1(0)

]
∕
(
�− − �+

)
 and A0− =

[
Q1(0) − �+Q1(0)

]
∕
(
�− − �+

)
 , Qi(0) 

being the initial charges of the capacitors. We have calculated the amplitude squared ||Qi
||2 

associated to each loop of the dimer and the response is significantly describing the transfer 
of energy from one oscillator to another. Let’s discuss the dynamic of the dimer by con-
sidering the following parameter for the non-Hermitian system �0 = 0.1 and � = 0 . With 
these considerations, the EPs are found to be �C1 = −0.05 and �C2 = 0.05 in the case of 
the dimer Z. In the case of the dimer ZC (� = 0.75) , they are obtained as �Cth1

= 0.7 and 
�Cth2

= 0.8 . Then, the weakly coupled regimes are in the ranges −0.05 < 𝛽C < 0.05 for the 
dimer Z and 0.7 < 𝛽C < 0.8 for the dimer ZC, respectively. In both cases, the strongly cou-
pled regime is found everywhere else. In Fig. 6, the quantities ||Q0

||2 and ||Q1
||2 are plotted 

as a function of the time t for different values of the active coupling �C in each coupling 
regime. The initial conditions of the dimer were chosen such as to introduce the signal into 
the coupling Z1R1C1 loop (oscillator 1) Q0(0) = 0 , Q1(0) = 1 . As illustrated, in presence 
of a strong coupling, once a signal is put into oscillator 1, it is noticed a rapid periodic 
exchange of energy between both oscillators loops. This exchange is made in an oscillatory 
process so that, when the energy of one oscillator reaches its maximum value, the energy 
of the other oscillator is minimum. Also, note that these oscillations are very fast in the 
dimer ZC. On the contrary in presence of the weak coupling, it is noticed when �0 is posi-
tive that, the energy is irreversibly transferred from oscillator 1 to 0 of which the energy 
remains almost closed to zero. However, if �0 is negative, the energy of oscillator 1 takes 
a relatively long time to reach oscillator 0, of which the energy increases exponentially. At 
the CPLP, a particular point of a weak coupling regime, a different behavior is remarkable. 
Indeed, once the signal is introduced in oscillator 1, it remains there. There is no exchange 
of the energy with the oscillator 0 whose the amplitude remains zero. This confirm that at 
this point, the system seems effectively as it is uncoupled.

Secondly, let’s investigate the system taking into account the external voltage source. 
In this case, the exact solutions Qi(t) of Eq.  (1) can be written as a sum of two terms 
Q0(t) = QC

0
(t) + QP

0
(t) . QC

0
(t) is the complementary solution which linearly combines the 

two normal modes frequencies of the dimer i.e. QC
0
(t) = A0+e

j�+t + A0−e
j�−t , where the 

eigenfrequencies �± were obtained in Eq. (5). Ao± are the complex amplitudes. QP
0
(t) is a 

particular solution. It can be taken in the form of the voltage as QP
0
(t) = �0e

j�t + c.c , where 
�0 is the amplitude. In the steady state in general, only a particular solution remains. It is 
interesting to analyze the power absorbed or dissipated by the oscillators from the external 

(15)A1± = �±A0±

(16)Qi(t) = Ai+e
j�+t + Ai−e

j�−t
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voltage. Hence, substituting QP
0
(t) into Eq.  (13), the steady state power dissipated by the 

loop Z0R0C0 , P0(�) is found to be:

where � = �0 − � and Ω = ��0.
Using the approximation ||𝜔 − 𝜔0

|| ≪ 𝜔 , �� ≈ ��0 , Eq. (17) can be rewritten as:

where j =
√
−1 , p0 = V2

0
∕r , c = �c − � , �0,1 = �∕�0 + j�0,1 and � = �0 − � is the fre-

quency detuning between the loops and the voltage frequencies.
In the context of electronics, it is well known that the real part of the dissipated power 

(i.e. the active power) determines the absorption. Its imaginary part (i.e. the reactive 
power) simulates the dispersion properties of the atomic medium. Considering the central 
loop as a loss loop 

(
𝛽0 = 0.1 > 0

)
 , and modulating the non-Hermitian parameter ratio � 

from the positive to negative values, the dissipated power can be investigated according to 
the coupling strength of dimers formed by a double and single coupling.

(17)P0(�) =
||V0

||2
re0

j�
(
� + j�1�

)
(
� + j�0�

)(
� + j�1�

)
−
(
Ω − �c�

)2

(18)P0(�) ≈ j
p0�1

�0�1 − c2

Fig. 6  Time evolution of the energy in each cell of the dimer Z (first column) and the dimer ZC (second 
column). (a) and (f): dimer Z 

(
�C = 0.5

)
 in strong regime. (b) and (g) correspond to dimer Z 

(
�C = 0.02

)
 

in the weak coupling regime. (c) and (h): dimer ZC 
(
� = 0.75, �C = 0.2

)
 in the strong regime. (d) and 

(i): dimer ZC 
(
� = 0.75, �C = 0.71

)
 in the weak coupling regime. (e) and (j): the dimer ZC at the CPLP (

�C = � = 0.75
)
 . From (a) to (e): 𝜔0 = 1 rad.s−1 > 0 and from (f) to (j):𝜔0 = −1 rad.s−1 < 0 . For all plots 

� = 0 and �0 = 0.1 . The solid green and red dashes curves represent the energies ||Q0
||2 of and ||Q1

||2 , respec-
tively
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In Fig. 7, the real (solid blue) and the imaginary (dashed red) parts of the normalized 
dissipated power 

(
P0∕p0

)
 are reported as a function of the normalized voltage frequency 

�∕�0.
As it can be seen, if a weak coupling is established in the dimer ZC ( � = 0.75 , �C = 0.71 , 

ω0 > 0), a narrow dip appears in the absorption spectrum of the Z0R0C0 loop when � = 0.2 , 
leading two absorption peaks (Fig. 7a). The dispersion curve is also modified around the reso-
nance (zero detuning). When � = 0 , a zero absorption, so a transparency domain occurs in 
the spectrum at a zero frequency detuning � = 0 . Then, the dispersion curve becomes much 
steeper near the central frequency. This behavior is similar to the EIT effect. In atomic con-
text, it has been interpreted as a direct manifestation of destructive interferences between 
the normal modes of oscillations of the system. This description matches perfectly with the 
experimental demonstrations made previously with classical systems (Garrido Alzar et  al. 
2002; Harden et al. 2011; Bai et al. 2013). When a small negative dissipation (� = −0.1) is 

Fig. 7  Absorbed power (dissipated) by the main loop of the dimer ZC [from (a) to (c)] when the natural 
frequencies of the loops are positive 𝜔0 > 0 and the one of the dimer Z (d) when natural frequencies are 
negative 𝜔0 < 0 . The solid blue and dashed red correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the absorbed 
power when the main loop is loss 

(
𝛽0 = 0.1 > 0

)
 . The insets in green show the real part of the power cor-

responding to the main loop gain 
(
𝛽0 = −0.1 < 0

)
 . The other plot parameters are identical to those used in 

Fig. 5
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introduced into the pumping Z1R1C1 loop, a negative absorption occurs in the transparency 
zone. The negative absorption refers to the amplification (Hai-Chao and Guo-Qin 2014). The 
later behavior is referred as the Electromagnetically Induced Amplified Transparency (EIAT). 
For a further decrease of � until the value � = −0.18 , an enhanced absorption peak occurs 
in the profile where the dip was expected to be. This mimics the absorption spectrum of 
atomic systems with three energy levels in lambda (Λ) configuration, in the regime of Elec-
tromagnetically Induced Absorption (EIA) (Lezama et al. 1999). EIA has been interpreted for 
atomic systems, as a manifestation of constructive interferences between the normal modes of 
oscillations.

Figure  7b shows the absorption profile of the Z0R0C0 loop when a strong coupling (
𝜅 = 0.75, 𝛽C = 0.2, 𝜔0 > 0

)
 is established in the dimer system. If much losses are intro-

duced into the pumping loop (� = 3) , it is observed in the spectrum, two absorption peaks 
separated by a large transparency window. These peaks are clearly identified when the losses 
decrease to zero (i.e. � = 0 ). The phenomenon is similar to the well-known Autler–Townes 
Splitting (ATS) effect which is generally interpreted as a consequence of a gap between two 
atomic resonances peaks. The peaks are located on both sides of the central frequency �0 . 
For a further decreasing of the damping, such as to introduce a negative dissipation into a 
pumping oscillator (� = −0.8) , a negative absorption occurs in the spectrum. This leads the 
enhancement of the absorption peaks. Such a behavior can be generalized to the values of 
� in the domain between 0 and − 1, where � = −1 corresponds to the Parity Time Symmet-
ric (PTS) case. However, when � is less than − 1, the peaks become inverted so that, only a 
negative absorption (amplification) is observed in the profile. The behavior can be called Aut-
ler–Townes splitting with amplification (ATSA).

The question we can ask now is what happens at the CPLP where the effective coupling 
cancels?

To answer to this question, we substitute the couplingless condition given in Eq. (6) into 
the Eq.  (18) and the expression of the absorbed power by the main loop is reduced to the 
power of a free Z0R0C0 loop as obtained in Eq. (14). As we could predict, the cancellation of 
the effective coupling has the effect to decouple parts of the system such that, no exchange 
of energy can be observed between them. Therefore, no interference could be obtained. The 
absorption spectrum is then reduced to that of a free oscillator, a lorentzian curve illustrated 
in Fig. 7c. Accordingly, all the other replicated atomic phenomena disappear. These results 
indicate that operating at the CPLP could be an efficient way to control applications of EIT 
with real atomic systems. Except for the CPLP, all the results discussed here with the ZC 
dimer when ω0 > 0, can also be obtained with a single coupled dimer. For example, Fig. 7d 
illustrates the absorption spectrum in the case of the dimer Z ( �C = 0.02 and �C = 0.5 ) when 
ω0 < 0. The transparent window observed agrees well the observation made with the dimer 
ZC when ω0 > 0. This demonstrates that EIT and related phenomena can be observed with 
negative frequencies of the system, and show a wide range of frequency for investigations 
with ZRC circuits. Also mention that the green curves illustrated in the insets show the active 
power obtained in the same conditions, however with the main loop gain 

(
𝛽0 = −0.1 < 0

)
.

Knowing now the dynamics of the dimer system, in the next paragraph, we will focus on 
the dynamics of the multidimer systems.

3.3  Dynamic of the ZRC multi dimer

Let us consider the multi dimer circuit. In the previous section, we have seen from the 
absorption spectrum of the ZRC dimer (N = 1) that, the circuit allows to reproduce EIT, 
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EIAT, EIA or ATS. What happens in the spectrum when N > 1? Is the multi dimer cir-
cuit could be used to replicate a multiple EIT, EIA or ATS windows? Indeed it has been 
demonstrated (Harden et  al. 2011) that, to obtain multiple transparency windows, each 
part of the circuit must oscillates with its own natural frequency �i(i = 0…N) , which 
differs from one loop to another. Considering harmonic solutions for the charges, the 
dynamic of the multidimer can be described by the Eq. (8) when adding the voltage term 
u(t) = V0e

j�t + c.c in its right term. Solving such equation, the amplitudes Ai(i = 0...N) can 
be obtained and accordingly, the charge solution Q0(t) through the central loop. Thanks 
to Eq.  (13), we have calculated the expression of the steady state frequency-dependence 
power P0(�) , which is dissipated by the main loop as a function of the N number (N ≥ 1) 
of multipod loops. Under the approximation |𝜔 −𝜛| ≪ 𝜔 , �i� ≈ �i� , where � = �0 is 
the mean frequency of the system and, using steps of algebra, the steady state power P0(�) 
is found to be:

where (i = 0…N) , ci = �ci − �i , �Ci
= rC∕rei , �i = Ωi∕�0 , �i = �i∕�0 + j�i , �i = �i − �

,�i = Ri∕rei , �i = 1∕reiCei , rei = ri + rc and Cei = CiCC∕
(
Ci + CC

)
 . The denominator D(�) 

was expressed in Eq. (8):

In the following, we will focus the analysis on three cases of the multi dimer ZC cir-
cuits: the bi dimer, the tri dimer and the tetra dimer. The aim is to show that the interfer-
ences in the system can allow to reproduce the multiple EIT, EIA and ATS, with the num-
ber of windows consistent with the N number of the multipods. Assuming Eq. (10) for the 
multipod loops frequencies’ and the central loop as a loss one 

(
𝛽0 = 0.5 > 0

)
 , the steady 

state power P0(�) can be investigated when controlling the coupling parameter �C and the 
non Hermitian parameter ratio �.

In Fig. 8, the real (solid blue) and the imaginary (dashed red) parts of the normalized 
dissipated power P0(�)∕p0 are reported as a function of the normalized frequency �∕||�0

|| 
for different values of the � parameter.

3.3.1  Case 1: the bi dimer ZC (N = 2)

As illustrated in Fig.  8a, in presence of the weak coupling 
(
� = 0.75, �C = 0.85

)
 , it is 

noticed in the absorption spectrum when � = 0 , the occurrence of two symmetric dips cen-
tered at � = 0.9�0 and � = 1.1�0 on both sides of the central peak. This gives rise to two 
EIT windows. The behavior is similar to the quantum phenomenon of a double Electro-
magnetically Induced Transparency (DEIT). Accordingly, two steep slopes are observed in 
the dispersion curve near the transparency domain. It is interesting to note that these results 
are consistent with DEIT demonstrated in ref. (Harden et al. 2011) where the LRC circuits 
have been used. However, notice that one difference between our results and the previous 

(19)

P0(�) =
j

D(�)

(
N∏
l=1

�l − (N − 1)cN −

N∑
n=2

N−n+2∑
m=1

N−n+3∑
h=m+1

⋯

N−n+u∑
v=m+u

(N − n)cN−n+1�m�h ⋯�v

)
,

D(�) =

N∏
i=0

�i − NcN+1 −

N∑
p=1

N−p+1∑
i=0

N−p+2∑
k=i+1

⋯

N−p+q∑
s=i+q

(N − p)cN−p+1�i�k ⋯�s

1 ≤ p ≤ N, 2 ≤ n ≤ N, N ≥ 1, q ≥ 2, u ≥ 3
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ones is that for the previous ones, the frequencies of the system were positive, while for our 
system, the frequencies can be as well positive or negative, as described above.

By decreasing � to the value � = −0.008 , a phenomenon similar to the EIAT appears 
in the absorption spectrum. However it is centered at two frequencies, where a nega-
tive power is observed. Accordingly, this new behavior is called double EIAT (DEIAT). 
For a further decreasing of � to − 0.002, and then to the value − 0.1, it is remarked in the 
spectrum the occurrence of one EIA peak where the first EIT dip was observed and then 
another one, where the second dip was expected to be. As a consequence, it results two 
enhanced absorption peaks. Then, the bi dimer ZC circuit allows to replicate double EIA 
(DEIA). So, the bi dimer allows the replication of two EIT, EIAT or EIA windows in the 
weak coupling regime.

Figure  8b shows in presence of the strong coupling 
(
� = 0.75, �C = 0.2

)
 that, when a 

dissipation is introduced into the coupling fields (� = 0.1) , it is observed two dips inside the 
absorption profile. One of the dips is more pronounced and centered at the frequency �0 while 
the other one is very narrow. Both dips are separated by a large transparency domain, similar 

Fig. 8  The real and imaginary parts of the steady state normalized dissipated power P0∕p0 as a function 
of the normalized frequency �∕||�0

|| for different cases of the multi dimer ZC according to the coupling 
regime: weak coupling (first column), strong coupling (second column). In all plots, we set 𝜔0 < 0 , �0 = 0.5 
and � = 0.75 . (a) and (b): bi dimer ZC (N = 2) (c) and (d): tri dimer ZC (N = 3) (e) and (f): tetra dimer ZC 
(N = 4). The other plot parameters are inserted in text
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to the ATS effect described above. The location of the peaks is in perfect accordance with the 
eigenmodes behavior presented in Fig. 4, where the multipod modes frequencies are closed 
together while the central mode splits. A further decrease of � to the value � = 0 reduces 
the dips to zero, leading to the phenomenology of EIT. The system then allows to reproduce 
simultaneously EIT and ATS windows instead of two ATS windows as we could expected in 
the strong coupling regime. As one would imagine, by lowering � to negative values for exam-
ple � = −0.02 , a negative power, typical to the EIAT effect observed in the weak coupling for 
� = 0 , occurs in the region of transparency between the two EIT peaks. For � = −0.03 , it is 
not surprising to note that the spectrum just pass from EIAT to the EIA behavior exhibited in 
the case of the dimer ZC. In all cases, the dispersion curve is modified according to the phe-
nomenon reproduced. The bi dimer can then allow to replicate simultaneously ATS and EIT, 
EIAT or EIA windows in the strong coupling regime.

3.3.2  Case 2: the tri dimer ZC (N = 3)

In the presence of the weak coupling ( � = 0.75 , �C = 0.803 ) as illustrated in Fig. 8c, if � = 0 , 
the absorption spectrum shows three narrow dips centered at the naturel loops frequencies 
0.9�0 , 1.02�0 and 1.1�0 [see Eq. (10)], thus exhibiting three EIT windows. This behavior is 
similar to the Triple EIT (TEIT) effect observed in atomic context (Wang et al. 2019). TEIT 
was also studied in a superconducting quantum circuit with a four-level V-type energy spec-
trum (Tiaz et al. 2019). A further decreasing of � to − 0.003, then to − 0.006 and thereafter 
to − 0.04 allows to the spectrum to switch from the triple EIAT (TEIAT) to a double EIA 
(DEIA) and then to triple EIA (TEIA), respectively. So, a tri dimer can provides up to three 
EIT, EIAT or EIA windows in presence of the weak coupling.

In presence of a strong coupling ( � = 0.75 , �C = 0.58 ) as shown in Fig. 8d, when � takes 
respectively the values � = 0, � = −0.002, and � = −0.01 , the spectrum presents similar 
behaviors as those obtained in the strong coupling regime with the bi dimer ZC. However, 
the number of EIT, EIAT dips or EIA peaks is increased to two, whereas the number of ATS 
window remains constant to one.

3.3.3  Case 3: the tetra dimer ZC (N = 4)

As illustrated in Fig. 8e, in the presence of the weak coupling 
(
� = 0.75, �C = 0.78

)
 , it is 

observed in the profile when � = 0 , four EIT windows, called a quadruple EIT (QEIT). By 
playing on the value of � , the tetra dimer allowed also to reproduce quadruple EIAT (QEIAT) 
windows when � = −0.0007 , then a TEIA when � = −0.004 and finally quadruple EIA 
(QEIA) if � = −0.01.

In Fig. 8f where the tetra dimer is in presence of the strong coupling 
(
� = 0.75, �C = 0.2

)
 , 

the system allows again to mimic TEIT (� = 0) , TEIAT (� = −0.001) , DEIA (� = −0.006) 
and TEIA (� = −0.0025) simultaneously accompanied in each case by just an ATS dynamic.

4  Conclusion

We have proposed a non-Hermitian electronic dimers, based on the imaginary resis-
tor, which is analog to a (N + 2) level atomic system in the multipod type configuration. 
The so-called ZRC multi dimer system is described by the equations of the first order. 
Under the resonance approximations, we have successfully investigated on the structural 
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characterization. Two main coupling regimes have emerged revealing a couplingless point 
(CPLP) associated to multiple couplings. In the weakly coupling regime, the eigenfrequen-
cies cross. This demonstrates a non-reversible energy transfer between the coupled oscil-
lators. On the other hand, in the strong coupling regime, the eigenenfrequencies exhibit a 
splitting behavior. This indicates exchange between energy in the coupling oscillators in 
a periodical way. The proposed model is highly desired to develop quantum interference 
dynamic in dispersive media. When the central loop is coupled to N multipod loops, its 
absorption profile replicates the N-EIT, N-EIAT or N-EIA dynamic in the weakly cou-
pling. When the strong coupling is established, the (N-1) EIT, (N-1) EIAT or (N-1) EIA 
with the ATS dynamic is simultaneously observed. It is remarkable that, at the CPLP all 
the quantum phenomena disappears. This reveals the efficiency of the imaginary resistive 
coupling in the cancellation of the capacitive coupling effect.

Acknowledgements Authors would like here to acknowledge TABEU Stéphane Boris of HITASTEC 
(High-tech and Slow Technology) for helpful discussions.
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Abstract
We investigate on the right and left-handed (RH/LH) balanced gain and loss non-Hermitian
electrical transmission lines (ETL) modeled using an imaginary resistor. The hamiltonian of each
system is successfully derived in the framework of the tight-binding theory. We discuss the
underlying symmetries and calculate the breaking thresholds of the Parity time (PT) and Anti PT
(APT) symmetry phase transitions. Moreover, the modes dynamic characterization reveal the
existence of critical points beyond which operation requires thresholdless transition and the
eigen modes are either real or complex. We also present a self-consistent theory to investigate on
their scattering properties. In particular, we demonstrate that the Anderson-like localized modes
mostly emerge in the broken phase where eigen modes are complex with the localization length
proportional to the cell numbers. Importantly, the mode localization is most likely to occur in
structures consisting of a large cells number for RH ETL while LH ETL will confined modes
even for infinitesimal small cell numbers. These results unveil embryonic applications in
cryptography, switching and system control.

Keywords: Energy transport, Anderson-like localization, right/left handed, non-Hermitian, PT/
APT symmetry, gain/loss

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The notion of localization of a quantum particle was intro-
duced by Anderson for about 50 years ago [1]. This
phenomenon leaded insights on Metal Insulator Transition
(MIT) [2, 3] and the transport properties of Hermitian systems
[4, 5] in diverse fields of physics ranging from photonic lat-
tices [4, 5] to transmission lines (TLs) [6–10]. Recently the
study of localization has attracted significant interest in
arbitrary dissipative media [11–13], including lattice

structures with spatially periodic modulated loss/gain
[14–17]. Most canonical realizations has emerged in optoe-
lectronics with highly applicability in switching behavior and
stability [18] and nonreciprocal wave propagation [19]. Par-
ticularly, the PT-symmetric lattices exhibit breaking transition
[20, 21] also known as Exceptional points (EPs) [22] separ-
ating the exact and the broken phase. These EPs have paved
the way to the design of nano-integrated structures with novel
functionalities such as unidirectional invisibility [23–25],
single-mode PT lasers [26] and simultaneous coherent
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perfect-absorber lasing [27]. Another fundamental property of
these non-Hermitian systems is the anti-parity time symmetry
(APT) [28–33] where the spontaneous symmetry breaking
results in a phase transition from the broken phase to the
purely imaginary modal phase. These are the counter part of
the PT-symmetry systems as their Hamiltonian is mapped to
its opposite by the parity (P) and time reversal (T) operators,

=+H, PT 0[ ] . The APT symmetry systems have offered a
variety of noteworthy effects where asymmetry mode trans-
port is required such as energy difference-conserving
dynamics [34], coherent asymmetry switch [35], bidirectional
invisibility [36], a flat total transmission band [37] and a
continuous lasing spectrum [28]. Moreover, they have
demonstrated a high sensitivity of amplification and ultrafast
all-optical control [29]. Periodic low-dimensional systems
have shown sensitivity to periodicity-breaking disorder where
the energy transport is limited to distances not exceeding the
confinement length. On the other hands, due to the analogy of
the TLs to quantum and classical systems, their dynamical
equations can be mapped into the quantum tight-binding
model such that studies of disordered electrical transmission
lines (ETLs) have been proposed [6–10]. In complete accor-
dance with the behavior of the quantum wave function of
Fibonacci distribution, the ETL with long-range correlated
disorder indicated the existence of extended states and
mobility edges [38–40]. In a generalized Thue-Morse aper-
iodic sequence, ETLs demonstrate a transition from localized
states to extended states [41, 42]. In addition for non-Her-
mitian ETL, the influence of the phase transitions on the
localization properties of the electric current function have
been demonstrated high sensitivity to the symmetry phase and
broken region. However, the effect of the TL size as well as
the additive electrical component such as imaginary resistor
as a tool to fabricate non conservative gain/loss structures
[43, 44] on the mode confinement remains unexplored. Much
further the modes localization and the effect of the sharp
transition occurring in APT symmetry system is still a matter
of controversy. In this paper, we propose a one-dimensional
(1D) ETL of finite size 2N whose unit cell embedded an
imaginary resistor. The impedance frequency independent of
the imaginary resistor makes it a useful candidate for sup-
plementing inductor whose frequency may induces instability
in localizing mode. When the cells are limited to next nearer
neighbor interactions, we demonstrate that the dynamics

restricted sequential cell can be described by a 1D tight-
binding Anderson model [1, 2]. The scattering properties are
investigated in the self-consistent theory. Results demonstrate
symmetry/asymmetry energy transport for even and odd
modes for the corresponding PT/APT ETL. Remarkably,
Anderson-like localized modes emerge in the broken PT/
APT phase where eigen modes are complex with the locali-
zation length proportional to the cell numbers. Extended
modes dominate the transport in the exact PT/APT phase. We
also found that mode localization is most likely to occur in
structures consisting of a large cells number for RH ETL
while LH ETL will be confined modes even for infinitesimal
small cell numbers. The results demonstrate potential appli-
cations in information encryption,optical switching and
devices system control.

2. Models description

The systems considered here are the 2N size discrete one
dimensional (1D) ETLs, resulting in a cascade association of
the ZRC unit cells for the Right handed (RH) and the Left
handed (LH) configurations, as illustrated in figures 1(a) and
(b), respectively. Each cell is made up of a linear capacitor Cn,
a resistor Rn admitting only real values and an imaginary
resistor Z, whose impedance is given by Z=jrn, n being the
position of the cell. In the RH configuration, both the ima-
ginary and the linear resistors are shunted by the capacitor.
On contrary, in the LH configuration, the capacitor is in series
with the real resistor shunted by the imaginary resistor. The
singularity of the models is based on the use of an imaginary
resistor which allow the cells to oscillate with a natural fre-
quency w = r c1n n n, where wn can be positive or negative
according to the signs of rn and Cn. The practical imple-
mentation of the imaginary resistor has been recently pro-
posed using gyrators [43, 45]. Another feature of our models
is that the systems can support negative frequencies without
altering it operating mode. In addition, the value of the linear
resistance value Rn is associated to a dissipation (loss) if it is
positive or to an amplification (gain) when it is negative. The
negative resistance and capacitance can be implemented using
the negative impedance converters built from simple linear
amplifiers [46]. It is instructive to analyze the equations
dynamic and symmetries of a pair of unit cells, n and (n+1),

Figure 1.Unit cell of ZRC electrical transmission line. (a) Right handed (RH) model. (b) Left handed (LH) model. Each model exhibits under
specific conditions (disclosed in tables 1 and 2) the PT and APT symmetries.
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referred to as a dimer in other contexts [24, 43, 44] repre-
senting the smallest chain size. The equations can be derived
using the Kirchhoff’s laws from which, the electric currents,
in(t) and in+1(t) of the n−th and + -n th1( ) cells,
respectively, can be described by the following first order
differential equations:

RH dimer:

b w w
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where = -j 1 , b = R rn n n, b =+ + +R rn n n1 1 1,
= -c C Cn n1 1, = +c C Cn n2 1 , = +a c11 1, = +a c12 2,

a = -r rn n1 1 , a = +r rn n2 1, a= +b 11 1, a= +b 12 2,
w = r C1n n n and w =+ + +r C1n n n1 1 1.

Defining y = +i i,n n
T

1( ) , and using few steps of algebra,
equations (1) and (2) are successfully transformed into a
Schrodinger-like equation, where we have introduced an
effective Hamiltonian Heff as follow:
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with bD = +1 n1
2,

bD = + +1 n2 1
2 , b b aD = - + - + -+b j b jn n3 1 2 1 2( )( ) .

Applying the Parity-time symmetry operator, s= KPT x ,
where sx is the first Pauli matrix and K is the complex con-
jugation operation, we can demonstrate that these hamilto-
nians commute with the join PT operator i.e

=H PT, 0eff
RH LH[ ] , if the following conditions are fulfilled:
RH dimer:

w w b b= = = = -+ +c c 1, , , 6n n n n1 2 1 1 ( )

LH dimer:

a a w w b b= = = = -+ +1, , . 7n n n n1 2 1 1 ( )

By the same token, it can be also demonstrated that these
Hamiltonians anti-commute with the PT operator i.e

=+H PT, 0eff
RH LH[ ] , when the conditions below are fulfilled:
RH dimer:

w w b b= = = - = -+ +c c 1, , , 8n n n n1 2 1 1 ( )

LH dimer:

a a w w b b= = = - = -+ +1, , . 9n n n n1 2 1 1 ( )

Based on these findings, we can as well demonstrate the PT or

APT symmetry behaviors of a bigger chain. To do so, let’s
consider a chain of 2N size. The electric currents in any three
successive cells -n 1( ), n and (n+1) obey to:

b w+ - - + =- +j
di

dt
c i a i iRH : 0, 10n

n
n n n n1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

a b w+ - + + - =- +j
d

dt
i b j i i iLH : 0,

11

n n n n n n1 1 1 1( ) ( ( ) )

( )

where  n N1 2 , = -j 1 , b = R rn n n, = -c C Cn n1 1,
= +a c11 1, a = -r rn n1 1 , a= +b 11 1 and w = r C1n n n.
By applying the following transformation for the parity

operator P: « - +n N n2 1 and for the time reversal
operator T:  -  -t t j j; , in the equations (10) and (11)
the systems become PT and APT- symmetric, respectively,
under the conditions (6-7) and (8-9). The PT and APT
necessary conditions are summarized in tables 1 and 2.

In what follow, we investigate on the electric current
intensity dynamic and the vibration frequency on each site.
The capacitances and resistances in each cell are considered
constants and positive ( >C 0, r>0, R>0). In addition, the
gain/loss parameter, β=R/r and the reference frequency,
w = rC10 are also restricted to positive values.

Applying the zero boundary conditions in both ETLs on
sites n=0 and n=2N+1, respectively, lead to:

= == = +i i 0. 12n n N0 2 1 ( )( ) ( )

Looking for stationary modes = wi t e In
j t

n( ) , where In is the
complex amplitude of the electric current circulating in the
cell n and ω the vibration frequency of the n site, the complex
amplitude dynamic is derived as:

a - - =- +I c I IRH : 0, 13n n n n1 1 1( ) ( )

e a- - =- +I I ILH : 0, 14n n n n1 1 1( ) ( )

where a w b w= + -a j 1n n n1 ( ) ,

Table 1. RH ETL characteristics.

configuration PTRH APTRH

site n odd ∣ even odd ∣ even

Cn C ∣ C C ∣ C
rn r ∣ r -r∣ r
R -R∣ R R ∣ R
bn b- ∣ β b- ∣ β
ωn ω0 ∣ ω0 −ω0 ∣ ω0

Table 2. LH ETL characteristics.

configuration PTLH APTLH

site n odd ∣ even odd ∣ even

rn r ∣ r r ∣ r
Cn C ∣ C -C∣ C
Rn -R∣ R -R∣ R
βn b- ∣ β −β ∣ β
ωn ω0 w0∣ w w- 0 0∣

3
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e b w w= - - -b jn n n1
1( ) , = +a c11 1, a= +b 11 1,

= -c C Cn n1 1 and a = -r rn n1 1 .
The damping coefficient b = R rn n n refers to the loss (if

βn=β>0) or gain (if βn=−β<0) and w w= n 0 is the
natural frequency of the n site.

The general solutions for In can be found in the form
[47, 48]:

r
=

+
+

-

-
I

ae be n

ae be n

, for odd,

, for even,
15n

ink ink

ink ink

⎧⎨⎩
( ) ( )

where a, b and ρ are constants and k is the wave number.
Taking into account the boundary conditions, the above

solutions allow to obtain the discrete values for the wave
number k as:

p
=

+
k

p

N2 1
, 16p ( )

where p=1...N.

3. Modes dynamic

3.1. PT-symmetric configuration

We assume both ETL models in PT configuration (see
tables 1 and 2 for details). For conciseness, by replacing
equation (15) into equations (13) and (14) it turns out that:

b

b r

- + W =

- - W =
r

j k n

j k n
RH :

2 1 cos , for odd,

2 1 2 cos , for even,
17

2⎪

⎪

⎧
⎨
⎩

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

b

b r

- + W = - W

- - W = - W
r

j k n

j k n
LH :

1 2 cos , for odd,

1 2 2 cos , for even,

18

2⎪

⎪

⎧
⎨
⎩

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

where Ω=ω/ω0.
Combining equations (17) and (18) lead to the normal-

ized eigenfrequencies bW k,RH
p( ) and bW k,LH

p( ) describing
the normalized modes frequencies of the RH and LH ETLs,
respectively.

b b bW =
D

 - k k,
2

1 sin , 19RH
p p cr

RH 2 2( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )

b b bW =
D¢

 - k,
2

1 , 20LH
p cr

LH 2 2( ) ( ( ) ) ( )

where bD = + 12 , bD¢ = + k4 sin p
2 2( ) , b = k1 tancr

RH
p( )

and b = k2 coscr
LH

p( ).
In the expression of bW k,RH

p( ) (resp. bW k,LH
p( )), one

easily identifies the square root singularity
b bW µ -cr

2 2( ) , a characteristic of the PT-symmetric
modes expansion [24]. βcr, is the threshold value of β at
which the PT symmetric breaking occurs. Consequently, for
β<βcr, the system is in the PT symmetry phase with real
frequencies and for β>βcr, the system is in the broken
symmetry phase with complex frequencies. At the transition
point also called exceptional point (EP) [22], there is a coa-
lescence of the eigenfrequencies. For our system, the gain/
loss parameter depends on the wave number kp, βcr=βcr(kp),

and we can evaluate that:

b b= =k k1 tan and 2 cos 21cr
RH

p cr
LH

p( ) ( ) ( )

The PT-symmetric phase exists for real frequencies, and
this condition is fulfilled for the values of the wave numbers

< <k k kp N1 , corresponding to the critical transitions domain
defined by b b b< <cr cr cr1 2. The two limiting values βcr1
and βcr2 for the RH and LH configurations are given by
equation (21) for kp= kN and kp=k1, respectively. In other
words, for b b< = k1 tancr

RH
N1 ( ) (resp.

b b< = k2 coscr
LH

N1 ( ) ), the eigenspectrum is entire real.
When b b> = k1 tancr

RH
2 1( ) (resp. b b> = k2 coscr

LH
2 1( )),

the eigenspectrum is totally complex. For values of βcr in the
range b b b< <cr

RH
cr cr

RH
1 2 (resp. b b b< <cr

LH
cr cr

LH
1 2), the spec-

trum displays two domains, one of which the frequencies are
totally real and the other where they are complex, both
domains being separated by a critical wave number

b= -k tan 1cr
RH

cr
RH1 ( ) (resp. b= -k cos 2cr

LH
cr
LH1( )).

In figure 2, the real (first column) and the imaginary
(second column) parts of normal modes frequencies

bW k,RH LH
p( )( ) and the threshold values bcr

RH LH( ) (white
curves) are reported as a function of the wave number kp for
both ETLs in the PTRH and PTLH configurations respectively.
The ETLs size is set to N=25 throughout this paper, unless
otherwise specified. When the system is in the PTRH con-
figuration (subplots (a) and (b)), b = 0.03cr

RH
1 and

b = 16.2cr
RH

2 . For b b< cr
RH

1 , as illustrated by the insets (i) and
(ii), the spectrum is entirely real since the imaginary part

W =Im 0RH( ) . The value β=0.01 used in figure 3(a) agrees
well this observation. On the contrary, for the values of β

taken between 0.03 and 16.2, the plot in figure 3(b), β=1,
displays two domains: the first region where W

RH is real and
the second region where it is complex. The separation
between the two regions occurs at p=k 4cr

RH . The case
β=20, corresponds to the broken phase (see figure 3(c)). For
the system in PTLH configuration, the boundary threshold
values are found to be b = 0.06cr

LH
1 and b = 2cr

LH
2 . As shown in

figures 3(d) for β=0.01, the frequencies are real, when it is
increased to 1, figure 3(e) exhibits adomain where the fre-
quencies are totally real and another one where they are
complex. For the case β=3 in figure 3(f), all frequencies are
totally complex.

3.2. APT-symmetric configuration

Applying now the APT criteria to equations (13) and (14) the
wave number can be analyzed from the following systems:

b

b r

+ + W =

- - W =
r

j k n

j k n
RH :

2 1 cos , for odd,

2 1 2 cos , for even,
22

2⎪

⎪

⎧
⎨
⎩

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

b

b r

+ W + = W

- - W = - W
r

j k n

j k n
LH :

1 2 cos , for odd,

2 2 2 cos , for even.

23

2⎪

⎪

⎧
⎨
⎩

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

Combining these equations and taking into account the dis-
crete relation (16), the normal modes frequencies bW k,RH

p( )
and bW k,LH

p( ) are obtained as:

4
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b b b bW =
D

 - k j k,
2

cos , 24RH
p p cr

RH 2 2( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )

b bW =
D¢

 k j k,
1

cos , 25LH
p p( ) ( ( )) ( )

with b = ktancr
RH

p( ) , bD = + 12 and bD¢ = + k4 sin p
2 2( ).

The analysis of the APTRH eigenmodes (equation (24))
also reveals a square-root singularity b bW µ -cr

2 2( ) , a
fingerprint of non hermitian APT-symmetric systems. The
atypical APT symmetric breaking occurs at
b b= = ktancr

RH
p( ) for any value of p. Since this expression

depends on the wave number, two critical points
b = ktancr

RH
1 1( ) and b = ktancr

RH
N2 ( ) are evinced to bind the

region of the gain/loss parameter where the frequencies of the
system result in a thresholdless operation regime. Thus, when

b b< cr
RH

1 , the eigenspectrum is characterized by complex
frequencies (see the inset (i) and (ii)), while for b b> cr

RH
2, the

entire eigen spectrum become purely imaginary. As β moves
in the range b b;cr

RH
cr
RH

1 2[ ], we can distinguish a region below
b= -k tancr cr

RH1( ) where the frequencies are purely imaginary
and a region above where system is complex.

Unlike the case of the APTRH, a quick analysis of
equation (25) reveals that the APTLH is unbreakable. We have
plotted in figure 4, the real (first column) and the imaginary
(second column) parts of the normalized eigenfrequencies of
both ETLs in the APT configuration. We obtained the
threshold values b = 0.061cr

RH
1 and b = 32.5cr

RH
2 . The plots are

consistent with the analysis made above. Furthermore, for
β=0.01 (figure 5(a)), the system is in the broken phase even

Figure 2. 3D top view ETLs normalized frequencies spectraW as function of kp and β. The 1st column for the real parts and the 2nd column
for the imaginary parts, of (a), (b): the PTRH and (c), (d): the PTLH. b b b< <cr cr cr1 2 is the transition range values separating the real and the
complex modes. Beyond this range the modes are thresholdless. The insets (i) and (ii) highlight the domain situated before bcr1.
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when the imaginary part of the frequencies is closed to, but
remains non zero. The value β=1 choosen in the range
b b b< <cr

RH
cr
RH

1 2 (figure 5(b)) allows to obtain p=k 4cr
RH ,

below which all the frequencies are imaginary and complex
above. Here, as β grows toward bcr

RH
2, »k kcr

RH
N and the

imaginary phase dominates. However, when β tends to bcr
RH

1 ,
»k kcr

RH
1, the broken phase becomes larger. Finally, when

β=35 (see figure 5(c)), all frequencies are purely imaginary.
We have also illustrated in figure 5(d) the normal mode fre-
quencies for the APTLH when taking β=1. It emerges from
the plot that the system remains in the broken phase whatever
the value of the wave number considered. There, the real part
of the frequencies are symmetrical to zero whereas imaginary
parts are degenerated for any kp.

4. Transport properties

In this section, we investigate on the exact solutions of the
electric current flowing on the n site through each ETL. For
this purpose, we recall equation (15), and using the boundary
conditions (see equation (12)), the electric current I kn p( ) can
be rewritten for the two ETLs as:

r
=I k

a nk n

a nk n

2 sin , for odd,

2 sin , for even,
26n p

p

p

⎧⎨⎩( )
( )

( ) ( )

where the constant a is obtained from the normalized con-
dition, namely å == I 1n

N
n1

2 2∣ ∣ as =a S1 2 n∣ ∣ ( ), with Sn
expressed as:

å r= + -
=

S nk n ksin 2 sin 2 1 . 27n
n

N

p p
1

2 2 2( ( ) ∣ ∣ (( ) )) ( )

4.1. PT-symmetric configuration

It is interesting to introduce in equations (17) and (18)a new
variable ϑ to determine the parameter ρ as r = Je j , where

J b b b= W - W-
 k kRH : tan , 2 , , 28RH

p
RH

p
1( ) ( ( ) ( ( ))) ( )

J b b b= W - W-
 k kLH : tan , 1 2 , . 29LH

p
LH

p
1( ) ( ( ) ( ( ))) ( )

We have illustrated in two ways the modulus square
b WI ,n

2∣ ( )∣ of the electric current which is proportional to the
light power and then to the energy in the ETL, as a function of
n for different values of p. First, we have considered Ω±as a
function of β and we have shown the 3D top view (see
figures 6(a) and (b)), b WI ,n

2∣ ( )∣ as function of n and β for
different values of p. In the second case, the value of Ω±is
calculated for a fixed value of β and is used to plot In 2∣ ∣ as a
function of n as illustrated in figures 6(c), (d) and (e). In the
3D top view, the plot of In 2∣ ∣ clearly highlights two distinct
behavioral regimes which are separated by the critical PT
breaking point bcr

LH . The values of p used and the corresp-
onding thresholds are indicated in the plots. We note that, in
the regime below the breaking point (PT-symmetric phase)
where the frequencies W = W

LH are real, the distribution of
In 2∣ ∣ is symmetrical for the frequencies W = W+

LH (column (a))
and W = W-

LH (column (b)) while it is asymmetric in the
regime above the transition point where the frequencies are
complex. The plots of figures 6(c) to (e) agree well with the
analysis made on the previous figures 6(a) and (b). Indeed, for
the value b b= <0.01 cr

LH
1, and whether for p=5; 20; 25,

the current modulus square In 2∣ ∣ is symmetric. However, when
β is increased to b b= >2.5 cr

LH
2, In 2∣ ∣ becomes asymmetric.

The results obtained with frequencies W = W
LH are repre-

sented in solid and dashed, respectively. The observations
made here are qualitatively valid for the case of PTRH.

Figure 3. The real and the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues Ω± as function of the wave number kp for several values of the gain/loss β in
different PT-symmetric configurations. (a)–(c): in PTRH, and (d)–(f): in PTLH. The values of β used correspond to the domains illustrated in
figure 2. (a), (d): b b= <0.01 ;cr

RH LH
1

( ) (b), (e): b b b< = <1 ;cr
RH LH

cr
RH LH

1 2
( ) ( ) (c): b b= >20 ;cr

RH
2 (f): b b= >3 cr

LH
2.
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4.2. APT-symmetric Configuration

Combining equations (22) and (23) the constant ρ can be
determined for each model as:

r b b= + W - + W +j jRH : 2 1 2 1 , 302( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )

r b b= - + - W + + Wj jLH : 1 2 1 2 . 312( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( )

These expressions are used in the calculation of the complex
amplitude of the current. In figure 7, we have plotted the 3D
(top view) of the b WI ,n

2( )∣ in the APTRH configuration, in (a)

for W+
RH and in (b) for W-

RH . This figure exhibits two domains
for the energy transport: the APT broken phase where the
energy is asymmetric, and the exact phase where the energy
distribution is symmetric. This energy distribution is sensitive
to the chain size. In figures 7(c), (d) and (e), the 2D plots of
the energy are illustrated for b b= <0.01 cr

RH
1 (first row) and

for b b= >35 cr
RH

2 (second row), for different cell sizes as
indicated. In the APTRH broken phase, the energy is asym-
metric and in the APTRH exact phase, the energy distribution
is symmetric.

Figure 4. 3D top view ETLs normalized frequencies spectraW as function of kp and β. The 1st column for the real parts and the 2nd column
for the imaginary parts, of (a), (b): the APTRH. The threshold βcr separates the complex and the purely imaginary mode regions. (c), (d): the
APTLH, where the system is unbreakable.
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Remarkably, for the APTLH configuration, the energy
distribution becomes symmetric at higher values of β despite
be in the complex regime (see figure 8).

5. Anderson-like localization

The systems discuss here can be used to describe a 1D tight-
binding Anderson model such as:

e f f f- - - =- +E 0, 32j j j j1 1( ) ( )

where E is the eigenenergy and εj is the on-site energy. This
correspondence between the tight-binding equation (32), and
equations (13) and (14) for electrical circuit can be used to
test the quantum effects of the Anderson localization. There
are several tools used to study the localization behavior of
quantum systems, namely, the normalized localization length
wL( ), the participation number wD( ), the inverse participation

ratio wIPR( ), the global density of states wDOS ( ), the Rényi
entropies wRq ( ), just to name but a few, [6–10, 14, 38–41]. In
the electrical circuit’s scheme, these tools are defined as a
function of the normalized electric current amplitude. Sin-
gularly, for fixed value of the frequency ω and a system size
M=2N, the localization property is expressed using the
normalized localization length b wL ,( ) defined as:

b w l b wL = -M, , , 331( ) ( ( )) ( )

where l b w,( ) is the Lyapunov exponent expressed as:

ål b w =
¥ =

+

M

I

I
, lim

1
ln . 34

M n

M
n

n1

1( ) ( )

In and +In 1 represent the current circulating in the cells at
position n and +n 1( ) respectively. Thus, the following cri-
teria are used to differentiate between the localized and the
extended modes transport of the electric current through the

Figure 5. The real and the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues Ω± as function of the wave number kp for different values of the gain/loss β in
APT configuration (a)–(c): in PTRH and (d): in PTLH. The values of β used corresponds to the domains evoked in figure 4: (a)
b b= <0.01 cr

RH
1 , (b) b b b< = <1cr

RH
cr
RH

1 2 , (c) b b= >35 ;cr
RH

2 (d) b = 1.

Figure 6. The modulus square b WI ,n
2∣ ( )∣ of the electric current in the PTLH configuration. Columns (a) and (b): 3D top view for several

values of p as a function of β and n. Columns (c)–(e): 2D plot as function of n for different values of p, β=0.01 in the 1st row and β=2.5
in the 2nd row. We note a symmetric energy transport of the PTLH exact phase whereas energy transport is asymmetrical in the PTLH broken
phase.
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lines: if l b w  M, 1( ) (i.e b wL , 1( ) ), the electric cur-
rent In is an extended function, and if l b w > M, 1( ) (i.e
b wL <, 1( ) ), In is the localized function. So, we introduce

the recurrence relation:

g = +I

I
. 35n

n

n

1 ( )

Such that, equation (34) becomes:

ål b w g=
¥ =M

, lim
1

ln . 36
M n

M

n
1

( ) ∣ ∣ ( )

The above equation (35) can be obtained for each model as:

g a g= - -
-RH : , 37n n n 1

1( ) ( ) ( )

g e g= - -
-LH : , 38n n n 1

1( ) ( ) ( )

where a w b w= + -j2 1n n n( )
and e b w w= - - -j2 .n n n

1( )
Subsequently, we numerically calculated the normalized

localization length bL W,( ) as a function of both normalized
frequencies bW k, p( ) and the gain/loss β parameter.

Figure 7. The modulus square b WI ,n
2∣ ( )∣ of the electric current in the APTRH configuration. Columns (a) and (b): 3D top view for several

values of p as a function of β and n. Columns (c)–(e): 2D plot as function of n for different values of p, β=0.01 in the 1st row and β=35 in
the 2nd row. We note an asymmetric energy transport of the APTRH broken phase whereas energy transport is symmetric in the APTRH exact
phase.

Figure 8. 3D (top view) representation of b WI ,n
2∣ ( )∣ for different values of p as function of β and n when W

LH is a function of β for the ETL
in APTLH. In column (a): W = W+

LH and in column (b): W = W-
LH . In all plots, we are situated in the broken phase since the system is

unbreakable and we note an asymmetry transport of energy for small values β, even if it becomes almost symmetry for higher values of β.
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5.1. Numerical results in PT-symmetric configuration

In the PT-symmetric configuration a general overview of the
normalized localization length bL W,( ) plotted in figure 9
allows to identify two zones: the first zone, where bL W,( )
describes an extended function ( bL W >, 1RH LH,( ) ) corresp-
onding to the PT unbroken phase and the localized function
zone where bL W <, 1RH LH,( ) corresponding to the broken
region. Interestingly, two striking differences appear between
the ETL models. Thanks to the horizontal gray dashed curves
corresponding to bL W =, 1( ) , it can be noticed that for the
system in PTRH configuration (figure 9(a)), the Anderson-like
localized mode required a minimum of 15 cells to occur in the
broken regime. In fact, when the value of β becomes greater

than the transition point, there is a sharp decreased of the
function bL W,( ) whereas, in the PTLH configuration
(figure 9(b)), the large cells number is not required for the
mode localization. In this LH configuration, even for the
smallest value p=1 (not shown in the plots), the localized
mode can be identified. Such results have been obtained for
the RLC based ETLs and have demonstrated revealed appli-
cations in the field of information security [6]. Another
important difference which emerges from the localization
behavior of the two ETLs is the conduction range. This range
gets larger in extended state for PTRH at compared to PTLH.
Moreover, this range can be widen upon tunneling the system
parameters such as the real and imaginary resistances.

Figure 9. Normalized localization length bL W,( ) in semi-log scale for the system in PT symmetry configuration as function of β for
different values of p when N=25. (a): PTRH, and (b): PTLH. For the values of p indicated in the plots , we observed extended modes (i.e
bL W >, 1( ) ) in the PT exact phase, while the localized modes (i.e bL W <, 1( ) ) occur in the PT broken phase. Both localization behavior

are separated by the gray curves which marks bL W =, 1RH LH,( ) . In PTRH, the appearance of the localized modes in the broken phase
required a minimum of cells (p=15) since below that value, all modes remain extended (i.e bL W >+, 1RH( ) ). While, PTLH configuration,
confined modes even for the smallest value p=1 (not shown).

Figure 10. Normalized localization length bL W,( ) in semi-log scale for the system in APT-symmetry configuration as function of β for
different values of p when N=25. (a): APTRH, and (b): APTLH. For the values of p indicated in the plots , we observe in APTRH extended
modes (i.e bL W >, 1RH( ) ) in the exact phase (pure imaginary frequencies), while the localized modes (i.e bL W <, 1RH( ) ) occur in the APT
broken phase (complex frequencies). Both localization behaviors are separated by the gray curve corresponding to bL W =, 1RH LH,( ) . Also
remark that for the APTRH, the appearance of the localized modes in the broken phase required a minimum of cells (p=15) since below that
value, all modes become extended (i.e bL W >+, 1RH( ) ) however in APTLH configuration, the modes are localized even for infinitesimal value
p=1 (not shown).
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5.2. Numerical results in APT-symmetric configuration

We have also numerically calculated bL W, RH( ) (resp.
bL W, LH( )) in the APT-symmetric configurations. The results

are shown in figure 10(a) for the APTRH and in figure 10(b)
for the APTLH configuration. Interestingly, figure 10(a) shows
that for the structure in APTRH, there are two behavioral
domains whatever the value of p used: the first APTRH

domain (broken phase) characterized by the Anderson-like
localized modes, and the second domain (APTRH exact phase)
which is dominated by the extended state. The APTRH con-
figuration exhibits a wider range of extended states in the
purely imaginary phase. Finally, in APTLH configuration, we
have seen in section 3 that the system is unbreakable and
behaves in complex frequencies domain. The figure 10(b)
shows that, the Anderson-like localized mode dominates the
system whatever the values of p and β considered.

6. Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed 1D ETLs of ZRC right/left
handed (RH/LH) model of 2N size. This unit cell made it
possible to simplify a description of the conventional direct
and dual ETL with a simple first order differential equation. In
our systems, components were distributed such as to have two
ETL non-Hermitian models PTRH (resp. PTLH) and APTRH

(resp. APTLH). We demonstrated that both ETL models are
PT breakable and allow a phase transition of the eigen-
frequencies from real to complex domain. However, only the
RH ETL is APT breakable and allows frequencies from the
complex to the exact phase where modes become totally
imaginary. In the APT configuration, the LH ETL remains in
the broken phase and no phase transition is possible. On the
other hand, the Anderson-like localized modes appears in the
broken PT/APT phase while others regions evince extended
modes with the localization length proportional to the cell
numbers. Furthermore, the results indicate that the mode
localization is most likely to occur in structures consisting of
a large cells number for RH ETL while LH ETL will confine
modes even for infinitesimal small cell numbers. Giving the
ability of our system to exist in both PT or APT configura-
tions, this may offer interesting application in information
encryption, optical switching and devices system control.
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We develop a general mutual inductive M, inductive L, and capacitive C couplings parity time symmetry (MLC
PTS) electronic dimer model. We successfully show that the dimers separately coupled with M, L, or ML can be
made thresholdless by adding a capacitance C in parallel. Thus, sufficient conditions for thresholdless transitions
were determined. The scattering properties of our model reveal the suppression of unidirectional invisibility from
the gain input when the Hermitian line coupling exceeds a critical point. Likewise, the scattering system becomes
unidirectional PTS. Remarkably, under the thresholdless conditions, lasing modes appear for imaginary values of
wavenumbers corresponding to either real or purely imaginary values of the gain/loss modulation. This latter
demonstrates the ability to control prohibited waves in the linear regime. © 2017 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (250.4480) Optical amplifiers; (260.5740) Resonance; (290.5839) Scattering, invisibility.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum field theory generalization in optical physics has
elicited a substantial equivalence between the Schrödinger
and the paraxial wave equations. In particular, it has been
demonstrated that non-Hermitian Hamiltonians featuring
invariance under the combined operation of space and time re-
flection symmetry (PTS) can produce entirely real spectra and
phase transition from real to broken spectra [1,2]. In general,
such Hamiltonians can be non-Hermitian with some gain/loss
modulation that controls the non-Hermiticity [3,4]. As the
balanced gain/loss modulation increases, there is a spontaneous
phase transition from net energy conservation (real solutions) to
net nonconservation energy (complex solutions). Interestingly,
this spontaneous symmetry breaking of the PT symmetric sys-
tems is related to an exceptional point (EP) [5–7] and was dem-
onstrated to be a hallmark of a general class of pseudo-Hermitian
systems with not necessarily PT symmetries [8,9].

PT synthetic materials have demonstrated several intriguing
features, such as power oscillations, unidirectional invisibility
[6,10–14], nonreciprocal Bloch oscillations [15], absorption-
enhanced transmission [8], simultaneous coherent-perfect-
absorber lasing [16], and localized termination modes [17],

in numerous experimental and theoretical developments, includ-
ing acoustics [18–20], optics-photonics [5,11,21–29], and elec-
tronic systems [30–34]. Remarkably, PTS in electronics is
emerging as a fertile ground due to its relative theoretical and ex-
perimental simplicity [34]. The nonzero spontaneous PTS break-
ing is the ordinary fundamental properties of PT dimer systems
where the system has eigenvalues that correspond, not to a degen-
eracy of the relevant operator, but to a point at which it becomes
defective [35]. In PTS systems, however, another extraordinary
property is emerging to be a thresholdless (THL) transition for
which the spectrum becomes complex in the absence of gain/loss
modulation (i.e., a real spectrum cannot exist even at infinitesimal
strength of gain and loss). Such transition in PTS optics results as
degeneracy of the PTS operator [29,36–38]. THL PTS systems
offer intriguing properties such as all-angle supercollimation and
superprism effect. The THL transition was also proven to achieve
single-mode laser emission in microrings [24].

To the best of our knowledge, the THL behavior of any PTS
electronic dimer has never been addressed. In this paper, we
develop a general model of a mutual inductive M, inductive
L, and capacitive C couplings electronic dimer (MLC PTS).
This model offers different advantages, as it helps to understand
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the behavior of both single and combined active couplings of
distinct circuitry elements.

The main objective of our paper is twofold. First, we dem-
onstrate that when the gain and loss electronic cells are coupled
with a combination of the capacitance C in parallel with other
electronic components, there is a set of circuit parameters for
which the real spectrum disappears completely. Such a point
in the eigenvalues spectrum is called the THL point (THLP).
For reference in our paper, we call threshold (TH) dimers the
ones that feature ordinary transition, and THL (THL) dimers
the ones that can admit a zero-value breaking point. Second, we
demonstrate that for any set of PTS dimers, there is a critical
transmission line (TL) coupling point above which the unidirec-
tional invisibility is suppressed from the gain input signal. This
indicates that the scattering system is PTS only in the loss side.
Throughout this work and taking into account the good agree-
ment betweenPTSexperimental, numerical, and theoretical inves-
tigations, we are confident in being solely concerned with
theoretical and numerical analysis. We begin our investigation by
describing in Section2 the generalPTSdimermodelMLC, andwe
derive the mode equations that display the characteristic behavior
of the square-root singularity jωj ∝ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ2 − γ2PT

p
, a generic fea-

ture of the PTS breaking. In Section 3, we investigate the eigenm-
odes characteristics of the TH and THL dimers. We also analyze
the phase dynamic behavior of these modes, which relates the
THLP to a second-order phase transition of the corresponding
mode dynamics. Then, we consider the different dimers in a chain
of conservative TL and show that the scattering systems modes
propagation strongly depends on the type of dimer inserted into
it. Finally, we conclude and offer some remarks.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The experimental setup consists of two oscillators made of in-
ductor L, resistor R, and capacitor C (LRC oscillators), the gain
cell with an amplification generated by a negative resistance −R,
and the loss cell with an attenuation introduced by a positive R.
The “active” dimer is made of linear electronic components;
hence, the dimer is nonconservative, but the balanced gain
and loss of each cell can result in net energy conservation of
the solutions to the system. The schematic model of the general
PTS dimer is demonstrated in Fig. 1.

The different PTS dimers are modeled so that only the
active coupling is used to refer to the dimer. For example,
in dimer L, only the inductance coupling L0 is active, while
in the dimer LC both the inductance L0 and the capacitance
C0 couplings are active. The characteristics of all the PTS dimer

configurations are presented in Table 1. The modes of the PT
dimer are found using standard current and voltage circuits’
laws [32–34], and thus we can derive a set of coupled sec-
ond-order differential equations the dimensionless equations
for the charge capacitors QC

n � CVn:

�1� c�d
2Q0

dτ2
− c

d 2Q1

dτ2
� −�α�ν�Q0��αμ�ν�Q1� γ

dQ0

dt

−c
d 2Q0

dτ2
��1� c�d

2Q1

dτ2
��αμ�ν�Q0 − �α�ν�Q1 − γ

dQ1

dt
:

(1)

Each cell has a natural frequency ω2
0 � 1

LC and a natural phase

τ � ω0t , γ � 1
R

ffiffiffi
L
C

q
is the dimensionless gain/loss parameter,

μ � M
L , α � 1

1−μ2 with μ < 1, ν � L
L0
, c � C0

C Qj �
qj
Q , and

qj is the charge at node j.
The sign of γ is the sign of R. System (1) reflects the PTS as

it remains invariant under simultaneous permutation of the in-
dices 0, 1 and reversal of the dimensionless time parameter τ.
The charge of a capacitor of the system oscillates according to
Qj � Ajeiωτ. The eigenfrequencies ωi can be found by solving
the secular equation resulting from Eq. (1), which admits four
normal mode frequencies expressed in Eq. (2) with the square-
root singularity jωj ∝ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ2 − γ2PT

p
, a generic feature of the

PTS breaking. γPT is the value of γ at which PT symmetric
breaking occurs [21]. The oscillation amplitude
decays with time if γ > 0, and grows if γ < 0:

ω1;2;3;4 � � 1

2�1� 2c�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�1� 2c��2α� 2ν� 2αc − 2αcν

−γ2 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ2PT − γ2

p
�

s
:

(2)

The two breaking values of γPT, γ1 and γ2, are expressed in
Eq. (3). We note that γ1 � 0 and γ2 � 2 are associated with
a pair of double degenerated frequencies, ω1 � �1 and
ω2 � �i, respectively, when considered a single isolated circuit
(μ � ν � c � 0):

γ1;2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�αc�1−μ��α�ν�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α�1−μ��1�2c��αμ�α�2ν�

p
	

q
:

(3)

The general active PTS dimer MLC allows for a direct obser-
vation for a transition from exact phase to the broken phase
controlled by a gain and loss parameter γ1. A quick analysis

Fig. 1. Electronic model of a general PTS dimer MLC. The model
takes into account all types of coupling: mutual inductive coupling
(M ), inductor coupling (L0), and capacitive coupling (C0).

Table 1. Characteristics of THs and THL PTS Dimers

Coupling Parameters

PT-Dimers M L0 C 0 Requirements

TH
γ1 ≠ 0

M μ ≠ 0 ν � 0 c � 0 0 < μ < 1,
μ, ν,
c > 0

L μ � 0 ν ≠ 0 c � 0
ML μ ≠ 0 ν ≠ 0 c � 0
C μ � 0 ν � 0 c ≠ 0

THL
(γ1 � 0)

MC μ ≠ 0 ν � 0 c ≠ 0 c � μ∕1 − μ
LC μ � 0 ν ≠ 0 c ≠ 0 c � ν
MLC μ ≠ 0 ν ≠ 0 c ≠ 0 c > ν c � ν�αμ

α�1−μ�
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of γ1 and γ2 shows that γ2 ≠ 0 but always increases with the
coupling between the gain and loss cell, whatever the other cir-
cuit parameters combinations. However, if the capacitance
obeys Eq. (4), γ1 � 0 and the PTS dimer is said to be THL:

c � ν� αμ

α�1 − μ� : (4)

In what follows, we distinguish between two groups of
dimers, the TH dimers (γ1 ≠ 0) and the THL dimer (γ1 � 0),
and we study their mode dynamics.

3. EIGENMODE CHARACTERISTICS

A. TH Dimers

In Fig. 2, we report the normal modes frequencies and TH para-
metric variation for the dimers, C (a) and (b), and ML (c)–(f )
with respect to the coupling nature and strength. In all cases,
we show only the positive eigenfrequencies. The PTS TH
dimers feature an ordinary nonzero transition. For a given value
of the active coupling strength, the four normal mode frequen-
cies are completely real in the exact phase 0 < γ < γ1. The mo-
tion is plain oscillatory due to the unfolding of nonorthogonal

eigenmodes [14] and the eigenvector solutions Q0 and Q1 are
PT symmetric [33]. At γ � γ1, the PTS dimer displays a sponta-
neous symmetry breaking. The solutions undergo a sudden tran-
sition from net conservation to net nonconservation. The
normal modes coalesce, and their imaginary parts are degener-
ated; thus the motion grows quadratically due to the biorthog-
onal nature of the eigenstates [3,4]. For γ1 < γ < γ2
corresponding to the broken phase, the normal modes frequen-
cies are complex conjugate pairs with nonzero real and imaginary
parts. This induces an exponential growth of one mode and
decay of the other, both of which oscillate at the same frequency;
the corresponding solutions are no longer PT symmetric.
Finally, when γ1 > γ2, all the eigenvalues are imaginary, and
the modes have no oscillatory part.

In TH dimers, γ � 0 would be satisfied only for the zero
values of the different couplings corresponding to single iso-
lated gain or loss cells. As the active coupling increases, so does
γ1, implying that the exact phase enlarges with the coupling;
however, the broken phase band remains constant, as indicated
by the straight dark line on the graphs. It is instructive that
these observations are true for all TH dimers except when

Fig. 2. Normal modes and thresholds evolution of PTS dimers: C in (a) and (b), and ML in (c)–(f ). The first and second columns represent the
real and the imaginary parts, respectively. The values of the fixed parameters are specified in the graphs. The transitions values curves are indicated as
γ1 and γ2 in dotted dark lines, while their relative difference is plotted in a plain dark line. The color bar indicates the magnitude of the
eigenfrequencies.
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the controlling coupling is the mutual inductance, where the
broken phase rather reduces with the increased coupling. In
the case of combined M and L couplings, the transition values
are upshifted according to the passive coupling, but its dynam-
ics is dictated by the active varying coupling. Otherwise, for
single coupling M or L, the first transition will start at
γ1 � 0. Remarkably, the TH variation for γ1 and γ2 in dimer
L (dimer ML when μ � 0) and dimer C follows the same para-
metric evolution, giving the impression that the two dimers
may be identical. However, the magnitude of the eigenvalues
in dimer C has a homogeneous variation for the real part of the
eigenvalues spectrum with a maximum value of 1 (for the
parameter set of our plot) throughout the spectrum, while
the imaginary eigenvalues increase with increasing γ and
decrease with C .

In dimer L, there is a strong variation of the real part of the
eigenvalues spectrum with a maximum value of five throughout
the spectrum, while the imaginary eigenvalues increase with
increasing γ and does not change much with L.

B. THL Dimers

A crossover point, where the normal modes coalesce along
the controlling coupling constant of the dimer, characterizes the
THL dimers. This happens when the relation between the
combined coupling parameters are imposed by the equation
γ1 � 0. At this point of the corresponding combination set
of THL coupling parameters, there is needless gain/loss modu-
lation strength to enter the broken phase. Such behavior is dic-
tated by Eq. (4), with the restriction that c > ν. This THL
transition arises only when the capacitance coupling C is added
to the previous coupling M, L, and ML. In the particular cases
of LC and MC dimers, the active couplings obey the simplified
relations ν � c and c � μ∕�1 − μ�, respectively. Table 1 de-
scribes the seven PTS dimers configurations that can result
by considering a general MLC dimer. The relationship between

the different combinations to be considered as either a TH or a
THL dimer are explicitly given for each dimer. As an example,
the positive normal modes of dimers MC (μ � 0.75) and C
(μ � 0) are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. We
can clearly distinguish three regimes of mode dynamics. In the
first regime, c < cTHL, (i.e., before the THLP). PT electronic
dimer has a nonzero PT transition.

The real part of the normal modes converges in two pairs of
positive and negative values but the first TH transition value γ1
decreases, while the second TH γ2 increases with the capaci-
tance coupling constant c. This explains why the real phase re-
duces progressively and ultimately disappears. This dynamic
finds its origin from the phase dynamics analytically expressed
in Eq. (5):

Δϕ�ω�� � tan−1
�
1

γ

�
�1� c�ω� −

�ν� α�
ω�

��
: (5)

This phase dynamic is plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for
THL dimer MC and TH dimer C, respectively. As can be
clearly observed in Fig. 4(a), when the gain/loss parameter
increases, the THL dimer phase dynamic undergoes a second-
order phase transition around γ1 and γ2, which is only seen
around γ1 for values of the controlling coupling constant c
greater than cTHL:. In the second regime, γ1 � 0 and c � cTHL;
this is the THL transition. The system prohibits real propaga-
tion frequencies. The phase dynamic indicates a crossover point
of the normal mode pairs solely in the real part of the spectrum.

Figure 4(a) exhibits an abrupt phase transition in the broken
phase that ultimately dominates the normal mode phase dy-
namic around γ2 along the growing coupling constant. In
the case of TH dimer C plotted in Fig. 4(b), the second-order
transition is observed only from the complex to imaginary
phase. However, the real and complex phase analyses indicate
a smooth variation and, consequently, identical phase dynamics
throughout the variation of the active coupling C. In the last

Fig. 3. Normal modes dynamics of (a) THL dimer. The modes converge toward each other and cross over at γ1 � 0 (c � 5) where they degen-
erate. (b) Case of TH dimer indicating that the crossing would happens at c � 0. In (c) and (d) cross section of (a) done at the THLP and (b),
respectively.
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Fig. 4. Phase dynamic of THLMC (μ � 0.75) dimer normal modes in (a) and TH dimer C (μ � 0) in (b). The THL transition induces a phase
bump up that dictates the dynamic of the normal modes. The dark dotted lines are the first and second PT transition variations with the coupling
constant.

Fig. 5. Normal modes and thresholds parametric evolution of PTS THL dimers: LC in (a) and ( b), MC in (c) and (d), and MLC in (e) and (f ).
The first column represents the real parts, and the imaginary parts are depicted in the second column. The values of the fixed parameters are specified
in the graphs. The transition value curves are indicated as γ1 and γ2 in dotted dark lines, while their relative difference is plotted in a plain dark line.
The color bar indicates the magnitude of the modes.
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regime, the normal modes depart from c > cTHL, and the
system enters into an ordinary transition with a similar phase
dynamic behavior as that of the TH dimers.

For a finite coupling strength, the modal phases progress
gradually along the gain/loss modulation and coalesce at the
transition. The dark dotted lines represent the evolution of
the first and second PT transition variation with the coupling
constant. The normal mode frequencies dynamic for different
THL dimers are plotted in Fig. 5. Precisely, when the dimer is
coupled with a combination of two or more coupling param-
eters, the mode dynamics is better observed by controlling only
one coupling parameter, while maintaining the other ones
constant. For example, in the case of dimers LC, as seen in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), and MC [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)], the cou-
pling parameters are c � 5 and c � 1, respectively. This makes
the couplings μ and ν be the controlling parameters, respec-
tively. For the THL dimer MLC [Figs. 5(e) and 5(f )], the con-
trolling parameter is c, and other couplings are fixed to μ � 0.8
and ν � 1. In all cases, the broken phase enlarges with the con-
trolling coupling and reaches its maximum depth at the THLP
where γ1 � 0. This variation of the broken domain before the
THLP is also evidenced by the sharp increase of the parameter
γ2 − γ1. After the THL transition, the broken phase reduces
with the increasing coupling μ. However, this broken phase
remains constant for other coupling parameters, as already in-
dicated in Fig. 2. In the case of combined dimers, the transition
values of γ are shifted compared to a single coupling dimer, due
to the combination with another coupling (the passive or fixed
one, depending on the cases), but its dynamics is dictated by
the active varying coupling constant.

4. SCATTERING PROPERTIES

The scattering is achieved by linearly coupling the left and the
right sides of the PTS dimer to an inductively coupled parallel
LC cell TL. Then the dimensionless charges of the capacitors at
any point along a TL are written in the form

�1� c� d
2Q0

dτ2
− c

d 2Q1

dτ2

� −ϑQ−1 − �α� ν� ϑ�Q0 � �αμ� ν�Q1 � γ
dQ0

d t

−c
d 2Q0

dτ2
� �1� c� d

2Q1

dτ2

� �αμ� ν�Q0 − �α� ν� ϑ�Q1 � ϑQ2 − γ
dQ1

d t
d 2Qj

dτ2
� ϑQj−1 � ϑQj�1 − �1� 2ϑ�Qj; for j ≠ 0; 1; (6)

where ϑ � L
l .

We are interested in investigating the transmission, reflec-
tion, and amplification properties of the different PT electronic
dimers and in comparing the scattering properties of PT TH
dimers to the ones of the PT THL dimers. For this purpose, we
put the solutions into the form�

Qj � I ei�kj−ωτ� � Rgei�−kj−ωτ� j ≤ 0

Qj � T gei�kj−ωτ� j ≥ 1
; (7)

where I , Rg , and T g are, respectively, the incident,
reflected, and transmitted coefficients from the gain side;

k is wavenumber of the incident wave. The dispersion fre-
quency of the wave in a TL far away from the PT dimer defect
is defined in Eq. (8). Such dispersion indicates that the TL is a
bandpass with a lower cutoff frequency of f 1 � 1∕2π and an
upper cutoff frequency of f 2 � �1� 4ϑ�1∕2∕2π, which
occur at wavenumbers k � 0 and k � π, respectively:

ω2 � 1� 4ϑ sin2
�
k
2

�
: (8)

After substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), the scattering coef-
ficients for an incidence from the gain/loss side are derived to be

T g � i
2ϑB sin�k�eik

�A − ϑeik��A
 − ϑeik� − B2
I ; (9)

Rg �
B2 − �A − ϑeik��A
 − ϑe−ik�
�A − ϑeik��A
 − ϑeik� − B2

I ; (10)

Rl �
�B2 − �A − ϑe−ik��A
 − ϑeik��e−2ik

�A − ϑeik��A
 − ϑeik� − B2
I ; (11)

where A � b − aω2 − iγω, B � cω2 − d , a � 1� c, b �
α� ν� ϑ, d � αμ� ν, and the subscripts g and l refer to
the incident wave arriving on the PTS dimer from the gain
or lossy cell sides, respectively.

A simple analysis reveals that the scattering coefficients share
a common denominator, D � �A − ϑeik��A
 − ϑeik� − B2.
Due to the reciprocity of transmission for any linear stationary
and nonmagnetic medium [9,36], the transmission coefficients
coincide for the left and right propagations (T g � T l ). The
reflection coefficients are nonreciprocal (Rg ≠ Rl ), and the cor-
responding scattering signals satisfy the generalized unitary
conservation relation jjT 2j − 1j � jRL · R


g j, which reveals
the underlying symmetries of the scattering PTS dimer defect.
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the TH or THL character-
istic of the dimer plays an interesting role in the scattering
features, such as lasing modes, unidirectional transparency,
mirror-like behavior, etc. In order to study the lasing modes
properties of the dimer systems, we analytically investigate
the lasing gain/loss parameter γr when the denominator D
turns to zero at some critical wavenumber kr. This means at
γr , the dimer operates at a lasing mode kr . These lasing modes
are mathematically expressed as

cos k � b − a�1� 2ϑ�
�1 − 2a�ϑ ; (12a)

γr �
1

ω

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2 � ϑ2 sin2 k

p
: (12b)

We have plotted the lasing mode spectra for the dimer TH ML
in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), while the ones of dimer THL MLC are
represented in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The first column is the real
part of γr , and the second column represents its imaginary part.
We derive the boundaries of the values of k, F1, and F2 from
Eq. (12a) as

ϑ � �1 − μ2��ν − c − 1� � 1∕�2�1� 2c��1 − μ2�	 for F1;
(13a)
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1∕�1 − μ2� � ν � 1� c for F2: (13b)

As indicated by the graphs, F1 and F2 delimit three regions: I,
II, and III. F2 is independent of ϑ. Region I corresponds to
purely real and positive values of the wavenumbers k and
frequencies ω (i.e., −1< cos�k�< 1 and 1< ω< �1� 2ϑ�1∕2).
These are the allowed frequencies from our TL dispersion rela-
tion [Eq. (8)]; we can then see that the values of γr for which
lasing modes occurs are real. Region II is the upper forbidden
gap where cos�k� < −1 and ω > �1� 2ϑ�1∕2. The wavenum-
bers are complex, with a constant real part (equal to π) and a
varying negative imaginary part, k � π − iκ. The frequencies
are also complex in this region, but the lasing modes exist for
real values of γr [Eq. (12b)]. Region III is the lower forbidden
bandgap for which cos�k� > 1 and the wavenumbers k are
purely imaginary (i.e., k � �iκ). Therefore, the frequency
propagation (ω < 1) is real for 2ϑ �cosh k − 1� > 1 and purely
imaginary for 2ϑ �cosh k − 1� < 1. From Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), it
can be clearly seen that the lasing parameter γr can be either real
region III-1 or purely imaginary region III-2.

These analyses indicate three regions of wavenumber propa-
gation and subsequently lasing modes operation in THL
dimers, the third region being the region of purely imaginary
k, while TH dimer can only operate in two regions in which k is
either real or complex. It is interesting that there are two ex-
ceptions for these rules: The TH dimer C does not have real or
complex operating modes. Regions II and I are not observed.
F2 frontier occurs at C � 0. Therefore, γr is purely imaginary,
so the lasing modes could only be observed for purely imagi-
nary values of the wavenumbers [Fig. 7(a)]. The second
exception is that in the THL dimer LC, the frontier F2

[Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)] coincides with the THL transition of
the isolated LC dimer; consequently, region III-1 does not exist.
We also notice that when the active coupling controlling
parameter is μ or ν, the real values of γr are observed at the
right-hand side of the limiting curve γr � 0. When the active
coupling is c, the real values of γr are rather observed at the left-
hand side of the limiting line γr � 0 [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)].

In what follows, we analyze the scattering coefficients’
dependence on the different regions detailed above. Whenever
a region is observed in the k spectrum of a dimer, the behavior
is dictated by the related scattering coefficients. Specifically, for
the dimer MLC, which includes all regions in the spectrum
[Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)], the value of μ can be taken as the
region-selective parameter and thus be tuned from one region
to another while the other parameters ϑ � 0.1, c � 0.5, and
ν � 0.25 remain unchanged unless otherwise specified. As pre-
dicted from the above analysis, we identify in Figs. 8 and 9
spectral singularities of zero-width resonances (D � 0) [39]
corresponding to intense scattering coefficients amplifications
(i.e., T g;l � Rl;g � ∞) in all the propagation regions except
at the frontiers, where the waves are perfectly reflected (i.e.,
T g;l � 0 and Rl;g � 1). These spectral singularities give rise
to lasing modes kr at γr . Notwithstanding this analysis, the
scattering coefficients have specific features in each region
depending on the nature of k.

In region I [Fig. 8(a)], for example, at μ � 0.5, the wave-
numbers are all real and positive (allowed frequencies), two
close EPs emerge (γg � 0.282 γl � 0.438) as gain/loss values
at which the gain/loss reflected wave vanishes, i.e., Rg � 0
(Rl ≠ 0) and Rl � 0 (Rg ≠ 0), respectively. The parameters
γg;l are the gain/loss reflectionless points. Due to the
unitary transmission (T g;l � 1), moreover, at these points,

Fig. 6. Spectra of γr for which D � 0. The case TH dimer ML is depicted in (a) and (b), and the case THL dimer MLC is plotted in (c) and (d).
The first column is the real part representation, while the imaginary part is depicted in the second column. F1 and F2 define the frontiers of regions I
(real k), II (complex k), and III (purely imaginary k). The TH dimer does not allow imaginary wave propagation; γr is either real or complex. The
THL dimer allows control of real, complex, and imaginary propagation wavenumbers. The existence of region III-2 implies that lasing modes occur
for imaginary γr and kr .
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the transmission phase is not affected, as indicated in Fig. 8(c).
These points refer to regions of unidirectional invisibility
[24,40] from left and right, respectively. In the range between
unidirectional invisibility from the left (Rg � 0 T � 1) and
unidirectional invisibility from the right (Rl � 0 T � 1) (i.e.,
γg < γ < γl ) the transmission is superunitary (T > 1); other-
wise, the transmission is subunitary (T < 1). These unidirec-
tional reflectionlessness and invisibility are the characteristics
of any PTS scattering system. They are of technological interest,
as they offer the means of one-way designing of linear optical
devices [24,40,41]. It was demonstrated [39,42–43] that in
PTS systems, the transition from the PTS phase to the PTS

broken phase is dictated by the unitary related transmission. In
particular, it was shown that T < 1 corresponds to the PTS
phase, while T > 1 induces a PTS broken phase; thus our scat-
tering system is phase-broken PT symmetric between γg and γl .

Importantly, we find a critical value of the TL coupling param-
eter ϑc above which the reflection scattering coefficient from the
right does not vanish any longer, but the left reflection vanishes at
two different points. This critical value is obtained by solving the
equation Rg∕l � 0. For the set of parameters we have considered,
the calculated critical value is ϑc � 1.719. In Fig. 8(b), we have
taken ϑ � 4 > ϑc , the scattering plots exhibit two far-apart EPs
at γL1 � 0.7156 and γL2 � 2.042 for which Rl � 0 (T � 1).

Fig. 7. Spectrum of imaginary γr for TH dimer C in (a). F2 occurs at c � 0, indicating no propagation for real or complex values of k; γr is purely
imaginary (the real part of γr being zero), and so is the wavenumber k. The case of THL dimer LC (ν � 7) LC in (b) real part of γr and (c) its
imaginary part. F2 coincides both with the THL conditions and with the limit curve γr � 0, as it separates totally the regions for real and purely
imaginary γr. The active coupling is the capacitance c and the real values of γr are observed at the left-hand side of the limiting zone γr � 0. There is
no real value of γr in region III.

Fig. 8. Scattering normalized coefficient T and R of THL dimer MLC versus the gain/loss parameter in region I. ν � 0.25, c � 0.5, and ϑ � 0.1
and μ � 0.5. (a) k and γ are real; EPs occur for the gain/loss incidence while in (b) ϑ � 4, and the EP occurs only for the loss incidence at two different
points. T > 1 in between the EP in both cases. Lasing modes are observed inside the EPs, where the transmission is superunitary. (c) At γg and γl , the
phase transmission corresponding to (a) does not change. In (d), the spectrum of ϑ is plotted for c � 0.5 and μ � 0.5; the green color indicates the
region where the dimer is PTS in two opposite directions (at γg∕l ), while in the red region, the dimer is PTS in one direction (two distinct values of γl ).
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In Fig. 8(d), the spectrum of ϑ is numerically plotted for the
parameters c � 0.5, μ � 0.5. The green color identifies the re-
gion where Rg∕l � 0 admits one solution each. Consequently,
there are two EPs, one in each direction, giving rise to the PTS
behavior in the gain/loss direction. In the red region, there are
two solutions for Rl � 0 and no solution for Rg � 0. Likewise,
there are two EPs but only in the loss direction and no EP in
the right direction. Moreover, the right reflection is greater than
the transmission and the EPs are very far apart. This behavior
has drastic consequence on the scattering system, as this latter
becomes non-PTS and mainly mirrors in the gain direction.
The PTS behavior is observed only in the allowed values of
real frequency as defined by the frontiers F1 and F2. It is useful
to reveal that this transmission tends to vanish as both reflec-
tions (from gain and loss sides) tend to unity far away from the
inner region of unidirectionality Rl;g → 1 when T → 0.

At the two frontiers, the transmission vanishes completely
and the dimer behaves like a perfect mirror throughout the γ
range (i.e., Rl;g � 1 and T � 0) as predicted by the combined
Eq. (13) in Eqs. (9)–(11). For example, in Fig. 9(a), the scatter-
ing parameters are plotted at F1 for μ � 0.447, k � 0, and at F2
for μ � 0.627, k � π. In region II, the upper forbidden gap
with complex wavenumbers (k � π − iκ), the scattering
coefficients are plotted for μ � 0.75 in Fig. 9(b). As indicated
in the graph, γr exists and is real and T > Rg > Rl . It is,
however, instructive that far from this lasing zone, the left reflec-
tion is totally attenuated while the gain reflection is unity; like-
wise there is a critical value of γ � γc where Rg � T � 1, below
which the (T � R) is superunitary and subunitary above. In

region III, the lower forbidden gap having purely imaginary
wavenumbers, we distinguish the plot in region III-1 where
γr is real [Fig. 9(c)] and in region III-2 where γr is purely imagi-
nary [Fig. 9(d)]. For real γr (for example, μ � 0.3), there is a
resonant mode indicated by γr and Rl > Rg > T and outside
the resonant mode, the transmission is completely attenuated
while the reflection scatterings are constants, Rg � 1 and
Rl > Rg . For imaginary values of γr (for example, μ � 0.2),
the scattering coefficients are plotted in the imaginary plane.
There are two critical points at which Rg � Rl (T � 0), inside
which the gain reflection is amplified and the loss reflection is
attenuated; Rg > Rl with Rl < 1 except at the resonance.
Indeed, a lasing mode does exist where all the scattering coeffi-
cients are intensely amplified simultaneously with the reflections
are more amplified than the transmission. Outside the region of
simultaneously left and right unitary reflection, the loss reflec-
tion is slightly amplified, while the gain reflection is slightly
attenuated, and thus Rl > Rg . As indicated at the inset of the
curve, all real γ incidences are totally attenuated in transmission
and perfectly reflected in the gain side (Rg � 1), while the loss
reflected wave is amplified (Rl > Rg ). This indicates the absence
of lasing states for real values of γr .

5. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the mode dynamics of a general PTS
dimer MLC. We have shown that PTS dimers can be grouped
into TH dimers, for which γ1 ≠ 0, and THL dimers that
can have a vanishing breaking point γ1 under some specified

Fig. 9. Scattering normalized coefficient T and R of THL dimer MLC versus the gain/loss parameter ν � 0.25, c � 0.5 and ϑ � 0.1. (a) At the
frontiers F1 (μ � 0.447, k � 0) and F2 (μ � 0.627, k � π), the transmission vanishes completely: T � 0 Rg � Rl � 1. (b) In region II, μ � 0.75,
k is complex and γ is real, γc occurs at Rg � T � 1 below which T > 1 and T < 1 above. Lasing modes occur in the region of superunitary trans-
mission. Far from γr , Rl � 0. (c) Region III-1, k is imaginary but γ is real. Lasing mode occurs around γr � 0.062. The transmission vanishes completely,
i.e., T � 0 and Rg � 1�< Rl �. (d) Region III-2, μ � 0.75; k and γ are both imaginary. jγj is the magnitude of the imaginary gain/loss parameter γ.
Lasing mode is observed inside the region defined by γc1 and γc2 where Rg � Rl . Far from γc , T � 0 and Rl > Rg . The inset indicates that all real γ
incidences are totally attenuated in transmission and perfectly reflected in the gain side (Rg � 1), while the loss reflected wave is amplified (Rl > Rg ).
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conditions. This THLP is marked by the degeneracy of the modes
along the controlling coupling constant inside the PTS dimer
cells. The THL transition is related to the phase dynamic modes
and is characterized by an abrupt phase transition in the broken
phase along the increasing coupling parameter, which however
arises only when the coupling M, L, and ML are associated in
parallel with C. When the TH dimers are inserted into a TL,
the scattering systems admit real waves in the allowed band
and complex waves in the upper forbidden gap. ATHL scattering
system will additionally control purely imaginary waves in the
lower gap corresponding to a real or an imaginary gain/loss param-
eter. We have also demonstrated that when the PTS dimers scat-
tering systems propagate real wavenumbers, they undergo a
spontaneous breaking symmetry at the EP, inside which the trans-
mission is superunitary and subunitary outside. Interestingly, the
PTS scattering system exhibits qualitative new behavior, such as
the canceling of the PTS property in one direction, which arises
when ϑ, the TL coupling parameter, exceeds a TH limit ϑc . The
results demonstrate promising applications in wave manipulations
for artificial structures, which exhibit novel properties and control
mechanisms. We anticipate that our work can also stimulate
many experimental studies to uncover the full potential of
PTS TH and THL dimers, especially in the nonlinear interactions
for electro-optical applications.
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